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This paper gives the proof of the following main theorem 
(Theorem 12.5.1): Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p > 7. Then L is 
of classical or Cartan type (and thus is completely classified). This result 
was conjectured by Kostrikin and SafarcviE [KS661 and was announced in 
[BW84]. 

Work on simple Lie algebras of characteristic p goes back to the pioneer- 
ing work of Jacobson and Zassenhaus in the 1930s. The notion of restricted 
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Lie algebra (also called Lie p-algebra) was introduced by Jacobson 
[Jac37] in 1937. We recall that ([Jac37]; cf. [Jac62, p. 187; BW82, 
Sect. 1.11) a restricted Lie algebra over F is a Lie algebra L together with a 
map x c, xp satisfying certain conditions, in particular, 

(ad x)” = ad(xP) for all x E L. 

(Indeed, if (ad x)” is an inner derivation for every x in some basis for L 
then L can be given the structure of a restricted Lie algebra and if L is 
centerless there is a unique such structure.) 

The study of restricted Lie algebras (and, in particular, the study of the 
classification problem for restricted simple Lie algebras) has proved fruitful 
for several reasons. First, Lie algebras which arise “in nature” are generally 
restricted, e.g., the derivation algebra Der A of any algebra A, the Lie 
algebra of an algebraic group, the primitive elements of an irreducible 
cocommutative Hopf algebra (infinitesimal formal group), and the Lie 
algebras corresponding to sublields of purely inseparable field extensions of 
exponent one. Second, all known nonrestricted simple Lie algebras are 
closely related to restricted simple Lie algebras; more explicitly, each of the 
restricted simple Lie algebras of Cartan type generalizes to a family of sim- 
ple Lie algebras, and these families, together with the algebras of classical 
type, give all the known simple L. Third, certain technical tools are 
available in a restricted Lie algebra L which are not available in an 
arbitrary Lie algebra. (Here and throughout this paper, except where 
otherwise stated, we assume that all Lie algebras are finite-dimensional 
over a field F as above.) For example, an element x E L has a Jordan- 
ChevalleyySeligman decomposition into its semisimple and nilpotent parts 
[ Se167, Theorem V.7.21. 

We remark that there is an important distinction between restricted sim- 
ple Lie algebras (simple Lie algebras in which (ad x)” is inner for every x) 
and simple restricted Lie algebras (nonabelian restricted Lie algebras which 
are simple as restricted Lie algebras, i.e., which have no nonzero proper 
ideals closed under the pth power map). Every restricted simple Lie algebra 
is a simple restricted Lie algebra, but a simple restricted Lie algebra need 
not be a simple Lie algebra. Indeed, if L is any simple Lie algebra and L 
denotes the restricted subalgebra of Der L generated by ad L, then 
[L, L] = L and L is a simple restricted Lie algebra. If U is any simple 
restricted Lie algebra then [U, U] is simple and U = [U, U]. Thus 
classification of the simple restricted Lie algebras is equivalent to 
classification of simple Lie algebras, a task which is beyond the scope of 
this paper. 

We now briefly describe the Lie algebras arising in the statement of our 
main theorem. For each finite-dimensional Lie algebra A over the complex 
numbers C, let A, be the Z-span of a Chevalley basis of A, and extend 
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scalars to F: A F = Az @ F. Dividing by the center &A F) (which is nonzero 
when A 2 $1(n), p 1 n), we get a Lie algebra which is simple and restricted. 
The simple Lie algebras obtained in this way are known as algebras of 
classical type. (At prime characteristic, one includes the five exceptional 
types among the classical-type algebras.) They thus correspond to the 
irreducible root systems A, (n > l), B,(n 3 3), C,, (n > 2), D, (n >4), G,, 
F4, Eb, E,, Es. The Lie algebras of classical type have been characterized 
axiomatically by Mills and Seligman [MS57]. They are the simple algebras 
which can be classified by extending the methods of Killing and Cartan, 
and include all simple Lie algebras with nondegenerate Killing form. (More 
generally, a simple L is of classical type if and only if it has a projective 
representation with nondegenerate trace form [Blo62, Kap71].) 

Aside from the classical algebras, four classes of restricted simple Lie 
algebras are known, all generalizing the original p-dimensional example IV, 
of Witt (see [Zas39], [Cha41]), and designated by W, (or W(m : I)) 
(m>/ l), SC’ (or S(m : I)“‘) (m33), Hz’ (or H(m : 1)‘2’) (m even, >2), 
and Kc) (or K(m : 1)“)) ( m odd, > 3). These were discovered respectively 
by Jacobson [Jac43], Frank [Fra54], Albert and Frank [AF54] and 
Frank [ Fra64]. 

Let B,,, denote the commutative associative algebra of p-truncated 
polynomials, with generators x1, . . . . X, and relations x7 = 0 for i = 1, . . . . m. 
Then W, = Der B,,, = {C fjO, ( f, E B,}, where D, E W,,, is defined by 
D,x,~ = 6, for i, j= 1, . . . . m and S,,,, H,, K, are certain subalgebras of W, 
which may be described briefly as follows. (More details are given in 
Section 1.1). Consider the exterior algebra over B, of differential forms in 
dx,, . . . . dx,,. Let 

os =dx, A ... A dx,, 

OH= i dx, A dx,+,, m=2r, 
i=l 

0 ,c=hr+, + i (Xi+rdx, -xtdxi+r), m=2r+l. 
i= 1 

Define 

S,={DEW,,,( Do,=O}, 

H, = {DE W, 1 Dw, =O}, m = 2r, 

K,,, = {DE W,,, 1 Do, E B,,,o~}, m=2r+ 1. 
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(Here the action of D on differential forms is extended from its action on 
B,M by requiring that D be a derivation of the exterior algebra satisfying 
D(df) = d(Df), where df = C (D,f) clx,, f E B,.) Thus, for example, S,n = 
{x7= I k.D, ) x7=, D,f, = O}. For any Lie algebra A, let A’“’ denote the 
mth derived algebra of A. Then SE), m 3 3, HE), m =2ra 2, and Ki), 
m = 2r + 1 B 3, are restricted simple, with dim SC’) = (m - l)(p” - 1 ), 
dim H$) = pm - 2, and dimKc)=p” ifp[m+3 andmdimKz)=p”-1 if 
p 1 m + 3. The restricted simple Lie algebras just described, of types IV, S, 
H, K, are called the restricted simple Lie algebras of Cartan type. The 
designation “Cartan type” refers to the fact that they are analogues over F, 
obtained by replacing power series by p-truncated polynomials, of the four 
classes of infinite simple Lie algebras over C used in the Cartan 
classification of Lie pseudogroups [Car09]. For a useful description of the 
Cartan-type algebras in terms of gradings and Cartan prolongations, see 
the brief accounts in [Blo82, SW861 or the fuller accounts in [KS69, 
Kac70, Kac74, Wi176]. 

We shall also need to give the notation for the known nonrestricted sim- 
ple Lie algebras, since these will play a role in our proof even in the restric- 
ted case. Replacing B, above by the completed algebra a(m) of divided 
powers (in m generators) (see Section 1.1 for a more precise description), 
we obtain infinite-dimensional Lie algebras W(m), S(m), H(m), K(m). For 
each m-tuple n = (n, , . . . . n,) of positive integers, we obtain a “(p”‘, . . . . p”“)- 
truncated” Lie subalgebra W(m : n) of W(m) (of dimension p”‘, where 
(nl =n, + . +n,). Intersecting W(m : n) with S(m), H(m), K(m), respec- 
tively, we obtain Lie algebras S(m : n), H(m : n), K(m : n). (If n = 1 = 
(1, ..‘> 1) these are the restricted algebras described above.) Finally, for an 
automorphism @ of W(m), and for X= S, H, or K, we write X(m : n : @) = 
@X(m) A W(m : n). Then under suitable conditions on @, the Lie algebras 
S(m:n:@)“’ (m>3), H(m : n : @)(2) (m=2r>2), K(m:n:@)“’ 
(m = 2r + 1 2 3) are simple. These simple algebras, together with the 
algebras W(m : II) (which are simple), are called the algebras of Cartan 
type (also known as algebras of generalized Cartan type). All known non- 
classical simple Lie algebras over F (which have been constructed by a 
number of authors using a variety of techniques (see [Wil-pre] for referen- 
ces)) are isomorphic to algebras of Cartan type, and it is conjectured that 
every nonclassical simple Lie algebra over F is of Cartan type. We remark 
that X(m : n : id) = X(m : n) (where id denotes the identity automorphism 
and X= S, H, or K). 

We now describe the program begun by Kostrikin and Safarevic [KS66, 
KS691 to classify the simple L, and then give an outline of our proof. We 
take the filtration of B, obtained by giving each x, degree one, and take 
the corresponding filtration of W(m : l), with deg Di = - 1 for all i. Inter- 
secting this filtration with X(m : 1)‘2’ (2” = S, H, K) except for type K 
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(where we give x, degree 2 and D, degree -2), we get a filtration of 
X(m.1) . (2) All of these filtrations are Lie algebra filtrations 

L=L-,zL- r+, 2 ‘..2L,=, . ..L.<ZL.,., =(O) 

for some r, s, for which L, is a maximal subalgebra and for which the 
associated graded Lie algebra G = CT= or G, (Gi = L,/L, + r ) satisfies (in 
addition to [G,, G,] c Gj+ j for all i, j): 

(1) G, is a restricted Lie algebra and is a direct sum of restricted 
ideals each of which is classical simple, gl(n), 51(n), or pgl(n) with p 1 n, or 
abelian. 

(2) The action of G, on G ~, is restricted. 

(3) If id0, x6Gi, and [x,G,]=(O), then x=0. 

(4) If i>O, XEG,, and [x,G.~]=(O), then x=0. 

(5) The action of G, on G ~, is irreducible. 

(Actually, G, = gl(m), 51(m), sp(2r), 5p(2r) @ F for L = W(m : l), 
S(m : l)“‘, H(2r : 1)‘2’, K(2r + 1 : l)“‘, respectively.) Filtrations for the 
nonrestricted simple Lie algebras of Cartan type for which the 
corresponding G has the above properties (l))(5) are obtained similarly. 

Now suppose L is any (finite-dimensional) simple Lie algebra over F and 
let L, be a maximal subalgebra and LPI an ad Lo-invariant subspace con- 
taining L, such that L-,/L, is ad Lo-irreducible. Define Lj inductively 
(following Cartan [Car091 and Weisfeiler [Wei68] by 

L-i- 1 =[L.i,L ,]+L-,, i3 1, 

L r+, =jxEL,I C-GL1l~L,}, i > 0. 

Then we get a filtration of L, and the corresponding G satisfies properties 
(4) and (5) above. A major result on simple Lie algebras, the main stages 
of which were due to Kostrikin and SafareviE [KS69], Kac [Kac70, 
Kac74], and Wilson [Wi176], is the Recognition Theorem for classical and 
Cartan-type algebras, which states that if L has a maximal subalgebra L, 
for which a corresponding graded G satisfies properties (l)-(3) above then 
L is of classical or Cartan type. 

The problem then, for L restricted, is how to find a maximal subalgebra 
L, such that the pair (L, L,) satisfies the hypotheses of the Recognition 
Theorem. We will actually give two ways of finding such an L,. The first 
way will be used in certain low rank algebras; this classification in turn will 
enable us to find a suitable L, in the general rank case. To describe the 
approach briefly, we shall first need to mention some concepts which will 
be discussed more fully in the body of the paper. We recall that a torus in a 
restricted Lie algebra A is a subalgebra T, necessarily abelian, such that 
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ad, t is semisimple for all t E T; equivalently, T contains no nonzero 
nilpotent element t (where t is nilpotent if tCP’I = 0 for some e). The Cartan 
subalgebras of A are the centralizers 3A(T) of the maximal tori T. We call a 
torus T standard if [3A(T), 3A(T)] is nil or, equivalently, if 3A(T) = T+ I, 
where I is the largest nil ideal of 3A(T) (the nil radical of 3,JT)). For a 
maximal torus T, we have the Cartan decomposition A = 3A(T) + EYE ,- A, 
of A with respect to T (or jA(T)). If CIE r (respectively, ~1, BE r with ~1, /I 
independent) we write Aca) = xi, z A, (respectively, A’“,“’ = ‘&t z A,, + jB) 
and A[a] = A~“~/solv A@) (respectively, A [a, p] = A ‘“~D)/solv A (‘,B)). The 
algebra A [a] (respectively, A [a, B]) is called a rank one section (respec- 
tively, rank two section) of A (with respect to T). 

Suppose that L is restricted simple. Then every torus in L and in every 
section of L is standard. Our proof involves determining the possible 
semisimple algebras which can occur as a rank one or rank two section of 
L. To do this we are led to determine the restricted semisimple A with the 
following property: every maximal torus of A is l-dimensional (respec- 
tively, 2-dimensional) and standard. The proof of the case with a 2-dimen- 
sional maximal torus is particularly long, and parallels the proof in 
[SW821 but with the considerable added complication that here the nil 
radical I of jA( T) may be nonzero. Finally, with a list of the possible rank 
two sections in hand, we will construct the desired maximal subalgebra L, 
of L; this construction of L, extends that given for the case I= (0) in 
[Wi183]. 

We now briefly indicate the contents of the twelve sections of the paper. 
Section 1 contains preliminaries, including details on Cartan-type algebras; 
conjugacy of tori in these algebras; the Recognition Theorem; lifting of 
maximal and standard tori; and Winter conjugates eX( T) of maximal tori 
T, including discussion of the relation between the root spaces for T and 
for e”(T). Section 2 gives some detailed results about certain (not 
necessarily restricted) simple Lie algebras S of toral rank 1, i.e., which have 
a Cartan decomposition with a root a such that all roots are in Z,a. In 
particular, a list is given of those S which are such that s contains no torus 
of dimension 22. 

Section 3 determines the restricted semisimple A containing a l-dimen- 
sional standard maximal torus but no tori of bigger dimension. These are 
of three types: 51(2), W( 1 : l), and certain algebras between H(2 : 1) and 
H(2:l) . (2) These are the possible rank one sections of a restricted simple L 
(relative to a torus of maximal dimension) which we will need to consider 
in the rest of the paper. Section 4 studies the analogous problem for the 
rank 2 sections. It examines the restricted semisimple A for which there is a 
2-dimensional torus T, and all a-dimensional tori are maximal and stan- 
dard. A list of possible cases for such A is given, and in most cases A is 
closely related to certain specific small simple S, but in two cases only 
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rather general structural properties are given; these are case (g), in which 
for some simple S we have s c A c Der S, T c S, and T n (S + I) is 
l-dimensional and nonrestricted (where Z is the nilradical of jA(T)), and 
case (h), in which A is “nearly simple, ” i.e., for some simple S we have 
SsAGDerSand A=S+Z. 

Section 5 examines restricted algebras A with a standard maximal torus 
T. For c( a root of A with respect to T, the spaces R, = 
{x~A,l [x,Am.]cI} and K,=(x~A.)cc([x,A_.])=(0)} aredefined. 
When T is 2-dimensional, a tight bound on dim Au/R, is obtained. The 
important notion of the root c( being proper is introduced. This says that 
K, = A,, for some in Z, - (0). The distinction between proper and 
improper roots may be seen in the p-dimensional Witt algebra W,. Here 
there are two conjugacy classes (under Aut W,) of maximal tori; one is 
spanned by x, D, and the other is spanned by (x, + 1) D,. Any root with 
respect to the first of these tori is proper, and any root with respect to the 
second is improper. As our choice of name indicates, the first type of torus 
is better for our purposes (essentially because it is contained in the 
maximal subalgebra (IV,),). A related characterization of CI being proper is 
given, namely, that CI is proper if and only if T is contained in a com- 
positionally classical subalgebra of codimension 6 2 in A(“) (or A [a] ), 
where compositionally classical means that all composition factors are 
abelian or simple of classical type. 

Sections 6-9 again study restricted semisimple A which contain a 
2-dimensional torus T and in which all 2-dimensional tori are maximal and 
standard. Section 6 examines the effect of switching tori by a Winter con- 
jugacy and introduces the notion of optimal torus, this being a T with the 
maximal number of lines of proper roots, and of distinguished maximal 
subalgebra, this being a maximal subalgebra containing the centralizer of 
an optimal torus T and the spaces R, for all roots with respect to T. Sec- 
tions 7-9 examine (for A as in Section 6) the graded algebra G associated 
to a filtration coming from a distinguished maximal subalgebra. In Sec- 
tion 7 (the longest section in the paper), under the hypothesis that the cen- 
ter j(G,) # (0), and hence j(G,) = Fz for some z, it is proved that either 
G, = (0) or G, =51(2)@ Fz, and in the latter case that property (3) (of the 
hypotheses of the Recognition Theorem) above is satisfied. In Section 8, 
under the hypothesis that 3(G,) = (0), it is proved that either (a) A is one 
of the algebras in case (h) (the “nearly simple” case) of Section 4 or (b) Go 
is S, OS,, where S, gel(2) or W( 1 : 1); furthermore, if (b) holds and 
G, # (0) then Go E 41(2) @ sI(2) and property (3) above holds. Section 9 
uses Sections 7 and 8 to complete the analysis of cases (g) and (h) of Sec- 
tion 4, thus giving in Theorem 9.1.1 a more explicit list of the restricted 
semisimple A with all tori of maximal dimension 2-dimensional and stan- 
dard. 
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Section 10 shows that if L is restricted simple then it contains a torus T, 
of maximal dimension, such that all roots with respect to T are proper. 
This uses switching of tori by Winter conjugacy to send an improper root 
to a proper root while not simultaneously sending any proper root to an 
improper root. It suffices to prove the corresponding property in the rank 
two sections of L, these being among the semisimple algebras listed in 
Theorem 9.1.1. The desired property is shown to hold except for certain 
algebras in case (b) of that theorem, and a separate argument shows that 
those algebras cannot occur as a rank 2 section of L. 

Section 11 shows that if L is restricted simple, T is a torus of maximal 
dimension, and all roots with respect to T are proper then more cases of 
the semisimple algebras listed in Theorem 9.1.1 cannot occur as a rank 2 
section of L. 

The concluding Section, Section 12, shows how, for L restricted simple 
but not classical, to construct a maximal subalgebra L, such that the 
hypotheses of the Recognition Theorem are satisfied by the pair (L, L,). To 
construct L,, we take a torus T, necessarily standard, of maximal dimen- 
sion, with the property that all roots with respect to Tare proper. For each 
root a LIZ) has a unique compositionally classical subalgebra Uca) of 
maximal dimension, and we define Q(L) = C, U’“‘. Using the list of 
possible rank 2 sections from Sections 11, we prove that Q is a subalgebra 
which is large in a certain sense involving the number of roots p in a root 
string for which L, #Q,. It is shown that Q # L (otherwise L would be 
classical). Then L, is taken to be a maximal subalgebra of L containing Q, 
and we prove that the hypotheses of the Recognition Theorem hold, giving 
our main result. 

We are indebted to G. Seligman and H. Strade for many helpful com- 
ments on an earlier version of this paper. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

This section contains a number of definitions and results used 
throughout the paper. Most of the main results of this section are proved 
elsewhere and the proofs are not repeated here. Topics treated are: 
definition of algebras of Cartan type (Section 1.1); the Recognition 
Theorem for algebras of classical or Cartan type (Section 1.2); DemuSkin’s 
conjugacy theorems for toral elements and for maximal tori in the restric- 
ted Lie algebras of Cartan type (Section 1.3); the notations AcX), A[X], 
and Yy, (Section 1.4); definition and properties of standard tori (Sec- 
tions 1.5 and 1.6); properties of tori of maximal dimension (Section 1.7); 
properties of solvable algebras (Section 1.8); Winter’s exponential map 
(Section 1.9); the Blattner-Dixmier theorem (Section 1.10); subalgebras of 
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maximal dimension in W( 1 : 1) and H(2 : 1 )‘*I (Section 1.11); and Schue’s 
lemma on Cartan decompositions of simple Lie algebras (Section 1.12). 

Throughout the entire paper F will denote an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p> 7. We use the following notations: jA(B) denotes the 
centralizer of B in A, j(A) denotes the center of A, N,(B) denotes the 
normalizer of B in A, Z denotes the ring of integers, N denotes the set of 
natural numbers, Z, denotes Z/pZ, the prime field of F, and Zp* denotes 
the set of nonzero elements of Z,. Also, if B is a subalgebra of a restricted 
Lie algebra A, i? denotes the restricted subalgebra of A generated by B. 

1.1. We begin by describing the simple Lie algebras of Cartan type 
over F. 

Let A(m) denote the monoid (under addition) of all m-tuples of non- 
negative integers. For 1 < i 6 m let &i denote the m-tuple (Sj,, . . . . 6,). For ~1, 
BE A(m) define (;) = ($11) . ..(.{;I) and a! = nyZI cx(i)!. For II= (n,, . . . . n,), 
an m-tuple of positive integers, let A(m : n) denote {a E A(m) 1 a(i) < p”’ for 
1 < i d m} (where p is the characteristic of the field F under consideration). 

We now define the completed free divided power algebra ‘U(m). Give the 
polynomial algebra F[X,, . . . . X,] its usual coalgebra structure with each 
Xi primitive. Then the dual space 2l(m) = F[X,, . . . . I,]* is an infmite- 
dimensional commutative associative algebra consisting of all formal sums 
zua,xa, where c( ranges over A(m), U,E F and x~(X~(~)...X~(~))=~~~, so 
that multiplication is determined by 

For n = (n,, . . . . n,) an m-tuple of positive integers, we let ‘$l(m : n) denote 
the span of the xa with a E A(m : n). Then 2I(m : n) is a subalgebra 
of ‘%(m). Write 1 for the m-tuple (1, . . . . 1). Note that 2I(m : 1) 2 
FCx I, ..., x,1/(x:, . . . . x”,). We will also denote this algebra by B,. 

For any m-tuple n of positive integers we may define a filtration of a(m) 
by taking a(m), to consist of all (possibly infinite) sums of elements a,x” 
with aEA(m) and n,cr(l)+ ... + n,a(m) >j. Furthermore, %(m) has a 
topological (i.e., allowing infinite sums) grading a(m) = C 2l(m),-,,, where 
IU(m)cj, is the span of all xa with aeA(m) and n,a(l)+ ... +n,a(m)=j. 
Such a filtration gives a(m) the structure of a topological algebra. Note 
that any choice of the m-tuple n of positive integers gives the same 
topology and also gives the same subspace rU(m), . A continuous linear 
transformation from ‘3(m) to ‘%(m) is determined by its effect on the x”, 
aEA(m). 

It is easy to see (cf. Lemma 1 of [Wil7la]) that there is a unique 
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sequence of continuous mappings ye y”‘, rE N, of ‘3(m), into a(m) 
satisfying 

x(O) = 1 for all x 15 a(m), ; 

(xy = ((ra)!/(a!y r!) xra forallO#aEA(m)andallrEN; 

(ax)@’ = (Jr,@) forall a~F,x~‘3I(rn),,r~N; 

cx + y)(r) = i xCi)yCr i) for all x, y E 2I( m) , , r E N. 
i=o 

We call the mappings y I-+ ytr) divided power mappings. This makes a(m) a 
divided power algebra (cf. [Blo85]). 

A continuous automorphism 4 of the associative algebra ‘S(m) is said to 
be a divided power automorphism (also called an admissible automorphism) 
if it preserves the divided power structure, i.e., if 

(qb)“’ = qqx’y for all x~‘+U(m),, rEN. 

For each i there is a continuous derivation Di of ‘S(m) with 

Di(p)=xa-cfl if o! E A(m) and a(i) > 0 

and 

Di(XZ) = 0 if crEA(m)anda(i)=O. 

We will frequently write xi for x&c. (Consequently x”’ = x//j! for 
1 <j<p-1.) The set {uiD, + ... + u,D, 1 ui E Z(m) (respectively, 
ujE21(m:n))} ( w h ere (uD)u = u(Dv)) is a subalgebra of Der ‘S(m), which 
is denoted by W(m) (respectively, W(m : n)). The algebra W(m : n) is 
simple and of dimension mp”, where n = n, + . . . + n,. It is restricted if 
and only if n = 1. W(m) is filtered by 

Wm)j = f Wm)j+n, Dk 
k=l 

and has a topological grading W(m) = C W(m)cjl, where 

W(m)cjl = f aU(m)cj+nkj Dk. 
k=l 

Any subalgebra MG W(m) is filtered by M, = W(m)j n M. Such a filtration 
gives W(m) the structure of a topological algebra (and any m-tuple n of 
positive integers gives the same topology). 
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A continuous derivation D of ‘?I(m) is said to be a divided power 
derivation (also called a special derivation) if 

Dx”’ = x+ 1) Dx forall x~‘U(rn),,r~N. 

It is easily seen that W(m) is the set of all divided power derivations of 
‘3(m). Furthermore (cf. [Kac74, Sect. 5.2]), if @ is a continuous 
automorphism of IV(m) then there is a divided power automophism 4 of 
2I(m) such that 

@D=q5 04-l for all DE W(m). 

We now define the algebra Q(m) of differential forms on the divided 
power algebra a(m), following [Kac74, Sect. 1.41. Define 

d: (U(m) -+ Hom,ll(,)(Wm), Wn)) 

by 

du: D I-+ Du for u E ‘+8(m), DE W(m). 

Then Horn qn)(wmh Wm)) is a free a(m)-module with base 
{dx i, . . . . dx,} and for u E ‘9(m) 

du = f (D,u) dxi. 
i= I 

Define Q(m) to be the exterior algebra over 2I(m) on the VI(m)-module 
Horn w?l)( Wm), Wm)). 

Now W(m) acts on Hom,>,,,,( W(m), ‘8(m)) by 

D;1=DoA-,?.o(ad D) for AEHorn wm)(Wm), Wm)), DE f+‘(m). 

In particular, 

D(df) = WY) for D E W(m), f~ ‘3(m). 

It is easily seen that 

D(uA) = (Du)l+ u(D1) 

for us%, 1~Hom wm)( w(m), Wm)), D E Wm). 

Then D extends to a derivation of Q(m) (so D(a A /I) = Dee A /I + c( A D/3 
and D(fa) = (Df)a + f(Da) for all ~1, p E Q(m), f E 2I(m)). Furthermore, if 
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4 is a divided power automorphism of a(m) then 4 acts on 
Horn vqrnj(Wm), Wm)) by 

f$(/l)=qmo@-~1 

for 1 E Horn 2lcm,(Wm), Wm)) ( recall @ ~ ‘E = q5 - ’ Eq5). Clearly 

4(ul) = d(u) 82) for u E ‘3(m), I. E Hom,,,,( w(m), ‘%5(m)). 

Then 4 extends to an automorphism of Q(m). Note that, in particular, 

d(@-I= 44f) for f E a(m). (1.1.1) 

We claim that if DE IV(m) and if I$ is a divided power automorphism of 
a(m) then 

(@D)(n) = WW’(W) for all 1 E O(m). (1.1.2) 

Since both @D and q5 0 D 0 q3 ~ ’ are derivations of Q(m) and since they agree 
(by definition) on ‘S(m), it suffices to show that they agree on 
Horn Plcml(WmL a(m)). Let 1~ Hom91c,,(Wm), Wm)). Then 

~(D(~~‘A))=~~(D(~~‘II))~@~’ 

=q5o(Do(&‘,!)-(&‘A)oadD)oF’ 

=~~(D~~-‘~/I~~--~‘~~~~~adD)~~-’ 

=@DoA-Ao(ad@D)=(@D)(i), 

proving (1.1.2). 
Define wS, o,, and wK ~Q(rn) by 

w,=dx, A ... /t dx,, 

wH= 2 dxi A dxi+, for m=2r, 
i= 1 

and 

co -br+, K- + i (Xi+rdxt -xidxi+r) for m=2r+ 1. 
i= 1 

Define subalgebras S(m), CS(m), H(m), CH(m), K(m)s W(m) by 

S(m) = {DE W(m) 1 D(o,) = 0} (mB3), 

CS(m) = {DE W(m) I D(o,) EF~~} 

=S(m)+F(x,D1) (m>3), 
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H(m)= {DE W(m) 1 D(w,)=O} (m = 2r > 2), 

CH(m) = {DE W(m) 1 D(oH) E FoH} 

=H(m)+F(x, D, + ... +x,D,) (m=2r>2), 

and 

K(m) = {DE W(m) I WoKI E ‘Wm) wKl (m=2r+ 1>3). 

For any automorphism @ of W(m) and for X= W, S, H, or K, define 

X(m : n : @) = @X(m) n W(m : n). 

(Of course W(m: n: @)= W(m: n) for all @.) Write X(m: n) for 
X(m : n : id). Direct computation (cf. [KS69, SF88]) shows that 
X(m : n)(l)= X(m : n) (2’ for X= S, H, K except for X = H, m = 2 and that 
H(2 : n)(2) = H(2 : n)(3). 

Unless specified otherwise, we assume that the m-tuple used to define a 
filtration or gradation is 1 unless we are considering one of the algebras 
K(m) or K(m : n : @) and in that case we assume that the m-tuple is 
(1, . . . . 1,2). Then for X= S, CS, H, CH, or K, X(m : n) is graded by 
X(m : n)cj, = X(m : n) n W(m)[,,. Note that the filtered algebra 
X(m : n : @) is a filtered subalgebra of the filtered algebra W(m : n) and so 
we may view the associated graded algebra gr(X(m : n : @)) as a graded 
subalgebra of gr( W(m : n)) = W(m : n). 

If X= W, S, H, or K, and 

gr(X(m : n : @) 1 X(m : n)(2) (1.1.3) 

then X(m : n : Q)(2) is simple (cf. [Kac74; Wi176, Corollary 2.51). Such 
algebras are called simple Lie algebras of Cartan type (or in some referen- 
ces generalized Cartan type). Any graded subalgebra of X(m : n) (X = W, S, 
CS, H, CH, or K) containing X(m : n) (” is called a graded Lie algebra of 
Cartan type. 

PROPOSITION 1.1.1 [Kac74, Theorem 21. Let L be a restricted simple 
Lie algebra of Cartan type. Then L is isomorphic to one of W(m : 1) (m >, l), 
S(m : 1)“) (m>3), H(m:1)‘2’(m=2r32), K(m:l)“)(m=2r+1>,3). 

1.2. In this section we will state two important “recognition 
theorems” which allow us to conclude that certain algebras are of classical 
or Cartan type. 

Let L be a classical simple Lie algebra (cf. [Se167, Chap. II; BW82, 
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Sect. 1.2 J) with Cartan subalgebra H, root system r, and base @. If 
crcru (0) write cr=C BEe ns(a)/?. Then for any /? E @, L is graded by 

L,,, = c L. 
np(ct) = i 

Call such a grading of L a standard grading, Define standard gradings of 
the algebras Pgl(n) with p ( n similarly. 

THEOREM 1.2.1 [Kac70, Theorem 33. Let G he a finite-dimensional 
graded Lie algebra over F. Assume that: 

G, is a restricted Lie algebra and is a direct sum of 
restricted ideals each of which is classical simple, gI(n), 
sI(n), or PSI(n) with p / n, or abelian. (1.2.1) 

The action of Go on G _, is restricted. 

Zfi<O, XEG,, and [x,G,]=(O), thenx=O. 

Zfi>O, XEG~, and [x,GP,]=(0), then x=0. 

The action of Go on G _, is irreducible. 

.2.2) 

.2.3) 

.2.4) 

.2.5) 

Then G is isomorphic, as a graded algebra, to a classical Lie algebra with a 
standard grading, to pgl(n) with p 1 n and with a standard grading, or to a 
graded Lie algebra of Cartan type. 

Let L be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over F and Lo be a 
maximal subalgebra of L. Then the adjoint action of L on itself induces a 
representation of L, on L/L,. Let L =, L ~ I 2 L, be such that L ~, /L, is an 
irreducible L,-submodule of L/L,. Following Cartan [Car091 and 
Weisfeiler [Wei68] we define a filtration of L by 

Li-1 =[Li, LP,]+Li for i<O, 

and 

Li+l ={xEL~] [x,LP,]cL,} for i>O. 

We call this a filtration corresponding to the maximal subalgebra L,. Let 
G=xG,, Gi=Li/Li,l, be the associated graded algebra. 

The following theorem contains results of [Kac74, Wi176]. 

THEOREM 1.2.2 (The Recognition Theorem). Let L be a finite-dimen- 
sional simple Lie algebra over F with maximal subalgebra Lo. Give L a 
corresponding filtration and let G be the associated graded algebra. Suppose 
G satisfies (1.2.1)-( 1.2.3). Then L is of classical or of Cartan type. 
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1.3. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra. We say an element t E A is 
toral if tP = t. 

DemuSkin [Dem70, Dem72] has proved conjugacy theorems for toral 
elements and for maximal tori in the restricted simple Lie algebras of 
Cartan type. The following theorem combines some of these results and 
also includes a strengthening of DemuSkin’s result on conjugacy of toral 
elements in K(m : 1)‘“. 

THEOREM 1.3.1 (DemuSkin’s Conjugacy Theorem). (a) Let t E W(m : l), 
t $ W(m : 1 )0, he a tord element. Then t is conjugute to (x 1 + 1) D I. 

(b) Let t E W(m : l). be a toral element. Then t is conjugate to an 
element in the Z,-span qf (x, D,, . . . . x, D,,,}. 

(c) Let TG W(m : 1) be a maximal torus. Then T is conjugate to Ti = 
span{(x, + 1) D,, . . . . (xi+ l)Di, x,,, Di+,, . . . . x,D,} for some i, 
0 d id m. For any i, 3 WCm:, ,( Ti) = T,. 

(d) Let tES(m : l)(l), m 2 3, t 4 (S(m : l)“‘),, be a toral element. 
Then t is conjugate to (x, + 1) D, -x2 D,. 

(e) Let t E (S(m : l)~‘))o, m 2 3, be ~1 toral element. Then t is con&gate 
to an element in the Z,-span of {x, D, - xi + , Di+ , 1 1 < i < m - 1). 

(f) Let Tz S(m : l)(l), m 2 3, be a maximal torus. Then T is 
conjugate to T, n S(m : 1)“‘for some i, 0 < i< m - 1 (where Ti is as in (c)). 

(g) Let 2 E H(m : l)(‘), m=2r32, t$(H(m: l)(*)),, be a toral 
element. Then t is conjugate to (x, + 1) D, - x,, , D,, , . 

(h) Let t E (H(m : l)“‘),, m =2r B 2, be a toral element. Then t is 
conjugate to an element in the Z,-span of {xi Di - x~+~ Di+, 1 1 < ig r}. 

(i) Let Tc H(m : l)‘*‘, m = 2r 2 2, be a maximal torus. Then T is 
conjugate to T, n H(m : l)(*’ for some i, 0 < i < r (where T, is as in (c)). 

(j) Let tEK(m: l)(l), t$(K(m: l)“‘)pl, m=2r+ 1 >3, be a toral 
element. Then t is conjugate to 2(x, + 1) D, + CT=-,’ xi Di. 

(k) Let tE(K(m:l)“‘)-,, t$(K(m:l))“‘),, m=2r+1>3, be a 
toral element. Then t is conjugate to (x1 + 1) D, -x,+, D,,, +x,+~ D,. 

(1) Let t E (K(m : I)(‘)),, m = 2r + 1 3 3, be a toral element. Then t is 
conjugate to an element in the Z,-span of {x, Di -xi+? Di+r 1 1 <i< r} v 
(2x, D, + CT=-,’ xi Di). 

Proof: Reference [Dem70] contains proofs of (a) (Lemma 6), (c) 
(Theorem 1 and Corollary 2), (d) (Lemma 8), and (f) (Theorem 2). 
Reference [Dem72] contains proofs of (g) (Lemma 2) and (i) (Theorem 2). 
Furthermore, (b) is proved at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1 of 
[Dem70], the proof of (e) is contained within the proof of Theorem 2 of 
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[Dem70] and the proof of (h) is contained within the proof of Theorem 2 
of [Dem72]. Actually, using Kreknin’s result [Kre71] that (X(m : n)‘2’)0 is 
invariant under Aut(X(m : n)(*)) (for X= W, S, H, K), it is easy to deduce 
(b) from (c), for the toral element t E W(m : 1 ),, can be imbedded in a 
maximal torus of W(m : 1) contained in W(m : l)O). Part (e) follows 
similarly from (f) and part (h) follows similarly from (i). 

The proofs of (j), (k), (1) require computations in K(m : 1) (m = 2r + 1). 
Accordingly, we recall (cf. [KS69, Sect. 7.1; SF88, Sect. IV.51) that 
K(m : l)= (93,Jf) 1 fE‘$I(m: l)}, where 

9K(f)= i (Di+rf+xiDmf)Dz + F (FD;--rf+xiDmf)Di 
i= 1 i=r+l 

D,, (1.3.1) 

and that 

[~~(f),s,(g)l=~~((D.,,s)(zf- $ *i&f) 
i-1 

-(D,f) &- 5 XiDig 
i= 1 > 

-ig, ((D,f)(Di+.g)-(Di+.f)(DiX))). (1.3.2) 

Now assume that t E K(m : l)(l), t $ (K(m : 1)“‘)-,, is a toral element. By 
Theorems 1 and 2 of [Wi175] we may assume that t = c@,& 1 +x”,- ‘f), 
where f E F[x,, . . . . x,,~ I]/(xf, . . . . x”, _ 1). Then Jacobson’s formula for pth 
powers ([Jac37]; cf. [Jac62; BW82, Sect. 1.11) shows that 

P-1 

tP= (~K(1)+9~(XP,-‘f))p= 1 s,, 
r=l 

where is, is the coefficient of Ai-’ in 

Using (1.3.2) we see that for i 3 2 we have si = gK(gi), where gi E x,B, 
(recall that B, = F[x,, . . . . x,1/(x?, . . . . xp,)), and that sr = sK( - f ). 

Since tP = t this implies f = - 1. Thus there is only one conjugacy class 
of toral elements in K(m : I)(‘) outside (K(m : l)(‘))p,. Since 
2(x, + 1) D, + CT=-,’ xi Di = gK(xm + 1) is such an element we have 
proved (j). 
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Next assume that ?E (K(m : l)“‘)), , t $ (K(m : l)“‘),, is a tot-al 
element. Again by Theorems 1 and 2 of [Wi175] we may assume that 
c=G~~(x~ +x;;:f), where f~F[xr, . . . . x,, x,+~, . . . . x,1/(x:, . . . . x;, 
x:+z, . . . . x”,). Then, as above, Jacobson’s formula for pth powers gives tP = 
Cp:: wi, where (using (1.3.2)) for some g,, . . . . g,_, E x,, , B, we have 
w1 =gK( -f+ g,) and wi =gK(gi) for ia 2. Since tP= t this implies 
f = -x,. Thus there is only one conjugacy class of toral elements in 
(K(m : l)(l))), outside (K(m : l)(‘)),. Since (x1 + l)D, -x,+, Dr+l + 
X r+l Dm =%4(x1 + lb,,,) is such an element we have proved (k). 

Finally, assume that CE (K(m : I)“‘),, is a toral element. Since K(m : 1)“’ 
is graded we may write t =c,aO tCj,, where tCj, E (K(m : l)“))rj,. Clearly 
tp rO, = tCo,. We claim that t is conjugate to tCo,. To prove this observe that 
by Theorem 1 of [Wi175] we may assume [ tr,,, , tr j,] = 0 for all j > 0 and 
so by Jacobson’s formula for pth powers tP = tCo, + (C,,O tCj,)P. This 
clearly implies tC,, = 0 for j > 0. Then (1) follows from Theorem 2 of 
[Wi175]. 1 

COROLLARY 1.3.2. Let M be a restricted subalgebra of W(2 : 1) and T be 
a two-dimensional torus in M. Then J~( T) = T. 

Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 1.3.1(c). 1 

1.4. We recall some notation from [Wi183]. Let T be a maximal 
torus in a restricted Lie algebra A and let f = f(A, T) denote the set of 
roots of A with respect to T so that 

A=jAT)+ c A, 
gtr 

is the root space decomposition. Let A = A(A, T) be the additive group 
generated by T(A, T). For Xs A let ZX denote the subgroup of A 
generated by X. Define 

A(X)= 
c Act (1.4.1) 

ZEZX 

and 

A [X] = A’X’/solv( AtX’), (1.4.2) 

where solv B denotes the solvable radical of B. Note that ACx) is a restricted 
subalgebra of A and hence A [X] is restricted. Let 

!P,: ACX)+ A[X] 
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denote the canonical epimorphism (which is a homomorphism of restricted 
Lie algebras). We write A’“‘, A[a], YE, A’“,8’, A[cl, 81, !Pa,p in place of 
A”*}‘, AC{ql, Q, A({a-B}), A[ (~1, /?}I, Y/iU,s,, respectively. 

1.5. 

DEFINITION 1.5.1. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra. A maximal torus 
TE A is said to be standard (in A) if 3A(T) contains a nil ideal I such that 

j,JT)= T+Z. 

LEMMA 15.2. The following are equivalent: 

(a) T is standard in A. 

(b) The set of nilpotent elements in j,,(T) forms a subalgebra. 

(~1 MT), dT)l is nil. 
Proof Clearly (a) implies (c) and (b) implies (a). Thus it suffices to 

prove that (c) implies (b). Let D = [jA(T), jA(T)]. Assume (c) holds. By 
(c), D is a restricted nil ideal of jA(T). It follows that XE jA(T) is nilpotent 
if and only if (x + B) E jA( T)/b is nilpotent. Since jA( T)/d is abelian it is 
clear that the set of nilpotent elements of jA(T) forms a subalgebra, so (b) 
holds. 1 

Remark 1.53. If A is a restricted simple Lie algebra then any maximal 
torus TcA is standard, for ja(T) is a Cartan subalgebra of A (by [Se167, 
Thm. V.7.31) and so has the required structure by Theorem 2.1 of [Wi177]. 

Remark 1.54. There exist pairs (A, T) such that A is a restricted 
semisimple Lie algebra, T is a maximal torus in A, and T is not standard. 
We give two examples, each involving a type of algebra that will occur 
frequently in the sequel. 

For the first example let 

A = (sl(2) @F[x]/(x”)) + F(d/i?x). 

This is semisimple (by Theorem 9.3 of [ Blo69-J; cf. Theorem 1.16.1 of 
[BWSZ]). Let sI(2) have the usual basis {e, f, h}. Then T=F’(h@ 1) is a 
maximal torus in A. 

SAT) = (h 0 (~CxllW))) + J’(Vx), 

and [a/ax, h@x] = h @ 1 is not nilpotent. Hence (see Lemma 1.5.2) T is 
not standard. (The adjoint representation of the algebra 3a(T) on 
e@ (J’[x]/(x”)) is isomorphic to the example given by Seligman (p. 97 of 
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[Se167]) of a representation of a nilpotent Lie algebra for which the 
weights are not linear.) 

For the second example let A = W( 1 : 2) and T= F(x, Or). Then T is a 
maximal torus in A, and jA(T) contains D$’ and x(~+‘)‘I D,. Since 
CD:, x (P+ ‘)&I D,] =x, D1 we see from Lemma 1.5.2 that T is not standard. 

Remark 1.5.5. If T is a standard maximal torus in a restricted Lie 
algebra A, c1 is a root of A with respect to the Cartan subalgebra jA(T), 
and 3A(T) = T+ Z, where Z is the nil radical of 3A(T), then CCE 3A(T)* and 
cr(Z) = (0). Therefore, identifying T* with the subset {y E 3A( T)* 1 y(Z) = 
(0)) we see that f(T), the set of roots with respect to 3A(T), can be 
regarded as a subset of T*. 

1.6. We now investigate some functorial properties of standard 
maximal tori. 

LEMMA 1.6.1. Let fi: A -+ B be a surjective homomorphism of restricted 
Lie algebras. Let T be a maximal torus in A. 

(a) b(T) is a maximal torus in B. 

(b) 3~(8(T)) = 8(3.4(T)). 
(c) If T is standard in A then /I(T) is standard in B. 

Proof. Part (a) is contained in Winter’s Theorem 2.16 of [Win69]. For 
(b) let C= (XEA I B(x)E~~(B(T))~. Then B(CC Tl)= CB(C),B(T)l=(O) 
so [C,T]~C.ThusC=CC,.Nowify#OthenB(C,)=B([C,,T])=(O) 
and so C, c ker b. Hence C G 3A(T) + ker fl. Since /I is surjective this gives 
jAP(T)) = B(C) = PMT)), P roving (b). Finally, je(b( T)) = /?(jA( T)) = 
/?( T + I) = fi( T) + b(Z). Now, as p(Z) is a nil ideal, p(T) is standard and so 
(c) holds. 1 

LEMMA 1.6.2. Let A 2 B be restricted Lie algebras. Let T be a standard 
maximal torus in A and T E B. Then T is a standard maximal torus in B. 

Proof. The condition of Lemma 1.5.2(c) holds. 1 

1.7.1. We now investigate the relation between tori of maximal 
dimension in A and in a section A [XI. 

LEMMA 1.7.1. Let /I: A + B be a surjective homomorphism of restricted 
Lie algebras with kernel K. Let S be a maximal torus in K and U be a 
maximal torus in B. Then there is a maximal torus V in A such that 
p(V)=Uanddim V=dimS+dim U. 

Proof: Take V to be a maximal torus of p-‘(U) which contains S. 
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Then /3( V) is a maximal torus in U (by Lemma 1.6.1 (a)) so /?( V) = U. Also 
Vn K is a torus in K containing the maximal torus S, so Vn K= S. Now 
dim V= dim( Vn K) + dim p( V) = dim S + dim U. Since V is a maximal 
torus in A (by Theorem 2.16 of [Win69]) the lemma is proved. 1 

LEMMA 1.7.2. Let fi: A + B be a surjective homomorphism of restricted 
Lie algebras. 

(a) If V is a torus qf maximal dimension in A, then B(V) is a torus of 
maximal dimension in B. 

(b) rf U is a torus of maximal dimension in B, then there is a torus V 
of maximal dimension in A such that /?( V) = U. 

ProoJ Denote ker p by K. Let V be as in (a) and suppose that U 
is a maximal torus in B with dim U > dim j?(V). Then by Lemma 1.7.1 
there is a torus V’ in A such that dim V’k dim( Vn K) + dim U > 
dim( V n K) + dim p(V) = dim V, contradicting the maximality of dim V. 
Thus (a) holds. 

Now let U be as in (b). Let S be a torus of maximal dimension in K. Let 
V be the maximal torus of A given by Lemma 1.7.1. If V’ is a torus in A 
with dim F” > dim V, then either dim( V’n K) > dim( Vn K) = dim S, 
contradicting the maximality of dim S, or dim /?( v’) > dim b(V) = dim U, 
contradicting the maximality of dim U. Thus (b) holds. 1 

COROLLARY 1.7.3. Let T be a torus of maximal dimension in a restricted 
Lie algebra A and A[X] be a section of A (with respect to T). Let U be a 
torus of maximal dimension in A[X]. Then there is a torus V of maximal 
dimension in A such that V c ACx’ and Yx( V) = U. 

Proof: By Lemma 1.7.2(b) there is a torus V of maximal dimension in 
ACx) such that !Px( V) = U. Since T is of maximal dimension in A and 
TE ACx) (by definition), T is of maximal dimension in ACx) and so 
dim T= dim V. Thus V is of maximal dimension in A and we are done. 1 

PROPOSITION 1.7.4. Let T be a torus of maximal dimension in a restricted 
simple Lie algebra L and L[X] be a section on L (with respect to T). Let U 
be a torus of maximal dimension in LCX]. Then U is standard in L[X]. In 
particular Yu,( T) is standard and of maximal dimension in L [X]. 

Proof: By Corollary 1.7.3, U = Y,( V), where V is a torus of maximal 
dimension (hence a maximal torus) in L. By Remark 1.5.3, V is standard in 
L. By Lemmas 1.6.1(c) and 1.6.2, U is standard in L[X]. Since vl,( T) is of 
maximal dimension in L[X] by Lemma 1.7.2, the last remark holds. 1 
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1.8. The following lemmas will be useful in the sequel. 

LEMMA 1.8.1. Let T be a maximal torus in a restricted Lie algebra A. If 
cr~f(A, T) andxEA, then xPcsA(T) andcr(xP)=O. 

Proof Since [x, x”] = 0 and (ad(xP) - c((x”))” x = 0 for sufficiently 
large n, we have the result. 1 

LEMMA 1.8.2. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra, S an ideal in A, and J a 
restricted nil subalgebra of A such that A = S + J. Then every semisimple 
element of A is contained in S. 

Proof: Let x E A, x = s + m, s E S, m E J, By Jacobson’s formula for pth 
powers (cf. [BW82, Sect. 1.11) xp”=mp” mod s for any n 20. As J is nil 
this implies xp” E S for sufficiently large n, so if x is semisimple then 
XES. i 

LEMMA 1.8.3. Let Y be a Lie algebra with root space decomposition 
LEl.” {O} Y,. Let M be a solvable ideal in Y. Then for any u E I-, 
4cy,t M-J)=(O). 

Proof Suppose or([Y,, M-.])#(O). Then Y, cM, so @(CM,, M-,1) 
# (0). Now if M,, M_, sM(“’ then [M,, MP,] gMCn+r’. Since 
a([M,, M-,1) # (01, M,, = [CM,, M-,1, M+J so M,, M 1 E kP+ I). 
Thus by induction M,, M I G MC”) for all n. As M is solvable this implies 
M, = MP, = (0), a contradiction. 1 

LEMMA 1.8.4. Let M be a solvable restricted Lie algebra containing a 
maximal torus Fr + Fz, where rp = r is not central and z is central. Assume 
that sM(Fr + Fz) = Fr + Fz + 1, where I is a nil ideal in JM(Fr + Fz). Define 
X, flE(Fr+Fz)* by a(r)= 1, a(z)=O, P(r)=O, B(z)= 1. Suppose 
[Mi,, M-,] is not nil for some i. Then if V is an irreducible restricted 
M-module with zV# (0), V has p weights. 

Proof: As M is solvable there is an integer m and a restricted sub- 
algebra M, of M such that dim V = pm, dim M/M, = m and I/ contains a 
one-dimensional M, -submodule Fv (cf. Theorem 1.13.1 of [BW82]). 

Since z is central in M and V is an irreducible M-module we see that z 
acts as a nonzero scalar on V. Since M is solvable, Lemma 1.8.3 shows 
dCM,,, M iXl)= (0). Therefore [M,, M-,] (which is not nil by 
hypothesis) contains z + n for some nilpotent n E M. Thus [M,, M- ,,I 
cannot annihilate V. 

Suppose r E Mr. Then v is a weight vector, say v E V,. If M = FZ + Z+ M, 
then v = V., and so Mi, annihilates V. Hence CM,,, MP,] annihilates V. 
But we have seen in the previous paragraph that this is impossible. Hence 
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there is some root ye and some root vector y E M, such that y 4 M,. Then 
(y’u(O<jbp-1) is linearly independent, so Y has weights y + jg, 
O<j<p- 1. Thus V hasp weights. 

Suppose r$M,. We may write u=vY +u,,+% + ... +u~(~~,)., where 
II,, E V,. Then since { du ) 0 6 j < p - 1 } is linearly independent we see that 
10 y + jl ) 0 d j< p - 1) is a linearly independent set in V and hence that V 
has p weights. 1 

1.9. In this section we recall some properties of Winter’s exponen- 
tial maps E” and e” [Win691 and discuss the relation between root spaces 
for T and e’(T). 

We assume throughout this section that A4 is a finite-dimensional 
restricted Lie algebra and that every torus of maximal dimension in M is 
standard. 

Let T be a torus of maximal dimension in M, CI E T*, and x E M,. Define 

P-1 

E’= 1 (ad x)‘/i!. 
i=O 

Then E”(T) = {t - cc(t)x 1 t E T} is an abelian subalgebra of M. Therefore 
E”(T) contains a unique maximal torus which we denote by e’(T). Note 
that E” ( T is injective. By Theorem 3.4( 1) of [Win69], dim eX( T) = dim T, 
so e”(T) is a torus of maximal dimension in M and hence is standard. Let 
Z’ denote the nil radical of s,,,(e”( T)), so that 

3,,,,(e”( T)) = e;(T) 0 I’. (1.9.1) 

LEMMA 1.9.1. (a) 3,,,,(e’( T))= E”(T)@Z’, a direct sum of subspaces. 
(b) Every 1 E E”(T)* h as a unique extension to an element of 

sM(e”(T))* (again denoted i) which vanishes on I’. 

ProoJ Since E”(T) is abelian so is E”(T). Thus E”(T) G s,,,,(e.‘( T)). For 
an arbitrary element t - a(t)x E E”(T) we have 

(t-ct(I)X)p”=tp”-(CL(t))qX+xp+ ... +xP”) 

z - (lx(t)y x mod 3M( T). 

Thus (t-a(r))~)~‘=O implies cl(t)=0 and so t-cr(t)x= te T. Since T is a 
torus this implies t = 0. Thus E”(T) contains no nonzero nilpotent elements 
and so E”(T) n Z’ = (0). Then dim(E”( T) + I’) = dim E”(T) + dim I’ = 
dim eX( T) + dim I’ = dim sM(e”( T)) and so E”(T) + I’ = 3,&e”(T)), proving 
(a). Part (b) is immediate from (a). 1 

DEFINITION 1.9.2. Pick 5 E Homz(E’, F) such that t(u)“- c(u) = u for 
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all UE F. (As noted in [Wi183, Sect. 4.31 such a 5 exists.) Let c( E T*, 
x E M,. For b E T* define p, E jM(e”( T))* by /IX 1,. = (0) (where I’ is as in 
(1.9.1)) and P,(E”t) =/I(t) - 5(/3(x”)) al(t) for t E T. (By Lemma 1.9.1 there 
is a unique fi, l j,&e”(T))* with these properties.) 

PROPOSITION 1.9.3. Let M be as above. Let GL be a root with respect to T, 
XE M,. Then: 

(a) 3,&e”(T)) is a Cartan subalgebra of M. 

tb) rfPeT* then CIEZpM~+,, =C,EZpMcP+il)r. 
(c) rf fl E T* then dim MDT = dim M,. 

(d) rffl~ T* then M,jy GC~:,’ (adx)‘M,,. 

(e) 4M,e”tT))= {a, I BE~(M, T)). 

Proof. Since e’(T) is a maximal torus, jM(eY( T)) is a Cartan sub- 
algebra, proving (a). 

In proving (b) we will first show that xi, zP M,, ,1 E cjE z, MC,{+ jz,,. 
For this it is enough to show 

To establish (1.9.2) it is sufficient to show that if 

U(t) = n (ad(E”t) - (B + jar), (Ft)) 
/EZp 

then U( t)dim M M, = (0) for all t E T. Then 

U(t) = n ((ad t) - a(t)(ad x) - B(t) + 5(P(x”)) a(t) - ia( 
JtZ, 

= (tad t) - a(t) x)-B(t) + ttB(xp)) 4t)Y 

-dtJP-’ (tad t) - a(t) x)-B(t) + 5(P(xp)) dt)) 

=(ad(tP)-/?(tP))-~(t)PP’ (ad t-b(t)) 

--a(t)” (ad(xP) -0(x”)) 

(where we use Jacobson’s formula for pth powers to compute 
((ad t) - a(t)(ad x))” = ad(tP) - a(t)P (ad x)-a(t)” (ad(xP)) and also use 
the fact that <(/?(x”))“- r(fi(x”)) = fl(x”)). Thus (1.9.2) holds and so 
CjezpMb+ja C-21jszpM~~+p)r. 

To prove the reverse inclusion introduce an equivalence relation - on 
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T*by~-vifandonlyif~~v+Z,a.WriteN,=C,,,M,=C~~z~M~+~~ 
and N,+ = CV-P M+ = C,, z, M,P+,n,r. We have shown N, G NPX and must 
show NPr c N,. Let YE NPr. Then y=Ceee ys, where 0 is a subset of 
A(M, T) such that BE 0, and that if 8,, e2 E @ and d1 - 0, then 0, = 0, 
and where y, E N,. But since N, E N,, we have y, E No,. If /3, = yx for 
some 8, YE T* then /I-?/ = [((fi- y)(x”))cr and so (since c((xJ’) =O) we 
have (B- y)(x”) =0 and /3= y. Therefore &tdCM,r) MYX is direct and so 
c Ht8 No, is direct. Therefore y = yp EN,, as required. Thus (b) holds. 

Now fix t E T satisfying tp = t and a(t) = 1 and let k E Z be large enough 
so that 

(ad(E”t) - (B + .b),(EXt))pk (MC,+ ,lJ = (0) 

for all Jo Z,. Then M,, = U’(N,), where 

P-’ 
U’ = fl (ad(E”t) - (B + jot), (E”t))# 

j= I 

In particular, MfiY z U’(MB) and so dim MDT >dim U’(M,). Now, since 
(E”t)pk = t-x -xp - . . . -xpk, since /l(t) E Z,, and since Sag = 
u+up+ ... +up km’ + t(u) for all u E F, we see that 

P -1 

U’= n ((ad t)-(adx)-(adxP)- ... -(adxpk) 
,=I 

-B(t)+ B(x”) + .‘. +/qxq+ QB(x”))-j). 

Let r denote the projection of N, onto M,. Then 

(1.9.3) 

WM,{ = zc: (-,$, ((adxpf)-B(xpf))+E(p(xp))-i)( . M/f 
Now (ad xp’) - p(xp’) . IS nilpotent on M, for all 1 and <(/?(xp)) $Zp* (for if 
t(/?(x”)) E Z: then B(xp) = ~(B(x”))~ - QB(xp)) = 0 and so <(/3(x”)) = 0, a 
contradiction). Thus zu’ 1 Mg is invertible. Therefore dim U’(MB) = dim M, 
and so dim MPV 2 dim M,. Thus, in view of (b), (c) holds (and 
(e) is immediate from (c)). Furthermore, M,, = U’(MB) and so (1.9.3) 
gives (d). 1 

1.10. Let L be a Lie algebra over F and K be an ideal. If V is a 
K-module with corresponding representation 0 then the stabilizer 
Stab( I’, L) of V in L is defined by 

Stab( P’, L) = {x E L 1 there exists 9 E Horn,4 V, V) such that 
a[x, y] = [q, ay] for all YE K}. 
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This is a subalgebra of L containing K. If L is restricted then so is 
Stab( V, L). 

At characteristic 0 (over an algebraically closed field) Blattner [Bla69] 
has shown that if I/ is irreducible and if W is an irreducible module for 
H= Stab( V, L), which as a K-module is a direct sum of copies of I’, then 
the induced L-module UL@ UH W is irreducible; Dixmier [Dix71] has 
used this result to show that every irreducible L-module containing an 
irreducible K-submodule is isomorphic to such an induced module. As 
remarked in [Blo74], the Blattner-Dixmier result goes through for restric- 
ted Lie algebras at prime characteristic when the enveloping algebras UL 
and UH are replaced by the restricted enveloping algebras UL and uH. 

If H is a restricted subalgebra of a restricted Lie algebra L, and if W is a 
restricted H-module, then the induced module uL@,, W is a restricted 
L-module, of dimension p”(dim W), where n is the codimension of H in L. 
The proof of the restricted version of the Blattner-Dixmier result is essen- 
tially unchanged from that at characteristic 0, using (in the analogue of the 
Blattner proof) the fact that p-truncated standard monomials give a basis 
of ML. The precise result we shall use is as follows. 

LEMMA 1 .lO.l. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p, K a restricted ideal in L, M an irreducible 
restricted L-module, V an irreducible K-submodule of M, H = Stab( V, L), 
and p the sum of all K-submodules of M which are K-isomorphic to V. Then 
p is an irreducible H-submodule of M, and M is isomorphic to the irreducible 
L-module uL@,, p. 

COROLLARY 1.10.2. dim M is divisible by p”, where n is the codimension 
of H in L. 

1.11. The following result is proved by a special case of an 
argument due to Kreknin [Kre71]. 

LEMMA 1 .l 1.1. (a) W( 1 : 1) contains a unique subalgebra of codimension 
1. This subalgebra is W( 1 : l),. Furthermore, any subalgebra of codimension 
2 in W( 1 : 1) is contained in a subalgebra of codimension 1. 

(b) H(2 : 1)“’ contains a unique proper subalgebra of codimension 
62. This subalgebra is (H(2 : l)‘*‘), and is of codimension 2. 

Proof Let A denote W( 1 : 1) in case (a) and H(2 : 1 )(*I in case (b). 
Since A, clearly has the asserted properties it is sufficient to prove that if M 
is a subalgebra of codimension d 2 in A and M CZE A, then M = A. We may 
assume (replacing M by gr M) that M is graded. We write M = C MCi,. 
Thus M, I, # (0). Since codim M< 2 we haveMri, = Ari, for some i, 
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i= 2, 3,4. Direct computation shows in either case that if 0 #x E A cP ,, 
then [x, Aril]=Ari- 11 for all i, O<i<p-3, and that AC-,7 +A,,, + 
AC,, + AC2, generates A. Thus A4 r ~, 1 # (0) and MIi3 = A ril for i = 2, 3, or 
4 implies A4 = A, as required. a 

1.12. The following lemma due to Schue [Sch69] will be used 
repeatedly to derive information on the structure of simple Lie algebras. 

LEMMA 1.12.1 (Schue’s Lemma). Let L he a simple Lie algebra, H be a 
nilpotent subalgebra of Der L, and L = ,Y& E ,- L, be the weight space decom- 
position of L with respect to H. Let x E $L(H) and f’ = {y E f ) y(x) # O}. If 
f’#la, then L=CTtEr L, +C7,aEr [L,, Lb]. In particular, if H is a 
Cartan subalgebra of L, then H=C,,.r [L,, L my]. 

Proof: One checks that J= CyE ,-, L, + J$,6Er [L,, L,] is invariant 
under ad L, for every a E lY Thus, as f’ # @, J is a nonzero ideal in L, so 
J=L. 1 

2. SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS OF TORAL RANK ONE 

We will require a number of detailed results about certain of the simple 
Lie algebras of toral rank one. By [Wi178] (which uses [Kap58]) a simple 
Lie algebra has toral rank one if and only if it is isomorphic to s1(2), some 
W( 1 : n), or some H(2 : n : @) (*) For completeness we develop the theory . 
of the algebras H(2 : n : @) (*I from the beginning, even though our treat- 
ment is closely parallel to the special case m = 2 of the treatment of 
H(m : n) (*) by Kostrikin and SafareviE [KS69, Sect. 1.6.11 (and that treat- 
ment is analogous to the well-known characteristic zero case). 

2.1. Let o = dx, A dx2. Recall (Section 1.1) that H(2) = 
{DE W(2) 1 Do=O} and 

H(2 : n : @) = @H(2) n W(2 : n). (2.1.1) 

DEFINITION 2.1.1. Let @ be a continuous automorphism of W(2) and 4 
be the unique divided automorphism of cU(2) such that @D = q5D# ~ ’ for all 
D E W(2). Define 

J(Q) = D,(&x, )) D2(dx2)) - D1(4@2)) We). 
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Note that (see (1.1.1)) 

40 = ddx, A dx2) =44(x,)) A d(d(x*)) 

= (Dl(&X,)) dx, +&(4(x1)) dx*) 

A (Dl(b(X2)) dx, + D2(4(x*)) dx2) 

and so 

&o=J(@)w. 

Therefore J(D) is invertible (in fact J(Q))’ =&.J(C’))). 

(2.1.2) 

DEFINITION 2.1.2. Let a E a(2) be invertible. Set ai = a ’ Dja for 
i= 1,2. ForfE2I(2) define 

%,(f)=(Pz +udf)Dl -(CD, +a,)f)D,. 

Note that 

(Di+ui)f=am’ Di(uf) for i= 1, 2. (2.1.3) 

LEMMA 2.1.3. Let GE Aut W(2), u= J(a). Then ga is a linear map of 
2I(2) onto @H(2) with kernel Fc’. 

Proof: @H(~)=@{DE W(2) 1 Do=O}= i4Dd-l~ W(2) 1 Do=O} = 
{EE W(2) 1 cf’E&~=0} = {EE W(2) 1 Eq50=0}. By (2.1.2) we have 

@H(2) = {EE W(2) I E(J(@)w) =O}. (2.1.4) 

Write E= g, D, + g, D,. Then E(uo)=(Eu)o+u(Eo)=(g, D,u+ 

g, &a)w + 4D, g, + D2 g,b = (D,(ug,) +D,(ug,)b. Thus 

@H(2) = (8, D, + g, D, E W(2) I D,(w,) + D,(m) = O}. (2.13) 

Now it is well known (cf. [Wi176, Lemma 1.21) that if f,, f2 E 2I(2) satisfy 
D, f, + D2 fi =0 then there exists f E a(2) such that fi = D,f, f2 = 
-D, f: Thus (as a is invertible) E = g, D, + g, D, belongs to @H(2) if and 
only if there exists some gE2I(2) such that ug, = D,(ug), ug, = -D,(ug). 
In view of (2.1.3) this is equivalent to E=ga(g). Thus &@a (which is clearly 
linear) maps 2I(2) onto @H(2). Since 9J g) = 0 if and only if D,(ug) = 0 for 
i = 1, 2, we see that 9J g) = 0 if and only if ug E F, as required. 1 

LEMMA 2.1.4. Let D= f, D, + f2 D,, E= g, D, + g, D2 E@H(~), and 
a = J(G). Then 

CD, El = gaa,(g, fz - g, fi ). 
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Proof: We have 

CREl=(f,D,g, +fzbg, -g,D,f, -g,D,.f,)D, 
+(f,D,g,+f,D,g,-g,D,f,-g,Dzf2)02. 

As D, EE@H(~) we see from (2.1.3) and (2.1.5) that 

D,.f, = -4f2 -a,f, -a2fiT 

4f2 = -D,.f, -a,f, -a2fiy 

D, gl = -D2g2 -aI g, -a2g2, 

D2g2 = -DIgI -algl -a2g2. 

Making these substitutions in the expression for [D, E] gives 

(fi(-D2g2-alg,-a2g2)+f2D2g, -s,(-bf2 -a,f, -a2fJ 

-g2D2f,)D,+U,D,g2+fi(-D,g, -a,g,-a,g,) 

-g, D,f2-gA-D,.f, -a,f, -a2f2))& 

=%k,f2 -gzf,L 

as required. 1 

COROLLARY 2.1.5. 

C%(f), %,(g)l=%((D, +al)g(D, +Gf-W, +a,)f(D2 +a2)s). 

Let y(n) = (p”’ - 1)~~ + (p”‘- 1)~~. Let $(y(n)) be the automorphism of 
the divided power algebra a(2) defined by 4(y(n))x, =x, +x”‘+~(“, and 
&y(n))x2 =x2. Define @(y(n))E = &y(n)) E(cj(y(n)))^’ for EE W(2). Then 
@(y(n)) E Aut W(2). 

Recall (cf. [ Wi169]) that if y E a(2), then exp y is defined to be 
C;“=, y(l). Let 6(n) be the automorphism of the divided power algebra a(2) 
defined by 6(n)x, =x, +x,(exp(xPn@) - 1) and 6(n)x, =x2. Define 
d(n)E=d(n)E(d(n))-’ for EE W(2). Then d(n)EAut W(2). Note that the 
automorphism d(n) is the same as the automorphism @( 1) of [WiHO] (cf. 
[BW82, Sect. 1.83). Since it is never necessary to consider the 
automorphisms a(i) for i# 1, we favor the simpler notation here. 

Note that J(@(y(n))) = 1 +x7(“) and J(d(n)) = exp(xP”‘“l). 
When n is clear from context we may write Q(y) for @(y(n)) and A for 

d(n). In particular, we will write H(2 : n : Q(y)) for H(2 : n : @(y(n))) and 
H(2 : n : A) for H(2 : n : A(n)). 

Recall ([Wil80]; cf. [BWS2, Sect. 1.81) that any simple algebra 
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H(2 : m : !P)‘*) is isomorphic to some H(2 : n : @)‘*‘, where @ = 1, 
@=@(y(n)), or @=d(n) and where if m= (m,, m,) then n=m or 
n= (m,, ml). 

Recall from Section 1.1 that the algebras H(2 : n : @) are filtered. 

Notation 2.1.6. For any @ we write C&, for gJ’@,. In addition, we write 
9 for %, gycnJ for ~JJ(Q(y(njjj (or, if n is clear from context, just 9;,), and 
9 d(nl for ~J(d(njj (or, if n is clear from context, just CSd). 

Note that if @E Aut W(2) and a = J(Q) then 

~aw2(2);) E (@fw));-2. (2.1.6) 

LEMMA 2.1.7. H(2 : n : @)O is a restricted subalgebra of W(2). 

Proof: Let EE H(2 : n : @)o. Then by (2.1.4), E(J(@)w)=O and so 
EP(J(@)o)=O. Since EPe W(2),, (2.1.4) shows that EP~(@H(2))o. As 
EE H(2 : n : @)O G W(2 : n) we have E2I(2 : n)s‘3(2 : n) and so 
(EP)91(2 :n)s’U(2: n). Then EP~ W(2 :n) so EPeH(2 :n: CD),,. 1 

PROPOSITION 2.1.8. (a) Let M= H(2 : n). Then 

(i) 9(f) = (D2f)D, - (Dl f) D,. In particular, 9(x,) = -D,, 
9(x2)= D,, g(xP”‘“l) = -x(P”’ ‘)&I D,, and ~(xP”~~~)=x(P”~-‘)~~ D,, 

(ii) Mhasbasis {~(x”)~cr~A(2:n),a#O}u{~(~~“‘“~)~i=1,2}. 

(iii) M’” has basis {9(x”) 1 cc E A(2 : n), c( # 0). 

(iv) M’*) has basis {9(x”) 1 aEA(2 : n), a #O, y(n)). 

(v) M ‘*) is a simple Lie algebra. 

(vi) M(z) has basis {ad 9(x”) 1 aEA(2 : n), a # 0, y(n)} u 
{(ad D,)d I i= 1, 2, 1 <j<ni}. 

(vii) Der(M”‘) has basis {ad 9(x”) I aEA(2 : n), a #O} u 
{ad 9(~~“““~ )li= 1,2} u {(adD,)“Jli= 1,2, 1 < j<nj} u {ad(x,D,+x,D,)}. 

(b) Let M= H(2 : n : Q(y)). Then: 

(i) gy(f) = ((D2+x y’n’pc2)f) D, -((D, +xy’“)-“)f)DZ. In par- 
ticular 9$(x,) = - (1 -x7’“)) D,, 9$,(x,) = (1 -xY’“)) D,, 9Y(xP”c1(1 -x7’“))) 
E.T -x ‘P”1 l)Cl D2, and 9&x P”&(l _xY’“)))=x(P”2~1)22D,. 

(ii) M has basis {9?(xa) I aEA(2:n), a#O}u {9Y(~P”“E(1 - 
xy’“))) 1 i= 1, 2). 

(iii) M”’ has basis (9y(xz) ( aEA(2 : n), a #O}. 

(iv) M”’ is a simple Lie algebra. 

(v) Der(M”‘)=M”’ has basis {ad9Y(x”) I aEA(2:n), a#O) 
u {ad 9Y(xp”‘“‘(1 - xy’“))) 1 i = 1, 2) u {(ad CSY(xl))p’ 1 1 < j < n2} u 
{(adgy(x2)Y” I1 Gj<n,J. 
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(c) Let M= H(2 : n : A). Then: 

(i) SA(f)= (D,f) D, -((Dl +x(p”‘~‘)cl)f) D,. In particular 
LSA(x,) = -D, and gd(xz) = D, - x(~“- ‘)E1+E2 D,. 

(ii) M has basis {9d(xX) 1 aEA(2 : n)}. 

(iii) M is a simple Lie algebra. 

(iv) Der h4 = li;i has basis (ad gA(xb) ) a E A(2 : n)} u 

{(ad aAx, 1)“’ I 1 <.6nn,} u {(ad9A(x2))d I 1 <j<n,} u {ad(x, D, + 
x2 &I>. 

Proof: Let M = H(2 : n : @), where @ is one of Z, Q(y), A. Let a = J(Q), 
so a= 1, 1 +x7(“), exp(xpn’E1). Part (i) of (a), (b), and (c) follows 
immediately from Definition 2.1.2. 

Our first goal is to determine {f E 2I(2) 1 9&f) E H(2 : n : @)}. Denote 
this space by U(a). In view of Lemma 2.1.3, U(G) = {f~ 2I(2) 1 9@(f) E 
W(2: n)} and, by (2.1.3), U(Q)= {f~%(2) 1 u-r Di(uf)~21(2 : n), 
i= 1,2}. If UE ‘%(2 : n), as happens if @ = I or @ = @(y(n)), then U(Q) = 
{up’f 1 D;f~‘%(2 : n), i= 1,2}. It is clear that {f~‘%(2) 1 Dif~%(2 : n), 
i= 1,2} has basis (x” ) aeA(2 : n)} u {xpn+ 1 i= 1,2}. This and the fact 
that ker 9, = Fu-’ (by Lemma 2.1.3) prove part (ii) of (a) and (b). 

Now suppose @ = A(n) so a = exp(xP”‘“l). Since a, = a- ’ D, a = x(r”‘- ‘)‘I 
and u2 =a-’ D,u=O both belong to ‘?I(2 : n) it is clear that 
‘%(2 : n) G U(Q). Also a- ’ = exp( -x~“‘~~) E U(Q). We claim that U(G) = 
%I(2 : n) + Fu- ‘. To see this let f = C fzxa E U(Q). By adding an element of 
‘?I(2 : n) + Fu’ we may assume f, = 0 if a E A(2 : n) u {pnl~l ). We will 
show that f = 0. Since f~ U(Q) and D,u = 0, u’ D,(uf) = D, f E rU(2 : n) 
and sof, =0 unless a(2)=0 or a=rE1 +pn2e2, O<r<(p”‘- 1). Thusf= 
fi +x p"2c2f2, wheref, = C,, p,,, g,x’“l andf, = CoGrG o,“,p ,) hrxrs’ E cU(2 : n), 
with the g, and h,EF. Then a~‘D,(uf)=(D, +u,)(f, +xpnzE2f2)~ 
2I(2 : n). Thus (0, + a,) fi = 0 and (Dl + a,) fi E %(2 : n). Now 
(DI +a,) fl =cjzp”, gjxj”‘~‘?I(2 : n) for some gi E F and so 
(0, +a,) f, =O. But then for i= 1, 2, O=(D, +u,)f; =a-’ DI(ufi). Since 
Dz(uf,) = 0 we have uf, E F, f, E Fu - ‘. Since fi is not invertible and 
f2 E 2l(2 : n), we conclude in each case that fi = 0. Thus f = 0 as claimed. 
Hence U(0) = a(2 : n) + Fu ‘. In view of Lemma 2.1.3, this proves part 
(ii) of (c). 

We now prove the remaining parts of (a). Let M= H(2 : n). It 
follows from Lemma 2.1.4 that Mfl)c {9(f) 1 f EIU(2 :n)> and from 
Corollary 2.1.5 that 

CW,),Wf)l= -%&f), c9(~d,qf)i =wbf), (2.1.7) 

tax E1+E2), 9(x”)] = (a( 1) -a(2)) 9(x”), (2.1.8) 

and 
cwx P%), qxP”‘&‘)] = cg(XY(“)). (2.1.9) 
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Then part (iii) of (a) follows from (2.1.7) and (2.1.9). Corollary2.1.5 also 
shows that for OL, /I E A(2 : n) 

This, together with the fact that in F 

(pu~‘)+(~~,‘)=(~)=O for O< j<p” 

gives [9(x”), 9(x”)] = 0 whenever CI + /l -E’ - s2 = y(n). Together with 
(2.1.7) this proves part (iv) of (a). Then (2.1.7) and (2.1.8) show that 
M13’= M(“. Since it is known (e.g., [Wi176, Corollary 2.53) that Moo’ is 
simple, we have that M”’ is simple, proving (v) of (a). 

Since Lemma 2.1.7 shows that M, is restricted, we have that 
(g(x”))“~M for all c(~A(2 : n), a(l)+ c((2)d 2. Now, as ME 
M~,cI,,.t2j-271 (~(x”))‘EM~~?~,)+~(~~~~,. But, by (ii) and (iv) of (a), 
A4 r,, = M# unless j= p”’ - 2, pn2 - 2, or p”’ + pn2 - 4. Since none of these 
numbers is a multiple of p, (M”‘), is restricted and part (vi) of (a) follows. 

Since (x, D, +x2 D,)o = 20 we have x, D, +x2 D, E N,,,:,,(H(2)). 
Hence ad(x, D, i-x, D,)ED~~ H(2 : n)(2’. Part (vii) of (a) now follows 
from the fact that the given set of derivations of M”’ is linearly indepen- 
dent and that by [Blo58a, Theorem 14; BW82, Lemma 1.8.3b], 
dim(Der M”‘/M”‘) = n, + n2 + 2. (Cf. also [Cel70, p. 1271, where the 
degree derivation x, D, + xq D, is omitted.) 

Next we prove the remaining parts of (b). Let M= H(2 : n : Q(y)) (so 
that II= 1 +xY(“‘). It follows from Lemma 2.1.4 that M(“G 
{g&f) 1 ~EIU(~ : n)}. Also Corollary 2.1.5 shows that [g?(x,), $Z$x,)] = 
-g&(1 -x~““)~) = -g?(l -2x”@‘) = +,(a+ -x~(“‘)=~~(x~(“‘). Thus 
qxy(“’ ) E MC”. As Corollary 2.1.5 also shows that iff E ‘%(2)i (and thus by 
(2.1.6), g?(f)~M,_~ and 9y(Dif)~MjP,) then 

WY& 1, gy(f,l= -9&D, f), 

C9,&2), %U-)I = %!,(D, I-1 mod IV-,, (2.1.10) 

it follows that part (iii) of (b) holds and that M2’ = MC”. Then 
M(” = M’“’ is simple (by Corollary 2.5 of [Wil76]) and so part (iv) of (b) 
holds. By [BW82, Lemma 1.8.3(a); Blo58a, Theorem 14; JJac75, p. 781, 
we see that dim(Der M”‘/M”‘) = dim(M”‘/M(“) = n, + n2 so that 
Der M(” = M(‘). Furthermore, the set 
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{ad G3&xP”“( 1 - xyf”))) 1 i = 1, 2) 

u {(ad ~y(x,)Y’ I 1 dj<n,l 

u I(adgy(x2))d I 1 Gj<n,} 

of n, + n2 derivations is linearly independent modulo inner derivations. 
Thus part (v) of (b) holds. 

Finally, we prove the remaining parts of (c). Let M= H(2 : n : A). By 
Corollary 2.1.5, 

[9Jx2), c@A(x’p”2- ““‘)] = 2 9,JxY’“)). 

IffE2I(2), then (as gA(f)~MjpZ and gA(Dif)~Mj_3 by (2.1.6)) 

C~AXI 1, ~/l(f)1 = -~A(& f) mod Mj-2, 

C~A(X,h ~Af)l = 9dWI f) mod Mjp,. 

These results show that M= M (‘I. Then, by Corollary 2.5 of [Wi176], 
M= Mtrn) is simple, proving part (iii) of (c). Since (x, D, + xq D,) J(d) = 0 
and therefore (x, D, +x2 D,)(J(d)o) = 2J(d)w, we have xi D, + xa D, E 
N,,:,,(dH(2)). Hence ad(x, D, +x2 D2) E Der H(2 : n : A). 

Now it is known [BW82, Proposition 1.8.5(c); Blo%b, Corollary 21 that 
dim(Der M/M) = dim(M/M) = n, + n, - 1. Since the set 

{(ad %(xJY’ I 1 dj<n,} u ((ad 9&,)F’ I 1 <j<n,} 

u {ad(x, D, +x2 D2)> 

of n, + n2 - 1 derivations is linearly independent modulo inner derivations, 
we see that part (iv) of (c) holds. 1 

The special case H(2 : 1) is of particular interest. The following two 
results, which deal with this case, are proved by direct computation. 

COROLLARY 2.1.9. H(2 : 1)“’ is a restricted ideal in H(2 : 1) and 
H(2 : l)/H(2 : I)‘*’ is nil. Furthermore, H(2 : 1) = (Der(H(2 : 1)(2)))(1) 
is a restricted ideal in Der(H(2 : 1)‘2’) and Der(H(2 : l)‘2’) = 
(Der(H(2 : 1)(2)))C1)+ F(xl D, +x2 D2). The element x, D, +x2 D, is toraf. 

COROLLARY 2.1.10. H(2 : 1) has basis 

(~(x~x~)~0~i,j~p-1,(i,j)#(0,0)}u{x~~’D~,~~~’D~} 

and H( 2 : 1 )(*) has basis 
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with multiplication given by 

[~(x’,x’,), ~(x’;x$)] = (jk - il) $I~(x’,+~~ lx<+r-‘), 

or, equivalently, 

[N(x, + 1 Ii x’,,, 9((x1 + 1)” -aI 
=(jk-il)g((x, +l)‘+k~‘~<+‘-‘), 

Let T=Fg((x, + 1)x,), a maximal torus in H(2 : 1)“). Let CIE T* be 
defined by N(~((x, + 1)x,)) = 1. Write 

I/,,, =span{g((x, + l)i+‘~$) 1 l<j<p- 1) 

(SO that Vi, p ~ , G Vi, p _ 2 E . . c Vi,0 = H(2 : 1 )i3). Let I denote the nil 
radical of 3H(Z:, )u) (T). 

LEMMA 2.1.11. 

(a) [9((x, + 1)2x:),9((x, + l)i+Jx<)] =2i9((x, + l)j+j+l x’,+‘). 
(b) The only nonzero ad Z-invariant subspaces of H(2 : l)i, (i E Zf ) 

are the Vi,[ (Obl<p- 1). 

(cl C~i,/, Vrr,hI 5 Vi+u,/+h-- 1’ 
Proof Parts (a) and (c) follow from Corollary 2.1.10 and (b) follows 

from (a). 1 

2.2. We now prove the existence of certain tori in the algebras S, 
where S = W( 1 : n) or H(2 : n : @)‘I). 

LEMMA 2.2.1. Let G be an elementary abelian group of order p” and let S 
be a subset of G which generates G. Let M be a vector space with basis 
{u, I CI E S}. Set uY = 0 tf y 4 S. Suppose that there is some function 

f: S x S + F such that the product 

cum> ql =.f(4 B)%+/3 for all CI, B E S (2.2.1) 

gives M the structure of a Lie algebra. Then Der M contains an n-dimen- 
sional torus. 

Proof. We may assume that G = (Z/pZ)“. For 1 < i< n let oi: G + F 
denote the projection onto the ith coordinate. Define E, E End M by 

Ei(ux) = ~A~)Ue 

for all CT E S. It is immediate from (2.2.1) that E, E Der M. Clearly the Ei 
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span a torus in Der M, and hence it remains only to prove that the Ei are 
linearly independent. But as S generates G this follows immediately from 
the linear independence of the oi. 1 

COROLLARY 2.2.2. (a) Let A be an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra of dimen- 
sion p”, Then Der A contains a torus of dimension n. 

(b) Let A be a simple algebra p(G, 6, f) of Block with IGI = p” and 
G = G, or G, . Then Der A contains a torus of dimension n. 

Proof An Albert-Zassenhaus algebra (cf. [Se167, p. 1091) of dimension 
p” has basis (u, 1 u E G}, where G is an elementary abelian group of order 
p” and multiplication is given by (2.2.1) for an appropriatef: Thus part (a) 
follows from the lemma. 

The algebra f?(G, 6, f) of Block [Blo58a] with IG( = p” and G = G, or 
G, has basis {ua ) c1 E S}, where G is an elementary abelian group, 
S = G - (0} or G, and multiplication is given by 

cu,, UpI = d% Bh+p-a 

for some g: S x S + F and some 6 E G. Setting u, = V, + b we see that 

Cu,.u~l=g(a+6,B+6)u,+B 

so that (b) follows from the lemma. 1 

COROLLARY 2.2.3. (a) Zf S = W( 1 : n) (where n = (n)) then S contains a 
torus of dimension n. 

(b) Zf S= H(2 : n)(‘) (where n = (n,, n2)) then S contains a torus of 
dimension n, + n2 - 1. 

(c) Zf S=H(2 : n : @(y))(l) (where n= (n,, n2)) then S contains a 
torus of dimension n, + n,. 

(d) Zf S= H(2 : n : A) (where n= (n,, n2)) then S contains a torus of 
dimension n, + n2. 

Proof: Let S = W( 1 : n). Then S is an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra of 
dimension p” (by CBI079, Corollary 5.11). Since Der S = S (by [Wil7la, 
Lemma 4]), Corollary 2.2.2(a) proves part (a). 

Now let S=H(2:n) . (2) By (vi) and (vii) of Proposition 2.1.8(a) we see 
that (Der S)/S is spanned by the cosets of ad g(xy(‘)), ad g(xP”“l), 
ad ~(x~“*‘~), and ad(x, D, +x, D,). Clearly the cosets of ad 9(x’(“)), 
ad ~(x~““I), and ad g(~~*~* ) span a nil ideal in (Der S)/S and so any torus 
of Der S is contained in S+ F(ad(x, DI +x, D2)). Thus to prove part (b) 
it is sufficient to show that Der S contains a torus of dimension n, + n2. 
Since by [BW82, Lemma 1.8.3(b)] S is isomorphic to a Block algebra 
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g(G, 6,f) with ]G] = p”‘+“* and G= G,, part (b) follows from 
Corollary 2.2.2(b). 

Next let S= H(2 : n : Q(y))“‘. Then s= Der S by Proposition 2.1.8(b)(v) 
and S is isomorphic to a Block algebra p(G, 6, f) with 1 GI = p”l+ “2 and 
G= G, by [BW82, Lemma 1.8.3(a)]. Thus part (c) follows from 
Corollary 2.2.2(b). 

Finally, let S = H(2 : n : A). Then s= Der S by Proposition 2.1.8(c)(iv) 
and S is isomorphic to an Albert-Zassenhaus algebra of dimension 
P nl +n2 by [B1079, Corollary 5.11. Thus part (d) follows from 
Corollary 2.2.2(a). 1 

COROLLARY 2.2.4. Let SE A z Der S, where A is a restricted Lie 
algebra and S is a simple Lie algebra. Suppose that A contains no tori of 
dimension greater than one. Then either A = S = 51(2), A = S = W( 1 : 1) or 
S=H(2 : l)‘*’ and H(2 : ~)‘*‘cAEH(~ : l)=(Der(H(2 : l)(*)))(l). 

Proof. Since SC A we see that S has toral rank one. Since by [Wi178], 
a simple Lie algebra of toral rank one is one of 51(2), W( 1 : n), or 
H(2 : n : @)‘*I, the result is immediate from Corollary 2.2.3. 1 

COROLLARY 2.25 (a) Let S be a simple Lie algebra of toral rank one 
such that dim S/S> 1 and s contains no tori of dimension greater than two. 
Then S is one of W(1 : 2), H(2 : (2, l))‘*‘, H(2 : 1 : Q(y))“‘, H(2 : 1 : A). 

(b) Let S be a simple Lie algebra of toral rank one such that 
dim s/S 2 2 and 3 contains no tori of dimension greater than two. Then 
s= H(2 : 1 : Q(y))“‘. 

Proof By Corollary 2.2.3, the only simple Lie algebras of toral rank 
one with no tori of dimension greater than two are eI(2), W(l : l), 
W(l : 2), H(2 : l)‘*‘, H(2 : (2, l))(*), H(2 : 1 : Q(y))(‘), and H(2 : 1 : A). 
Since 51(2), W( 1 : 1) and H(2 : 1 )‘*’ are restricted, part (a) holds. Since 
dim S/S= 1 for S= W(l : 2) (by [Ree59, Corollary 1.23 or [Wi17la, 
Lemma 4]), or for H(2 : (2, l))‘*’ or H(2 : 1 : A) (by Proposition 1.8.5 of 
[BW82]) part (b) holds. 1 

3. DETERMINATION OF RANK ONE SEMISIMPLES 

3.1. In Section 3 we study certain restricted semisimple Lie 
algebras A containing a one-dimensional maximal torus. Since we are only 
interested in such algebras when they appear as a rank one section of a 
simple Lie algebra L with respect to a torus of maximal dimension, we may 
add any hypotheses which are inherited by such algebras. Thus (see 
Proposition 1.7.4) we assume that A contains no tori of dimension greater 
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than 1 and that A does contain a one-dimensional standard torus. For an 
analysis of the not necessarily restricted case see [BO-pre]. 

THEOREM 3.1.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted semisimple Lie 
algebra over F containing a one-dimensional maximal torus T which is 
standard. Assume that A contains no tori of dimension greater than one. Then 
one of the following occurs: 

(a) A is isomorphic to 51(2). 
(b) A is isomorphic to W( 1 : 1). 
(c) A is isomorphic to a subalgebra of H(2 : 1) = (Der(H(2 : 1)(2)))(1) 

containing H(2 : 1)“‘. 

Furthermore, in case (a), T is conjugate to F(h -y); in case (b), T 
is conjugate to F(xl 0,) or F((x, + l)D,); and in case (c), T is 
conjugate (under an automorphism of H(2 : 1) which need not leave A 
invariant) to F(x, D, -x2 D,) = F(~(x,x,)) or F((x, + 1) II, -x2 Dz) = 
FlWb, + 1 bz)). 

We first prove a preliminary lemma (which will also be used in 
Section 4). 

LEMMA 3.1.2. Let A be a restricted semisimple algebra containing a torus 
T of maximal dimension which is standard. Let I denote the nil radical of 
3A(T). Suppose that S @ B, E A G Der(S@ B,), where S is a simple Lie 
algebra and n > 0, and that T E (Der S) @ B,. Then 3s B B,(T) s I. 

Proof Let ii4 denote the nil ideal SO (x1 B, + . . + x, B,) in S@ B,. 
Then (SO B,)/M 2 S so A4 is a maximal ideal of SO B,. Thus the A-ideal 
generated by M (which is C,?, (ad A)’ M)) must equal A4 or S@ B,. Since 
M is nil and A is semisimple it cannot equal M. Thus CJY= 0 (ad A)’ M = 
SOB,,. Now (Der S) 0 B, is an ideal in Der(S 0 B,) so, since 
TG (Der S) 0 B,, we have A G (Der S) @ B, + 3A(T). As M is invariant 
under (Der S) @ B, we see (by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem or 
by induction) that SQ B, = C,03=0 (ad 3A(T))’ M and so 3s B B,(T) = 
CzO (ad 3A( T))j 3,J T). Now (ad 3A(T))J 3,,,(T) G I for all j> 0 because T 
is standard (see Lemma 1.5.2) and 3,,,(T) ~1 since M is nil. Thus 
3sstJT)~l I 

Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. We show first that if A satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.3.1 then SG A E Der S, where S is a simple Lie algebra of 
toral rank one. Let 3A(T) = T + Z, where Z is nil. 

By Theorem 9.3 of [Blo69] 

i S,6B,,,sAcDer(i, si@k,) 
r=l 
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for some r >/ 1, n,, . . . . n, > 0, where each Si is a simple Lie algebra. Let Ji 
denote the restricted ideal generated by Si @B,,. If Tn J, = (0) the 
Engel-Jacobson theorem (cf. Section 1.10 of ,[BW82]) shows that Ji is 
nilpotent, contradicting the simplicity of Si. Thus, as dim T = 1, T G Ji. As 
the sum of the Ji is direct (since Ji annihilates S, @ B, for all j # i) we have 
r = 1. We simplify notation by writing S for S,, J for J,, and n for n,. 

Suppose n>O. By Lemma 3.1.2 we have 3sa,B.(T)~Z and so 
ssse,( T) E I. Let A = Crzd A, be the root space decomposition of A with 
respect to T. If x E A ,~, i # 0, then by Lemma 1.8.1, a(~“) = 0 so xp E I. Thus 
3A T) E 3s~ B, (T) + I= I. Since TG J and so Tc 3J( T), this is impossible. 
Hence n = 0. 

Thus S G A c Der S, where S is simple. Then Corollary 2.2.4 shows that 
one of (a), (b), (c) holds. 

It remains to establish our assertions about T. In case (a) this is well 
known. In case (b) it is DemuSkin’s conjugacy theorem (Theorem 1.3.1(c)) 
for W( 1 : 1). Now assume that case (c) holds. By Corollary 2.1.9, 
Tc H(2 : 1)“‘. By DemuSkin’s conjugacy theorem for H(2 : l)‘*’ 
(Theorem 1.3.1(i)), T is conjugate by an automorphism of H(2 : l)‘*’ to 
F(x, D, -x2 02) or to F((x, + 1) D, -x2 D,). Since any automorphism of 
H(2 : l)‘*’ extends to an automophism of (Der(H(2 : l)(*)))(l) we have the 
result. 1 

3.2. The following lemma gives a way of recognizing simple Lie 
algebras of toral rank one. 

LEMMA 3.2.1. Let N be a restricted Lie algebra and P be a nonnilpotent 
subalgebra of N such that N = P. Suppose T is a two-dimensional standard 
maximal torus of N such that 3t4T) is nil. Then there is some 0 # c1 E T* and 
some XE P, such that x is not nil. Furthermore, xp = u,~ + u, for some 
0 # 1.4, E T and some nilpotent u,, 3p(u,) is a Cartan subalgebra of P, and P 
has toral rank one with respect to 3r(u,). 

Proof Since P is an ideal in N, P is (ad T)-invariant. If x is nil for every 
XEP,, O#IXET*, then as 3p(T) is nil, the Engel-Jacobson theorem 
(cf. [BW82, Corollary 1.10.21) implies that P is nilpotent. Since this 
contradicts our hypotheses, we have that there is some 0 #a E T* and 
some x E P, such that x is not nil. 

Then u = xp E 3N( T). Let u = u,~ + u,, where u, is semisimple and u, is 
nilpotent, be the Jordan-Chevalley-Seligman decomposition of u into its 
semisimple part U, and nilpotent part u,. Since u,~ is a p-polynomial in u, 
u, E 3N( T) and so, by the maximality of T, u, E T. Since x is not nil, u, # 0. 
By Lemma 1.8.1, a(xp) =0 and so a(u,)=O. 
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Since dim T = 2 we have ker CI = Fu, and 

3Aus) = 3p(T) + 1 Pia. 
i=l 

If y E P, for 1 < i 6 p - 1 then u = yp E 3N( T) has decomposition o = u, + u, 
into semisimple and nilpotent parts. By Lemma 1.81, a(yp) = 0 so ~(0,) = 0 
and 

( y”), = u, E ker CI = Fu,. (3.2.1) 

Thus ad y is nilpotent on 3p(~,). Since 3p(T) is nil by hypothesis, the 
Engel-Jacobson theorem shows that ap(u,) is nilpotent. 

Now let y E Np(3p(z4s)). We have (ad u,) y E 3p(~,) and so (ad u,)* y = 0. 
But U, is semisimple and so y E 3p(~,). Thus 3p(z4,) is a Cartan subalgebra. 

Recall that T is standard in N. Let 3,,,(T) = T + Z, where Z is nil. Then as 
3P(T) is nil we have that 

3A T) s 1. (3.2.2) 

Also D[(u;) = CL(U,)~ = 0 and so UC E ker c1= Fu,. Thus, by (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) 
we see that V= 3p(z.4,) + Fu, + Z is a restricted Lie algebra containing 3p(~,). 
Since FM, is a restricted ideal in V and V/Fu, is nil by (3.2.1), (3.2.2) and 
the Engel-Jacobson theorem, we see that P has the toral rank one with 
respect to 3p(~,). 1 

4. DETERMINATION OF RANK Two SEMISIMPLES 

In this section we study certain restricted semisimple Lie algebras A 
containing a two-dimensional maximal torus. Since we are only interested 
in such algebras when they appear as a rank two section with respect to a 
torus of maximal dimension of a simple Lie algebra L, we may add any 
hypotheses which are inherited by such algebras. Thus (see 
Proposition 1.7.4) we assume that A contains no tori of dimension greater 
than 2 and that all tori of dimension 2 are standard. 

We do not obtain in the present section the classification of such 
algebras up to isomorphism. Instead we stop with structural charac- 
terizations of certain classes of algebras. This information is required in 
Section 8. For two such classes (cases (g) and (h) in Theorem 4.1.1 below) 
we will (using an induction on dimension which requires the results of 
Section 5-8) obtain more complete results in Section 9. Thus our final 
result on rank two semisimple algebras (Theorem 9.1.1) appears there. 
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4.1. The main result of Section 4 is: 

THEOREM 4.1.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted semisimple Lie 
algebra over F. Let T be a two-dimensional torus of A. Assume that all two- 
dimensional tori in A are maximal and standard. Let 3A(T) = T + I, where I 
is the nil radical of 3A( T). Then one of the following occurs: 

(a) S, + S, c A & (Der Sr)(‘) + (Der S,)“‘, where S,, Sz are distinct 
ideals in A and each is isomorphic to one of d(2), W( 1 : 1 ), H(2 : 1)‘2’. 

(b) S@B,&AcDer(S@B,), n>O, and Tg (S@B,) for some 
simple S. In this case S is one of 51(2), W( 1 : 1 ), H(2 : 1)(2), and 
T G (Der S) @ B,. 

(c) SE A E Der S with dim(Sn T) = 1 for some simple S. In this 
case S = H(2 : 1 )(2) and we may assume (replacing A by @A, 
@E Aut(Der(H(2 : I)(‘))) if necessary) that H(2 : 1)‘2)+ F(x, D, +x2 02) 
E A c Der(H(2 : 1)‘2’). 

(d) SOB, ~AcDer(s@B,), Ts(S@B,), and n>O for some 
simple S. In this case S= H(2 : 1 : Q(y))“’ and 3sB,B.( T) 5 I. 

(e) 3 E A E Der S, T E 3, and dim(A/(S + I)) = 2 for some simple S. 
In this case S= H(2 : 1 : Q(y))“). 

(f) SG A c Der S, T E s, and T A (S + I) is one-dimensional and 
restrictedfor some simple S. In this case S is one of W( 1 : 2), H(2: (2, 1))(2), 
H(2:l :A). 

(g) s c A G Der S, T E s, and T n (S + I) is one-dimensional and non- 
restricted for some simple S. 

(h) SrAcDerSforsomesimpleSandA=S+I. 

The proof of Theorem 4.1.1 occupies the next five sections. 

4.2. Let A satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.1. By Block’s 
theorem ([Blo69]; cf. [BW82, Theorem 1.16.11) 

i si@B,cArD 
,=l 

(4.2.1) 

where r > 1, ni > 0, and the Si are simple Lie algebras. 
Let Ji denote the restricted ideal of A generated by Si @B,. The Engel- 

Jacobson theorem shows that if Tn Ji = (0) then Ji is nil. As A is semi- 
simple we have Tn Ji # (0). As Ji n (xi+ i .I,) = (0) this shows that r Q 2. 

Suppose r = 2. Let Ai denote the restriction of A to Sj @ BnC, i = 1, 2. 
Then 
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and by Block’s theorem Ai is semisimple. Now T maps to a torus of A, 
which is standard and of maximal dimension (by Lemmas 1.6.1 and 1.7.2) 
and Tn J2 # (0) is in the kernel of this mapping. Thus A, contains a one- 
dimensional standard maximal torus (and no tori of larger dimension) and 
so Theorem 3.l.lshows that n, =O, that S, is one of 51(2), W(1 : l), 
H(2 : 1y2’, and that S, c A, c (Der S,)(l). By symmetry A, has the same 
structure. Therefore if r > 1, (a) is satisfied. 

4.3. We continue to assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.1.1. In addition we now assume that r = 1 in (4.2.1). We drop 
the subscript 1 and write 

SOB,, cA~Der(,s@B,), (4.3.1) 

where 5’ is a simple Lie algebra and H B 0. Note ([Blo69]; cf. [BW82, 
Sect. 1.161) that 

Der S @ B, = (Der S) @ B, + F@ (Der B,). (4.3.2) 

Let J denote the restricted ideal of A generated by SO B,. We have that 
Jn T# (0). 

Assume dim(Jn T) = 1. Then A/J contains the nonzero torus 
(T + J)/Jr T/(Jn T). Since A contains no tori of dimension greater than 
two it follows from Lemma 1.7.1 that J contains no tori of dimension 
greater than one. Since 30 FG J we see that s contains no tori of dimen- 
sion greater than one. Thus by Corollary 2.2.4, S is one of sI(2), W( 1 : l), 
H(2 : 1y2’. 

If n=O then J=S and as Ts?L J, TcDerS we have SfDerS. Thus 
S=H(2:1) . (2) Then Theorem 1.18.4 of [BW82] shows that (c) holds. 

Now if n > 0 we have S@ B, c A E Der(S@ B,), where S is one of s1(2), 
W(1 ;l), H(2:l) (2) Note that, as S is restricted, J = S @ B, = SO B,. . 
Suppose Tz (Der S) @ B,. Then by Lemma 3.1.2 we have 35(T) G Z, 
contradicting Jn T#(O). Thus T $Z (Der S)@ B, and so (b) holds in 
this case. 

4.4. We continue to assume that A satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4.1.1 and (4.3.1). In addition we assume that n > 0 and that TG J 
(where J is the restricted subalgebra of A generated by SQ B,). We will 
show that (d) holds in this case. Let M = S@ (x, B, + . . . + x, B,). 

Lemma 1.6.2 implies that T is a standard maximal torus in J. By 
Lemma 3.1.2, 3sQ,B.( T) is nil. By Lemma 3.2.1 (applied with N = J and P = 
SOB ) we see that 3sBB u or 
of tori1 rank one in P. Tfen)(i 

some 0 # U, E T) is a Cartan subalgebra 
sBBB,(~,) + M)/M is a Cartan subalgebra of 

toral rank one in P/M z S. Since Tc J and 3sB B,( T) is nil we have 
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dim J/(S@ B,) > 2 and so dim S/S > 2. Then Corollary 2.2.5(b) gives 
S= H(2 : 1 : @(y))(l) and so (d) holds. 

4.5. We continue to assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.1.1. In addition we assume that 

SsAcDerS, (4.5.1) 

where S is a simple Lie algebra, and that 

TGS. (4.5.2) 

ThenifO#ccET*wehaveA,G[T,A,]r[S,DerS]cSandso 

A=S+T+Z. (4.5.3) 

Thus A/(S + I) E T/( T n (S + I)) has dimension < 2. If dim A/(S + I) = 0 
then part (h) of Theorem 4.1.1 holds. We will consider the case 
dim A/(S + I) = 2 in this section and the case dim A/(S + I) = 1 in Sec- 
tion 4.6. 

If dim A/(S + I) = 2 then by the above remarks (S + I) n T = (0). Thus if 
u~js(T), u=u, +u,, U, E T, U, E Z, then U, E (S + I) n T = (0), so u is 
nilpotent. Then Lemma 3.2.1 (with N= S, P = S) shows that S has toral 
rank one with respect to some Cartan subalgebra. Since T G S we have that 
dim(S/S) > 2. Then Corollary 2.2.5(b) shows that S = H(2 : 1 : G(y))“’ and 
so (e) holds in this case. 

4.6. We continue to assume that A satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.1.1 and that (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) hold. We now assume that 
dim A/(S+Z)= 1. By the remarks following (4.5.2), A = S+ T+ Z and 
dim Tn (S+Z)= 1. 

If T n (S + I) is nonrestricted then (g) of Theorem 4.1.1 holds. 
Now suppose that Tn (S+ I) is restricted. Then there exists UE~~( T) 

with Jordan-Chevalley-Seligman decomposition u = ~4,~ + u,, where 
Of U, = u: such that U, spans Tn (S+ I). Fix v E T so that up = v and 
T=Fu, +Fu. Let S=js(T)+&+.... S, be the root space decomposition 
of S with respect to T. As u; = u,, up = u, we have that if c1# 0 then a(~,~), 
cc(u)~Z~. Define PET* by p(u,)=O, B(u)=l. Then &us)= 
~.~(‘I’)+C+‘Z: Sip. If XESiby i# 0, and xp = y has Jordan-Chevalley- 
Seligman decomposition Y,~ + y, then YE js(T) implies y, E T. By 
Lemma 1.8.1 we have fi(rS) = 0. Thus y, E Fu, and the restriction of ad x to 
js(u,) is nilpotent. Let w E js( T) have Jordan-Chevalley-Seligman 
decomposition w = w, + w,. Then w, E T n (S + I) and so we have 
w, E Fu, = ker /?. Thus the restriction of ad w to &u,) is nilpotent. 
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Therefore, by the Engel-Jacobson theorem 3s(u,) is nilpotent. Since u E S, 
us is equal to its own normalizer in S. Thus us is a Cartan 
subalgebra of S. We have seen that if XE S,, i # 0, then xp E FM, + I and 
that Fu, + 1~ 3s(u,) + I. Thus 3&u,) + I is a restricted Lie algebra and 
(us + I)/Fu, is nil. Thus Fu, spans a one-dimensional maximal torus 
3s(u,) and so S has toral rank one with respect to us. 

Since Tc S and T G S, Corollary 2.2.5(a) applies and shows that S is 
one of W(1 : 2), H(2 : (2, l))“‘, H(2 : 1 : Q(y))“‘, H(2 : 1 : A). It remains to 
show that S cannot be H(2 : 1 : Q(y))“‘. Suppose Sr H(2 : 1 : Q(y))“‘. 
Corollary 1.3.2 shows that 3s(T) is a torus and hence Corollary 4.74 of 
[SW821 shows S 2 W( 1 : 2) or H(2 : 1 : A), a contradiction. Thus in this 
case, S is one of the algebras listed in conclusion (f) of Theorem 4.1.1. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. 1 

5. PROPER ROOTS 

5.1. Throughout Section 5 we will assume that A is a tinite-dimen- 
sional restricted Lie algebra over F, T is a maximal torus in A, and 
3a(T) = T+I, where I is a nil ideal of 3A(T) (so that T is standard in A). 
Recall (Remark 1.5.5) that we identify T* with {YE~~(T)* 1 y(Z) = (0)). 
Recall also (Section 1.4) that T(A, T) = {ye T* 1 y ~0, A, # 0} and that 
d(A, T) denotes the subgroup of T* generated by T(A, T). Denote the rank 
of d(A, T) by r(A, T). We will usually write A for A(A, T) and r for 
r(A, 0. 

DEFINITION 5.1.1. For y E f define 

K,(A)= {=A, I ~(Cx>A-,1)=(0)) 

and 

P-1 
J?“(A) = 3a(T) + 1 K,(A). 

i=l 

DEFINITION 5.1.2. For y E r, 6 E T* define 

M;(A)= {=A, I &Lx, A-,1)=(0)) 

and 

MS(A I= 3.4(T) + 1 M;(A ). 
Ye= 

LEMMA 5.1.3. For 6~ T*, A@(A) is a restricted subalgebra of A. 
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Proof. Let XEM~(A), YEM$(A), ZEA~~,+~,. Then 

&CCvl ~l~=~~CC~~l~l~+~~E~CY~ll~~~~C~~~~ M;(N) 

+~(CM:(A),L.1)=(0). 

Thus [M:(A), MS(A)] rMt+&A) whenever CI, BET, cr+ /?#O. Also 
&CMn m41> A-,1) G &CA-., mA)l) + &C3a(n 3a(T)l) E 
(0)+6(Z)= (0). Thus [jA(T), M:(A)] GM:(A) and so Ma(A) is a sub- 
algebra. By Lemma 1.8.1, if c1 E A, x E A, then xp E jA( T). Thus Md(A) is a 
restricted subalgebra of A. 1 

COROLLARY 5.1.4. KCY’(A) is a restricted subalgebra of A. 

Proof As K,,(A) = M&(A) we have that K(‘)(A) = My(Ao’)). As A(‘) is a 
restricted subalgebra of A we have the result. 1 

DEFINITION 51.5. For y E r, define 

R,(A)= {xEA, I [x, A~,]H) 

and 

R(A)=jAT)+ 1 R,(A). 
ver 

LEMMA 5.1.6. R(A) is a restricted subalgebra of A. 

Proof: For ~1, BE r we have 

C~~,,+,~,C~,~~~,~~~~~ll~C~-~~~~~~~1+C~,~~~~~~.I~~~ 

Thus CR,(A), R,(A)1 ~R,+,G) h w enever CC, /I E r, LY + fl# 0. Also for 
aET we have 

CL, h/,(T), &(A)11 c L-AL &(A)1 + CdV, [AL R,(A)11 
sz+ [j,g(T), Z] cl. 

Thus [jA( T), R,(A)] z R,(A) and so R(A) is a subalgebra. If a E A and 
XE A, then by Lemma 1.8.1 we have xp EJ~(T). Thus R(A) is a restricted 
subalgebra of A, as required. 1 

DEFINITION 5.1.7. For y E r define 

RK,(A) = (x E K,(A) I [x, K-J G I) 
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P-1 

RK’Y’(A) = jA( T) + 1 RKJA). 

i=l 

Thus RK,,(A) = R,(K”‘(A)) and RKCY’(A) = R(K”‘(A)). 

COROLLARY 5.18. RK”“(A) is a restricted subalgebra of A. 

It is clear that A, 3 K,(A)?RK,(A) ?R,(A) for all YET. 

5.2. It will be of interest to know the K,(A) for the pairs (A, T) 
occurring in Theorem 3.1.1. 

LEMMA 5.2.1. (a) If A = 51(2), T is any maximal torus in A (necessarily 
one-dimensional), and a E r, then K,(A) = (0). 

(b) Zf A=W(l :l), T=F(x,D,), and cr~T* is defined by 
a(xI Dl)= 1, then K,,(A) = (0) for i= f 1 and K,,(A)= A, for iEZp*, 
if il. 

(c) Zf A=W(l :l), T=F((x, +l)Di), and cc~T* is defined by 
a((xI + 1) Dl)= 1, then K,,(A) = (0) for all ie Zp*. 

(d) If k(2:1)‘2’~A~H(2:1), T=F(g(x,x,)), and aET* is 
defined by a(SIx2)) = 1, then K,(A)=A,nA, has basis 
y(xi+%) I ia; iGkgs21 v,~~W&‘~~~ so dimA,IK,(A)=26~~~A)5 

) (2<z<p-2)u (9(x1 so 
diiA-.jK-.(A)=2, K,,(A)=A,,nA, has basis {~(x~+~x;)I l<i< 
p-3)u {9(x,x{-‘), 9(~$~‘)} so dim A,,/K,,(A)= 1, K-,,(A)= 
Ap2anA, has basis (~(x~x~‘)~ l<i<p-3)u(~(x~~‘x2), 9(x{-‘)j 
so dimA_,,/KP2,(A)=1, and K,,(A)=A, zfiEZp*, iffl, k2. Finally, 
TE [A, [A, I]] (where I is the nil radicaZ of jA(T)). 

(e) ZfH(2: 1)‘2’~A~H(2: 1), T= F(Q((x, +1)x*)), and aE T* is 
defined by a(g((x, + 1)x2)) = 1, then K,(A) = A,, n A, has basis 
{Gq(xl + l)i+i x4) 136 j<p- 1) so dim AJK,,(A)=3 for iEZ:. 
Finally, TE [A, [A, Z]] (where Z is the nil radical of jA( T)). 

Proof: In cases (a)(c) we have I= (0). Thus Lemma 2.2.3 of [SW821 
gives the result. 

In cases (d) and (e) note that TG H(2 : 1)‘2’, which is an ideal in A. 
Then A, G H(2 : l)‘2’ for all iE ZT and so we may assume without loss of 
generality that A = H(2 : 1)“‘. 

For (d) we begin by observing (using Corollary 2.1.10) that (H(2: l)‘2’)ic1 
contains span({9(xi+jx’,) 1 O< j<p- 1 -i} u {qx:xz-l+j) 1 O<j< 
i-l}) if i#O and H(2:1)‘2’), contains span {~(x{x;) 1 1 Q i < p - 2). 
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Since by Proposition 2.1.8(a)(iv), H(2 : 1)‘2’ has basis (9(x:x’,) I 0 6 i, 
i<p-1, (i,j)f(O,O), (p-l,p-l)), we see that equality holds in each 
case and that the indicated sets of elements are bases for the root spaces. 

Since g(xf+jx<)~A~+~~-~ and ~(x{x~~‘+~)EA~-,+~~-~ (see (2.1.6)) 
we see that AimcAl, for i# kl, f2. 

Since A, nsa(T)sZ we see that A, =K,,(A) whenever A, zA, +A-,. 
Thus A, = K,,(A) whenever i # ) 1, f 2. Furthermore, as A = A _, , we see 
that [A,nA2,A-y]~3A(T)nA,~Z so that K,(A)zA,nA, for all y. 
Since 

CWXl), w+-al= -2 ~a(x,x,), 

CSl), 9(x2)1 = 0, 

EW-:x2), %v:)l E A,, 
cwx:xz), %%)I = -2 9(x,x,), 

and 

C%4L m31= -4 9(x,x,), 

we see that K,(A) = A, n A, and that K,(A) has the indicated basis for 
y = fee, +2a. Clearly 9(x:x:) E I. Then -4 9(x,x,) = [9(x1), [9(x2), 
~(x:x:)ll E CA, CA, III so TG CA, CA, 111. 

For (e) we begin by observing (using Corollary 2.1.10) that (H(2 : 1)‘2’)i, 
contains span{B((x, + l)j+jx{) 106 jdp-1) for i#O and that 
(H(2: 1)‘2’), contains span{g((x, + l)ixi) 1 ! <i<p-2). Since the given 
sets are clearly linearly independent, we see that they are bases for the 
indicated root spaces. 

Since (H(2 : 1)(2)), is restricted (by Lemma 2.1.7) it contains the 
semisimple part of each of its elements. As T is a maximal torus and T SZ 
(H(2 : 1)‘2’)0 we see that 3A(T) n (H(2 : 1)‘2’)0 z I. Thus (as A = A-,) we 
see that A, n A, E K, for all y. Since the cosets of g((x, + l)i), 
9((x1 + 1)‘f’ x2), and g((xl + l)if2 xz) form a basis for Aim/Aim n A, and 
direct computation shows that 

[9((Xl + l)i+j x4), 9((x* + l)“~i+‘x;)] 

=9(-i(j+Z)(x, + l)‘+“x:+‘~‘) 

= -2i6,+,,2 sB((x1 + 1)x,) mod Z 

for 0 < j, I < 2, we see that K, has the indicated basis. Finally, it is clear 
that g((x, + 1)2 x:)EZ and so -4 W(x, + 1 )x2) = C~(Xl), C9(xzL 
g((x, + 1)2x:)]] E [A, [A, 111. Thus TE [A, [A, Ill. I 
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5.3. We will now show that the calculations of Section 5.2 allow us 
to determine dim A,/K, for any finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra A 
containing a torus of maximal dimension which is standard. 

LEMMA 5.3.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra and T 
be a standard torus in A. Then KCY’(A) 1 solv(A(Y)). Furthermore, 

K,(A[y]) = (K,(A) + solv A’Y’)/(solv A’?“) = !P&K,(A)), 

where Kiy( A [y] ) is taken with respect to the torus 

‘Py( T) = (T+ solv AO”)/(solv A’?‘) E A[y]. 

Proof Lemma 1.8.3 (with Y = ACy), M = solv( A?)) gives K’?‘(A) 2 
solv(ACY’). Now if ACy)= solv A(?) the second assertion is trivially true (as 
both sides are (0)). Thus we can assume ACY) # (solv A’?‘) and so y vanishes 
on Tn solv ACy). Thus y induces a linear functional (again denoted y) 
on (T+ solv A’Y’)/solv A(“) z T/( Tn (solv A’?‘)) by y( t + solv A’?‘) = y(t). 
Then A [y I,, = (A, + solv ACY’)/solv ACy). For x E A, we have 
x + solv A(Y)E K,(A[y]) if and only if y( [x + solv ACy), y + solv ACy’]) = (0) 
for all y E AMi,. But since y ( [x + solv A(?), y + solv ACy’]) = 
y( [x, y] + solv A’?‘) = y x, y]) this is equivalent to y([x, y])=O for all ([ 
y E A -iy and hence to x E K,. This completes the proof. 1 

DEFINITION 53.2. Let y E A, y # 0. If A [y ] = (0) we say y is soloable, if 
A[y] z sl(2) we say y is classical, if A[y] s W( 1 : 1) we say y is Witt, and if 
H(2 : l)‘*’ E A[y] s H(2 : 1) we say y is Hamiltonian. 

LEMMA 5.3.3. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra over F. 
Let T be a torus of maximal dimension in A. Assume that T is standard. 
Then any y E A, y # 0, is either solvable, classical, Witt, or Hamiltonian. 

Proof As T is a torus of maximal dimension in A, Lemma 1.7.2(a) 
shows that !P&T) is a torus of maximal dimension in A[y]. As T is 
standard in A, Lemma 1.6.1 (c) shows this torus is standard. Since Tn 
solv A(“) 2 ker y 1 T this torus has dimension d 1. Hence A[y] has no tori of 
dimension > 1. Thus by Theorem 3.1.1, if A[y] # (0) it must be 51(2), 
W( 1 : 1) or else H(2 : 1 )(2) c A [y] c H(2 : 1 ), as required. 1 

LEMMA 5.3.4. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra and T 
be a torus of maximal dimension in A, Assume that T is standard. Let y E A, 
y # 0. Then one of the following occurs: 

(a) y is solvable and K,(A) = A, for all i E Z$. 
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(b) y is classical and there is some jE ZJ’ such that, for iE ZF, 
dim(A,/K,(A))= 1 ifi= &j, dim(A,/K,(A))=O ifi# f j. 

(c) y is Witt, there is a surjective homomorphism 4 of Acy) to W(l : 1) 
such that d(T) = F(x, D, ), and there is some j E Zz such that for i E ZT 

dim(A,,/Ki,(A))= A 
I 

if i=+j, 
if i # *j. 

(d) y is Witt, there is a surjective homomorphism 4 of A(?) to W(l : 1) 
such that d(T) = F((x, + 1) D,), and dim(A,/KJA)) = 1 for aN ie Zp*. 

(e) y is Hamiltonian, there is a surjective homomorphism 4 of ACy’ to a 
subalgebra of H(2 : 1) containing H(2 : 1)‘2’ such that d(T) = F(9(xIx2)), 
and there is some j E ZT such that for i E Zp* 

dim(A,/KJA))= 

if i = f j, 

if i=f2j, 

if i # + j, f 2j. 

(f) y is Hamiltonian, there is a surjective homomorphism 4 of ACy’ to a 
subalgebra of H(2 : 1) containing H(2 : 1)‘2’ such that d(T)= 
F(~((x, + 1)x2)), and dim(A,/K,,(A)) = 3 for all ie Zp*. 

Proof By Lemma 5.3.3, y is either solvable, classical, Witt, or 
Hamiltonian. If y is solvable, Lemma 5.3.1 shows that A(?) = KCY’(A), 
proving (a). If y is classical, Lemma 5.3.1 and Lemma 5.2.1(a) give (b). If y 
is Witt then there is a surjective homomorphism II/ of AcY) to W( 1 : 1). Then 
$(T) is a maximal torus in W( 1 : 1 ), so by Theorem 1.3.l(a, b) there is an 
automorphism r of W(l : 1) such that qQ(T)=F(x, 0,) or F((x, + 1) Dl). 
Setting 4 = r+ and using Lemmas 5.2.l(b, c) and 5.3.1 gives (c) and (d). If y 
is Hamiltonian then there is a surjective homomorphism $ of ACY) onto a 
subalgebra B of H(2 : 1) containing H(2 : 1)‘2’. Then $(T) is a maximal 
torus of B. Since H(2 : l)/H(2 : 1)‘2’ is nil $(T)c H(2 : 1)‘2’. By 
Theorem 1.3.l(g, h) there is an automorphism z of H(2 : 1)‘2’ such that 
t$(T)=F(9(xlx2)) or F(~((x, + 1)x,)). Since every automorphism of 
H(2 : 1)“’ extends to an automorphism of H(2 : 1) (since H(2 : 1) = 
(Der(H(2 : l)(*))(l)) we may view r as an isomorphism of B to tB, a sub- 
algebra of H(2 : 1) containing H(2 : 1 )‘*‘. Then setting 4 = r+ and using 
Lemmas 5.2.l(d, e) and 5.3.1 gives (e) and (f). 1 

DEFINITION 5.3.5. A Lie algebra A is said to be compositionally classical 
if every composition factor of A is abelian or classical simple. 
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LEMMA 5.3.6. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra. Let T 
be a torus of maximal dimension in A. Assume that T is standard. Let 
CI E A(A, T). Then: 

(a) If a is Wit& ACa) contains a unique compositionally classical sub- 
algebra of codimension 1 and any compositionally classical subalgebra of 
codimension 2 is contained in the compositionally classical subalgebra of 
codimension 1. 

(b) Zf a is Hamiltonian, ACa’ contains a unique compositionally 
classical subalgebra of codimension 2 and no such subalgebra of codimension 
one. 

Proof: Suppose a is Witt and that M is a compositionally classical sub- 
algebra of codimension ~2 in A’“). Then Y/,(M) is a compositionally 
classical (hence proper) subalgebra of codimension ~2 in A[a] z W( 1 : 1). 
By Lemma 1.11.1(a), Y,(M)G W(l : 1)0 and so MG Yy,‘(W(l : l),). Since 
Yy, ‘( W( 1 : 1 )0) is compositionally classical and has codimension 1 in A’“‘, 
this proves (a). 

Next suppose that H(2 : 1 )‘*’ E Q E H(2 : 1) and that M is a com- 
positionally classical subalgebra of codimension ~2 in Q. Then 
Mn H(2 : l)‘*’ is a compositionally classical (hence proper) subalgebra of 
codimension < 2 in H(2 : 1) . (*I Then by Lemma 1.11.1(b) we have Mn 
H(2 : l)‘*’ = (H(2 : l)(*)),. Thus MGN,,,,,,((H(~ : l)(*)),,) = H(2 : l),. 
Thus M E Q n H( 2 : 1 ),, and so (since dim Q/( Q n H(2 : 1 )0) = 2) M = Q n 
H(2 : 1)0 has codimension two in Q. 

Now, suppose that a is Hamiltonian and that M is a compositionally 
classical subalgebra of codimension <2 in A”‘. Then Y/,(M) is a com- 
positionally classical subalgebra of A[a] and H(2 : 1)“’ c A[a] E H(2 : 1). 
By the result of the previous paragraph, Y’,(M)= A[a] n H(2 : l),. 
Therefore M E Yy, ‘(A [a] n H( 2 : 1 )0) and, since this subalgebra has 
codimension 2 in A’“‘, equality holds. Thus (b) holds. 1 

5.4. Having obtained bounds for dim(A,/K,(A)) we now seek 
bounds for dim(K,(A)/RK,(A)) and dim(RK,(A)/R,(A)). 

From now on we will usually write KY for K,(A), RK, for RK,(A), R, for 
R,,(A), and M: for M:(A). 

LEMMA 5.4.1. dim(A,/K,) =dim(A-,/K-,). 

Proof: The map of A, x A-, + F given by (x, y) w y( [x, y]) is a 
bilinear form. Since, by definition of K,, AAY = K,, we have the result. 1 

LEMMA 5.4.2. Let 0 # y E A. Then 

dim( RKy/Ry ) < (dim( A,/K,,))( (dim T) - 1). 
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In particular, if A, = K, then RKY = R, and if y is non-Hamiltonian then 
dim(RK,/R,) < (dim T) - 1. 

Proof. As [RK,, Kpy] G I and RK, G K, (Definition 5.1.7) we see that 
ad induces a map of RK, into Hom(A py/K-,, T’), where T’ = ker y I T g 
(ker y)/Z. The kernel of this map is R,, giving dim(RK,/R,) < 
(dim(A,/K,))((dim T) - 1). The final assertion follows by noting that if y is 
non-Hamiltonian then dim(A,/K,) < 1. 1 

5.5. Obtaining a bound for dim(K,(A)/RK,(A)) is much harder. 
Let B be a restricted Lie algebra over F and let e be a derivation of B 

satisfying ep=e. Define CCE (Fe)* by u(e) = 1. Let B=C$‘=,’ Bj, be the 
decomposition of B with respect to the torus Fe. Assume B,, = Fz + J, 
where z = zp is central in B and J is a nil ideal in B,. Then Fe + Fz is a 
standard maximal torus in Fe + B. Let n; = dim(B,,/R,(Fe + B)) (where 
R,(Fe + B) is taken with respect to the torus Fe + Fz). 

PROPOSITION 5.5.1. Let B and e be as above. Let Wf (0) be a restricted 
B-module with z W = W. Then: 

(a) dim W>p”, where m=max{[(ni+1)/2] 1 iEZp*}; 

(b) if W is an (Fe + B)-module and if Cic z; ni > 2 then dim W> p2. 

Proof: In proving (a) we may assume that W is irreducible. By the 
Engel-Jacobson theorem, B is nilpotent (as (ad B,) is nil and hence every 
x E B,, iE Zz is ad-nilpotent), hence solvable. Then (cf. Theorem 1.13.1 of 
[BWS2]) B contains a restricted subalgebra B, such that W contains a 
one-dimensional B, -submodule W,, and dim W= P[~‘~I’. For iE Z,, let 
B:, = B, n B,. Then B’ = Cic zp B;, is an e-invariant subalgebra of B. Now 
as B,, and hence B’, has a one-dimensional module W, c W and as z acts 
as a nonzero scalar on W, hence on W, , we must have [B;,, BY,] c J for 
ie ZT. Define fi:B, x BP,, + F by [x, y] E fi(x, y)z + J. Then rank f, = ni 
and rank f,(B:, x BLi,)= (0), so by Lemma 2.5.1 of [BW82], 
dim(Bi,/B:,) + dim( B-,/BY,) >, ni. But B,/B:, z (B, + B,)/B, and so 
dim(B,,/B:,) < [B: B,]. Thus 2[B: B,] >nj so [B: B,] >, [(ni + 1)/2], 
proving (a). 

In proving (b) we may assume that W is irreducible as an 
(Fe + B)-module. Since Fe + B is solvable, dim W = pk for some k 3 0 (cf. 
[BWS2, Theorem 1.13.11). We may assume k < 1. If W, is a B-submodule 
of W then dim W, > p (by (a), as some n, >O) and so W, = W and 
dim W= p. Thus, we may again assume that W is irreducible as a 
B-module. Let D={bEBI b. W=(O)}. Then D is an ideal in Fe+B. If 
x~D,andy~B~,then [x,y]~D~;say [x,y]=az+b,a~F,b~J.Then 
blw= -azI, is not nil unless a=O. Hence [x, y] E J. Therefore 
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D, c R,(Fe + B) so dim((B/~),/R,((Fe + B)/D)) = ‘I;. Thus if we have 
the result for B/D, which acts faithfully on IV, we have it for B. Thus we 
may assume that D = (0) and hence that 3(B) = Fz. Now let B, be as in the 
proof of (a). Since dim W= p, [B : B, ] = 1. Now as some ni # 0 there is 
some ie,Zf, XE Bi,, XE Bi.M. Then C,??, (x’. W,) is a B-submodule of W, 
hence = W. Since dim W= p and dim W, = 1, we have xp ~ ’ . W, # (0). If 
J # 0, then since B acts faithfully on W, we have dim W, > 1 for some 1. 
But then, as dim W= p, W,,,, = (0) for some m. Since x . W,, E W,, + iJol we 
see that xp ~ ’ = 0, contradicting x p-‘. W# (0). Thus J= (0). But then we 
have the hypotheses of Proposition 2.5.2(b) of [SW821 and so that result 
gives the desired conclusion. 1 

We can now bound the dimension of KJRK,. In fact, we obtain a 
stronger result. 

PROPOSITION 5.52. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra 
over F containing a torus of maximal dimension T which is two-dimensonal 
and standard (so 3A(T) = T+ I, I a nil ideal in 3A(T)). Assume A c Der S for 
some simple Lie algebra S and A = S + I. Then for any 0 # y E A we have 
Ci6 ZF dim(K,,/RK,) < 2 and dim(K,/RK,) ,< 1. Also, dim(K,/RK,) = 1 if 
and only if dim(K-,/RK_,) = 1. 

Proof For 0 # y E A set n4 = dim KJRK,. Choose a E A so that n, is 
maximal. Since A is semisimple, 3(A) = (0), and so for every t E T there is 
some y E r such that y(t) # 0. Thus r & Za. Then by Schue’s lemma 
(Lemma 1.12.1) we have 3s(T)=CyEr,y4Za [A,, A-?]. Since a(T)#(O), 
a(I) = (0) and Tc 3J T) + I there exists /I E r, fl$ Za such that 
atCAB, Apgl)#(0). Thus A,#M;. 

Let W= CL z, A~+;a)EicZpM~+;m ). Then W# (0) and W is a restricted 
Kc’)-module (for K, = MT, and M” is a subalgebra by Lemma 5.1.3). 
Now dim W=Ci,zpdim(Aa+iJM;+i,). But dWAB + ;alMi + ;A G 
dim(A ~+;JRp+;d = diMA p+ialK~+iil) + dimW~+ia/RKp+im) + 
dim(RKB+;JRp+iJ 1 <6+n, (as dim(RKb+ialRB+ia) d (dWAp+;,lK~+d) 
(dim T- 1) by Lemma 5.4.2 and dim(A,+ JKp+ i,) < 3 by Lemma 5.3.4). 
Thus dim W<p(6 + n,). 

There exists t E T such that -a(t) = 1, b(t) = 0. Let B = ker a + Z+ 
Cis Z* Kim, e=adt. If XEK,, iEZp*, then xP~kera+ I. Thus B is a 
restriited subalgebra of A and so the hypotheses of Proposition 5.5.1 are 
satisfied. Furthermore, B, = K, and R,(Fe + B) = RK,. Thus ni = n, for 
idi<p-1. Hencedim W>pcC~u+1)/23 andsop(6+n,)>pC(“af’)‘21. Since 
p>7 this implies n,<2. Then dim W<8p<p2 (as p>7). So by 
Proposition 5.5.1(b) we have CiG z;nicl < 2. 

Now for y E r, ker y is a one-dimensional subspace of T. Let ker y = Fz,. 
Then define f, : K,, x K-, -+ F by [x, y] ES&X, y) zy + I. Then with respect 
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to f, we have K: = RK-,, KIY = RKy . Thus nY = dim Ky/RK,, = 
dim K,/KI,=dim K-,/K,I=dim K~,IRK~,=n_,. Thus 2n,=n,+n-.< 

and so n,<l and hence n,<l for all 0#y~A. Therefore 
IEz;niY<2 for all O#y~d since, if some n,#O, we may take cl=iy. 1 

COROLLARY 55.3. Let A and T be as in Proposition 55.2. Zf 0 # y E r is 
non-Hamiltonian then dim A,/R, < 3 and in any case dim A,/R, < 7. 

Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.3.4, Lemma 5.4.2, and Propo- 
sition 5.5.2. 

5.6. We now introduce two important sets of roots. 

DEFINITION 5.6.1. Let 

A,= {O#~EAIA~~=K~~ for some iEZ, lbi6p-1). 

Let rp = f n A,. Call the elements of f r proper roots. 
Let iEZp*. Clearly YEA, if and only if iyEA, and so ZynA,=@ or 

ZF y. Thus A, is the disjoint union of the sets Z: y, y E A,. Hence 1 A, 1 is a 
multiple of p - 1. 

DEFINITION 5.6.2. n(A, T) = ) A,l/(p - 1). 

LEMMA 5.6.3. Let 0 # y E A. Then: 

(a) y E A r if and only if either y is solvable, y is classical, y is Witt and 
there is a surjective homomorphism 4 of ACy’ to W( 1 : 1) such that 4(T) = 
F(x, Dl), or y is Hamiltonian and there is a surjective homomorphism of ACy) 
to a subalgebra of H(2 : 1) containing H(2 : 1)‘2’ such that r$( T) = D(x,x,). 

(b) y$ A, if and only if either y is Witt and there is a surjective 
homomorphism 4 of ACv) to W(l:l)suchthatd(T)=F((x,+l)D,)oryis 
Hamiltonian and there is a surjective homomorphism 4 of Atv) to a sub- 
algebra of H(2 : 1) containing H(2 : 1)‘2’ such that d(T) = 9((x1 + 1) x2). 

Proof: This is immediate from Lemma 5.3.4. 

COROLLARY 5.6.4. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra, T be a torus of 
maximal dimension in A which is standard, and a E A(A, T). Then the 
following are equivalent: 

(a) a is proper. 

(b) T is contained in a compositionally classical subalgebra of 
codimension <2 in A(*). 
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(c) YET is contained in a compositionally classical subalgebra of 
codimension ,< 2 in A [IX]. 

Proof. Since a subalgebra of A’“’ is compositionally classical of 
codimension <2 if and only if its image in A[cl] has the same property, (b) 
and (c) are equivalent. We will show that (a) and (c) are equivalent. 

Suppose tl is proper. If c1 is solvable or classical then A[a] is 
compositionally classical so (c) holds. If TV is Witt or Hamiltonian then 
Lemma 5.6.3(a) shows that Yy, TC A[cllO, so (c) holds. 

Now suppose a is improper. Then by Lemma 5.6.3(b), c( is Witt or 
Hamiltonian and ul, T @ A [A],. But by Lemma 1.11.1, any proper sub- 
algebra of codimension 6 2 in A [a] is contained in A [cc],. Hence (c) 
cannot hold. 1 

DEFINITION 5.6.5. Let rE= {Y~wq#qJ (= {YwL-q, &I 
@ I}). Call the elements of rE exceptional roots. 

It is clear that Proposition 5.5.2 implies: 

COROLLARY 5.6.6. Let A and T be as in Proposition 5.5.2. Then 
f,=-r,andIZynT,I=Oor2foranyO#y~A. 

DEFINITION 5.6.7. Let fR= {YE~(A,#R,} and rK= {YEZ-~A,#K,}. 

LEMMA 5.6.8. Let A and T be as in Proposition 5.5.2. 

(a) rR=rKvrE. 
(b) rR= -rR. 

Proof: Lemma 5.4.2 gives (a). Part (b) then follows since rK = - rK 
(by Lemma 5.4.1) and rE = - Ts (by Corollary 5.6.6). 1 

LEMMA 5.6.9. Let A and T be as in Proposition 5.5.2. If y is proper then 
dim AJR, < 5. 

Proof This follows from Lemma 5.3.4, Lemma 5.4.2, and Propo- 
sition 5.5.2. i 

5.7. We will obtain some bounds on 1 rEl. Throughout this section 
we will impose the following hypothesis on A: 

A is a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra over F contain- 
ing a torus T of maximal dimension which is two-dimensional 
and standard (3A(T) = T + I). Furthermore, there is some simple 
algebra S such that S c A c Der S and A = S + Z. (5.7.1) 
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LEMMA 57.1. Assume (57.1) holds. Then: 

(a) Ify~dpfhen~~,nZy~=0,2,0r4,andIT,nZ,I=0,2,4,0r6. 
Furthermore, if 1 rK n Z, ( = 4 then y is Hamiltonian and there is some j E Z: 
such that rK n Z, = { &-jr, + 2jy). 

(b) If BE~,,YEA-ZIL and /?( [A,, A -,I) # (0) then +Y+ 
zpcr,. 

(c) Zf/I,y~r~, b# fy then ffi+Zycr, and +y+Zfl&r,. 

Proof If y E A, then by Lemma 5.3.4 we have 1 ZK n Zy I= 0,2, or 4. 
Furthermore, I ZK n Zy I = 4 implies that y is Hamiltonian and ZK n Zy = 
{ kjy, f2jy). Then Corollary 56.6 and Lemma 5.6.8(a) show that 
I ZR n Zy 1 = 0, 2, 4, or 6, proving (a). 

Suppose the hypotheses of (b) hold. Let W= Cie z; AytiP/Mt+ jp. 
As fl([A,, AP,])#(0), A,#M{ and so W#(O). As MF+iP 2 
Ry+ip, dim(A, + &Mf+ iP) 6 dim(A, + iP/Rr + rB). By Corollary 5.5.3, 
dim(A r+i~lR,+i~)~7 d < an so (as p> 7) dim W<p2. Now W is a module 
for K(p) (as K, = M$ and MB is a subalgebra by Lemma 5.1.3). 

Since /3 E ZE there exist 0 # t E T, x E K,, y E K-, such that [x, y] E t + I 
and p(t) = 0. Then y(t) # 0 and [x, y] does not annihilate any nonzero 
element of any irreducible Z@‘-constituent of W. Therefore W has no 
irreducible Kc”‘-constituents of dimension one. But as /?(I,, z; [KiD, 
KP,P]) = (0), Lemma 1.8.1 and the Engel-Jacobson theorem show that 
Citz*KIP + Cie z*[Z&, KiD] is nilpotent. Therefore K(P) is solvable. 
Hen& every irreducible constituent of W has dimension p. Let W, be such 
a constituent. Then by Theorem 1.13.1 of [BW82], B contains a sub- 
algebra B, of codimension 1 and W, contains a one-dimensional B,- 
module W,. Let u E B, u # B, . Then Ciao ui. W, is a B-submodule of W, , 
hence is equal to W, . Thus up ~ ’ # 0. Now if KB + K-, c B, then x and y 
act on the one-dimensional space W, so [x, y] annihilates W,, which we 
have seen is impossible. Thus we may find u E B,,, u $ B, satisfying 
up- ’ # 0. But up- ’ # 0 implies W, has p nonzero weight spaces and hence 
that A r+iB/Mt+ iB # 0 for all ie Z,. As M{+iD 2 RYfiB this implies 
y + Zpc ZR. As ZR = -ZR (by Lemma 5.6.8(b)), (b) follows. 

Finally, (c) follows from (b) since fl E ZE implies y( [KB, KpB]) # (0) and 
y E rE implies P([K,, K-,1) # (0). 1 

LEMMA 5.7.2. Assume (5.7.1) holds. Suppose 8, y E rE, p # f y. Then 
either A,~ZfluZy- (0) or A.?>-(Zj?uZy). 

ProoJ: Suppose SEA-(ZjuZy), ~$4,. Then Z,*qzrR. Thus for 
ie Zp* we have [A,,,, Aeiv] Y$ I. Since ker /I n ker y = Z, Lemma 5.7.1(b) 
shows that for every iE Z$ either fiq + Zg E rR or f iv + Zy E rR. As 
p > 7 we may assume (interchanging /I and y if necessary) that iv + Z/? G ZR 
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for at least six (eight if p > 13), i E Z ,*. But then if T$A-(Z/luZy) it is 
clear that I Zz A rR I> 6. (Thus the proof is complete if p > 13.) Now if 
ZE A, then IZznr,I ~4 by Lemma 5.7.1(a). Since r,=r,u rs this 
implies jr E r, for some j E Zz . Thus if the conclusion of the lemma fails to 
hold we may (replacing jz by r) find three roots B, y, z E rE which are 
pairwise linearly independent with z~r,. Note that, as q 4 A,, tar,, we 
have r] $Zj3 v Zy u Zz. Now as i E Z: implies [A,, A _ iq] @ I we see that 
no two of /I, y, r vanish on [A,, A Piq] and hence that for each i E ZT, two 
of the sets + in + Z/3, fin + Zy, f in + Zz are contained in rR. Thus of the 
15 sets + in + Z/?, fin + Zy, f in + Zz, 1 < i 6 5, at least 10 are contained 
in rR. Therefore for p = one of b, y, z there are four values of i for which 
fir] + Zp z rR. If p = p or y this implies that 1 Zz n rR 1 > 8 and hence 
(using Lemma 5.7.1(a)) that z $ rP, a contradiction. Thus we must have 
p = r and so there are four values of i for which + in + Zz E rR. Thus if 
v#A-Zz we have IZvnr,( 28 and hence v$A,. Thus A,=ZT- (0). 
Then, as ZE A, there are at least four values of i such that ir q! rR. Let a 
and b be two of these values. Let z = I/I + my. Consider 6 = al/I + bmy. Since 
a#bwehave6$Zzandso6$AP.Hence6ErR.Since[A,,A_,] GZ,we 
see by Lemma 5.7.1(b) that either 6 + Z/l E rR or 6 + Zy c rR. But the first 
of these implies bl/I + bmy = bT E rR, a contradiction, and the second 
implies alp + amy = a7 E rR, again a contradiction. Thus 7 q! A,, proving 
the lemma. 1 

COROLLARY 5.7.3. Assume (5.7.1) holds. Suppose /?, y E r,, p # f y. Zf 
A,cZpuZy- {0}, then A,=Z,*/?, A,=Z,*y, or A,=@. 

Proof: If not, /I, y E A, (for PEA, implies Zp*p E Ar) and so by 
Lemma5.7.l(a)(asp>7)wemayfindO<i,j<psuchthatiB,jy4T,.But 
then Lemma 5.7.1(b) implies that /?([Ajp+ir, A~,,~,])=y([A,,+,, 
A-ip-jyl)=(O), SO that [A,+,, A_,~,]cZ. Thus i/I+jy&r, and so 
ib + jy E A,, contradicting A, c Zg u Zy - (0). 1 

COROLLARY 5.7.4. Assume (5.7.1) holds. If a, /I, y E rE are pairwise 
linearly independent, then A, = @ or A, = A - {O}. 

ProoJ Suppose q E A,. Then q belongs to at most one of Za, Z/3, Zy. 
Hence we may assume q 4 Z/l v Zy and so by Lemma 5.7.2, A,? 
A - {Z/l u Zy }. This, of course, implies A, G Za u Z/l and A, @ Za u Zy 
so ArzA-{ZauZjY} and A,?A- {ZauZy}. Thus A,=A- (0). 1 

LEMMA 5.7.5. Assume (5.7.1) holds. Suppose p, y E r,, p # f y. Then 
A,#A- (0). 

Proof: Suppose A,=A- (0). By Lemma5.7.l(c), we have k/3+ 
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ZysTR and fy+Zgcr,. In particular, *(/?+2y), k(fl+3y), 
+#+2y)= i(y+$), +4@+3y)= ‘t(y+fJ?)~r~. Thus (as p>7) we 
have four multiples of fl+ 3y contained in rR with these multiples not 
being of the form -t-j@ + 3y), *2j(B + 3y) for any j. Thus we have (by 
Lemma 5.7.1(a)) +6 E r,, where S = b + 3y or 6 = &(/3 + 3~). 

Suppose 6 = B + 3~. Then by Lemma 5.7.1(c), f (fi + 3y) + Z/l G fR 
and so rR contains +$(p + 2y) = f ((b + 3y) + $). Thus *&(fi + 2y), 
+ (B + 2y), _+ $(a + 2y) E rR. Since f 4, _+ 1, + 3 are distinct elements of Zp* 
and sincej, 2j~ (kg f 1, ki} implies j= &i, 2j= +l, we see from Lem- 
ma 5.7.1(a) that +$(b + 2~) E fs. Then by Lemma 5.7.1(c), +i(b + 4~) = 
+(5(P+2y)+y)~ f#+2y)+Zyzr,. Also +(p+4y)~ +j?+ZycZ-,, 
+#+4y)= k(y++B)~ fy+Z/lsr, and k#+4y)= k((p+3y)- 
$p) E f (/? + 3~) + Z/l G rR. Thus rR contains j(/? + 4~) whenever j E ( + +, 
+ i, f 1, & $}. Since f b, & $ + 1, + i are distinct elements of ZT we have 
I rR n Z(fl + 4y)l 2 8. Since /l+ 4y Ed, this contradicts Lemma 5.7.1(a). 

Suppose 6 = f(P + 3~). Then by Lemma 5.7.1(c), + +(fl+ 3~) + Zy E f R 
and so +f(B+2y) = k(f(fl+3y)-fy) E +#3+3y)+Zy c fR. Thus 
+f(B + 2y), kf(D + 2y), +((I + 2~) E r,. Since kf, it, f 1 are distinct 
elements of Z: and since j, 2j E { + $, f i, f 1 } implies j = f t, 2j = + 1, we 
see from Lemma 5.7.1(a) that + f(/? + 2~) E rE. Then by Lemma 5.7.1(c), 
k#‘+ 4~) = -t (+(P + 2~) - #, E i# + 2y) + Z/l E rR. Also k (a + 4~) E 
f/?+Zyrr,, ?+(/?+4y)= +(y+$?)~ fy+Z/?sr, and +#+4y)= 
k (f(B + 3~) + fy) E ki(P + 3~) + Zy E rR. Thus rR contains j(/? + 4~) 
whenever Jo ( +&, + i, kf, + 1 }. Since -t t, _++, _+ f, _+ 1 are distinct 
elements of Z; we have Ir,nZ(fl+4y)la8. Since p+4y~d, this 
contradicts Lemma 5.7.1(a), completing the proof of the lemma. 1 

We now state our main result on r,: 

PROPOSITION 5.7.6. Assume (5.7.1) holds. Zf n(A, T) B 2 then 1 rEl = 0 
or 2. Zfn(A, T)= 1 lhen lFEl =O, 2, 514. 

Proof. If /?, y E f E, fl# + y, then by Corollary 5.6.6, fi and y are linearly 
independent. Thus Corollary 5.7.4 and Lemma 5.7.5 show that I rEl > 4 
implies n(A, T) = 0. Lemma 5.7.2 and Corollary 5.7.3 show that if ( fE( = 4 
then n(A, T) < 1 or n(A, T) >p - 1. Suppose that n(A, T) ap - 1 and rE = 
{+j, *y}, B#\ fy. Pick i~Zp*, i # f 1, + 2, + i (which is possible as 
p>7). Then k(/3+iy)Edp (by Lemma5.7.2). Nowletj=i-’ in ZT. Then 
+(fi+iy)E +/l+Zy~r, and +j(/?+iy)= +(y+jfi)e +y+ZfiGr,. 
But then, since Z(B+ iy) n rE = 0 and rR n Z(p + iy) 2 { f (/? + iy), 
-kj(/3 + iy)}, a set with four elements (as i# _+ 1 so j# + l), we must 
have, by Lemma 5.7.1(a), that j= +_2 or j = &- $. Since j= ip ’ this implies 
iE { k$, f2). But this contradicts our choice of i and so completes the 
proof of the proposition. 1 
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5.8. We will now study the Cartan decompositions of the algebras 
W(2 : 1 ), S( 3 : 1 ), H(4 : 1 ), K(3 : 1). Our results will be used in Sections 7, 
9, 10, and 11. 

Let A be a restricted Lie algebra satisfying B(l) c A s B, where B is 
one of W(2 : I), S(3 : I), H(4 : l), K(3 : 1). Assume every two-dimensional 
torus in A is standard. Then A = B”). If B = W(2 : 1) or K(3 : 1) this 
is vacuous as B=B(“. Suppose B=S(3:1) and B(‘)sAcB. Then 
(as B/B”’ is spanned by the cosets of x7-‘x5-‘D,, xT-‘xf;--‘D2, 
x;-‘x~;~’ D’ (cf. [KS69, Section 1.51; SF88, Section IV.31)) A 
contains’y=al(x,+1)P-1(~~+1)P-‘D1+~~(~,+1)P~1(~j+1)~-‘DZ+ 
a3(xl + l)PP’(x2+ 1)” ‘D, for some a,, a,, a3 not all zero. Let T’ denote 
the two-dimensional torus spanned by {t, = (x’ + 1) D, - (x2 + 1) D,, 
t, = (x2 + 1) D, - (x3 + 1) D3}. Direct computation shows that if u = 
(x, + 1)2 (x2+ 1) D, - (xl + 1)(x2+ l)* D, then u~z,(T’) and [u, y] = 
-(a,+a2)(x,+1)P~‘r,.Since((x,+1)P~’tl)P=t~=t,rthiselementisnil 
only if a, + a, = 0. Thus T’ standard implies a’ + a2 =0 and, similarly, 
a2 + clj = a3 + a, = 0. This implies a’ = u2 = a3 = 0 contradicting the choice 
of y. Thus A = B”’ when B = S(3 : 1). Similarly B = H(4 : 1) implies 
A = B”‘. 

Let c1 be a root of A with respect to a maximal torus T. Then ker a is a 
one-dimensional restricted subalgebra of T and hence has the form Ft,, 
where 

0 # t, = tg, a( t,) = 0. (58.1) 

Note that t, is unique up to multiplication by elements of Zf. By 
DemuSkin’s conjugacy theorem (Theorem 1.3.1) there are, up to conjugacy, 
only a few possibilities for t,. We will examine each of these possibilities. 

LEMMA 5.8.1. Let U he one of W(2 : 1), S(3 : l)(l), H(4: l)(‘), K(3 : 1). 
Let u he a root of U with respect to a maximal torus T. Let t, be as in 
(58.1). Assume that U (a) @ U,. Then there exists a semisimple subalgebra 
M 5 UC” such that 

U’“’ = M + (solv( UC=))) 

(U’“‘), = M, + (solv( UC”))O. 

Furthermore, solv( U’“‘) s UI, + Ft,, M is given (up to isomorphism) by 
Table 5.8.1 and dim M/MO = 1 if M z W( 1 : 1 ), dim M/M, = 2 if 
ME H(2 : 1)“‘. 
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TABLE 5.8.1 

u 1% M 

W(2 : 1) 
S(3 : I)” 
S(3 : I)“’ 
H(4 : 1)“’ 
K(3 : 1) 
K(3 : 1) 

WC1 
f3U 
Wl 
W 
H(2 
w1 

1) 
1) (1) 

1) 
1) 01 

1) (1) 

1) 

Proof We write t in place of t,. 
Suppose U= W(2: 1) and t$ U,. Then by Theorem 1.3.1(a) we may 

assume that t= (x, + l)D,. Then 

U’“‘=span{xi,D,IO<i<p-l}+span{(x,+l)xiD, IO<i<p--1). 

Direct computation shows that the first summand is a subalgebra 
isomorphic to W( 1 : 1) and the second summand is an abelian ideal, hence 
solv( UC”‘). Denoting the first summand by M, we see that dim M/M, = 1 
and the lemma holds in this case. 

Now suppose that U = W( 2 : 1) and t E U,. Then by Theorem 1.3.1 (b) we 
may assume that tE span{x,D,, x2D,}. Since U’“’ Y$ U, we see that (ad t) 
annihilates some linear combination of D, and D,. Hence we may assume 
that t=x,D,. Then 

U’“‘=span{x;D,IO~i~p- I} +span{x,x;D, IObidp- 1). 

Direct computation shows that the first summand is a subalgebra 
isomorphic to I%‘( 1 : 1) and the second summand is an abelian ideal, hence 
solv( U”‘). Denoting the first summand by M, we see that dim M/M, = 1 
and the lemma holds in this case. 

Now suppose that U=S(3 : 1)“’ and t$ U,. Then by Theorem 1.3.1(d) 
we may assume that t= (x, + 1) D, -x,D,. Recall ([Fra54]; cf. [KS69, 
Sect. 1.51; [SF88, Sect. IV.31) that S(3 : 1)“’ is spanned by 

{L@,(f)1 l<i<j<3,fE2l(3: 1) 

where LB;,(~) = D,(f) D, - Di( f ) Di. Then, since direct computation shows 
that 

Cf, Dij((xI + l)“X~X;)]=(~-6il -h+6,+6j~) 9&(x, + ~)“x$x’;) 

and that 

%z(D,f ) + %,(Dzf) + 9n(Dlf) = 0, 
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we see that 

~c~~=span{~~,,((x,+1)‘~‘x;x~)~O6i,j~p-1,(i,j)#(0,0)} 

+span({L&((x, + l)‘x~x’;)li>O,j>O} 

u {~,3(x2p~~'x~)Ij>O}). 

Direct computation shows that the first summand is a subalgebra, which 
we denote by M, and that the map 

%$J(x, + l)i-’ x;X:)HqX;X:), O<i,j<p-l,(i,j)#(O,O) 

extends linearly to an isomorphism from M to H(2 : 1)“). Note that 
dim M/M, = 2. Direct computation also shows that the second summand is 
an abelian ideal, hence solv(U’“‘), and that the lemma holds in this case. 

Now suppose that U=S(3 : l)(l) and TV U,. Then by Theorem 1.3.1(e) 
we may assume that tespan{x,D, -x,D,, x,D,-x,D,}. Since 
UC”’ @ U, we see that (ad t) annihilates some linear combination of 
D,, D,, and D,. Hence we may assume that t=x,D, -x,D,. Then 

U’“‘=span{~,,(x,x<)lO<j<p- 11 

+span({~i,(xfx~x{)IO<i<p-l,O<j<p-1} 

u {9,3(x~+ix;x<)I 1 <i<p-2,O<j<p- l} 

u{~,~(x2p~'x:)lO~j~p-l} 

u {9z3(xf~‘x~)IO<j<p- l}). 

Direct computation shows that the first summand is a subalgebra, which 
we denote by M, and that the map 

%(x,xI)- -x:D,, O<j<p-1 

extends linearly to an isomorphism from M to W( 1 : 1). Note that 
dim M/M,, = 1. Direct computation also shows that the second summand is 
a solvable ideal, hence solv( I??“), and that the lemma holds in this case. 

Now suppose that U = H(4 : 1) (I) Recall ([AF54]; cf. [KS69, Sect. 1.6.1; . 
SF& Sect. IV.41) that H(4 : 1)“’ has basis 

{~(x’;x;x;x~)lO <a, b, c, ddp- 1, (a, b, c, d) 

#(O,O,O,O),(P-LP-LP-l,P-l)), 

where Wf)= -(&f) D, -(D4f 1 D2+ (Dlf) &+ PA D4 for 
f~ Iu(4 : 1). Recall also that multiplication is given by 

[g(f), g(g)]=9 t ((Dif)(Di+*g)-(Di+,f)(Dig)) 
i= 1 > 
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If t $ U0 then by Theorem 1.3.1(g) we may assume that t = 9((x, + 1) x3). 
If t E U0 then by Theorem 1.3.1(h) we may assume that t ~span{9(x,x,), 
9(x,x,)}. Since U (I) S& U, we see that t centralizes some linear com- 
bination of D,, D,, D,, and D,. Thus we may assume t = 9(x,x,). Hence, 
in either case (t E U, or not) we may assume t = ~%(yx~), where y = x, or 
xl + 1. Since 

[t, qy”x;x;x$] = (c-u) 9(y”x;x;x$ 

we have that 

U~“‘=span{~(x~x$)(0d6,ddp--1,(b,d)#(0,0)} 

+span{9(y”x$xt;x,d)lOda, 6, d<p- 1, a#O, (a, b, d) 

#(P- l,P- l,P- 1)). 

The first summand (which we denote by M) is clearly a subalgebra 
isomorphic to H(2 : 1) (l). Note that dim M/M, = 2. Direct computation 
shows that the second summand is a solvable ideal, hence is solv( UC*‘), and 
thus the lemma holds in this case. 

Now suppose U=K(3 : 1). Recall (cf. (1.3.1) and (1.3.2)) that K(3 : l)= 
{%(f) I f~ ‘W3 : I)}, where 

~~(~)=(Dz~+x,D~~)D,-(DI~-xZD~~)D~ 

+ W-x,D,S-x,&f) D,, 

and that 

C%&-1, %k)l 

=~~((2f-~lDIf-~*D*f)(D3g)-(2g-~,D1 g-x,D,gW,f) 

- (Dl.f)(Dz g) + (DJW1 g,>. (5.8.2) 

Suppose t $ U , . Then, by Theorem 1.3.1(j) we may assume that 
t = GBK(xJ + 1). Then from (5.8.2) we get 

[t, s~~(x;x;(x, + l)“)] = (a + b + 2c - 2) &&(x;x;(x~ + 1)‘). 

Thus 

U’“)=span{9K(x;x~(x,+ 1)((2PoPb)‘2))1 

O<a,b<p-l,(a,b)#(O,O)}+Ft. 
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Using (58.2) we see that the first summand is a subalgebra (which we 
denote by M) and that the map 

&(xt;x;(x, + l)(+uPb)‘*)) H -9(x:x;), 

06a,bbp-l,(a,b)#(O,O), 

extends linearly to an isomorphism of M onto H(2 : 1)“‘. Note that 
dim M/MO = 2. The second summand is, of course, central and hence is 
solv(U”‘). Thus the lemma holds in this case. 

Now suppose U=K(3:1) and ~EK,, t$u,. In this case 
Theorem 1.3.1(k) shows that we may assume t =gK((xL + 1)x2). Then 
(5.8.2) gives 

[t, L-s,y((XI + l)“x~(xJ-x,x*)(‘)] =(a-lJ)G&((X, + 1)“xi(x3-xX1x$). 

Thus 

19”’ = span (G&( ( x3-x,x,)‘)l0dc~p- 1) 

+span{L&((x,+ 1)“x~(x3-xxIxz)C)I 

16a6p-l,O<c<p-1). 

As a special case of (5.8.2) we see that 

C%((x1+ lYx’;(x3--X1x2)b)~ %d(x1+ wa%--XIX*m 

=2(bc-a&h+d)9,((x,+1)“+“x;+“(x,-x,x,)~+~-’). 

From this we see that in our expression for UC”’ the first summand (which 
we denote by M) is a subalgebra and that the map 

~~((X3--,X2)b)H2X:DI, O<b<p-1, 

extends linearly to an isomorphism from M to W( 1 : 1). Note that 
dim M/M, = 1. We also see that the second summand is a solvable ideal, 
hence solv( UCn)), and that the lemma holds in this case. 

Now suppose U= K(3 : 1) and t E Uo. In this case Theorem 1.3.1(l) 
shows that we may assume TV span{9K(x,x2), gK(x1x2 -x,)}. Since 
UC”’ @ U, we see that (ad t) annihilates a linear combination of gK( l), 
gK(x,), 9,&x*). Hence we may assume t is one of gK(x,x2), ~B~(xix~-x~), 
gK(x,x2 +x,). Since the last two elements are conjugate (by the 
automorphism of K(3 : 1) obtained by interchanging x, and x2 and 
replacing x3 by -x,), we may assume t = gK(xI x2) or aK(x,xz -x3). In 
the first case we use (5.8.2) to see that 

[t, S,Jxyx$x;)] = (a - b) C&(x:x:x;). 
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Therefore 

U’“‘=span{~,(x;)lO6~6p- l} 

+span{~K(x;x;x~)ll~~~p-l,Od~~p-l}. 

The first summand, which we denote by M, is clearly a subalgebra 
isomorphic to W( 1 : 1). Note that dim M/M, = 1. The second summand is 
a solvable ideal, hence solv( UCa)), and the lemma holds in this case. In the 
second case we use (58.2) to see that 

[t, 9K(xqx;x;)] = 2( 1 -b -c) 9,‘Jx:x;x;). 

Hence 

Using (58.2) we see that the first summand (which we denote by M) is a 
subalgebra isomorphic to W( 1 : 1). Note that dim M/M, = 1. The second 
summand is a solvable ideal, hence is solv(U’“‘), and the lemma holds in 
this case. 

We have now considered all cases, so the lemma is proved. 1 

LEMMA 5.8.2. Let A = B”’ where B is one of W(2 : l), S(3 : l), H(4 : I), 
K(3 : 1). Let tl be a root of A with respect to a maximal torus T. 

(a) solv A (‘)E solv B”) and B[crlC2’~ A[cr] G B[a]. 

(b) The type of CI (solvable, classical, Witt, or Hamiltonian) as a root 
of A is the same as the type of ct as a root of B. 

(c) CI is proper as a root of A if and only ifit is proper as a root of B. 

(d) A(“’ G A, if and only ifs is solvable or classical. 

(e) solv A ‘“‘LA,+ T. 

(f) Zf c1 is Witt or Hamiltonian then !P,(A(‘)n A,,)= A[cr], (i.e., 
W(l : 1)0 fa is Witt or A[cr] n H(2 : 1)0 ifcr is Hamiltonian). 

(g) GI isproper ifandonly ifT=(TnA,)+kerol. 

(h) d(A, T)=d.(A, T) ij’andonly ifTcA,,. 

Proof Since B(‘) 2 ACa) z ( B(“)(2’ we have, taking images under the 
quotient map Yy, : B(‘) -+ B[a], that 

B[cr] 2 (A’“‘+ solv B’“‘)/(solv B’“‘) 2 (B[cr])“‘. 

481:114.1-12 
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Now B[a] is either (0), 51(2), W(1 : 1) or else H(2 : l)(‘)~B[a] G 
H(2 : 1). In any case, all subalgebras contained between B[cr] and 
(BCal I(*’ are semisimple. In particular, (A (OL) + solv B’“‘)/( solv B’“‘) z 
A’“‘/(A’“’ n solv B’“‘) is semisimple and so solv A(“) E solv B”’ and A [IX] z 
(A”‘+ solv B’“‘)/(solv B’“‘) G B[ol]. This proves (a) and (b) follows 
immediately. Since B = B(‘) + 3e( T) we see that B, = A irr for all ie Z$. 
Hence (c) holds. 

Now B, is compositionally classical, so A, is also. Thus if A’*‘G A, we 
see that c1 is solvable or classical. This proves one implication in (d). For 
the remaining implication in (d) and for (e)-(g), we may assume, in view of 
(ak(c), that A = B. Then (d)-(f) are given by Lemma 5.8.1. To prove (g), 
first assume that LX is solvable or classical. Then a is proper and, by (d), 
T= Tn A,. Thus (g) holds in this case. If CI is Witt or Hamiltonian we see 
from Lemma 56.3 that a is a proper root of A[cc] if and only if 
!Y’,( T) G A [alo. But a is a proper root of A [CX] if and only if 01 is a proper 
root of A. Also !PJT) E A[al0 if and only if TG Tn A,+ ker c( (by (f) and 
Lemma 58.1) Hence (g) holds. Since (h) is immediate from (g), the lemma 
is proved. n 

COROLLARY 5.8.3. Let A = B(‘) where B is one of W(2 : 1 ), S(3 : 1 ), 
H(4 : l), K(3 : 1). Let T be a two-dimensional torus in A such that all roots 
with respect to T are proper. Then: 

(a) (solv A’“‘) c A,for all CI E A( T). 

(b) If xE A, n A, then xp is nil. 

Proof: Part (a) follows from (e) and (h) of Lemma 5.8.2. Since A, is a 
nil ideal in A, and A,/A , is classical (so yp = 0 for every root vector y in 
AdA 11, (b) holds. I 

COROLLARY 5.8.4. Suppose A = B(l) where B is one of W( 2 : 1 ), S( 3 : 1 ), 
H(4 : l), K(3 : 1). Let CI be a root of A with respect to a maximal torus T 
(necessarily two-dimensional). Let c( E A(T), a # Ar( T). Let XE A, be such 
that a,EAr(e”(T)). Then IAr(e”(T))I > IAr(T)I. 

Proof: Assume I A,(e”(T))( < I A.(T)J. As c1 is improper, T# Tn A, by 
Lemma 5.8.2(g). Since CI,E A.(e”(T)) we have 1 Ar( T)I #O. Thus there is 
some j? E Ar( T) and so T= Tn A,, + ker /I (by Lemma 5.8.2(g)). Hence 
TnA,#(O), so dimTnA,=l. As CI is improper, T#TnA,+kera, so 
ker a=TnA,. Now ker a,=kera and so eX(T)=e”(T)nA,+kera,= 
e”(T)nA,+kera=e”(T)nA,+TnA,. Thus eX(T)c A,, and so 
Ar(e”( T)) = A(e*(T)) by Lemma 5.8.2(h). But since I Ar(e”( T))( < ) Ar( T)(, 
this implies Ar( T) = A(T), contradicting the choice of a. B 
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LEMMA 5.8.5. Let A = B(l), where B is one of W(2 : l), S(3 : l), H(4 : l), 
K(3 : 1). Let a E A(A, T), where T is a maximal torus, and assume 3A(T) = 
T+ I, where Z is a nil ideal in 3A(T). Then if x, ye A, n A0 we have 
(ad~)~-‘y~Z. 

Proof: Since 3(T)n A, zZ it is sufficient to show that (ad(x+ A,))P-’ 
(y+ A,) =0 in Ao/A,. To see this note that dim A,/A, <p (as A,/A, z 
gI(2), s-1(3), or ep(4)). But since a(x”) = 0 (Lemma 1.8.1) we have (ad x)” 
y=O for some n and so (ad(x+ A,))” (y+ A,) =0 for some n. Thus 
(ad(x + A,))(dim Aoia1) (y+A,)=O so (ad(x+A,)Y-’ (y+A,)=O. 1 

LEMMA 5.8.6. Let H(2 : 1)“’ E A E Der H(2 : 1) and let T be a two- 
dimensional torus in A. Let a E A(T), a 4 A.(T). Let XE A, be such that 
a, E AAe-YT)). Then I AAe”(T))l > I Ap(T 

Proof: Corollary 2.1.9 shows that Der H(2 : 1) = H(2 : 1) + F(x,D, + 
x2D2) so Corollary 1.3.2 shows that 3A(T) = T. Thus this result is a special 
case of Proposition 4.9 of [Wi183]. However, this lemma has a direct proof 
which avoids the involved arguments occurring in [Wi183]. We give that 
proof here. 

By [BW82, Theorem 1.18.43 we see that T is conjugate to the span of 
{y,D,, y,D,}, where the pair (yl,yz) is one of (x,, x2), (x, + 1, x2), 
(x, + 1, x,+ 1). In the first case Tc W(2 : l). and so Lemma 5.8.2(h) 
shows Ap( W(2 : l), T) = A( W(2 : l), T) and hence A,(A, T) = A(A, T), 
contradicting the assumption that CI $ A,(A, T). Thus we may assume 
y, =x, + 1. Define tl,, aa # T* by ai(yjDj) = 6,. 

Suppose y, = x2 and /I 4 Za, . Then xa D, 4 ker /? so T n A0 + ker /? = T 
and hence (by Lemma 5.8.2(g)) 1 E Ap( W(2 : 1), T) c A,(A, T). Thus 
aEZa, and x2 D, E e-‘(T). Furthermore, flX(x, D2) = p(xz D,) # 0 so 
x,D,$ker/I,. Thus e”(T)nA,+ker/3,=e-‘(T) and so /I,~d~(W(2:1), 
e”(T))sAJA,e”(T)) for all P$Za,. Since aEZa, we have Z(a,),G 
A.(A, e’(T)) and so A,(A, e”(T) = A(A, e”(T)). Thus our result holds in 
this case. 

Finally, suppose y, =x2 + 1. Then direct computation (using 
Corollary 2.1.10) shows that g( y’, y{) spans A+ ,,n, +(jp ,,a2, that a, + a2 is 
solvable, and that if k # 1 then ka, + la, is improper and Witt. Then a, is a 
proper Witt root of A with respect to e”(T). Hence eX( T) cannot be 
conjugate to span{(x,+ 1) D,, (x,+ 1) D,) and so IA,(A,e”(T))I > 
I A,(A, T)I in this case. Thus the lemma is proved. 1 
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6. DISTINGUISHED MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS 

Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted semisimple Lie algebra over F. 
Throughout this section we assume that every two-dimensional torus in A 
is maximal and standard, that S z A & Der S for some simple Lie algebra 
S, and that for any two-dimensional torus Tin A we have A = S + I (where 
I is the nil radical of jA( T)) and so (see Lemma 1.8.2) TE S. We wish to 
find a maximal subalgebra A,rA such that if A = A-, 2 ... ?A-, 2 
A, 2 A, 2 ... is a corresponding filtration we will be able to apply the 
Recognition Theorem (Theorem 1.2.2) to S. 

To find a suitable A, we will impose several conditions. First we require 
that A, contain jA(T) for some two-dimensional torus Ts A. This 
requirement implies that when we form a corresponding filtration and the 
associated graded algebra G = C Gi, we may identify T with a maximal 
torus of G which is contained in G,. Thus each Gi has a decomposition 
into weight spaces with respect to T. In Section 6.1 we develop the 
necessary notation to deal with this situation. 

As in [SW821 it turns out that not every two-dimensional torus is 
suitable for our purposes. In Section 6.2 we define a class of maximal tori 
which we call optimal tori of A and study some of their properties. 

In Section 6.3 we introduce the maximal subalgebras which we will use 
for our A,. We call these distinguished maximal subalgebras. These are 
certain maximal subalgebras containing jA(T) for an optimal maximal 
torus T. 

6.1. Let T be a two-dimensional torus of A and let A0 be a 
maximal subalgebra of A containing jA( T). Then each Ai is ad T-invariant 
and so has a weight space decomposition A i = CYE T* Ai, ?. Since A, is a nil 
subalgebra of A (as (ad A,)” A = (ad A,)” A-,c Amek= (0) for suf- 
ficiently large m) we have TnA,=(O). Thus the map T+(T+A,)/A,, 
t H t + A, is an isomorphism of T onto a two-dimensional torus of Go. 
Since the quotient map A, + A,/A, = G, is a surjective homomorphism of 
restricted Lie algebras we have that the image of T in G, (which we again 
denote by T) is standard and of maximal dimension (Lemmas 1.6.1 (c) and 
1.7.2). 

Now each Gi is a Go-module (via the adjoint representation). Hence Gi 
has a weight space decomposition Gi = xY E T* G, y with respect to T. Let 
Ti=(~~T*~Gi~,#(O)).Let~~=Ui~o~i,m,(y)=dimG,,,andm_(y)= 
Xi<0 m,(y). From our identification of T with a torus of Go, it is clear that 
Gi,y=(Ai,y+Ai+l)lA,+1 and that Ti= {y~ru {O}IA,, SL Ai+,}= 
{YE~U(O}IAi,~#Ai+~,y}. 

LEMMA 6.1.1. (a) m-(0)=0. 
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(b) rfA,zR(A) then Zp GZ’,. 
(c) rfA,zR(A) and y~dr then ]Z- nZzy[ ~6 and if, in addition, y 

is non-Hamiltonian, then 1 Z- n Zy 1 < 4. 
(cl) Zf OZYEA, m-(y)=m-(--y)=O, and [Go,,,G,,p,l~ 

(Z+A,)/A, then y$ZR andso YEA,. 

Proof Part (a) follows from the assumption that 3A(T)~Ao. For (b) 
observe that y EZ- implies A, @ A,, and so A, G R(A). Thus (see 
Definition 5.6.7) y E ZR. Then Lemma 5.7.1(a) gives (c). Finally, the 
hypotheses of (d) show that A,, A-,E&, and [A,,&,]EZ+A,, so 
[A,, A d-y1 G Z and hence A, = R,(A), so y 4 ZR. 1 

6.2. 

DEFINITION 6.2.1. Let M be a restricted Lie algebra over F. We say a 
torus TE M is an optimal torus if T is a torus of maximal dimension in M, 
T is standard, and if for any standard torus T, E M with dim T= dim T, 
we have n( M, T) b n(M, T, ). 

We now derive some properties of optimal tori. We use the results of 
Section 1.9 on Winter’s exponential maps. 

LEMMA 6.2.2. Let T be a two-dimensional torus of A, 0 # cc E A - A,, and 
C be a subspace of A, such that either A, = C + K, or else a is Hamiltonian, 
[C, Z] G C, and dim A,/(C + K,) = 1. Then there is some x E C such that 
a,~AAA, e”(T)). 

Proof: By Lemma 5.6.3(b) either a is Witt and there is a surjective 
homomorphism 4 of A”’ to W(1 :l) such that d(T)=F((x,+l)D,) or a 
is Hamiltonian and there is a surjective homomorphism q4 of Aca) to a sub- 
algebra of H(2 : 1) containing H(2 : I)‘*’ such that d(T) = 9((x1 + 1) x2). 

Suppose first that a is Witt. Let t E T satisfy d(t) = (x1 + 1) Dr. As A, = 
C+ K, and #(K,) = (0) (by Lemmas 53.1 and 5.2.1(c)) we have d(C) = 
F((x, + l)‘(‘)+’ Or). Let XEC satisfy rj(x)=a(t))l (x1 + l)‘(‘)+’ Dr. Then 
E”t=t-a(t)x and &E”t)=(x,+l) D,-(~r+l)~(~)+’ D,~fV(l:l),. 
Since c,b(E”t) is not nil (being congruent to -a(t)x,D, mod W(1 : l),), its 
semisimple part spans d(eX( T)). As W( 1 : 1)0 is restricted this implies 
qS(e”(T))E W(1 : I),. But by Theorem 1.3.1(c), any maximal torus of 
W(1 : 1) contained in W( 1 : 1)0 has the form z(Fx,D,) for some 
TE Aut W(1 : 1). Then t-‘&e”(T))= Fx,D, so by Lemma 5.6.3(a), 
a, E A AA, ex( T)). 

Now suppose a is Hamiltonian. Let t E T satisfy 4(t) = a((xr + 1) x2) = 
(x,+1) D,-x,D,. Then we have ~(K,)=span{~((x,+l)“‘)+jxJz) (3~ 
j<p-1) (byLemmas5.2.l(e)and5.3.1)and~(A,)=span{~((x,+l)“(‘)+’ 
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x{)IO<j<p-1). As either A,=C+K, or else [C, Z]GC and 
dim A,/(C+K,J= 1, we see that &C+K,) is an (ad d(Z))-invariant 
subspace of codimension < 1 in d(A,). By Lemma 2.1.11, the only 
(ad d(Z))-invariant subspaces of &A,) are span {9((x1 + l)a(r)+i XI;) 1 
i<j<p- l} for i=o, . . ..p- 1. Therefore d( C + K,) contains 
wanP((x, + 1) a(r)+i xi) 1 1 <j <p - 1 } and so there is an element x E C 
such that 

( P-1 

@)=a(t)r’ 9((Xl+l)a(‘)+lX*)+ 1 dj9((xI+l)““‘+‘x~) 
j=3 > 

for some d3, . . . . d,-, EF. Then E”t=t-cc(t)x and 

qqE”t) = (x1 + 1) D, - xzD* - (x, + l)@(t)+’ 

+(a(t)+l)(x,+l)‘(“x,D, 
p-1 

- 1 d,g((x, + l)a(r)+jX;) 
j=3 

E (H(2 : l)‘qo. 

Since #(E”t) is not nil (being congruent to --cr(t)(x,D,-x,D,) mod 
(H(2 : l)‘*‘),), its semisimple part spans &e”(r)). As (H(2 : 1)‘2’), is 
restricted (Lemma 2.1.7) and 4 is a homomorphism of restricted Lie 
algebras, d(E”t) = d(E”t) c (H(2 : 1)‘2’)0 and so &e”(T)) c (H(2 : l)(*)),. 
By Theorem 1.3.1(h), any maximal torus of H(2 : 1 )(*’ contained in 
(H(2 : 1)‘2’)0 has the form r(9(xIx2)) for some automorphism r. Then 
z-‘$zqe”(T))=9( x,x,), so by Lemma 5.6.3(a), a,~d~(A, e”(T)). [ 

COROLLARY 6.2.3. If T is an optimal torus of A then n(A, T) > 1. i 

6.3. We now introduce the maximal subalgebras we will use in the 
sequel. 

DEFINITION 6.3.1. Let T be an optimal torus of A. A maximal sub- 
algebra A, of A which contains R(A) (with respect to T) is called a 
distinguished maximal subalgebra (associated with T). 

LEMMA 6.3.2. Let A, be a distinguished maximal subalgebra of A. Then 
Ir- I <p2-p+6. 

Proof: This follows from Lemma 6.1.1 (c) and Corollary 6.2.3. 1 
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LEMMA 63.3. Let A, be a distinguished maximal subalgebra of A. Then 
m_(O) = 0 and rn- (y) < 7 for all y E T*. Furthermore, if y is non- 
Hamiltonian then m_(y) 6 3 and if y is proper then m ~ (y) < 5. 

Proof: The first claim is a restatement of Lemma 6.1.1(a), the second 
follows from Corollary 5.5.3 (as A,, 2 R,(A)), and the third follows from 
Lemma 5.6.9. 1 

6.4. Winter’s map ex allows us to prove certain properties of 
distinguished maximal subalgebras. 

LEMMA 6.4.1. Let A, be a distinguished maximal subalgebra of A 
associated with T, A=A~,I>...~A~,~A,~A~I>...~ corresponding 
filtration. Suppose 0 # c1 E A - A, and C is a subspace of A, such that 
[C, A,]EA(~)+A~. Then: 

(a) C+&#A., 
(b) if CI is Hamiltonian and [C, I] G C then dim A,/( C + K,) > 2. 

Proof If C+ K,= A, or if c1 is Hamiltonian, [C, Z] G C, and 
dim A,/( C + K,) 6 1, then Lemma 6.2.2 shows that there exists x E C such 
that ~1, E A.(A, e-‘(T)). We claim that if /I E AJA, T) then /I, E A.(A, eX( T)). 
This implies n(A, e”(T))>n(A, T) and so contradicts the optimality of T. 
To establish the claim note that (by Lemmas 5.6.8 and 5.7.1(a) and the fact 
that p > 7) A +iD = R+ip for some i E ZT. By change of notation we may 
assume that >= 1. Then, as A,zR(A), we have A+,&A,. Now by 
Proposition 1.9.3(d), 

P-1 

A k8r~ c (adx)‘A+I,. - 
j=O 

But (ad x) A,c [C, A,] E A’*‘+ A, and 

Thus ifjal (adx)jAkI,GA’“‘+A, and (adx)‘A,BcA,8+jE. Hence if 
1 <j<p-1 we have (adx)jA,B~(A’“‘+A,)n(A~B+j,)cA,. Hence (as 
A i is ad T-invariant since T G A,) 

p--l 

A kBXc 1 (adx)jA+I,~A,B+A,. - 
j=O 
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Then 

a nil subalgebra of A,. Thus [API, A-J is nil so AkDr-= RkFX and hence 
B, E A p(A, eX( T)), as required. 1 

COROLLARY 6.4.2. Let A, be a distinguished maximal subalgebra 
of A, A=A-,~~~~~A-,~A,,~A,r ‘. . a corresponding filtration. Let 
and-A,. Then: 

(a) A,,.+Kf& 
(b) if LX is Hamiltonian dim AJ(A,, oL + K,) > 2, 
(c) if f,cZo!uZpfor some BEA then A,,E+K,#A,, 
(d) if Tos Zu v Zfl for some /?E A and LX is Hamiltonian then 

dim A./(&. + K,) > 2. 

Proof Parts (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 6.4.1 by setting C = A,, a. 
If the hypothesis for (c) or (d) holds then 

CA o,a>Aol~ A’“‘+A,+ c AiS+, nA,cA’“‘+A,, 
iCZ > 

so taking C = A,, a and applying Lemma 6.4.1 gives the result. 1 

LEMMA 6.4.3. Let A, be a distinguished maximal subalgebra of A 
associated with T. Let A = A-,? ... 2 A_, 2 A02 A,? ... be a 
corresponding filtration and G = 1 Gi be the associated graded algebra. Sup- 
pose a~d(A, T), XEA~,.. If /?E AJA, T) and /IX~ Ap(GO, e”(T)) then 
~,EAAA, e”(T)). 

Proof: Suppose first that /I is non-Hamiltonian. Since /?E A,(A, T) and 
A, is a distinguished maximal subalgebra, we have A, c A, for all but at 
most four values of i (by Lemmas 6.1.1(b) and 5.7.1(a)). Thus Ai8X& A, for 
all but at most four values of i. Since pX~ A,(G,, e”(T)) we have 
Px(CAo, isx, A,, -iB,]) = (0) for all but at most four values of i. Hence 
B,(CAia,v AeiBK]) # (0) for at most eight values of i and (as p> 7) 
/?,([Aisx, A-,,])=(O) for some iEZ,*. Thus PX~Ap(A,ex(T)). If 0, is 
non-Hamiltonian a similar argument gives the result. 

Now suppose that p is Hamiltonian and that 8, is Hamiltonian. 
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Since p E d.(A, T) and A, is a distinguished maximal subalgebra, we have 
A, c A, for all but at most six values of i and these values are symmetric 
about 0 (by Lemmas 5.6.8(b), 5.7.1(a), and 6.1.1(b)). Then for some iEZp* 
we have A,, A prS s A, and hence AiDX, A -iBX E A,. Then dim(AiSX/KiSX) = 
dim(G,, iB,/Ki~X(G,)) < 3 (by Lemmas 5.6.3(a) and 5.2.1(d)) so /IXe 
d,(A, eX( T)) (by Lemmas 5.6.3(b) and 5.2.1(e)). 1 

LEMMA 6.4.4. Let A, be a distinguished maximal subalgebra of A 
associated with T. Let A = A pk z . . . 2 A, 1 A 1 2 f . . be a corresponding 
filtration and G = C Gi be the associated graded algebra. Suppose 
tx~d(A, T), a$A.(A, T), and a([A,nA,, A,nA-.])#(O). Then, 
replacing c1 by --a tf necessary, there exists x E A, n A, such that 
~1, E A,(4 ex( T)). 

Proof We will apply Lemma 6.2.2 to the root u (with C = A, n A,) or 
the root --c1 (with C= A-, n A,). If a is non-Hamiltonian the hypothesis 
(together with Lemma 5.2.1) implies A, = K,+ (A, n A,). If a is 
Hamiltonian then (noting that IsA, and so [A,nA,, Z] E A,n A,) 
either dimA,/((A.nA,)+K,)<l or dimA_,/((A_,nA,)+K-.)<l 
(for we set U+,=(Ak.nA,)+K,. and then by Lemmas2.1.11(b) and 
5.2.1(e) we see that if dim I!J*JK+~ < 1 we have LX([U,, U-J)= (0)). 
Hence Lemma 6.2.2 gives the result. 1 

6.5. Using eX we can prove the following lemma on faithful restric- 
ted modules for the algebras S(3 : l)(l), H(4 : l)(i), K(3 : 1). 

LEMMA 6.5.1. Let A be one of S(3 : l)“‘, H(4 : l)(l), K(3 : 1). Let V be a 
faithful restricted A-module and T be a maximal torus in A. Then V has 
p2 - 1 nonzero weights with respect to T. 

Proof Give V the structure of an abelian restricted Lie algebra by 
setting up = 0 for all u E V. Let A + V denote the split null extension of A by 
V. Then T is a maximal torus in A + V. Proposition 1.9.3(c) applied to A 
and to A + V shows that if x is any root vector for Tin A then the number 
of nonzero weights of A on V with respect to T is the same as the number 
of nonzero weights of A on V with respect to e”(T). Thus, in view of 
Lemma 6.2.2, Corollary 5.8.4, and Lemma 5.8.2(h), we may assume TS A,,. 

Suppose T has basis {t,, t2}, where tf = ti for i = 1, 2. Suppose further 
that there exist nonzero roots pi, /I2 such that Bi(tj) = 0 if i #j and root 
vectors E, j, 1~ i, j < 2, such that Ei, j E A ,i and (ad E, 1 )p- ’ Ei, 2 is con- 
gruent to a nonzero multiple of t3 _ i mod Z for i = 1,2. Then if v is any 
weight of A on V with respect to T such that v( tspi) # 0, we see that 
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(ad Ei. iY ~ ’ Ei, 2 is nonzero on V,. As E;, r, E, z E A, we see that v +jfli is a 
weight for all j, 0 <j<p - 1. Then Lemma 4.6.3 of [BW82] proves our 
assertion. 

If A = S(3 : 1)“’ we may take t,=x,D,-xx,D,, t,=x,D,-x,D,, 
E,,,=D,, 6, L = D,, E,,,=xp-‘x,D,-x~~‘x,D,, and E,,, = 
x,x3pp’D, -xZxpm. ‘D,. If A=H(4: I)(‘) we may take t, =9(x,x,) 
t,=9(x,x,), E,,,=D,, E,,,=D,, E,,,=9(xf-‘X,X,), and E2,2=’ 
~(x,x$~~x~). Finally, if A=K(3:1) we may take tl=9K(xIx2-xXg), 
t2 = %AXIXZ +xJ, El, 1 = Sdxl), E2, 1 =%(x2), E,,, =%(x~-~x~), and 
E2,2=9&-‘~3). I 

7. DETERMINATION OF Go IF j(G,)#(O) 

Throughout this section we assume that A is a finite-dimensional restric- 
ted semisimple Lie algebra over F which satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 4.1.1 (h). That is, we assume: 

A is finite-dimensional, restricted, and semisimple over F. 

All two-dimensional tori in A are maximal and standard. 

T is a two-dimensional optimal torus in A and jA( T) = T + Z, 
where I is the nil radical of jA( T). (7.0.1) 

3~ A c Der S for some simple Lie algebra S. 

A = S + I (and so, by Lemma 1.8.2, TG S). 

We let A, be a distinguished maximal subalgebra of A associated with T 
andlet A=A_k~..-~A_,~A,~A,~... be a filtration of A constructed 
as in Section 1.2. Let G = xi, -k Gi be the associated graded algebra. 
Recall (Section 6.1) that we can and do identity T with its image, a two- 
dimensional standard torus, in G,. We write Z(G,) for the nil radical of 
jGO( T) so jcO( T) = T+ Z(G,). We have the weight space decompositions 
Ai=x yeru(O}Ai,y and Gi=Cyer, Gi,r of Ai and G; with respect to T. 

We will also assume throughout this section that 

j(Go) + (0). (7.0.2) 

As the action of G, on G-, is faithful and irreducible, dim(j(G,)) = 1 
and j(G,) is a torus. Let (t, z} be a basis for T such that tP = t, zp = z, and 
Fz = j(G,). Furthermore, if Go = [G,, G,] + Fz (as a sum of restricted Lie 
algebras) take 

t E Tn [G,, G,]. (7.0.3) 
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Define y E T* by y(t) = 1, y(z) = 0, Note that r, & Zy. Note also that ad z 
acts on G-, as an element of Z;. (It acts as an element of Z, since zp = z 
and is nonzero since G, acts faithfully on G _, .) Replacing z by a scalar 
multiple if necessary we may assume ad z acts as multiplication by - 1 on 
G_ r. Then a simple induction argument shows that ad z acts as mul- 
tiplication by i on G; for all in Z. Hence Tis (A E T* 1 A(z) = i}. Define 
6~ T* by 

6(t) = 0, 6(z) = - 1. 

Then fi c ( -id +jy 1 Jo Z,}. Thus by Lemma 6.3.3 we have 

dim G-, <7p. 

(7.0.4) 

(7.0.5) 

We use the main result of [BW82] repeatedly in this and later sections; 
whenever we can show jA( T) = T we are in the situation of [SW821 and so 
are done. We note that there is an error in Corollary 4.12.1 (a) of [BW82]. 
The correct conclusion is: “If V is a restricted A-module with SV# (0) then 
V has at least p* - 2 weights.” Corollary 4.12.1(a) is used four times in 
[BW82]. For one of these applications [BW82, Sect. 6.21, the corrected 
version given above suffices. The remaining three applications are in 
Lemma 5.51 (step (5)), Lemma 5.6.1 (step (8)), and Lemma 5.7.1 
(step (3)). In this Section there are generalizations of each of these lemmas 
(Lemmas 7.6.1, 7.7.1, and 7.8.1, respectively). We prove each of these 
lemmas without use of the corresponding result from [BW82], so that the 
proofs given here fill the gap in [BW82]. (In fact, the proof of 
Lemma 7.8.1 we give here is substantially simpler than the proof of the 
corresponding Lemma 5.7.1 of [BW82].) 

7.1. Following Weisfeiler ([Wei78]; cf. [BW82, Sect. 1.5]), if 
G = C Gi is any graded Lie algebra we define M(G) to be the sum of all 
ideals of G contained in G ~ = Ci < 0 Gi, hence the unique maximal ideal of 
G contained in G- We also denote by G’ the subalgebra of G generated by 
xi, 1 Gi. Note that G’ is a graded subalgebra of G. We define 
N(G) = M(G’). 

Note (using the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem) that if XE Gi, i-co, 
and [x, G,] = (0) then the ideal of G’ generated by x is contained in G- . 
Thus N(G) = (0) is equivalent to the condition 

If xEGj, i-co, and [x, G,]=(O) then x=0. (7.1.1) 

Comparing (7.1.1) with the hypothesis (1.2.3) of the Recognition Theorem 
shows why we are interested in establishing N(G) = (0). 

Section 7 is devoted to the proof of the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 7.1.1. Zf A satisfies (7.0.1) and (7.0.2) then either G, = (0) 
or G,s 51(2)@ Fz (as restricted Lie algebras), N(G) = (0), and G, acts 
faithfully on G, . 

7.2. Since z E solv G, we have that G,/solv G, is a restricted 
semisimple Lie algebra in which every torus has dimension d 1 and all tori 
of dimension 1 are standard. If there are no nonzero tori then G,/solv G, is 
nil, hence (0). If there are nonzero tori in G,/solv G, then Theorem 3.1.1 
shows that G,/solv G, r s1(2), G,/solv G, g W( 1 : l), or G,/solv G, E M, 
where H(2 : 1 )(*) G M E H(2 : 1). 

We will show that Z(G,) = (0). We begin by considering Z(G,) n solv G,. 

LEMMA 7.2.1. Let A4 be a restricted Lie algebra satisfying H(2 : 1)‘2’ E 
M s H(2 : 1) and V be a nonzero restricted M-module. Let U be a maximal 
torus in M. Then V, # (0) (where V0 is the O-weight space of V with respect 
to U). 

Proof Since H(2 : l)/H(2 : 1) (*) is nil (Corollary 2.1.9) we have U E 
H(2 : 1)‘2’. Then by Theorem 1.3.1 (i) we may assume that U is spanned by 
g((xi +a) x2), where a=0 or 1. Then (by Corollary 2.1.5) 9(x, + a) 
and g((x, + a)“-’ xc-‘) both belong to (H(2 : l)“‘), (the 1-eigenspace 
for ad ??@((~,+a) x2)) and (adg(x,+a))pP2 $8((x,+a)P-’ x;p*)= 
-g((xi +u)~- ‘) is a nonzero element of H(2 : 1)“). Thus the ideal 
generated by [M, , [M,, . . . . [M,, M,] ... ]] (p- 1 factors) contains U. If 
UV= (0) then V,= V # (0). Hence we may assume UV# (0) and so [M,, 
CM,, . . . . [M,, M,] ... ]] V# (0). Therefore [M,, [M,, . . . . [M,, M,] . ..]I 
Vi # (0) for some i. Thus we have M{- ’ Vi # 0 and hence Vi+j # (0) for 
0 <j < p - 1. In particular, V,, = Vi + (P ~ ij # (0), as required. 1 

COROLLARY 7.2.2. Zf Z(G,) # (0) and solv G, # 3(G,) then Z(G,) n 
solv G, # (0). 

Proof If G, = solv G, the result is vacuous. If G,/solv G, g sl(2) or 
W(1 : 1) then, since Z(G,) maps into the nil radical of 
3(G,,,so,v & T+ solv G,/solv G,) and since all tori in 41(2) or W( 1 : 1) are 
self-centralizing, we see that Z(G,,) E solv G,, giving the result. Finally, sup- 
pose G,/solv G, 2 M, H(2 : 1 )(*) s M E H( 2 : 1 ), and solv G, # 3( G,). Then 
V = solv G,/( [solv G,, solv G,] + 3(G,)) is a nonzero M-module. By 
Lemma 7.2.1 we have (0) # V,. Thus (solv G,), # 3(G,). Since (solv G,), = 
(Z(G,) n solv G,) + 3(G,) we have Z(G,) n solv G, # (0). 1 

LEMMA 7.2.3. Let W be an irreducible solv G,-submodule of G ~, . Then 
either dim W = 1 or else solv G, acts faithfully on W and dim W = p. 
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ProojI We have observed (7.0.5) that dim G_, <7p<p2. Thus (cf. 
Theorem 1.13.1 of [BW82]) dim W= 1 or p. If dim W=p then (by 
Lemma 1.10.1) Stab( W, G,) = G, (for dim G-, >/pcodimStabCW, G”)(dim W)) 
and GP, is the sum of all solv G,-submodules of G ~ i which are isomorphic 
to W as solv G,-modules. As G ~, is a faithful Go-module this implies W is 
a faithful solv Go-module. 1 

LEMMA 7.2.4. Let A4 he a solvable subalgebra of G, which contains T. 
Then Z(G,) n M annihilates any irreducible M-submodule of G-- I of dimen- 
sion p. 

Proof. Let W be a p-dimensional irreducible M-submodule of G_ , . 
Suppose (Z(G,) n M) Wf (0). Then for some i E Z, we have (Z(G,) n 44) 
W 6 + ,y # (0). Since Z(G,) is nil, dim W, + iY > 1. Thus as dim W = p we have 
W, + jY = (0) for some Jo Z,. Then Lemma 1.8.4 shows that [M,Y, MPly] is 
nil for all 1 E ZT. Hence Z(G,) n M + ZIG z;M,Y is a nil ideal in M and so 
annihilates W, contradicting (Z(G,) n M) W# (0). 1 

COROLLARY 7.2.5. Zf Z(G,) # (0) and W is an irreducible solv G,- 
submodule of G 1 then dim W = 1. 

Proof. If dim W# 1 then Lemma 7.2.3 shows that solv G, acts faithfully 
on W and dim W =p. We may assume W is T-invariant, for as dim 
G ~, < p2, Stab( W, G,) = G, and so G ~, is a direct sum of solv G,-modules 
isomorphic to to W. Thus every irreducible solv Go-module of G-, is 
isomorphic to W. Now T+ solv G, is solvable so any irreducible T+ 
solv G,-submodule of G _ I must have dimension dp. Since such a module 
must contain an irreducible solv G,-submodule, it must be irreducible as a 
solv G,-module. Also solv G, # j(G,) (as solv G, acts irreducibly on W 
and dim W > 1). Thus Corollary 7.2.2 shows Z(G,) n solv G, # (0). But 
Lemma 7.2.4 (with M= T+ solv G,) implies that Z(G,) n solv G, 
annihilates W, a contradiction. 1 

LEMMA 7.2.6. Zf Z(G,) # (0) then solv Go = j( G,). 

Ptoof: By Corollary 7.2.5, GP i contains a one-dimensional solv G,- 
module W. Then codim Stab( W, G,) = 0 or 1. If codim Stab( W, G,) = 0 
then G-, is a direct sum of copies of W as a solv Go-module. Thus solv G, 
acts on GP, by scalars and since G_, is a faithful Go-module, we have 
solv G, = j(G,), as required. Therefore it remains to show that codim 
Stab( W, G,) = 1 cannot occur. 

Let V be the sum of all (solv G,)-submodules of G-r which are 
isomorphic to W. Then, by the Blattner-Dixmier theorem (Lemma 1.10.1) 
V is an irreducible Stab( W, G,) - module and dim GP,= 
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P ‘Odirn StabCW, “O’(dim V). If codim Stab( W, G,) = 1 then by (7.0.5) we 
have dim V< 7. Also as Stab( W, G,) 2 solv G, we have that 
Stab( W, G,)/solv G, is a subalgebra of codimension 1 in G,/solv G,. If 
G,/solv G, = (0) this is impossible. If G,/solv Go z sl(2) it implies that 
Stab( W, G,)/solv G, is two-dimensional, hence solvable, so that 
Stab( W, G,) is solvable. If G,/solv G, z W( 1:l) then, as W( 1 : l), is the 
unique subalgebra of codimension one in W( 1 : 1) (by Lemma 1.1 1.1 ), we 
have that Stab( W, G,)/solv G, g W( 1 : l),, is solvable, so that Stab( W, G,) 
is solvable. But in either of these cases, V, being an irreducible 
Stab( W, G,)-module, has dimension pr for some r. Since p2 > 
dim G-i =p ‘Odirn Stab(W, G”‘(dim V) =p(dim V) we have V= W and 
dim G , =p. As Z(G,) # (0) and G ~, is a faithful Go-module, we have 
dim GPl,,T+i-f, > 1 for some i and therefore G ~ i, ii +,h = (0) for some j. 
However, for any 1 E Zz, M= T+ G, ,? , + solv(G,) is a solvable subalgebra 
of Go. Since GP,,,+,, = (0), Lemma 1.8.4 shows that CG, Iy 5 
Solv(G,)),.,] sZ(G,). Thus Z(G,)+C,,z; solv(G,),, is a nil ideal in G,, 
therefore (0). Hence in this case solv(G,) = Fz. Finally, suppose 
H(2 : 1)‘2’ s G,/solv(GO) s H(2 : 1). Since Stab( W, GO)/solv(G,) has 
codimension one in G,/solv G, and since H(2 : 1 )(2) has no proper sub- 
algebra of codimension ~2 (Lemma 1.11.1(b)), we see that H(2 : 1)‘2’& 
Stab( W, G,)/solv(G,). Thus there exists some XE Z(G,) such that 
x $ Stab( W, G,) (for since H(2 : l)/H(2 : 1)‘2’ is nil, TE Stab( W, G,) and 
Z(G,)+Stab(W,G,)=G,).Let U={u~Stab(W,G,)~uV=(O)}.Then Uis 
an ideal in Stab( W, G,) and 

dim(Stab( W, G,)/solv G,)/( (U + solv G,)/solv G,) 

= dim Stab( W, G,)/( U + solv G,) d dim Stab( W, G,)/U 

< (dim V)2 < 72 < p2 - 2. 

Thus H(2:l) , (2) being a simple ideal in Stab( W, G,)/solv G,, is contained 
in (U + solv G,)/solv G,. Furthermore, (Stab( W, G,)/solv G0)(2) E 
(G,/solv G,)‘2’ c H( 2 : 1)“’ c ( U + solv G,)/solv G,. Therefore Stab( W, Go)/ 
(U + solv G,) is solvable. Since (U + solv G,)/U z solv Go/( U n solv G,) is 
solvable it follows that Stab( W, G,)/U is solvable. Then as V is an 
irreducible module for Stab( W, G,)/U, we have dim V =pr for some r. 
Since 7p 2 dim G- , =p(dim V) this implies r = 0 and so W = V. Since 
dim W= 1 and W is Stab( W, G,)-invariant, hence T-invariant, W is con- 
tained in a single weight space. Then G ~, = W + x W + . . . + xp- ’ W is also 
contained in a single weight space (as x E Z(G,)). Since G, has nonzero root 
spaces and G-, is a faithful Go-module, this is absurd. Thus 
codim Stab( W, G,) = 1 is impossible and the lemma is proved. u 
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LEMMA 1.2.1. Let M be a restricted Lie algebra with one-dimensional 
center Fz, where zp = z. Suppose H(2 : 1)‘2’ E M/Fz c H(2 : 1). Let T be a 
two-dimensional standard torus in M. Write j,+,(T) = T + I(M), where I(M) 
is nil. If V is a faithful irreducible restricted M-module then dim V, > I for 
some ;1 E T*. 

Proof. Suppose dim VA 6 7 for all weights i (and so dim V < 7p <p’). 
Let M,= {xeMlx+ FZE H(2: l)i}. By Theorem 1.3.1(g), if T @ M, we 
may assume that TjFz is spanned by g((x, + 1) x2). Then taking p E T* 
and XE M, so that x + Fz/Fz= --9(x2), we see (recall Section 1.9) that 
E”(T) s M, and so (since Lemma 2.1.7 shows that M, is restricted) 
e-‘(T) & M,. Give V the structure of an abelian restricted Lie algebra by 
setting yp = 0 for all ,v E V. By applying Proposition 1.9.3(c) to M and to 
M + V (the split null extension) we see that dim V, = dim VAr for all A E T*. 
Thus it is sufficient to prove the lemma under the additional assumption 
that Tc M,. Note that this implies I(M) s M,. 

Let J= M, + T, let U be an irreducible MO-constituent of V, and let W 
be an irreducible J-submodule of U. Since J is solvable, dim W =p” for 
some n (cf. [BWSZ, Theorem 1.13.11, hence dim W= 1 or p. If dim W=p 
then [J, J] is not a nil ideal in J. It follows that either there is some XEJ;., 
JU # 0, with xp not nil or that [Jj., JJ is not nil for some 1, # 0. Either of 
these implies that W has p weights (in the second case use Lemma 1.8.4). 
Since dim W=p this implies that dim W, = 1 for all 1, and so 
Z(M) W=(O). Since dim U<p2 we have Stab( W, M,) = M, and so 
Z(M) U= (0) when dim W=p. If dim W= 1 then 

((ad x)~ Z(M)) W= (0) (7.2.1) 

for any root vector x E M, and 0 < i<p - 1. Since dim U <p2 we have 
u= tv+xPvl+ . . . + xp ’ m, where I? is the sum of all J-submodules of U 
isomorphic to W and x E M, is some root vector. In view of (7.2.1) this 
shows Z(M) U = (0) when dim W= 1. Thus, in any case Z(M) U = (0). 

Now let U be an irreducible M,-submodule of V and define UCp2’= 
u’-“=(O) u(o)= u and U(i)=MU(‘-‘) 
induction ;hat Z(Mi Uti) s UC’- I) 

+ UC’- ‘) for i > 0. Then we see by 
for all i>O. Thus ((adZ(M))Pp2M) 

U’p-4)=(0). Now as we may assume TEM,, Theorem 1.3.1(h) shows 
that we may assume that T/Fz is spanned by 9(x,x,). Then ~(x~x:)E 
(I(M)+ Fz)/Fz and so, since (ad C@(X:X:))~~~’ 9(x2) #O, we see that 
(ad I(M))Pp2 M# (0). As V is a faithful M-module this implies 
((adI(M))pp2M) V#(O) and so V#U’p-4’. As p>7 this implies 
V# u”‘. 

Therefore, as dim V< 7p some UCi)/UCi-‘) has dimension <p. Then (as 
M, is solvable) any irreducible J-submodule of UCi)/UCi-‘) is one-dimen- 
sional and hence is annihilated by [J, J] and by Z(M). Since [J, J] 2 
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[T, M,] and M, = [7’, M,] + Z(M) we see that M, annihilates Ufi)/U(r+‘) 
and hence is nil. Thus M, is a nil ideal in M, and so M, annihilates U. 
Recall that we may assume Z(M) c M, . Therefore [AI, Z(M)] annihilates 
U. Then, by induction on i, Z(M) U(j) c U”- 2, for all i > 0. Thus 
((ad Z(IV))~-~ M) U’2pP6) = (0). Since p > 7 this implies V# U”6’. But if x, 
y are root vectors in A4 satisfying x+ Fz= 9(x:), y + Fz= 9(x:), then 
Fx + Fy + F[x, y] is a subalgebra of M, isomorphic to sl(2). Choosing a so 
that [[x, y], x] = 2ax, we see that each nonzero U”‘/U”P ‘) must contain 
an eigenvector for [x,y] belonging to 0 or to a. This implies that some 
weight space of V has dimension > 8 and so contradicts our assumption 
that dim VA < 7 for all il. Thus the lemma is proved. [ 

COROLLARY 7.2.8. Z(G,)= (0). 

Proof. If Z(G,) # (0), Corollary 7.2.6 shows solv(G,) = Fz. Thus if 
Z( G,) # (O), Z( G,) + solv( G,)/solv (G,) # (0) so H(2 : 1 )(*I c GO/Fz s 
H(2 : 1). Since dim GP r, >. < 7 for all 1, this contradicts Lemma 7.2.7. u 

7.3. We now prove some preliminary results dealing with the cases 
G- (p + , )/2 = (0) and G--p = (0). 

LEMMA 7.3.1. IfG-(,+,j,2=(0) then [G-,,G,]=G,,. 

Proof: The proof (as well as the statement) of this lemma is identical to 
that of Lemma 5.3.2 of [BW82]. i 

LEMMA 7.3.2. Zf G-t,+,,,2 = (0) then every root of A with respect to T is 
non-Hmrdtonian. 

Proof: Since G _ (P + , M2 = (0) (and so G-, = (0)) we have A(“)G A0 and 
so (as ~,GZ,) Ao=ACY’+Al. Then G,=(A’Y)+A,)/A1~AA(Y)/(A(Y)nA,). 
By Corollary 7.2.8, Z(G,) = (0) and so Z(A’Y’/(A’Y’ n A L)) = (0) and hence 
Z(AO”/solv A’?‘) = (0). Thus A’Y’/solv ACY) E (0), 51(2), or W( 1 : 1) and so y 
is not Hamiltonian. 

Now let a E Z’, a 4 Zy. Then A[cr] = A’“‘/solv A’“’ contains the maximal 
torus Y,(T) (recall YX from Section 1.4). Furthermore, Y*(T) is standard 
so 3+,(Ya(T))= V’,(T)+W[I~lh where Z( A [a]), the nil radical of 
3ACrxl( Yu,( T)), equals Y,(Z). Suppose Z(A[a]) # (0). Then Lemma 5.2.1 
shows that YJT)z [A[cr], [ACE], YJZ)]]. But as A, is a distinguished 
maximal subalgebra we have Zc A,. However, Z(G,) = (0) by Lemma 7.2.8 
and so ZcA,. Then as Zs3Jz) we have ZcA, and A= A-,,- Lj,2 so 
[A, [A, Z]] s A,. Therefore Y,(T) c Y,(A,). But A, is nil and so Y’,(T) is 
nil, a contradiction. Thus Z(A [a]) = (0) and so a is non-Hamiltonian, as 
required. 1 
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LEMMA 7.3.3. If G_, = (0) then y E A,. 

Proof: Since G-,,=(O) implies .4=Aep+, we have A,=AO,?. 
Corollary 6.4.2(c) then gives the result. I 

7.4. We now prove an important special case of Proposition 7.1.1. 

LEMMA 7.4.1. rf G..,=(O), G,#(O), and ]T-,]<l, then G,z 
51(2) Q Fz (as restricted Lie algebras). 

The proof has several steps: 

(1) For i, jeZp, i#O, 1, 2, we have AM+iY&A,. 

Proof. Since r, = @ for I < -2 we have that if r E r and r 4 (r-, v 
r-, u r,,) then A, c A,. Since ib + jy E r, only if -i = 1 (mod p), we have 
the result. 1 

(2) Let %Er-, and O#xEG-,,,. Then for all but at most two r E r_ 1 
we have G _ l,rs Lx> GoI. 

Proof. Let CEA~,,, satisfy x=c+A,. As c$A, and A, is a dis- 
tinguished maximal subalgebra, we have c $ R, and hence there exists 
dEAp, with [c,d]$Z. By (1) we have Api,&A,, so deA,. Now for any 
eEA-,,, we have [[c, d], e] E z( [c, d]) e + [Z, e] G z( [c, d]) e + A,. Also 
CCC, 4, el = CCC, el, d] + [c, [d, e]]. Since Ir_ zI d 1 we have 
[c, e] $ A 1 for at most one value of r (independent of e). Since [c, d] $ I 
and since K I s 6 + Zy, r( [c, d]) = 0 for at most one value of T. Thus 
except for at most two values of T, we have e E T( [ c, d] ) ~ ’ [c, [d, e] ] + 
Aos[c, A,]+A,, and henceG~,,,z[x,G,]. 1 

(3) We may assume dim G-, ap- 1. 

Proof. If dim G ~, <p then for some j (with the notation of Section 6.1), 
m-,(6)#mp,(6+jy). Then by Corollary 5.2.5 of [SW821 (which applies 
here as Z(G,) = (0)) we have G, z el(2) @ Fz (in which case we are done) or 
W( 1 : 1) 0 Fz. In the latter case, G- , , being a nontrivial irreducible 
W( 1 : 1)-module, must have at least p - 1 weights (cf. Theoem 1.152 of 
CBW=l). I 

(4) dimG- , 1 .63 for all rEK,. Hence dimG ,<3p. 

Proof: By Lemma 7.3.2, T is non-Hamiltonian. Then by Lemma 6.3.3, 
m-(T)63 and so dimG-,,,<3. Since rp,cd+Z,y we have lr-,l<p, 
giving the final result. 1 

(5) There is a solvable restricted subalgebra Q, G, 1 Q 2 T, with 
dim Go/Q d 1. If G, is solvable we take Go = Q. 

48, 114;1-13 
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.7 of [Wi183] applied to the 
restricted Lie algebra G,, = G$‘) (which contains toral Cartan subalgebra T 
by Corollary 7.2.8). 1 

(6) We may assume that G_, is an irreducible Q-module of dimen- 
sion p. 

Proof: Let VsG-, be an irreducible Q-submodule. Then 
(cf. Theorem 1.13.1 of [BW82]) dim V is a power of p, hence by (4) is 1 or 
p. Now as T c Q we can find 0 # x E V, for some 2 E r-, Then by (2) we 
have G ~ ,, * E [x, G,] for all but at most two values of r. Since 
dim G -,,63 by (4) this gives dimG~,<6+dim[x,G,]. As Q has 
codimension 6 1 in G,, we have dim[x, G,] 6 1 + dim V. Thus dim G _ I < 
7+dim V.By(3)thisgivesdim V>p-8>1 (aspB7)sodim V=p.Thus 
dimG~,<2p.IfG~,#VthendimG~,>pandsoforsomez,r]~T_,we 
have dim G-,,#dim G-,,,. But then Corollary 5.2.5 of [SW821 shows 
that either G,z51(2)@ Fz (in which case we are done) or G,z 
I+‘( 1 : 1) @ Fz. But if Go z W( 1 : 1) @ Fz then, since the largest irreducible 
restricted W( 1 : 1)-module has dimension p (cf. Theorem 1.15.2 of 
[BW82]) and since G , is an irreducible G,-module, dim G ~, >p is 
impossible. [ 

(7) Q, = Fz + C;= ,’ QjY is a nilpotent ideal of Q. For some in Z: and 
some 0 # h E Qi,, B = Fb + Fz is a two-dimensional restricted abelian ideal 
of Q and [b,Q,]sFz. 

Proof: Since Q is solvable, Tn [Q, Q] c Fz (for otherwise Q contains a 
copy of 51(2)). Hence [Q, Q] c Q,, so Qi is an ideal. By the Engel- 
Jacobson theorem (Theorem 1.10.1 of [BW82]), Q, is nilpotent. Therefore 
{x~ Q, 1 [x, Q,] c Fz} 2 Fz. This set is clearly (ad t)-invariant, hence 
contains an element 0 # b E QIY for some i E Z,Zf Since [bp, h] = 0, we have 
bp E Fz. Thus Fb + Fz has the required properties. 1 

(8) Let WC G ~, be an irreducible B-module, necessarily one-dimen- 
sional, say W= Fw. Then Stab( W, Q) has codimension 1 in Q, 
t$ Stab( W, Q), and W is invariant under Stab( W, Q). We may therefore 
assume that bP=z. 

Proof: Since W is one-dimensional and z is central, Stab( W, Q) = {x E 
Ql [x, h] W= (0)}. By Lemma 1.10.1, dim G , =pdim(Q’Stab(w,P))(dim w). 
Now Gp, = m is impossible since Fb + Fz acts on m as scalars but G _ i is 
a faithful G,-module. Hence we must have that dim(Q/Stab( W, Q)) = 1 and 
W = m so that W is invariant under Stab( W, Q). Thus if t E Stab( W, Q) we 
have Ws G-, 1 for some 1 E r_, . Now by (2) and (4) we have 
dim G i d 6 + dim[ W, G,]. Since dim(G,/Stab( W, Q)) < 2 we see that 
dim[ W, G,] < 3. Hence dim G- , < 9, contradicting (6) (as p > 7). Thus 
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t#Stab(W,Q) and so ib. W=[t, b]. W#(O) so b. W#(O) and hence 
bP . W# (0). Since bp E Fz this implies that bp is a nonzero multiple of z. 
Replacing b by some scalar multiple of b we can assume bP = z. 1 

(9) G, is not solvable. 

Proof. If G, is solvable, then G, = Q and Q, is a ideal in G,. Then 
{x~G-,lb,Gl~Q,> is a Go-invariant subspace of G-, , hence (0) or 
G ~ 1. By Lemma 7.3.1, it cannot be G 1. Thus there exists some e E G, such 
that [w, e] $ Q, . Replacing e by a scalar multiple, we may assume [w, e] E 
t + Q, . Now let b E Q, be as in (7). Then b . w E Fw and so [b, [w, e] ] = 
[w, e,] for some e, EC,. But [b, [w,e]] E [b, t] + [b, Ql] c -ib+ Fz. 
Since -z acts as the identity on G , it is clear that for any k E f ~ r, 
O#xEG-,,j., and ~EF we have (ad(-ib+p~))G~,+Fx? 
span{(ad(-ib+pz))‘x 1 Odjdp- 1} = span((adb)‘xIOdjdp- 1) = 
Cm-, (since bp = z). Thus dim([-ib+pz, Go,]) 3 p-l and so 
p- 1 <dim[[w,e,], GP,] d dim[[w, G..,],e,] +dim[w, [e,, GP,]] d 
dim[G~,,e,]+dim[w,G,]ddimG~,+dim[w,Q]<5 (as \rP,l<l by 
hypothesis, so if G mZ # (0) then dim G-, = dim G 2, j. for some 2 E rP2 and 
dim GP,, i, < 3 by Lemma 6.3.3 (as 2 is non-Hamiltonian by Lemma 7.3.2)). 
Thus p < 6, a contradiction. 1 

(10) Jc,,(b) is an abelian subalgebra of codimension <3 in Go. 
Consequently, G,/solv G, $ W( 1 : 1) and so we may assume G P2 = (0) 
and G,/solv G, g sl(2). 

Proof Since [b, Q,] E Fz we see that 3a,(b) has codimension < 1 
in Q, Since dim Go/Q, = 2 we have that 3,,(b) has codimension < 3 
in G,. As bP = z, -ad z 1 G’m, is the identity, and dim G ~, = p we see that 
ad bl,-, is a cyclic transformation of G ,. Thus (cf. [Jac53, Corollary 
to Theorem 3.171) the centralizer of ad b I Gm, in End G-, consists of 
polynomials in ad b Icm, and so is abelian. Thus (sGa(b) + solv G,)/solv G, is 
an abelian subalgebra of codimension < 3 in G,/solv G,. As b is a root vec- 
tor this subalgebra is ad T-invariant. But there exists no such subalgebra if 
G,/solv G, 2 W( 1 : 1) since otherwise, as y is proper by Lemma 7.3.3, we 
may assume (T+ solv G,)/solv G, = F(xD) and we have [x’D, x/D] = 
(j-j) x’+jp’ D # 0 whenever 0 6 i # j 6 (p + 1)/2. Since we may assume 
that G, $Z s1(2)@ Fz (for in that case we are done), Corollary 5.25 of 
[SW821 shows that ( TPz I is a multiple of p. As I f P2 1 < 1 by hypothesis 
we have K2 = @ and so Gmm2 = (0). 1 

(11) There exist r E T*, e E G,, T, f~ G,, ~. T such that e + solv(G,), 
f+ solv(G,), and t + solv(G,) span G,/solv(G,), that Q = Ft + Ff+ 
solv(G,), and that there exists c E G, such that [w, c] E e + Q. 

Proof. Since G,/solv(G,) g sl(2) and since T E Q, we may choose such 
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e and j Since {x E G ~ r 1 [x, G r ] c Q } is a Q-invariant subspace of G ~, , by 
(6) it is (0) or G_ r. By Lemma 7.3.1 it is not G _ r . This gives the result. 1 

(12) There is some cr E G, such that [[[w, c,], f], b] E b + Fz. 

Proof: Let c be as in (11). Then [[w, c], f] E [e, f] + Ff+ solv(G,). 
Now [e, f]~al+Fz for some 0fa~F. Thus [[w,c], f]~at+Ff+ 
solv(GO). Since Ff+solv(G,)~ Ql (see (7)) [[[w, c], S], b] Eaib+ Fz. 
Replacing c by an appropriate scalar multiple gives the result. 1 

(13) For some aEFwe have b+uzE [[w, G,],f]. 

Proof This follows from (12) since [w, b] E Fw, [cl, b] E G,, and 
[f, b] E Fz, which is central. 1 

But (13) leads to a contradiction. For dim[b + uz, GP ,] d 
dWCCw, G,l, fl, G-,1 <dimCCw G,l, G-,1 +dimCC[w G,l, G-,1, fl 
< 2dim[[w, G,], G-r] 6 2dim[w, G,] (as G-, = (0)) 6 6 (since 
Stab( W, Q) preserves Fw (by (8)) and has codimension 2 in G,). However, 
as b is a root vector satisfying bP= z, it is clear that dim[b+uz, G-r] > 
p - 1, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 

7.5. We now prove four technical results which we will need in 
Sections 767.8. Recall the definitions of M(G) and N(G) from Section 7.1. 

LEMMA 7.51. Zf G, # (0), the grading of G/M(G) is nondegenerate (in 
Weisfeiler’s sense; cf Theorem 1.51 of [BW82]). 

Proof: If not we have (cf. Theorem 1.5.1(b) of [BW82]) that G2 = (0), 
so A, = (0). Now Is A, (by our choice of A,) and since Z(G,) = (0) (by 
Corollary 7.2.8) we have Zc A,. Since Zc 3A(~) and ad z acts as the iden- 
tity on G, we have that Is A, = (0). Thus G satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 5.4.1 of [SW821 and that result gives the desired conclusion. 1 

LEMMA 7.5.2. Zf z E r, z 4 A,(A, T), then: 

(a) TEA,(G, T), 
(b) $CG-,,,, G,,-,1)=(O) and if G-,,,=(O) then +CG-Z~, 

G,, - ,I ) = (01, 
(c) if 5 is non-Humiltoniun then G, = K,(G). 

Proof: Suppose X E G,, ?c $ K,(G). Then there exists j E G ~ z such that 
t([?,$])#O. Since G, is nil forj#O, we may assume LEGS,,, BEG-,-,. 
Without loss of generality we may assume i 3 0. Let X = x + A;, , , 
j=y+Li+l, xeA, z, JJEA_~,-,. Then z([x,y])=7([X,j])#O. This 
implies x E A i3 I, x$‘K,(A). Thus Ao,r + K,(A)# K,(A). If 7 is non- 
Hamiltonian we have that dim A,/K, < 1 (by Lemma 5.3.4) and so Ao,, + 
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K,(A) = A,. But since f, c Zy G Zr + Zy, part (c) of Corollary 6.4.2 gives a 
contradiction. This proves (c) (and hence (a) and (b) in case t is non- 
Hamiltonian). 

Now assume that z is Hamiltonian. Let Yv, and A[z] be as in 
Section 1.4. Note that H(2: l)(*‘~A[r] cH(2: 1). Since r$d,(A, T) 

Kn AcP;;A 
assume Y(T) = 9((x1 + 1) x2) and, by Corollary 6.4.2, 

o,,r+K,,)32 for all ieZp*. Since K,=,(solv A(r))i, (by 
Lemma 5.3.1) we have dim !?‘,(A ,)/YJA,, ir) > 2. But Y(A,, ir) is 
invariant under ad(Z(A CT])) = ad Y,(Z(A)). Thus by Lemma 2.1.11 we 
have Y’,(Ao,;,) E span{g((x, + l)‘+‘xi)126j< p- l} for i E Z:. 
Also Y,(Z(A)) E Y’,(A(‘) n A,) (as Z(G,) = (0)) and so, again 
using Lemma2.1.11, YY,(A~,,,)~span(~((x,+1)i+Jx~)~16j6p-1}. 
Then z([A~,,,,Ar,_,]) = (0) so z([G-,,,,G,,-,I) = (0). Also if 
G- , ~ = (0) then [ YJA _2,ir), Y’,(Z(A))] s YJA,, ir) and as above this 
imphes t( [G-,, ~, G,, -,I) = (0). Thus (b) holds. 

Finally, let r be Hamiltonian and r $ d,(G, T). Then for every i we have 
r( [G,, G-,,I) # (0). As in Lemma 2.1.11 set 

Vi,,=span(9((x,+ l)‘+‘xd)lI<j<p-- 1). 

We may assume 

T(g((xI + 1) x2)) = 1 

ForeachiEZp*,wemaytakejiEZsuchthatz([G,,,i~,G_,,,~i,])#(O).We 
may assume that j- ; = -j,. Then for each i E Zf we may take ai E A,,, ,~ 
such that t([ai, u~~])#O. Then t(YVr([aj,a_,])=z([u,, u-~])#O and so 
CYA~i)~ YU,(a-;)I t+ vo.2. Let li be the largest index such that YV,(ui) E V, ,,. 
Then we have li+lei-- 1 < 1 (by Lemma2.1.11(c)). Pick ksZ,* such that 
jk=min{ jiliEZp*, j, >O}. Also pick m # k with j, 20. We have 
uk E A,, kr C A,, kr and SO Y,(ak) E vk,z and I,+ 2 2. Therefore I-, = 0 
and lk = 2. Similarly, I, = 2. Then Ylr(upk) = z.&((x, + l)ppk) + 

u.9((x, + l)“-““Xi) 
g;::ujb((x, + l)*+j 

and YJU,) = ucq(x, + 1)““X:) + 
xi) for some scalars U, II, ui, vi E F with u # 0, u # 0. 

Then direct computation shows that [ YVr(um), YV,(up,)I $ V,,- k, 2. Thus 
yII,(A,m-.,k.+k),) CL v,- k.2, contradicting ~Y,(&,+k,,)~ Vm-k.2. Hence 

(a) holds and the lemma is proved. 1 

LEMMA 7.5.3. Zf M(Cipkp,=Gpkp,, M(G)-,#G_,, and N(G)# 
M(G) then N(G)p,=Gp, undN(G)p,+,=Gp,+,. 

Proof. Let G” = Ci,2 Gi. Then G” is a subalgebra of G and 
G = G’ + G”. Hence U(G) = U(G”) U(G’). Now N(G)/M(G) # (0) so it 
generates a nonzero ideal (U(G) . N( G))/M(G) of G/M(G). But G/M(G) 
contains a unique minimal ideal which contains CicO (G/M(G)),. Thus 
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U(G). N(G) 2 Gi for all i < 0. But N(G) is an ideal in G’ and so 
U(G).N(G)= U(G”) U(G’).N(G)= U(G”).N(G). Now as G--k--l = 
M(G)~,~,,M(G)isanidealinG,andG,=[G,+,,G~,]forallj<-l,we 
see that Gj=M(G)j for alljd -k- 1 and 

1 G,GU(G”).N(G)EM(G)+N(G)-,+N(G)-,+,+ c Gi. 
/co i> -k+l 

Thus we have GP,=N(G)-k and GPk+,=N(G))k+i. 1 

LEMMA 7.5.4. Zf G, # (0) then the grading of G’/N(G) is nondegenerate. 

Proof: If not, by Weisfeiler’s results (cf. [BWS2, Sect. 1.51) there is a 
simple Lie algebra Q such that G’/N(G) contains an ideal isomorphic to 
Q 0 B,, B, = FL-x,, . . . . x,l/(xf’, . . . . x,P), B, is graded by setting deg xi = - 1 
for l<i<u and deg xi=0 for u<i<n, and (Q@B,)i=Q@B,,j. 
Furthermore, (G’IWWL = (Q 0 &Ii for all i-co, G,c 
{DE l@Der B,IdegD= l}, and (G’),=(O). Now as Q@B,,ozGos 
ker(ad z) we see that T acts on Q @ B,, o as a one-dimensional torus of 
derivations. If Tn(Q@B,,)=(O) then for every XE(Q@B,,,),, iEZp*, 
(ad x)” = 0. Hence the Engel-Jacobson theorem (Theorem 1.10.1 of 
[BW82]) shows that Q @ B,,, is nilpotent, a contradiction. Hence 
T n (Q @ B,, o) # (0). Now ker I,$ (where $ : Q 0 B, + Q 0 B, is defined by 
Il/(s @ 1) = s @ 1 for all s E Q and $(Q 0 x,) = (0) for all j) is a nil ideal in 
Q 0 B,. Thus (Tn (Q 0 B,, o)) n ker II/ = (0). Then by Lemma 4.3.2 of 
[BW82], u@awu.agives an injection of (Tn(Q@B,,,))@BY1.into Gi. 
Since [u, u a] = 0 for all u E Q @ B,, a E B,, and since ad z annihilates Go 
and G p, we see that (Tn (Q @ B, o)) @ B,, , injects into 3c,( T) for 
i = 0, -p. Thus dim B,, o ,< 2 and dim B,, up = 0. Hence n = u = 1. Therefore 
G, s (a/ax,) and as G, #(0) we have G, = (a/ax,). Since dim G, = 1, 
Corollary 52.5 of [BW82] shows that Go z sl(2)OFz or W( 1 : l)O Fz. 
Then (recall (7.0.3), (7.0.4)) we have G, = G,, P6 and t .x{ E (G’/N(G))),,,, 
for 1 <j<p- 1. 

Now for some i we have y( [Go,b, Go, -,I) # (0). If y is not Hamiltonian 
then Aiy=Ao,,y + K,(A). If y is Hamiltonian then (using Lemmas 2.1.11 
and 5.2.1) we see that dim(A,/(A,,+K,(A)))< 1 for u=iy or -iy. In 
either case Corollary 6.4.2 shows that y E A, so If ppl d 6 by Lem- 
ma 6.1.1(c). As O#r_, (Lemma 6.3.3) by Theorem 1.15.2 of [BW82], we 
see that if Go % I%‘( 1 : 1) @ Fz then rPP = 0. If Go z sl(2) @ Fz then r. = 
(0, +iy}forsomei.As(G/M(G)),=(QOB,),forj~0andG0~(QOB,),, 
we have f _ j 2 r. +jS = { jS, jS + iy } for 1 d j <p - 1. Furthermore, as 
M(G)n G_, = (0) we have rP, = r,+S = (6, 6 f iy}. Suppose that for 
some k, 2 <k <p, we have Kj = {jS, jS + iy } for all j < k and rPk # {k& 
kdfiy}. Then, as KkCKk+, + r-i, and as rPk is symmetric about k6 
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(by Theorem1.15.1 of [BW82]), we have k8f2iyErP,. But then 
Lemma 1.14.1 of [BW82], applied to the Heisenberg subalgebra 
C = (a/ax,, h, h . x1 ) (where {e, f, h } is the usual basis for sI(2)) acting on 
the C-submodule of G generated by GPk,k6+2iy, shows f2iyE KP. But 
since 0 I$ ZPP and 1 KP) d 6, Theorem 1.151 of [SW821 shows that ZVP s 
{kiy/2, *3iy/2, *5iy/2). Thus 2~(*$, +$, k$}. As p>7 this is 
impossible. Hence Z-, = (jS, jS + iy} for all j, 1 < j<p. But then Z--p E 
r up + , + Z- 1 & { 0, k ir, + 2iy). Since ZPP E ( + iy/2, f 3iy/2, f Q/2} and 
p > 7 this implies Z-,, = Qr so G-, = (0). 

It now follows that N(G) = M(G). For if not, Lemma 7.5.3 shows that 
(GIN(G))-,+ I =(O). Then applying Lemma 1.14.1 of [SW821 to the C- 
submodule of G’ generated by G, +iy gives a contradiction. 

Now suppose u E G,. Then ad u restricts to a derivation of 
C,< ~, (G/IVZ(G))~ into xi,, (G/M(G)),. Since M(G) = N(G) we may iden- 
tify (G/M(G)), with Q@x;’ for i-c0 and (G/M(G)), with F(~/I~x,). Then 
(ad u)(s~x,)=I.(s) a/ax,, where ,I is a linear functional on Q. Assume 
Q = s/(2). (The case Q = W( 1 : 1) is similar.) Then 

O= (ad uN[CeOx,,,fO-x,1, hOx,l) 

= [[4e) d/8x,,fC3x11, hOx,l 
+ CCeOx,, W) L@x,l, hOx,l 
+ CCeOx,,fOx,l, 4h)%~xIl 

=2A(e)f@x,+2l,(f)eOx,-21(h)h@x,. 

Therefore n(e) = ;l(f) = A(h) = 0 so [u, G._ ,] = (0) and therefore u = 0. 
Thus G, = (0) so G = G’ and hence G’/lv( G) = G/M(G) has nondegenerate 
grading by Lemma 7.5.1. This contradicts our assumption (that G’/N(G) 
has degenerate grading) and so proves the lemma. i 

7.6. We now analyze the case in which each nonzero Gi, i<O, 
i f 0 (modp), has p weights each of the same multiplicity. Recall that 
Zig { -is + jy ) jE Z,} and that m,(z) is the multiplicity of the weight r in 
G,. Note (see the remark after (7.0.5)) that our proof of the following 
lemma does not use Lemma 5.5.1 of [SW821 and so provides a corrected 
proof of that result. 

LEMMA 7.6.1. Zf A,#(O) and m,(-i6)=m,(-id+jy) for every i-co, 
i f 0 (modp), and every jeZp, then A =A-,. 

We will assume A #A _ 1 and derive a contradiction. Our proof has 
several steps. 

(1) r,sZy and IKP+, I =p. 
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Proof. Since A#A-, we must have IE1l=lr-zl=p. If lE,l=O 
then G_, = (0) and so by Lemma 7.3.2 every r E r is non-Hamiltonian. 
Thus if t~r-i we have r, 2r E fR (see Definition 5.6.7) and so by 
Lemma 5.6.8(b), 1 rR n Zt I 3 4. Since every r is non-Hamiltonian, 
Lemma 5.7.1 (a) implies that 1 Ts n Zz 1 = 2 for every r E r-,. Then by 
Lemma 5.7.5, A, # A - (0) and hence we can find some r E rP I , T $ rP. If 
Ire31 #O then lrP31 =p and so if r~r-, we have r, 22, 3r~f,. Then by 
Lemma 5.6.8, 1 rR n Zt 1 2 6 and so Lemmas 5.7.1(a) and 5.7.5 again show 
that we can find some TEL,, t $ rP. Thus in any case there is some 
TEL,, r# rP. Then by Lemma 6.4.2(c) we have A, #A,,. for all i, 
1 di<p- 1. Thus izELjurpipP. . and in any case r_, # 0. Therefore 
IZ-Pi/=pforalli, 16i<p-1.ThusifqETP,wehaveZ,*qERST,so 
by Lemma 5.7.1(a), q $ rP. Thus rP E Zy. 1 

(2) rnp(iy)=O for all but at most six values of iEZp*. 

Proof: By Corollary 6.2.3, n(A, T) > 1. By ( 1 ), f P E Zy . Hence y E A,. 
Then Lemma 6.1.1 (c) gives the result. 1 

(3) G/M(G) contains a simple minimal ideal Q with (G/M(G)), = Qi for 
i < 0. 

ProoJ By Lemma 7.5.1 the grading of G/M(G) is nondegenerate. Hence 
by Weisfeiler’s theorem (cf. Theorem 1.5.1 of [BWSZ]), G/M(G) contains a 
minimal ideal V= Q @ B,, where Q is simple and graded, (G/M( G))i = 
I’,= Qi@ B, for i< 0, and Q,, Qi # (0). Suppose n > 1. Now ad t (see 
(7.0.3), (7.0.4)) acts on V= Q@ B,. Thus ad t =s+ w, where 
s E (Der Q)O @ B, and w E 1 o 0 (Der B,). As tP = t we have wp = UJ. Sup- 
pose that w = 0. Then clearly VP,,, . B, E V-i, ~ (for ad z acts as a scalar 
on V-i). Let t~r-i, UE V-i,, besuch that o4Q_,o(x,B,+...+x,B,). 
Then it is clear that dim V-,,, >dim(u. B,) =p”. But dim VP1,r= 
dim G- ,, i < 7 by Lemma 6.3.3. Since n 2 1 this is impossible. Hence w # 0. 
This implies dim( Tn (Q @ B,)) < 1. Since ad t acts diagonally on Q0 0 B,, 
there exists a t-invariant (hence T-invariant) vector space complement U of 
Q,Q(xlB, + ... + x, B,) in Q, 0 B,. Then dim U = dim QO. We can write 
U = C Ui and B,, = C (B,)i, where Uj (respectively (B,)i) is the i-eigenspace 
for ad t (respectively for w). By Lemma 4.3.1 of [BW82], each (B,), has 
dimension p”- ‘, and by Lemma 4.3.2 of [BW82], the mapping UQ B, + 
QoQBm u 0 b I--+ U. b, is injective. Hence 

dim1 U,.(B,),-,= (dim QO)p”-I. 

But [t, xi Ui.(B,),-i] = (0) and so xi Ui’(B,),-ic3c,(T)= T, 

(dimQO),nP1<dim(Tn(Q,@B,))<dim(Tn(Q@B,))<l, 
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dim Q, = 1, n = 1, and T n (Q, @ B,) is restricted and one-dimensional. 
Since t#(DerQ),@B, we have dim(Tn((DerQ),@B,))<l and so 
Tn(Q,@B,)=Tn((DerQ),@B,). Now if z+!Tn((DerQ),@B,) then 
it follows from Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 of [SW821 that z has p eigenvalues 
on GP,, a contradiction (since z acts as a scalar on G ~, ). Thus Fz = 
Tn V,,. Since Gm.i= CC_,, GP,+,] for i> 1 we have Q-;= [Q-i, Q-i+,] 
for i> 1. Hence Q,= [Q-,, Q,] (for otherwise [Q-,, Q,] +zizOQi is a 
proper ideal in Q). Thus V,, c [G- , , G,] and so there exists r E E, such 
that [GP,,,, G ,,+]=T@VO=Fz. As FEZ-, this implies T([G-,,, 
G,, ..,I) # (0). As z $ fP this contradicts Lemma 7.5.2(b). Hence n = 0, ‘as 
required. m 

(4) If Go is solvable or G_,, , Z(0) then [G-,,, G,, -,] = (0) for 
every r E ZP , . 

Proof If not, then, as t( [G _ ,, r , G,, -,I) = (0) by Lemma 7.5.2(b), we 
see that G contains a Heisenberg subalgebra C = Fx + Fy + F[x, y], where 
XEG-,,., YEG1, -i. Suppose G-p-, # (0). Then 1 ZPPP, 1 =p so 
G-p-1,r+iy # (0) for 1 d i<p- 1. By Lemma 1.14.1 of [SW821 (applied to 
the restricted Lie algebra T+ C which has toral Cartan subalgebra T), 
since (z + iy)( [x, y]) = iy( [x, y]) # 0 the C-module generated by 
G--p-..++zy must have nonzero intersection with G_,, iY + G-,,. iy and so 
m ~ (iy ) # 0. Since this must occur for all i, 1 < i < p - 1, this contradicts (2). 
Hence G-,-, = (0) and so A = A ..p. Now suppose A, is solvable. Since 
ZE. A, and Z(G,) = (0) (by Corollary 7.2.8) we have ZE A, (as [z, Z] = (0)). 
Recall that SE A s Der S for some simple algebra S and that S + I= A. 
Thus A = S + A, = S+ A,. Suppose that X is a proper subalgebra of S 
which properly contains Sn A,. Then (as A/A,= (S+ A,)/& g 
S/(S n A,)) X+ A, is a proper subspace of A properly containing A,. 
Now A,=A,n(S+A,)=SnA,+A, and so X+A,=X+A,. But 
CX+A,, X+A,l E LX Xl + LX ApI + CA,, ApI E x + CL,, ApI 
E X+A,=X+A,. Thus X+A,=X+A, is a proper subalgebra of A 
properly containing A,. This contradicts the maximality of A,. Hence 
S n A, is a solvable maximal subalgebra of S. It follows by results of Kuz- 
necov [Kuz76] and Weisfeiler [Wei84] that dim S/(S n A,) = 1 and hence 
that dim A/A,= 1. Then (as G, acts faithfully on G_,) dim G,= 1, which 
contradicts the fact that T injects into G,. This proves our assertion, 1 

(5) G, is not solvable. 

Proof: If G, is solvable then (4) shows that [G ~ ,, ~, G,, -.] = (0) for all 
z E Z-, . Let Q be as in (3) so that Q is a simple ideal in G/M(G) with 
(G/M(G))i= Qj for i-c 0. Since Go is solvable, and Go acts irreducibly on 
G _, , we have dim G _ 1 = p”. Since G ~ 1 has p weight by hypothesis, n > 1. 
If n > 1 then dim GP ,, T >p for some z E ZP 1, contradicting Lemma 6.3.3. 
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Hence dim G-, =p. Now Ci+O Qi+ [Q-,, Qr] is an ideal in Q, so (as Q 
is simple) Q,= [Qpl, Qi]. Thus Q 0, 0 = (0). Now Q0 is an ideal in G, and 
G, acts faithfully and irreducibly on G- 1 so Q. is not nil. Thus there exists 
some x E Q,, ry for some i # 0 such that xp # 0. Now (as Q,, ,, = (0)) we have 
(ad x)” Q. = (0), so xpe Fz (since Q, & T). We may assume xP= -z. 
Therefore (since dim G _ I = p and - z acts as the identity on G _ i ) ad x 1 G-, 
is a cyclic linear transformation of G-i. Hence (cf. [Jac53, Corollary to 
Theorem 3.171) any linear transformation of G_ , which commutes with 
ad x ) G‘m, is a polynomial in ad x 1 G_1. Since x 6 Fz and (ad x)P+ ’ = 0 on G, 
there exists some ye G,, such that [x, y] #O, [x[x,y]] = 0. Now 
CX, ~1 E Qo,(i+,)y so (as Q,,,= (0)) we have i +j & 0 (modp). As 
ad[x, y]lcm, commutes with ad xIGm, we have ad[xy]l.-, E F(ad xI~-,)~, 
where mi = i +j mod p. Therefore [[x, y], y] # 0, and [x, [[x, y], v]] = 0. 
Assume (ad y)” x # 0, (ad x)(ad y)” x = 0. Then (ad y)” x E QO, (i+ Ujjy and 
so i + uj # 0. Thus ad((ad y)” x)1 Gm, is proportional to a power of ad x 1 Gm, 
and so does not commute with ad yI._,. Hence (ad y)“+’ x #O and 
(ad x)(ad y)“’ ’ x=0. Thus (ady)” x#O for all n so QO,(i+ni,y # (0) for all 
n. Ifj#O this implies QO,” # (0), a contradiction. Thus [x, G,,] = (0) for 
all j~Zp*. As above this implies that if FEZ: and G,, # (0) then 
(ad GO,ii,)lcm, E F((ad x)1.-,)‘.‘Since G, acts faithfully on G-, this implies 
that Ck E z; Gky is an abelian subalgebra of G, and hence that Q, is 
abelian. Also the action of Q, on Qlp is nil for all 1 E Z (so Q,p contains no 
nontrivial irreducible Q,-submodules). 

Write Q =xiar Qi. Th en the simplicity of Q implies (using [SFSS, 
Proposition 111.3.51) that Qr is a nontrivial irreducible Q,-module. Since 
Q. is abelian we have dim Q, = 1 and since Qr is a nontrivial Q,-module, 
p l r. This implies that xPQr # (0) and so (as x is a root vector) dim Qr >p, 
a contradiction. 1 

(6) Write J= [G~,,G,]nsolvG,. If J#(O) then solvG, is nilpotent 
and either jJ(solv G,) = Fz or dim G 1 =p. 

ProojY Suppose Jf (0). Note that Tn (solv G,) = Fz, since otherwise 
Tc solv G, and so solv G, = G,, contradicting (5). Hence solv G, is 
nilpotent by the Engel-Jacobson theorem. Write X= 3,(solv G,). Then X is 
a nonzero abelian ideal in G,. Let Y be an irreducible X-submodule, 
necessarily one-dimensional, of G-i. Then codim Stab( Y, G,) < 1 since 
dim G _ 1 < 7p < p2. If codim Stab( Y, G,) = 0 then G ~ 1 = y, a sum of copies 
of the one-dimensional X-module Y. As G- 1 is a faithful G,-module this 
implies X= Fz. Thus we may assume that codim Stab( Y, G,) = 1. As 
[solv G,, X] = (0), we have solv Go c Stab( Y, G,), and so Stab( Y, G,)/ 
solv G, is a subalgebra of codimension 1 in G,/solv G, g 42) or W( 1 : 1). 
Hence Stab( Y, G,) is solvable. Therefore y, an irreducible Stab( Y, G,)- 
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module, has dimension a power of p. Hence G _ 1 has dimension a power of 
p. Sincep<dimG_,d7p, we havedimG-,=p. 1 

(7) [GA,, G,] & solv G,, and if J#(O) then [Gel,,, G,, -,] #(0) for 
at least two z E C,. 

Proof Since [G_ 1, G,] # (0), the assertion is vacuous if J= (0). Hence 
assume J# (0). We let X and Y be as in the proof of (6). Now 
G,/solv G, z 51(2) or W( 1 : 1). In either case we can find iE Zz and 
e E Go, 6, f~ G, Pjy so that 0 # y( [e, f]). Then Fe + Ff+ F[e,f] is a sub- 
algebra of G, komorphic to el(2). Suppose Jn T = (0). Then 0 is not a 
weight for the action of the above copy of 51(2) on X, and so [[e, f] + J”e, 
X] = X for all 2 E F. Since X is an ideal in G, and G_ , is a faithful G,- 
module, we have [X, Y] # (0). Thus F( [e,f] + le) A Stab( Y, G,) = (0). 
But as codim Stab( Y, G,) 6 1 (since dim GP, <p’) we have 
(F[e,f] + Fe) n Stab( Y, G,) # (0) and so e E Stab( Y, G,). Similarly, 
f~ Stab( Y, G,) and so [e, f] = [e,f] + Oe E Stab( Y, G,), a contradiction. 
Thus Jn T# (0). 

For 5 E r-m 1 we have z( [G 1, r, G,, -,I) = (0) by Lemma 7.5.2(b). Thus if 
[Gwl,,, G,,p,]cFz then CC-,,,, G,,P,]=(0). But (solvG,)nT=Fz 
and so if [G-,,, G 
Jn T#(O), we have 

,, -,] ~solv Go then CC-,,.,, G,, -,I = (0). Thus, as 
[G-,, G,] ~2 solv Go. Since Jn T#(O) we have 

CG-I,,> G,, -r ] Z(0) for at least two TEC,. 1 

(8) If 3J(solv G,)= Fz and J @Fz then G,/solv G,~51(2) and 
J=Fz+Fu,,+Fu~~~ for some iEZ:, u+,~(solvG,),~~. 

Proof: We write Xi= Jn (solv Go)i, where (solv G,); denotes the ith 
term of the upper central series of solv G,. Thus Xi = {x E Jj [solv G,, x] c 
X, 1 } is an ideal in G,, and X, = 3J(solv G,) = Fz. As solv Go is nilpotent, 
by (6), and as J # Fz, we have J= Xi for some i > 2 and Fz $ Xz. Suppose 
X2 is abelian and let Y, be an irreducible X2-submodule of G ~ 1. Then since 
dim G ~ 1 <p2 we have codim Stab( Y,, G,) < 1 and Stab( Y,, G,) # G, (for 
if equality held G ~, would be tz and as Y, is one-dimensional X, would 
not act faithfully on F,). Thus codim Stab( Y,, G,) = 1. Now [solv G,, 
X2] = Fz and so solv G, @ Stab( Y,, G,). Thus Go = Stab( Y,, G,) + 
solv G,. It follows, as solv G, is nilpotent, that there exists an i such that 
(Stab( Y,, G,) n (solv G,)‘) + (solv G,)i + ’ # (solv Go)i. Now G,/solv G, = 
(SW Y2, G,) + solv G,)/solv Go acts on (solv G,)‘/(solv Go)if’ and 
((Stab( Y,, G,) n (solv G,)‘) + (solv G,)‘+‘)/(solv Go)i+l is a submodule of 
codimension 1. But then 0 is a weight of the quotient module 

(solv G,)‘/((Stab( Y,, G,) n (solv G,)j) + (solv Go)j+‘), 

contradicting the fact that the 0 weight space for the action of G, on 
(solv G,)’ is contained in Fz E Stab( Y2, G,). Therefore X2 is not abelian. As 
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cx27 solv G,] = Fz=~~(so~v G,) if iEZp* and O#UE(X~)~~, then [u, 
(solv G,)),] = Fz. Then by Proposition 5.5.1(b) (with E = solv Go, 
W=G-,) we see that X,=(X,),+(X,)-,+Fz for some iEZp*, and 
dim(X,),,,, = 1. Since X,/Fz is a G,/(solv G,)-module this implies that 
G,/(solv G,) E el(2). Now multiplication induces a homomorphism of 
sI( 2)-modules 

((solv G,)/[solv G,, solv G,]) 0 (X,/X,) -+ X,/X,. 

Since Fz = (solv G,) n T is contained in X, and in [solv Go, solv G,], we 
see that 0 is not a weight of any of the three modules (solv G)/[solv G,, 
solv G,], X,/X,, X,/X,. Then by [Jac58, Lemma 3, Theorem l] each of 
these is a direct sum of irreducible restricted el(2)-modules of even dimen- 
sion. Then (cf. [BW82, Proposition 1.1531) this homomorphsim is zero. 
Therefore [solv G,, X,] z Xi, and X, = X, = J. Thus .Z is as described in 
the statement. 1 

(9) There exists ~EZ_~ such that [G-,,,, G,, -,] Z(O). 

Proof If not the ideal CC_,, G,] of G, satisfies [G-,, G,] n T= (0). 
Since G&olv G, is simple (by Theorem 3.1.1 and the fact that Z(G,) = (0)) 
and T g solv G, this would imply [G-i, G,] G solv G,, which contradicts 
(7). I 

(10) If ~EZ-~ then dim G_,,,=l. 

Proof Let r be as in (9). Then, by Lemma 7.5.2(b) there exist XE G-i,, 
y E G,, --T so that C= Fx + Fy + F[x, y] is a Heisenberg subalgebra of G. 
By equality of multiplicities, it suffices to prove that dim G-i, T + iY < 1 for 
some iEZp. If i#O then Lemma 1.14.1 of [SW821 applied to the 
C-submodule of G generated by G- i, T + + shows that dim G -,, T + iy d 
dim G-,,,+dim [G-,, G,],. By (2), G--p:jy= (0) for all but at most 
six values of i. Also, dim CC-, , G , ] i,, f dim( G,/solv G,), + dim J,. If 
J= (0) or Fz then dim .Z,= (0) for all (nonzero) i, while if J @ Fz 
and 3,(solv G,) = Fz then .Z, = (0) for all but at most two values of i, by 
(8), and we are done in these cases since p > 7. Finally, if J g Fz and 
3J(solv G,) # Fz then (6) gives the result. 1 

(11) If r E K, then t is non-Hamiltonian. 

Proof: By (4) and (9), G-,_ i = (0). Therefore by (10) we have 
dim A,/&, i = 1. Then Corollary 6.4.2(d) shows r is non-Hamiltonian. m 

(12) T s Q is impossible. 

Proof. As in the proof of (3) we have QO= [Q-,, Q,]. Assume TGQ, 
so we have T = 1, E r_, CQ-l,,, Q,, -,J. Thus, as rl([Q-,,,y QI, -,,I)= (0) 
by (l), (ll), and Lemma 7.5.2(c) we have [Q-,,,, Q,, -?] # (0) for at least 
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two q E r_, . Since, for q $ Zy, G, = K,,(G) we have Q, = K,(e) and hence 
by Definition 51.7, RK,(Q)= R,(Q). Thus [Q-l,V, Qr, -q] # (0) implies 
v E r,ce, n so we have IT-rnT,(Q, T)I 22. Also d,(Q, T)= 
4a T)- (0). s ince T E Q, Q satisfies (57.1) (with A = &, S = Q). But 
then Lemma 5.75 shows Ire, A r,(Q, T)( Q 1, a contradiction. 1 

(13) T & Q is impossible. 

Proof: As in (12) we have G,= K,(G) for all q $Zy. In view of (9) this 
shows that if T g Q then Tn Q = ker r. Then setting M = 3o( Tn Q) we 
see that M is a Cartan subalgebra of Q but [M, M] is not nil. This con- 
tradicts the fact that a Cartan subalgebra of a simple Lie algebra must be 
standard. 1 

Since (12) and (13) are contradictory, the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 1 

7.7. We now consider the case in which for some i, i>O, i & 0 
(modp), there exist p, VE (i6+jyIjEZp} with m-i(~)#m-i(v). Note (see 
the remark after (7.0.5)) that our proof of the following lemma does not 
use Lemma 5.6.1 of [SW821 and so provides a corrected proof of that 
result. 

LEMMA 7.7.1. IL A, # (0) and if there exist i, p, and v such that i > 0, 
i & 0 (modp), p, VE {id+jyIjcZp}, m -i(p)#m-i(v), then G,~d(2)@Fz 
(as restricted Lie algebras). 

Proof We will assume G, & eI(2) 0 Fz and derive a contradiction. The 
proof has several steps. 

(1) G, E W( 1 : 1) 0 Fz by Corollary 7.28 above and Corollary 5.2.5 of 
[BW82]. 1 

(2) rpD= 0. 

Proof: Recall that r,, E Zy. By Theorem 1.15.2 of [SW823 an 
irreducible W( 1 : 1 )-module for which 0 is not a weight has p - 1 distinct 
weights. Thus if G-, # (0) we must have 1 rPPl =p - 1. As G,E 
W(1 : 1)OFz we have y([A,,,, A,-, 1) # (0) for some iE Zp*. If y is non- 
Hamiltonian this implies A, = A,, i,, + K,(A) and so Corollary 6.4.2(c) 
shows that y E rP. If y is Hamiltonian then, as A,, +iY is ad Z-invariant, 
we see from Lemma 2.1.11 that either dim A,/(A, iY + K,(A)) < 1 
or dim A p&A, -i,, + K-,(A)) < 1. In either case Corollary 6.4.2(d) 
shows that YE rP. Now 1 rPP( < 6 by Lemma 6.1.1(c). Thus p- 1~6, 
a contradiction. 1 

(3) m-(id+jy)#O for all i, jEZp*. 
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Proof. Suppose 1 fei 1 > 1, where i > 0, i & 0 (mod p). Then by 
Theorem 1.15.2 of [SW821 we have (ia -tjy 1 je Zz} c Tpi. In particular 
(as G, acts faithfully on G-,), (6+jyI jeZp*}cL,. 

We claim that if 26idp-2 and Ir_,] =l then either IK_,] =0 or 
ITpipll>p-l. For as ]K,l=l, every composition factor of G-, is a 
trivial G,-module and so every composition factor of Gpip i = [G _ i, Gpi] 
(which is a quotient of G ~, @ G- ;) is isomorphic to the (irreducible) 
G,-moduleG~,.ThusifG~,~,#(0)wehave(~~i~,I>p-l. 

Now suppose Gpcp+, ),* # (0). As (p + 1)/2 3 6 we see by the remarks 
above that {id+jyIjEZp*}sr-, for i= 1, i=2 or 3, and i=4 or 5. Thus 
as K&f, (as A, is a distinguished maximal subalgebra) and as 
rR = --rR (by Lemma 5.6.8(b)), we see that if 9 E (6 +jy I jE Z:} then 
I Zq n rR I 3 6. Since I rE I < 4 (by Proposition 5.7.6 and Corollary 6.2.3), 
Lemma 5.7.1 shows that for some 1 E ZT, 6 + fy # fp. 

Next suppose that G-(,,+ 1),2 = (0) and I Kz ( > 1. Then by Lemma 7.3.2, 
every root of A is non-Hamiltonian. As I f z I > 1 then { 26 + jy I j E ZT} s 
K2 and so if qE{S+jyl jEZ,*} we have IZqnrRI>4. Since IrEI< 
(Proposition 5.7.6 and Corollary 6.2.3) and since every 9 is non- 
Hamiltonian, we see by Lemma 5.7.1(a) that for some 1 E Zp*, 6 + ly $ rp. 

Finally, suppose that G ~ (p + , ),2 = (0) and I r 2l d 1. If I r-,1 =0 then 
Lemma 7.4.1 gives the result of the lemma. Hence we may assume 
I K 3 I > 1 and so, by our remarks above, { 36 + jy I j E Z: } c r- 3. Thus if 
PIE {~+hIjEZ~j we have I Zq A f R I 3 4. We again have (by 
Lemma 7.3.2) that every root of A is non-Hamiltonian and so as I fE I < 4, 
Proposition 5.7.1 (a) shows that for some 1 E Zz, 6 + fy $ rp. 

Thus, in any case, there is some IE Z,*such that 6 + ly $ rp. Hence by 
Corollary 6.4.2 we have m (i(6 + ly)) # 0 for all i E Z$ so I f , I # 0. Thus 
{iS+jyI jEZ,*} sKi, as required. 1 

(4) If z=iS+jy, i, jEZ,*, then r$rp. 

Proof By (3), m-(kt)a 1 for all kEZp*. Thus IT,nZzl =p- 1, so by 
Lemma 5.7.1(a), r $ rp. 1 

(5) If z=6+jy, jEZp*, then [G-i,,, G,,~,]=(O). 

ProoJ By (4) and Lemma 7.5.2(b), z([G-,,, G,, -,I) = (0). Suppose 
there exist x E G ~ i,*, LEG,, --r such that [x,y] #O. Then x, y and [x, y] 
span a three-dimensional Heisenberg algebra. Since G-, = (0) (by (2)), 
Lemma 1.14.1 of [BW82] shows that ad y is an injection of G_,, ‘I into 
G-i+l,q-r for all i, l<i<p-1, and all VEGAN, I]$ZT. But as G,r 
W(l : l)@Fz we have dim G,,= 1 for all AE~,, ;1#0. Thus we have 
dimG~,,<lforalli, l<i<p-l,qEd,q$Zr.Nowby(3)wealsohave 
dim Gpi,q>l foralli, l<i<p-l,q=id+ky, keZp*. ByCorollary5.2.5 
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of [BW82], m~i(i6+ky)=m_i(is+ly) for l<i<p-1 and k, l~Zp*. 
Thus dim GPi,q=l for all q=ih+ky, kEZp*. But then for 
each I, 1 <f<p-1, (ad y)’ injects the one-dimensional space 
G-(p-,,,(,p-,,a+/r into G -(p-I)+/,(p-1-/)6. Hence dim G _ ;, is >, 1 for 
1 < i <p - 2. Thus 6 4 rP and so, by Corollary 6.4.2(c), m _ ((p - 1) 6) # 0. 
Therefore dim G_i,i6>1 for all i, 1 <i<p-1. But then (as iS$Zz) 
dim GP,, is = 1 for all i, 1 < i < p - 1. But this means that for all i > 0, k, 

lEZp, m Pi( i6 + ky ) = m ~ i( id + Zr ). This contradicts our hypotheses of 
unequal multiplicities. 1 

(6) G/M(G) contains a graded simple minimal ideal Q with 
(G/M(G)), = Qi for i < 0. 

Proof: By Lemma 7.5.1, the grading of G/M(G) is nondegenerate. 
Hence by Weisfeiler’s theorem (cf. Theorem 1.5.1 of [BW82]), G/M(G) 
contains a minimal ideal J= Q 0 B,, where Q is simple and graded, 
.I, = Qi@ B, for all i, .I1 # (0), and (G/M(G)), = J, for all i < 0. Since G, r 
W(1 : l)@Fz (by (1)) dim J,dp+ 1. As J,#(O) (for otherwise, as GPi= 
[G-i+,, G-,1 and so Q-,= [Q-,+,, QP,] for i>O, we see that Ci,0 Qj 
is a nilpotent ideal of Q, so equals (0) and thus Q = C,,,,Q, is nilpotent, a 
contradiction) we have iz < 1. Furthermore, if it = 1 then Q, must be one- 
dimensional and so J, is a p-dimensional abelian ideal of W( 1 : 1) 0 Fz, 
which is impossible. Thus n = 0, proving our assertion. 1 

(7) QOg W(1 : 1) and dim TnQ= 1. Thus we may assume that the 
element t (see (7.0.3) (7.0.4)) has been chosen so that Tn Q = Ft. 

Proof: {x~G~,~[x,G,]~W(l:l)}’ IS a Go-invariant subspace of G ~, , 
hence (0) or G ~, . By (5) this subspace is nonzero. Thus [G _ 1, G,] E 
W( 1 : 1). Now as Q is simple, by Schue’s lemma we have Q0 = Ci,0 
[Qi, QPj]. Since Q-,= [QPi+l, QP,] for i> 1 (as in the proofof (6)) we 
haveQ,=[QP,,Q,]&W(l :l).ButQ,isanonzeroidealinG,,soQ,= 
B’(1 : 1) and hence dim TnQ=l. 1 

(8) aa(Tn Q)= xitz Qis is a Cartan subalgebra in Q. 

Proof: Since 3o( Tn Q) is the centralizer of a torus, it is equal to its 
own normalizer. Since h(TnQ)=(O), 3p(TnQ)=(TnQ)+&+,,,EzQ,,ja 
is nilpotent by the Engel-Jacobson theorem. 1 

(9) CQ-,,a, Q,, --,A= (0). 

ProoJ As Q is simple, 3o( Tn Q) is standard by [Wi177]. Thus [Q-,, 6, 
Q,, -A E L&(TnQL 3dTnQ)l GQ,,, is nil and so CQ-,,6, 
Q,. -al= (0). I 

We now have a contradiction. For by (5) we have [G-,,rr G1, -,I = (0) 
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for r#6. Since[Q,,,, Q,, -J = (0) we have CQ-,,., Q,, -.I = (0) for all 
r. Thus Tn [Q-,,Q,] = (0). But [Q-,, Q,] is an ideal in Q,E I+‘(1 : 1) so 
[Q-.,, Q,] = (0), contradicting the simplicity of Q (as in the proof of (6)). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 

7.8. We now consider the case G,, r sI(2) @ Fz in more detail. Note 
(see the remark after (7.0.5)) that our proof of the following lemma does 
not use Lemma 57.1 of [SW821 and so provides a simplified and correc- 
ted proof of that result. 

LEMMA 7.8.1. rf G,rsI(2)@ Fz and G, z(O), then N(G)=(O) and G, 
acts faithfully on G, . 

Proof: We first show that G, acts faithfully on G,. For if not, since z 
acts as the identity on G,, G, is a trivial sI(2)-module. Hence CC_,, G,] is 
a quotient of a direct sum of copies of the A(2)-module G _ I . Since Go acts 
faithfully and irreducibly on GP i, this forces [G-,, G,] seI(2) and so 
[[G-,, G,], G,] = (0). Thus [G-,, G,] +&oGi is an ideal in G’ and so 
the grading of G’/N(G) is degenerate. This contradicts Lemma 7.5.4. 

We next show that N(G) = (0). We will assume N(G) # (0) and derive a 
contradiction. We let y be as in (7.0.3). Without loss of generality (by 
replacing t by a suitable element of Z: t) we may assume r, = (0, f 27). 

Now Kac’s recognition theorem for graded Lie algebras (Theorem 1.2.1) 
applies to G’/N(G) ( w h ere G’ denotes the subalgebra of G generated by 
xi,, Gi). Since G’ (and hence G’/N( G) is restricted (by Lemma 1.19.1 of 
[BW82]), we see that G’/N(G) must be isomorphic to Q, where either 
Q=W(2:1), H(2:1)(‘)+F(x,D,+x,D,)sQ5DerH(2:l);Q=K(3:1); 
or Q is classical simple. Since N(G) c Ci,oG, is nilpotent, each each 
quotient N(G)i/N(G)i+ ’ is a nontrivial G’/N(G)-module. By Lemma 6.3.4, 
each of these has <p2 -p + 6 weights. This is impossible if Q = W(2 : 1) 
(by [BW82, Corollary 4.11.21) or if Q=K(3 : 1) (by Lemma 6.51). 
If H(2 : 1)‘2’ + F(x,D, + x,D,) s Q c Der H(2 : 1) then by [BW82, 
Lemma 4.11.11 we see that H(2 : l)(*) annihilates each composition factor 
of each N(G)‘/N(G)‘+‘. Thus N(G),=N(G), -ja for all j< -2. Since 
QP2=(0) and G-i d=(O) we have GP2=N(G)), and GP3 =(O). But 
then Lemma 7.3.1 gives [G_ i, G,] = G,,, contradicting the choice of Q. 
Thus Q must be classical. 

Since Q is classical, Kac’s theorem gives that the grading of Q = G’/N(G) 
is standard. Thus we have that Q --4 = (0) and that the possibilities for the 
dimensions of the Q Pi, 1 < i < 3, are given by Table 7.8.1. 

First assume that Q and its grading are given by one. of the last three 
lines of Table 7.8.1. Then we have QP2 # (0), G _ ,, g = (0), and (as Q is 
classical) 6( [G 2. 26, G,, ~ zs 1) # (0). Then Lemma 7.5.2(b) shows that 6 is 
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TABLE 7.8.1 

Q dim Q-, dim Qe2 dim Qm3 

A2 2 0 0 
c2 3 0 0 
C2 2 I 0 
G2 4 1 0 
G2 2 1 2 

proper and so by Lemma 5.7.1(a), I{ f 2) u { iI N(G), # (0)) ( d 6. Since 
N(G),=(O) this implies N(G),,=(O) unless i= +l, +3. Thus N(G))4,46= 
N(G)p,,,,=(0). Since Gpid= (0), Proposition 1.15.3 of [SW821 shows 
that N(G)-s = (0). As each N(G)i/N(G)i+’ is a Q-module, the set of 
weights of N(G) is invariant under the Weyl group of Q. Since Q is of type 
Cz or G,, this implies the set of weights of N(G) is symmetric about 0. 
Since N(G)=N(G)-,+N(G)-,+N(G)-,, this implies N(G)=(O), 
contradicting our assumption. 

Similarly, if QgCCz and dime-,=3 then 6([G~,,,,G,,~,])#(O), 6 is 
proper by Lemma 7.5.2(b), and so I{ + l} u (iI N(G), # (0)) 6 6. Since 
N(G),= (0) this implies N(G),= (0) unless i= +(p + 1)/2, +(p+ 3)/2. 
Then N(G) + 26 = (0). Since N(G) -2 is a homomorphic image of 
G-,@G-i, Lemma 1.15.3 of [SW821 shows N(G)= (0). 

Thus we may assume that G’/N(G) E $3). Assume r, = (0, + 2~). 
We claim that y~f~. For we have y([Ao,2yr A,, --2y])# (0). If y is non- 

Hamiltonian this implies A zy = A,, 2y + K,,(A) and so Corollary 6.4.2(c) 
shows that y E rp. If y is Hamiltonian then, as A,, f2y is ad I-invariant, we 
see from Lemmas2.1.11 and 5.2.1(e) that either dimA,,/(A,,,,+ 
K,,(A)) d 1 or dim A pZy/(A,,, pzy + K-,,(A)) d 1. In either case 
Corollary 6.4.2(d) shows that y E rp. 

Therefore, r-[,, s { f y, + 3y) for I= 1,2, . . . . For since y E rp we see from 
Lemma 5.7.1 (a) that I rR n Zy 1 d 6. Since rplp s rR and f 2y E rR we have 
Irp,pu { k2y)l 66. Since O$f_,,, andp>7 we see (cf. Theorem 1.15.1 of 
[BW82]) that Tp,p~ { +y, k3y). Thus fplp#(zI implies YET+,. Since 
m_(y) < 5, by Lemma 6.3.3 we see that rpbp = 0. 

Since f-,= {bfy} we see that K,c (26) and T-,,-,c 
(26 + 5y, 26 f 3y, 26 f y > for I= 2, 3, . . . . Thus r- n (26 + Zy) E (26 f 5y, 
26 f 3y, 26 f y, 26). Since p > 7 this implies 26 + 4y $ r-. 

Now as G- 1,6+y+G-,-,+ CG-1,6+9, G,. -a-J and Go,Zy+GO, -2y+ 
CC 0,273 Go, -z,l are copies of sl(2) and as Gp2=N(G))2= G._,,,,, we see 
that 

(7.8.1) 
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for all i, j, 0 <j <p - 3, 0 d i < j. Thus, in particular, -26 - 4y E f up + 2 
(taking j=p-4, i=O). Now AP,+z P26-4y 2 A,, m-26P4y~R(A)PzaP4Y so 
CA- p+2, -26--4y9 2a+4y]sZ I. But 26+4y$K so [A~,+2,~26~4i’, 
A w+4yl= CA-p+: -26-4~ 1 G 1. Hence [G- 2, P26P4Y, 

G*- 2,26+4~+(0). Thus C,‘GA~J:.Z~~~~~+G,-,,~*+~~+[G-::~.-~~~~~~~, 
G pi 2, 26 ++I is a three-dimensional subalgebra of G which is either a 
Heisenberg algebra or a copy of $2). 

Suppose C is a Heisenberg algebra. Then noting that r- , = { 6 f. y } we 
see that (adGpP,,,+,,) G .p+,,~~iiP7y=(0). Since -6-7y~K,+, 
(taking j-p-3, i=2 in (7.8.1)) we see (by Lemma 1.14.1 of [BW82]) 
that (adG-,+, -zd--4Y)p ‘GP,+,.,P,,#(0), contradicting Rep=@. 

Suppose C is a copy of sI(2) with UE GpP2,26+4’i, VE G.-,+,, P26m +, 
(26 + 4Y Ku, u])=2. Suppose y([u, u])#O. Then (as JrmP+rJ =p-2 
by (7.8.1) and since lK,l=2) we see that if i${-5,-3,-1,l) 
then (adG,-2,,,+,,)(G~~p+,,~,+i~)=(0) and -6+iy~r-,+,. Since 
y([u, v])#O we can find VEK,+, such that (adGPP,,,,+,,)(GPp+,,,)= 
(0) and p-2<v([u,v])<p-1. Thus GP,,~+,,~,#(0). This contradicts 
r -6p = 0. 

Finally, suppose C is a copy of 51(2) (with U, v as above) and 
y([u,v])=O. Then &[u,u])=l and so v([u,u])=p-1 for any 
VEr -p+l. Since r p ,sr ,+rm1E{S,dk2y, Sk4y) and r-,z 
r2+r-,q36ky}, we see that (ad G,_ 2, 2ii ++) G. p , = (0). Thus 

GP , Z(O) implies (ad GP G ~ pp +J,cof ~ +Y’; Gpp ~ l Z (Q contradicting 
r 6p = 0. Therefore vd- I[Gp- 2, 26 + 4-y 7 

G -p+ r, ,,] = (0) implies v( [u~v;) = 0. Since we have n%&l that there are 
p - 4 such v, this contradicts 6( [u, u]) # (0). 

Thus G’/N(G) E 51(3) is impossible, so N(G) = (0) and the lemma is 
proved. 1 

8. DETERMINATION OF G, IF j(G,)=(O) 

Throughout this section we assume that A is a finite-dimensional restric- 
ted Lie algebra over F which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1 .l (h), 
that is, we assume that (7.0.1) holds. 

As in Section 7, we let A, be a distinguished maximal subalgebra of A 
associated with T and let A=A~_,=,...~A~,~A,~A,~...be a 
filtration of A constructed as in Section 1.2. Let G=Ci, Pk Gj be the 
associated graded algebra. We continue to use the notations Ti, G,,, and 
Z(G,) as in Section 7. 

We will also assume throughout this section that 

j(G,) = (0). (8.0.1) 
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8.1. Section 8 is devoted to the proof of the following result. 

PROPOSITION 8.1.1. Zf A is as above, then one of the following occurs: 

(a) FC Go E Der Y for some simple Y and for every two-dimensional 
torus T, E G, we have T, L P and G, = Y + I, (where I, is the nil radical of 
3&T1)); 

(b) G, is one of51(2)@51(2), 51(2)@ W(1 : l), or W(1 : l)@ W(1 : 1). 

Furthermore, if G, # (0) and(b) holds then G,~~I(2)@51(2), N(G) = (0), 
and G, acts faithfully on G, . 

Sections 8.2-8.11 are devoted to the proof of this proposition. 

8.2. We begin with an easy observation. 

LEMMA 8.2.1. G, is semisimple. 

Proof: Let J be a maximal abelian ideal of G,. Since J is again an 
abelian ideal, J is restricted. Let XE J have Jordan-Chevalley-Seligman 
decomposition x = x, + x, into its semisimple and nilpotent parts. Since J is 
restricted, X,EJ so (ad x,)‘=O (as J is abelian). Since x, is semisimple, 
ad x, = 0 so x, E 3(G,) = (0). Thus x = x, is nil. Then by Engel’s theorem J 
is a nil ideal of Go. Since Go acts faithfully and irreducibly on G _, we have 
J=(O). 1 

It follows that G, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.1. 
Since A, is a distinguished maximal subalgebra, 1 K, 1 dp2 -p + 6 by 

Lemma 6.3.2. Furthermore, by Lemma 6.3.3, dim GP ,, y < 7 for every 
YE f -,. We will show that most of the algebras listed in the conclusion of 
Theorem 4.1.1 do not have any faithful irreducible restricted representation 
with at most p2 -p + 6 weights each of multiplicity 6 7 and hence cannot 
occur as G,. In the following sections Q is always assumed to be restricted 
and semisimple, T’ is a two-dimensional standard maximal torus in Q, and 
I’ is the nil radical of 3&T). 

8.3. Let Y1 + Y,s Qc (Der Y,)“‘+ (Der Y,)(‘), where Y,, Y, are 
among 51(2), W( 1 : 1 ), H(2 : 1 )(2) (that is, let Q be one of the algebras listed 
in Theorem 4.1.1(a)). Assume at least one of the Yi is H(2 : l)‘2’. Then any 
faithful irreducible restricted Q-module has some weight space of dimen- 
sion > 7, so Q cannot occur as Go. 

Proof: As Y,, Y, are non-nil restricted ideals of Q, we have T = 
(TnY,)@(T’nY,). Then we can find O#tiET’nYi, i=l,2, satisfying 
tf’= ti. Define al, a2 E T’* by ai = 6,. Then if W is a faithful irreducible 
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restricted Q-module we have W = C,, be z W,,, + bcr2. Suppose (without loss 
of generality) that Y, is H(2 : 1)‘2’. Then for each b, 0 <b dp - 1, W(b) = 
c Wm,+haz UGZ is a Y,-submodule of W. Since W is a faithful Q-module, 
some W(b) is a nontrivial Y,-module and so (as Y, is simple) has a faithful 
irreducible constituent I’. But by Lemma 7.2.7 (where we take M= Y, 0 Fz 
and let z act on V as the identity) dim V,> 7 for some y and hence 
dim W,>7. 1 

8.4. Let H(2 : l)‘*’ + Fx,D, E Q c Der H(2 : l)‘*‘. (That is, assume 
Q is one of the algebras of Theorem 4.1.1 (c).) Then by Lemma 4.11.1 of 
[BW82] every faithful irreducible Q-module has at least p2 - 2 weights and 
hence Q cannot occur as G,. 1 

8.5. Assume a, fi E T*, with a and /I Z,-linearly independent, 
x~Q.9 YEQ,J, and 3o( T’) = Fxp + Fyp + I. Then any faithful irreducible 
restricted Q-module has at least p* - 1 weights. Therefore Q cannot occur 
as Go. 

Proof: Let V be a faithful irreducible restricted Q-module. Then some 
I’, # (0) with y(xp) # 0. Then xp is a bijection on V, and so V, + ior 1 x’V, # 
(0) for O<i<p- 1. Now a(xP)=O (by Lemma 1.8.1) so a(yP)#O. Thus 
there is at most one i,EZ, such that (y + ioa)(yp) =0 (and thus 
y + &a E Z,). Hence yP is a bijection of V,, ia for i # i,. Thus Vr+ia+.iP 2 
YiVy+ia # (0) for all Jo Z,, i # i,, i.e., V, # (0) if r q! Zg. Interchanging the 
roles of a and /I gives the result. 1 

8.6. Suppose that for some simple algebra Y we have Y@ B, E 
QsDer(Y@ B,), where n>O and Tc (Y@B,). Assume Q contains no 
tori of dimension greater than two and that all two-dimensional tori in 
Q are standard. (That is, assume that Q is one of the algebras 
of Theorem 4.1.1(d).) Then by Lemma 3.1.2, 3yBB,(T) is nil and so (as 
T’E Y@ B,) there exist nonzero a, BE T’*, XE (Y@ B,), c Qa, 
y E ( Y@ B,)B z Q, so that 3o( T’) = Fxp + Fyp + I. Since a(xp) = /?(yp) = 0 
(by Lemma 1.8.1), a and /l are Z,-linearly independent. Then by Sec- 
tion 8.5, any faithful irreducible restricted Q-module has at least p2 - 1 
weights and so Q cannot occur as G,. 

8.7. Suppose that for some simple algebra Y we have YC Q E 
Der Y, T c F, and dim Q/( Y+ Z’) = 2. (That is, assume Q is as in 
Theorem 4.1.1(e).) Then as Q = Y+ T’+Z’ by (4.5.3), we have 
dim T’/(T’n(Y+Z’))=2 and so T’n(Y+Z’)=(O). Then 3JT) is nil and 
so, as T’ E F, we have that there exist nonzero a, BE T’*, XE Y, E Qol, 
y E Y, c Q, so that Fxp + Fyp + I’ = 3o( T). Since a(xp) = /I( yp) = 0, a and 
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/I are Z,-linearly independent. Then by Section 8.5, any faithful irreducible 
restricted Q-module has at least p* - 1 weights and so Q cannot occur as 
Go. 

8.8. Suppose that for some simple algebra Y we have 
PEQcDer Y, Roy, and dimTn(Y+r)=l. Suppose further that 
T’ n ( Y + I’) is restricted, that Q contains no tori of dimension greater than 
two, and that all two-dimensional tori in Q are standard. (That is, assume 
that Q is as in Theorem 4.1.1(f).) If V is a faithful irreducible restricted 
Q-module in which each weight space has dimension ~7, then V has at 
least p* - 1 weights, and hence Q cannot occur as G,. 

Proof. We have dimT’/(T’n(Y+Z’))=l. Note that jy(T’)=Yn 
(7”+Z’)g(T’n(Y+I’))+Z’. Since (T’n(Y+I’)) is one-dimensional and 
restricted we see that T’ @ 3 r(T). But T’ c P by hypothesis so there is 
some 0#cc~T’*, XEQ, such that T’c Y+ Z’+ Fxp. By Lemma 1.8.1, 
~(xp)=O and so if BE T’*, fl$ FCC, then /?(x”)#O. If YE T*, y$Zcr, and 
ye Q, satisfies yp 4 I’ then yp$ Fxp + I’, and our result follows by 
Section 8.5. Thus we may assume that yp E I’ whenever y E Qy, y # ZM. Thus, 
setting Ncy) = Y’y’ + I’, N’?’ is restricted. 

By Schue’s lemma (Lemma 1.12.1) there is some y $ Za such that 
[Y,, YP,] is not nil, and hence T’n(Y+Z’)G[Y,, Yp,]+Z’. If 
y( [ Y,, YP,I) = (0) then y( T’ n ( Y + I’)) = (0) and so by Section 4.6 (with y 
in place of B), we have that Ycr) . is a Cartan subalgebra of Y. But then 
[Y(I), Y’y’] 2 [Y,, YPy] is not nil, contradicting the fact [Wi177] that 
Y(?), being a Cartan subalgebra of a simple Lie algebra, must be standard. 
Thus y([Y,, YP,])#(O) and so, by Lemma 1.8.3, Yty’ (and hence My’) is 
not solvable. Now ~olv(N’~‘), is nil (for otherwise y(solv(P”),) # (0) and 
so N’?‘= solv(MY’)). Also, as noted above, we may assume that 
y E ( Y(r)),y E Y,, for i E Zz implies yp is nil. Thus by the Engel-Jacobson 
theorem, solv(N’Y’) is a nil ideal in the restricted algebra My’. 

Now let V be a faithful irreducible restricted Q-module in which each 
weight space has dimension < 7. Then if B # Zcr we have (as fi(xp) # 0) that 
xp acts bijectively on V, and so dim VB+icr is independent of i. Let 
wz = ZIpid vjj + ia + jy’ Then Wi is an N’Y’-module and as s01v(N’~‘) is nil, 
each N”’ composition factor of W, is an N”‘/solv(N’Y’)-module. The 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.1 are satisfied by iVY’/(solv Ncy’) by Lemma 
1.6.1 (applied to the mapping NcY’ + T’ -+ (N’y’ + r)/N’y’) and the fact that 
sol~(N’~‘) is nil. Therefore N’Y’/sol~(N’Y’) z sI(2), W( 1 : l), or H(2 : 1)‘2’ c 
N’Y’/sol~(N’Y’) G H(2 : 1). There exists i such that (T’n (Y + I’)) Wi # (0); 
for this i, some composition factor is (N’Y’/(~~l~ N’Y’))‘2’-nontrivial, hence 
faithful. By Lemma 7.2.7 (with M = NO”/(solv Ncy’) + Fz, where z acts as 
the identity), if H(2 : 1)‘2’ G N’Y’/sol~(N’Y’) then dim W,.. > 7 for some z, so 
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dim V, > 7, a contradiction. Thus N’Y’/sol~(N’Y’) 2 sl(2) or W( 1 : 1). In 
either case we have that if T n (Y+ I’) = Ft, tP = t then the set 
{Ott) I wi,n + to)) is symmetric about 0 (cf. [BW82, Theorems 1.151, 
1.1521). As V is faithful there exists some /?$ Za with V, # (0). Then for 
every iE Z, we have VP+ iz # (0) and so Wi,@+ ia # (0). Then since 
{a(t) I wi,o + lo)} is symmetric about 0 we see that if (B + ia +jy)(t) = 
-(P+ia)(t) then Wi,p+ia+jy # (0). Note that a(t) # (0). Thus if je Z, and 
i= -(2P+jy)(t)/2a(t) we see that Wi,p+il+iu # (0). Since dim Vp+ior+jy is 
independent of i whenever /?+jy$ Za we have that V, # (0) whenever 
r $ Za. But a(t) # 0 and {o(t) 1 Wi,b # (0)) is symmetric about 0 and has at 
least p - 1 elements, the pth weight 0 being in Za, so V, # (0) whenever 
r # 0, as required. 1 

8.9. Suppose that for some simple algebra Y we have PC Q G 
Der Y, T’s F and that T’ n (Y + I’) is one-dimensional and nonrestricted. 
Suppose further that Q contains no tori of dimension greater than two and 
every two-dimensional torus of Q is standard. (That is, let Q be one of the 
algebras of Theorem 4.1.1 (g).) If V is a faithful irreducible restricted 
Q-module in which each weight space has dimension <7, then V has at 
least p2 - 1 weights and so Q cannot occur as G,,. 

Proof: By Schue’s lemma there exists two roots a, B, a $ Za, such that 
[Y,, Y-,] and [Y,, YPa] are not nil. We claim that if j#O then 
dim Vir+jfl is independent of i (and, similarly, if i # 0 then dim Vil+iP is 
independent of j). If x E Y,, , u E Z:, and xp is not nil then a(xp)=b so 
B(x”) # 0 and hence xp acts bijectively on VjP, giving the result. Hence we 
may assume that each such x is nil. 

Since T’ n ( Y + I’) is one-dimensional and is not restricted, any restricted 
subalgebra of 3 y( T’) is contained in Z’. In particular, for any root y we have 
ker y E I’ and so since [Y,, Y_,] is not nil we have a( [ Y,, YP,I) # (0). 
Then by Lemma 1.8.3, Q’“’ is not solvable. Let J= I’ n (solv Qca’) + 
x;:; (solv Qca’),. Lemma 1.8.3 shows that a( [ Y,, (solv Q’“‘))i,]) = (0) 
and hence [ Y,,, (solv Qcz’) Pil] G I’. Thus J is an ideal in Qy” and is nil by 
the Engel-Jacobson theorem. Since a vanishes on jsolV &7”), we have 
solv Q’*’ = Fz + J, where 0 #z = zp and a(z) = 0. 

By Theorem 3.1.1, either Q’“‘/solv Qca’ E 51(2), Q(“‘/solv Q(” z W( 1 : I), 
H(2 : l)‘*’ c Q’“‘/solv Q’“’ E H(2 : 1). Suppose H(2 : l)(2) c 

;“/solv Q’“‘G H(2 : 1). We may apply Lemma 7.2.7 to Q”‘/J acting on 
some irreducible Q’“‘-constituent of Cp:b Via+ jP and conclude that 
dim V, > 7 for some y, a contradiction. Thus Q’“‘/solv Qca’ g 51(2) or 
W( 1 : 1) and so I’ G solv Q’“’ (and h ence I’s J). Therefore Corollary 5.2.5 
of [SW821 applies to Q(*‘/J acting on any irreducible Q@‘-constituent of 
Cp:,i Via+ jp. Since T’ n (Y + I’) is not restricted, [Q@‘/J, Q’*‘/5] cannot 
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be restricted (for ((T + J)/J) n [Q@)/J, Q”)/J] = (( 7” n ( Y + I’)) + J)/J). 
Therefore dim V, + jB is independent of i. Lemma 4.6.3 of [BW82] now 
gives the result. 1 

8.10. We will now investigate whether an algebra Q listed in 
Theorem 4.1.1 (b) can occur as G,. Thus we assume 

Y@ B, z Q c Der( Y 0 B,), where Y z s1(2), W( 1 : l), or H(2 : 1)‘2’. 

All two-dimensional tori in Q are maximal and standard and 
T’ is one such. 

T’ @ Y@B,(= Y@B,), n>O. (8.10.1) 

Then as Y@ B, (containing Y) is not nil we have (by the Engel-Jacobson 
theorem) that T n (Y@ B,) # (0). We can then find t,, t, satisfying 
T’=Ft,+Ff,, tf=ti for i=l,2, t,~ Y@B,, t2$ Y@B,. Define ccieT’* 
for i= 1, 2 by ai(tj)=s,. Then as t, E Y@ B,, ad t, annihilates Q/Y@ B, 
and so Q = ( Y@ B,) + Qcx2). 

Recall that there is a mapping 

(Y@B,,)OB,,+ Y@B, 

v@bt-+v.b 

such that 

for all ,y E Y, b,, b E B,,. If 4: Q + Der B, g (Der( Y@ B,))/((Der Y) @ B,) is 
the canonical homomorphism we have [g, U. b] = [g, u] . b + u. (q5( g) b) 
for all ge Q, UE Y@ B,, 60 B,. 

Let ye: Y@B,-+(YOB,)/(Y@(x,B,+ ... +x,B,))z Y denote the 
quotient map. 

LEMMA 8.10.1. Let Q and T satisfy (8.10.1) Yrs1(2), or W(1 : 1) and 
n=l. Then: 

(a) 3o( T) = T. 
(b) (Y@B,)(“2)~(Y@xlB,)+Ft,. 

(c) Zf Y@x,B, is invariant under ad f2 then $(Y@B,)‘“l))= Y and 
(Y@B,)(Y)~(Y@x,B1)+Ff;t for all y$Zu,. 

(d) Zf Y@x,B, is not invariant under ad t, then q((Y@B,)(Y))= Y 
for all y 4 Zu,. 

Proof. Clearly Q/Y@ B, c Der( YO B,)/( Y@ B,) G W( 1 : 1). Since any 
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maximal torus in W( 1 : 1) is one-dimensional and is equal to its own 
centralizer (cf. Corollary 1.3.2), we see that 30(tz) G Ft, + Y@ B,. Now 
3use,(t,)~ Ft, + Y@x, B, (as Ft, + Y@x, B, is a one-dimensional torus 
in Y@B,/Y@x,B,g Y and any nonzero torus in Y(g51(2) or W(1 : 1)) 
is equal to its own centralizer). It follows that 3YmB,(tl)= t,. B,. Now 
[t2, t1 .6] =t, .@(f2)(b) and since (using Theorem 1.3.1(c)) &t2)(b)=0 
implies b E F we have 3o( T) = T, proving (a). 

If XE(Y@B,)~~,, then [t,,x]=O and so n(x)~3~(n(t~))=Fn(t,). This 
proves (b). 

Now suppose that Y@x, B, is invariant under ad t2. Then ad t, induces 
a derivation of (Y@ B,)/( Y@x, B,)z Y and this derivation commutes 
with I. Since all derivations of Y (Z el(2) or W( 1 : 1)) are inner and any 
one-dimensional torus in Y is equal to its own centralizer (cf. Corollary 
1.3.2), we see that we may assume (replacing t, by an appropriate element 
of t,+Zt,) that [f2, Y@B,] E Y@x,B,. Thus (Y@B,)O”G 
Y@x,B,+Ft, for all y#Za, and Y@B,=(Y@B,)@*‘+ Y@x,B,. Since 
v: Y@ B, + Y is surjective, q(( Y@ B,)‘“l’) = Y. Thus (c) holds. 

Finally, suppose that Y@ xi B, is not invariant under ad t,. By Theorem 
1.3.1(a) we may assume &tz)=(x,+ l)D,. Then for any ~EA(Q, T’) 
we have (Y@B,),,.(x,+~)‘=(Y@B,)~+,,, and so v((Y@B,)~)= 
r((YOB,)p+,q ). Then (as q(( Y@B,)(12))= Fn(t,), by (b)) we have (for 
any Y$Z,~~) Y=v(YOB~)=&~~~, r~((Yo B,),)=v((YOB,)(~)), SO (d) 
holds. 1 

LEMMA 8.10.2. Let Q and T’ be as in (8.10.1). Let V be an irreducible 
restricted Q-module which is not annihilated by Y@ B,. Suppose that 
dim V,, < 7 for all y E T’* and that V has < p2 - 1 weights. Then: 

(a) n= 1. 
(b) Y~51(2) or W(1 : 1). 

(4 dim Virr,+,a2 = dim Viz, for all i, jG Z. 

(d) For some a~d(Q, T’), Q’*‘G Y@ B, + T’ and Q(‘) is not solvable. 

(e) Zf c1 is as in (d), cl~d,(Q, T’), fi~d(Q, T’), and QCB’c 
Y@ B, + T’, then lj~d~(Q, T’). 

Proof: Let W be an irreducible Y@ B,-submodule of V. Hence W is 
t,-invariant and W is annihilated by Y@ (x1 B, + . .. + x, B,). Then by 
Lemma 1.10.1, V~U(Q)@~~~~~~~~,~~~ m, where @ is the sum of all 
Yg B,-submodules of V isomorphic to W and u(-) denotes the restricted 
enveloping algebra functor. Let @, = {w E @ 1 t, w = iw}. Then as 
Q = Y@ B, + Q(OrZ), it is clear that 

c dim Via, +,a2 = (pdim’Q~stabcw~Q~~)(dim @,). 
JEZn 

(8.10.2) 
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Since dim cjE z, I’,, +jm, Q 7p, by hypothesis we have dim(Q/Stab( W, Q)) 
< 1. Now Y@ (x1 . . .x,,)p-’ does not annihilate V, for if it did Y@B,, the 
ideal in Q generated by Y 0 (x, . . . x,)~- ‘, would annihilate V, contrary to 
our hypotheses. Also (ad Q)- ( Y 0 (xi . . . x,,)~ ~ ’ ) does annihilate @ for 
O<m < n(p- l), since it is contained in Y@ (x, B, + ... +x,B,). Thus 
Vg @+Q@+ . . . +Qn(p-l)-l#‘. But V= m+Q$f’+ . . . +Q”-lm 

since dim(Q/Stab( W, Q)) < 1. Therefore n(p - 1) - 1 < p - 1, and (a) holds. 
Also dim(Q/Stab( W, Q)) 2 1 since V# p Thus dim(Q/Stab( W, Q)) = 1 
and so (810.2) gives dim qi< 7. Then by Lemma 7.2.7, as W is an 
irreducible Y % ( Y@ B, )/( Y@ xi B, )-module, YE H(2 : 1)‘2’ is impossible, 
so (b) holds. Since dim(Q/Stab( W, Q)) = 1, we have Q = Fy + Stab( W, Q) 
for some y. We may assume ,VE Qmcll for some me Z,. If t, E Stab( W, Q) 
then, since Q/Y@ B, is isomorphic to a subalgebra of Der B, z W( 1 : 1) 
and since every one-dimensional torus in W( 1 : 1) is equal to its centralizer, 
we must have m E zp*. Let w E pi,, +so12. Then y’ . w E Vior, + CS+ m,ja2 and so 
dim Vie, + jq = dim W, for all i, j E Z. Thus (c) holds when t, E Stab( W, Q). 
If t, +! Stab( W, Q) we may take y = t,. Then if w E qi, the linear indepen- 
dence of { ti f w 1 0 6 1 d p - 1 } implies that t2 has p distinct eigenvalues on 
span{t:.w 1 O<Z<p-1). Thus dim V,,,+,,,=dim pi for all i,jEZ and 
(c) holds in this case as well. 

By (c) and (d) of Lemma 8.10.1 we see that there is some UEA(Q, T’), 
CI 4 Za2, such that q(( Y@ B,)‘“‘) = Y.-Since Y is simple this implies Q”’ is 
not solvable. Since t,EY@B, and a(t,)#O we have (Y@B,)‘“‘c 
Y@ B, + T’. Thus (d) holds. 

Suppose c1 is as in (d) and QCB’ E Y@ B, + T. If /?E Za, then by Lemma 
8.10.1(b) we have QCB’c Y@x, B, + T so QCB’ is solvable and hence 
/I E dP(Q, T’). If /I 4 Zcr, u Za and Y@ x1 B, is invariant under ad t,, then 
Lemma 8.10.1(c) shows that (Y@IB,)‘~‘s Y@x,B, + T’, so again 
j3 E Ar(Q, T’). Finally, if Y@x, B, is not invariant under ad t, then Lemma 
8.10.1(d) shows that, for y$Za,, n((Y@B,)““)= Y. Thus q induces an 
isomorphism Y]?: (Y@ B,)[r] + Y such that qy( Yy(t,)) = q(t,). Thus 
(Y@ B1)[a] z (YO B,)[j?] by an isomorphism mapping YJt,) onto 
Y&t,). Hence (since Q cr)=(Y@B,)‘Y’+T’ for y$Za,) we see that 
LY E Ar(Q, T’) implies j3 E Ar(Q, T’). Thus (e) holds. 1 

LEMMA 8.10.3. Let A satisfy (7.0.1) and (8.0.1). Assume that G,,=Q, 
where Q is as in Lemma 8.10.2, and let LX be as in (d) of that lemma. Then 
Z(G,)=(O), cr~Ar(A, T), G,c51(2)@B,+DerB,, and G_,zV@B,, 
where V is a two-dimensional irreducible sI(2)-module. Replacing CI by an 
element of Z,*LX if necessary we may assume r, = ( f a + Za,) u Za, and 
K 1 = *(a/2) + Za,. Furthermore, G, # (0). 

Proof: By Lemma 8.10.1(a) we have Z(G,) = (0). Note that a$Zct2, 

4x1 114:1-I5 
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since Q’“‘s Y@B, + T is not solvable, while (Y@ B,)(a2) is solvable 
(by Lemma 8.10.1(b)). Suppose a$d.(A, T). By Lemma 6.4.4 we may 
find XE A, n A, (replacing a by some ia if necessary) such that a, E 
d,(A, e-‘(T)). Now x E Q(‘) E Y@ B, + T and Y@ B, is a restricted ideal in 
Q, so x~E~~(T)~(Y@B,)=F?, (by Lemma 8.10.1(a)). Since a(xP)=O 
(by Lemma 1.8.1) we have xp=O (as a#Za,). Thus y,(E”(t,))=y(t,) for 
every root y (see Definition 1.9.2) and so if y $ Za, we have y,(E”(t,)) # 0. 
Since F(~,)E Y@B, this implies (Y@B,)‘Yr)~ Y@B,+e”(T). Now 
suppose BE A,(A, T) and j? 4 Za,. Then Lemma 8.10.2(e) applies to a, and 

and shows that /?,E A,(G,, e”(T)). Hence Lemma 6.4.3 shows 
i: E A,(A, eX( T)). If a2 E A,(A, T) then a, E A,(Go, e”(T)). But Go[az] is a 
quotient of G,/Y@ B,, and x E Y@ B, , so E” acts as the identity on 
Go[a2]. Thus (a*)%-E A,(Go, e”(T)) and so, again by Lemma 6.4.3, 
(a2)JE A,(A, e”(T)). Thus IA,(A, e*(T))1 > IA.(A, T)l, contradicting the 
optimality of T. Hence a E A,(A, T). 

Now suppose YZ W( 1 : 1). Then by Lemma 8.10.1(c), (d) we see that 
(Y@B,)[a] r W(1 : 1). Since G, acts faithfully on G_, there is an 
irreducible Q’*‘- constituent U of G-, with U, # (0) for some y # Za,. As 
Q(‘) = ( Y @ B, )‘“’ + Ft, we see that U remains irreducible under ( Y 0 B,)‘“’ 
and hence is annihilated by the nil ideal solv(( Y@ B,)‘“‘). Thus U is a 
(Y@ B,)[a]-module, hence a W( 1 : 1)-module. Therefore (cf. [BW82, 
Theorem 1.15.23) t, has (p - 1) nonzero eigenvalues on U and hence by 
Lemma 8.10.2(c), If ~ i n Zal > p - 1. This contradicts a E A,(A, T). Thus 
G, z sl(2) @ B, + Der B, . We may therefore assume (replacing a by some 
element of Zza) that ros(a+Za2)u(-a+Zaz)uZaz. We may also 
assume (replacing t, by some element of Zp* t, ) that a( t , ) = 1, i.e., that 
aEaI +Za,. 

Let & denote the set of eigenvalues of ad t, on G _ i By Lemma 8.10.2(c) 
we see that i E d if and only if ia E r _, . Thus 0 $ d (by Lemma 6.3.3) and 
l{fl}ubl<6.Nowwemayfindu~G~,,,v~G,,~~suchthat [u,u]=t,. 
Thus Fu+ Fv+ Ft, is a subalgebra of G, isomorphic to 41(2). Hence 
d s { k$, *t}. If equality holds then, by Lemma 8.10.2(c), we have 
zpnr~,=(~(8/2),+(38/2)) f or all j3 E a1 + Za,. By Proposition 5.7.6 
we can find fi E a, + Za, with Z/i’ n rE = 0. Thus f (p/2), +(38/2) E 
Z/l n rK, contradicting Lemma 5.7.1(a). Hence Za n K 1 = { f (a/2)} and 
so (by Lemma 8.10.2(c)) r , = k(a/2)+Za,. 

Now it is clear that V@ B, is a faithful irreducible restricted Go-module 
with set of weights equal to f (a,/2) + Za, and with each weight space of 
dimension d 7. Since G- , has these same properties, the assertion that 
G ~, z V@ B, follows if we show that Go has a unique faithful irreducible 
restricted module with set of weights equal to f (a,/2) + Za, and with each 
weight space of dimension ~7. Let W be such a module. Let W, be an 
irreducible eI(2)@ B,-submodule of W. Since 51(2)0x, B, is a nil ideal of 
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el(2) @ B,, it annihilates W,. Hence Stab( W,, G,) # G,,. Also W, is an 
irreducible sl(2)-module. Since t, has only two weights on W, dim W, = 2. 
Then dim G,/Stab( W,, G,) = 1 and WE u(G,) @ucS,abcW,, Gojl p, (see 
Lemma 1.10.1). Let N denote the normalizer in G, of 51(2) @ x, B,. Clearly 
dim G,/N < 1 and, since G, is semisimple, dim G,/N = 1. We claim that 
N = Stab( W,, G,). To see this note that if u E N, then ad u induces 
a derivation of ~((2) @ B,/51(2) @ x, B, g 41(2). Since all derivations of 
sI(2) are inner we have N=sI(2)@B, + {uEG~ 1 [v, 51(2)@B,]~e1(2)@ 
x,B,}EStab(W,, G,)+ {uEG~ I [ u, s{(2) 0 B,] W, = (0)) = Stab( W,, G,). 
Since dim G,,/N = dim G,/Stab( W, , G,) we have equality. Now 
51(2)@x,B, is a nil ideal and so @, is an irreducible N/(sl(2)@x,B,)- 
module and N/(51(2)0x, B,) z 51(2)@N’, where N’ is a subalgebra of 
W( 1 : 1 )O. Since N’ n W( 1 : 1) r is a nil ideal in N’ (and hence in 51(2) @ N’) 
we see that @‘I is an irreducible (eI(2) @ N’)/(N’ n W( 1 : 1 ),)-module. But 
N’/N’ n W( 1 : l), has dimension d 1. Thus @, is an irreducible 
s1(2)-module and so #‘, = W,. Thus the structure of Wr u(G,) @u,Nj W, is 
uniquely determined. 

Finally (as Z(G,)= (0)) if G, = (0) then I= (0). Lemma 6.3.4 of 
[SW821 shows that this cannot occur. 1 

Let {cf;h} d enote the usual basis for sf(2) (so [h, e] = 2e, 
[h, f ] = -2A [e, f ] = h). Let V, a two-dimensional e1(2)-module, have 
basis {u,w}, where hu=u, hw= -w, ev=fw=O, fu=w, ew=u. In view of 
Lemma 8.10.3 we can, and do, identify G-, with P’@ B, so that G-, has 
basis {u@xi 1 O<i<p- 1) u {w@x; 1 O<i<p- 1). 

LEMMA 8.10.4. Let A and G be as in Lemma 8.10.3. Then fpizTp, ifi 
is odd and C i c Za, if i is even. 

Proof. We prove this by induction on i, the case i= 1 being vacuous. 
Assume the result holds for all j< i and that i is even. Then 

T~,cT~i+l+f~,~(a+Za,)u(--+Z~,)uZcr, (by the induction 
assumption and Lemma 8.10.3). If IY i @ Za, then there is an irreducible 
constituent U of G.. , which is not annihilated by 51(2)@ B,. Then (as 
O$K by Lemma 6.3.3) Lemma 8.10.2(c) shows that the weights of 
U are contained in (a+Zcr,)u(-cr+Zcr,). Since T,~(a+Za,)u 
(-a+Za,)uZa,, the irreducibility of U implies that its weights are 
contained in o! + Zcr, or in - c( + Zcr,. This implies that Go, +* annihilates 
U. Since t, E [Go,,, G,,-. ] this is absurd. Thus TPic ZCQ. 

Now assume the result holds for j < i and that i is odd. Then TPi~ 
Ki+, + f ~ 1 z Zcr, + f ~ 1 = rP, (again by the induction assumption and 
Lemma 8.10.3). [ 

LEMMA 8.10.5. Let A and G be as in Lemma 8.10.3. Suppose 
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G,l(51(2)8B,)~~(l:l). Thencr,~d.(A,T),G_,=(O),und[G_,,G,]~ 
5V) 8 B,. 

Proof: Suppose CQ $ A.(A, 7’). By Lemma 6.4.4 we may (replacing 
tz by an element of Zp* t2 if necessary) find XE A,, n A, so 
that (~1~)~ E A.(A, e”(T)). Now if /?E A(A, T), /I$ Za,, we have 
G&flx) s (eI(2) @ B, ) + ex( T), which is compositionally classical and so 
BXe A,(G,,, e”(T)). Then Lemma 6.4.3 shows that lA.(A, ex( T))I > 
IA,(A, T)I, contradicting the optimality of T. Thus c(~ E A,(A, T). 

By Lemma 810.4, el(2) @ B, acts as a nil ideal on each composition fac- 
tor of the G,-module G ~ *. Thus since (el(2) @ B,)(r2) = solv( Gpl)), each 
composition factor of G_, is a Go[cr,] E W( 1 : l)-module. But as IX* is 
proper, If Pz nZa,l ~6. Thus (cf. [BWS2, Theorem 1.1523) each 
composition factor of G-, is a trivial G,[a,]-module. Hence G-, = 
G-z,, = (0). 

To show [G_,, G,] ~51(2)@B, observe that h@ 1 is toral, hence G, is 
a sum of eigenspaces for h 0 1. Since the only eigenvalues of h 0 1 on G ~, 
are f 1 and since all eigenspaces in G, for nonzero eigenvalues are 
contained in &@B,, we see that ifgEGr and [hOl,g]=ig, i# kl, we 
have [G-,,g] ss1(2)@B,. 

Nowletj~Z~andg~G~ satisfy [h@l,g]= -g, [(x,+l)Dr,g]=jg. 
Then for ie Z, we have 

[u~(~,+1)‘,g]=a,h@(~,+l)~+~+b,(x,+1)’+~+’D, 

and 

[WO (x, + l)j, g] = c,f@ (x1 + l)i+j, 

where ui, b;, tie F. Then 

[u@(~,+l)~, [v@(xl+l)i,g]]=(-a;-bik)v@(x,+l)’+’+k, 

[w@ (x, + l)k, [Iv@ (x1 + l)j, g]] = (a,- b,k) ~0 (x1 + l)i+j+k, 

and 

[u@(x,+l)‘, [w@(x,+ l)k,g]]= -c,w@(x,+ l)i+j+k 

for all i, j,kEZp. Since [G-,,GP,]=(0) this gives 

a,+b,k=a,+b,i 

and 

a, - b,k = -ck 

(810.3) 

(8.10.4) 
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for all i, k E Z,. Then (8.10.4) shows that for i, j, k E Z, we have ai- bik = 
a, - bjk and so ai - uj = k(b, - bj) for all i, j, k E Z,. Since the left-hand side 
is independent of k, this implies that bi = 6, and a, = aj for all i, j E Z,. But 
then (8.10.3) implies bi= 0 for all i. Hence we have [G-,, g] seI(2)0B,. 
Similarly,ifg’EG, and [hOl,g’]=g’then [G_,,g’]sel(2)0B,.Hence 
[G-,, G,] ~51(2)@B,, as required. 1 

LEMMA 8.10.6. Let A and G be as in Lemma 8.10.3. Suppose 
G,/(sl(2)@B,) $ W(1 : 1). Then [G-,, G,]se1(2)@B, and G-,=(O) 

Proof: Every irreducible constituent of Gp2 as an 51(2)-module is 
annihilated by sI(2) Ox, B, and hence is an el(2)-module. By Lemma 8.10.4 
each such constituent is a trivial sl(2)-module and hence is annihilated by 
h 0 1. Thus the only eigenvalue of h @ 1 on G pZ is 0. Therefore since 
[h@l,u@x’,]=v@x’, we see that [u@x~,u@xjl]=O for all i,j,O<i, 
j<p- 1. Then [VOX;, [u@xy-‘, G,]] = [u@xp~‘, [VOX’,, G,]] z V@ 
(Fxfp2+Fxf-‘) for all i, 1 <i<p- 1. Thus [v@x~-~, G,] c 
Fx~~~~,+FxP~‘D,+~I(~)OB~. If [v@xp-‘, G,] g 51(2)@B, this 
implies that (G,/(sl(2)@B,)) n (Fxpe2Dl + FxT--ID,) # (0). Since 
G,/(51(2)@B,) SC Ci,0 Fxf D, (as Go is semisimple) this is easily seen to 
imply G0/(eI(2)@B,)r W(1 : l), a contradiction. Hence [u@xT-‘, G,] E 
51(2)0B,.Since{u~G~, I [u,G,]~eI(2)@B,}isaG,-invariantsubspace 
of G-1, this implies [G-,, G,] ~s1(2)@B,. 

Now [G ~, , G, ] is a nonzero ideal of G,, so it cannot be nil. Thus 
t,E[G-,, G,] and so there exist YEC,, xeG_,,,, yeG,,-, such that 
[x,y]=t,. Note that y~L,=((c(/2)+Zc~~)u(-(a/2)+Zol,). Suppose 
G/M(G)=Ci.,(G/M(G))i and k is odd, kc -1. Then [G-,,, 
(G/M(G)),, --y+/w 1=(0)=[G,,~,~ (GI~(G)L,+,,,l (as -&+[u2$rk+, 
by Lemma 8.10.4). Thus [tl, (G/M(G)),-,+,,,] = (0). Since (y + h2)(tl) = 
y(tl)#O this implies (G/WG))k,-,+,a, = (0). Hence (see Lemma 8.10.4) 
r, c y + Za,. Therefore (51(2)@ B,), annihilates (G/M(G)), for all I# 0. 
Since (sl(2) @ B, )“’ is not solvable this implies t, annihilates (G/M(G)),, 
so (G/M(G)), = (0) a contradiction. Now suppose that k is even. Then 
f, c Zcr, and so [G ~, , G, ] annihilates (G/M( G))k. By Weisfeiler’s 
theorem (cf. Theorem 1.51 of [BW82]), G/M(G) is semisimple and every 
nonzero ideal of G/M(G) contains (G/M(G)),. Let G ~ = C, <0 G, and 
G, =Ci,OGi. Since G_, generates G- we see that Gt=[Gpl,Gl]+ 
xi+,, (G/M(G))i is an ideal in G/M(G). Since G/M(G) is semisimple we 
have j(G+)#(O) and so [G’, (G/M(G)),] #(O). Since G- and [G-,, G,] 
annihilate (G/M(G)),, the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem shows that the 
ideal J in Gt generated by [Gt, (G/M(G)),] is contained in 
Ci,k (G/M(G))i. But since (G/M(G)), and Gt are invariant under ad G, 
we see that J is an ideal in G/M(G). Since J# (0) and JG x,, k (G/M(G))i, 
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this contradicts the fact that (G/M(G)), is contained in every nonzero ideal 
of G/M(G). Thus k cannot be even and so k = - 1. Hence G --2 c M(G). 
Now consider the (Fx + Fy + Ft,)-module generated by G _ 3,Y + k12 (where 
1~ Z). Since Cx, G-3,y+la21 E G--4,2y+lcrZ = (0) and (adY12 G-3.v+Im2~ 
M(G) _ 1 = (0), we see that the set of eigenvalues of ad t, on this module is 
contained in { y(t,), O}. Since this set must be symmetric about 0 and since 
y( t, ) # 0, we conclude that G ~ 3,y + ,a2 = (0). Thus rP3 c -y + Za, and, as 
above, this implies G-, = (0). 

Now since C,S f(a/2)+Za, and r,~(~a+Za,)u(Za,) we have 
[A(“*), A,] c ACE*) +A,+ [A@*), A,]. Since Gp2 E M(G) (so that 
[GP2, G,] = (0)) we have [A, A,] EAT. Thus [A(‘*), A,] cA’“*‘+,~~ and 
hence ACaz) + A, is a subalgebra of A. By the maximality of A, we have 
A’“2’+A,c,4,. By Lemma 8.10.4 this implies G-, = (0). 1 

LEMMA 8.10.7. Any element 0 #t ~sI(2)0B, satisfying tP= t is con- 
jugate (under an automorphism of 51(2) 0 B,) to an element of Z,*(h 0 1). 

Proof: Since 51(2) @ x1 B, is nil, t $ sf(2) 0 x1 B,. Thus we may assume 
(replacing t by an element of Z: t and applying an automorphism of sI( 2)) 
that t=h@ 1 +e~u,(x,)+h@u2(x,)+f~u3(xI), where u,(O)=0 for 
i=l,2,3. Now (ad(e@x’,))3=(ad(SOx’,))3=0 for O<i<p-1 and so 
exp(ad(c(e@xf))) and exp(ad(c(f@x;))) are automorphisms of 51(2)@ B, 
for 0 6 i 6 p - 1, c E F. Applying such automorphisms we may assume 
t=h@l+h@u,(x,). But [h@l, h@u,(x,)]=O and (hOu2(x,))P=0 so 
tP=t implies t=h@l. u 

LEMMA 8.10.8. Let A and G be as in Lemma 8.10.3. Let A” denote the 
ideal c, 4 Za* A, + C,a 4 Za* [A,, A,]. Then A0 $6 A, +A”. 

Proof: Since 51(2) @ B, E G, E (sI(2) @ B,) + Der B, and since T & 
51(2)@ B,, we may assume (Theorem 1.3.1(c)) that either x,D, EGO or 
(x1 + 1) D, E G,,. Since Go is semisimple, 51(2)0x, B, is not invariant 
underadG,.Henceifx,D,~G,wehaveD,~G,andso(x,+l)D,~G,. 
Thusinanycase(x,+l)D,EG,.Writey=x,+landnotethatifi,jEZ 
and i E j mod p, then y’ = JJ. Therefore it makes sense to write y’ for i E Z,. 

Let R, be a maximal torus in A, such that R, + A 1/A, = 
span{h@l, yD,}. By Lemma 8.10.7 we may and do assume t, =h@l. 
However, we do not assume R, = T. For i E Z, let V,, Wi E A and 
Hi, Ei E A, be root vectors with respect to R, satisfying 

Vi+A,=u@y’, 

W;+ A,= w@y’, 

Hi+ A, =h@y’, 

,!Y+A,=e@y’. 
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Also let Cj E A, be root vectors satisfying 

it1 
D, if y’+‘D1 EGO, 

if yif’D1 $ G,. 

Then for i, Jo Z, the following congruences hold mod A, (since G-, = (0)): 

(8.10.5) 

for some a, j, bi,i, ci,., E F. Furthermore, we may assume b,,j = 0 if 
Y i+‘+‘D1 $ G,. 

Now [H,, Vi] = Vi+r mod A,, [H,, IV;] = -Wj+, mod A,, and 
([A_,,A,]+A,)/A,~s1(2)0B,. Therefore since 

we have bi+l,j- bi,i+, = 0 for all i, j. Hence there are elements b, E F, 
ueZp, such that bi,i=bi+j for i, jeZp. 

Suppose that dim(G,/sl(2)@ B,) > 1. Then C, # 0 for some u E ZT. Now 
[C,, Vi] = iv,,, and [C,, Wi] = iW,+, mod A, for ieZp*. If Ci+j+U#O, 
comparing coefficients of Ci+ j+U in the Jacobi identity 

CcUY C’i? wjll=CCcu~ v;l, wj]+ [Vi, [C,, Wj]] 

gives 

(i+ j) b. ,+,+.=(i+j-u)bi+j 

and the convention that b, =0 whenever C, =0 shows that this identity 
holds for all i, j E Z,. Taking i = mu, j = 0 gives b,, + 1) u = ((m - 1 )/m) b,, 
for m E Z$. Taking m = 1 gives b,, = 0 and then induction gives b, = 0 for 
all k # u. 

On the other hand, if dim(G,/sI(2) @ B,) = 1 we have 6, = 0 for all k # 0. 
Thus, in any case, there is some u E Z, such that b, = 0 for all k # u. Now 

by the Jacobi identity we have 

Cvi, Cwj, vkll + Cw,, Cvk, vi1l + CVkr Cvi3 wjll =O. 

But by (8.10.5) we have 

Cl’,, Cl+‘,, v,tll E (ak.j+ibk+i) Vi+j+k 

[IV,, [ Vk, vi1] E -C/c,iVi+j+k 

mod A,, 

mod AO, 
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and 

Cvkv Cv;, wjll EE (-ai,j-kbi+j) Vi+j+k mod A,. 

Thus 

-ai,.i-kb,+,+a,,j+ib,.j=c,,i (8.10.6) 

for all i, j, keZp. 
Nowsupposei+j=u.Fixksothatj+k#u,j+k-l#u,i+k-l#u, 

2k- 1 #u. (As p> 7 such a k exists.) Then as bk+,=O, (8.10.6) gives 

kbi+j= -a,,,+ ak,j-Ck,i, 

and as b k ~ , +, = 0, replacing k by k - 1 in (8.10.6) gives 

(k-l)bi+j= -a;,,+akp,,j-Ck-,,i. 

Thus, taking the difference, 

bi+j=(“k.j-ak~*,,)-(Ck,i-Ck~*,i). (8.10.7) 

Fix 1 so that i+l#u, k+l#u, k+l-l#u. Since bkp,+,=bk+,=O, 
replacing i by k - 1 and j by 1 in (8.10.6) gives 

Ck.kp 1 = -“kp I./ + ak,l 

=(-ai./+uk,~)-~(-ui,/+uk~~,,)~ 

Setting j = I in (8.10.6) and using b, + , = 6, + , = 0 gives 

Setting j= I and replacing k by k - 1 in (8.10.6) and using 
bi+,=bk-,+,=O gives 

Thus 

Ck,k-- 1 =ck,i-ckpI.i. (8.10.8) 

Finally, setting i = k - 1 in (8.10.6) and using b,_ 1 + j = 0 gives 

-“k-,,,+ak,j=ck,k~,. (8.10.9) 

Then substituting (8.10.8) and (8.10.9) into (8.10.7) gives bi+,=O, i.e., 
6, = 0. Thus bk = 0 for all ke Z, and so (8.10.5) gives [Vi, W,] + 
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A,E51(2)@B, for all i, jeZp. Setting A+ = span( { Vi 1 i E Z,} u 
{ W, ) i E Z, > ) we may express this result as 

(CA+,A+]+A,)/A,csl(2)0B,. (810.10) 

Now since Cr(ZS(I A,=[A,t,] we haveA=[A,t,]+[[A,tl],[A,t,]] 
and the lemma will follow if we show (([[A, t,], [A, tr]] nA,)+A,)/ 
A, csI(2)@B,. We already have ([A-,, A,] +A,)/A, se1(2)@B, (by 
Lemmas 8.10.5 and 8.10.6). Therefore, since t, ~51(2)@B, and 
(r-,+ro)nro=O, we have ((CCAt,l, C&,t,lln&)+A,YA,~ 
sI(2)@ B,. Combining this with (8.10.10) gives the required result and so 
proves the lemma. i 

COROLLARY 8.10.9. G, cannot be one of the algebras listed in Theorem 
4.1.1(b). 

Proof As in the lemma let 2 =CYgZaz Ay+C,,b4Za2 [A,, A,]. Since 
A = S + Z, where S is a simple ideal in A, we have A, = Sy for all 0 # y E T*. 
Then by Schue’s lemma (Lemma 1.12.1) we have S = A. Hence A = 2 + I. 
Since Z(G,) = (0) this implies A = 2 + A,, contradicting the lemma. 1 

8.11. We have now verified that (a) or (b) of Proposition 8.1.1 
must hold. We will now prove the additional conclusions of Proposition 
8.1.1 in case (b) holds and G, # (0). Thus we assume G, = Y, + Y,, where 
Y,rs1(2) or W(l : 1) for i= 1,2. Then T= Tn Y,+ Tn Y, and 
Tn Yi = Ft; for some 0 # ti E Tn Yi satisfying tf = t,. Define cl; E T* by 
ai = 6, for i, j = 1, 2. Then we have r,, E Za, u Za,. 

LEMMA 8.11.1. If Go is as above, then A = A ~, . Consequently, if 
G, # (0) then N(G) = (0). 

Proof: Since Yi E 51(2) or W( 1 : 1) we have A,,+j,, # K,,,,, for some 
je ZT. By replacing ri by 2jj’ti, we may assume j= 2. Since 
r, E za, u za*, Corollary 6.4.2(c) shows that if a;$ A, then 
Ao,+2x,+Kk2,8ZA.2a, and hence (as 4k21, @ K+,,) dimA.2JK,2az22. 
This implies that ai is Hamiltonian and so Corollary 6.4.2(d) shows 
that (still assuming ai$ API diMA ~2a,l(4+~a, + K+z,)) B 2. As 
dim A *2a,lK+2r, = 3 (for ai is Hamiltonian and ai$ Ap) this implies 
dim(A,,k2,,/A,,k2, n K,,,,)) = 1. Since ZE A,, Ao,+z,, is (ad I)-invariant. 
By Lemmas 5.2.1(e) and 2.1.11(b) this implies [Ao.2,,, A,,-,,,] EZ, a con- 
tradiction since 2,~ [A, 21,, A,,p2,,]. Thus aiE A, for i = 1, 2. Therefore 
n(A, T) > 2 and so lrEl < 2. Hence rE n Za, = 0 for i = 1 or 2. Assume, 
without loss of generality, that rE n Za, = 0. Then IrR n Za, 1 < 4. Thus 
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for I<0 we have l(r,nZa,)u { f2c(,}l ~4. Since O$r, and xjeZGLj,, is 
a Y,-module, this shows that r,n Za, E ( fa, }. 

Now let Mi be any irreducible Yi-submodule of G ~ r. By the above, M, 
is two-dimensional. Let Ni denote the sum of all Y,-submodules of G-r 
isomorphic to Mj. Clearly Ni is a G,-submodule of G ~ r, hence Ni = G ~,. 
Thus ad t, has only two eigenvalues, f 1, on G _ r. Thus G P2, being a 
homomorphic image of G ~ r @ G _, , is spanned by eigenvectors for ad t, 
corresponding to the eigenvalues -2,0,2. Now r_,nZa,=@. But by 
Proposition 1.15.3 and Corollary 1.15.4 of [BWSZ], CjEz G-,,j,, (the zero 
weight space for G-, as a Y,-module) generates G-z (a homomorphic 
image of G-, @ GP r ) as a Y,-module. Since Cj, z G -*, ja, = (0) this implies 
G-, = (0). Since if G, # (0) we have N(G)cCj, -, G,, this gives 
N(G) = (0). I 

LEMMA 8.11.2. If G, is as above and G, # (0), then CI = ( +a, k a,}, 
G, E A(2) + 51(2), and G, acts faithfully on G,. 

ProoJ: Let M, be an irreducible T + Y,-submodule of G ~, . Since 
3( T + Y,) acts as scalars on M,, Mi is an irreducible Y,-module. Let Ni be 
the sum of all irreducible Yi-submodules of G- , isomorphic to Mi. Then Ni 
is a G,-submodule of G ~, and so N, = N, = G ~, . Let T(Mi) denote the set 
of weights of AI;. Then (as Yi E sl(2) or W( 1 : 1)) setting mi = dim M, we 
have 

mf,) = {(m, - 1) aI + nzaz, (m, - 3) al + n2a2, . . . . --(ml - 1) a1 + n2a2} 

and 

T(M,)=((m,-l)a,+n,a,,(m,-3)a,+n,a,,...,-(m,-l)a,+n,a,} 

for some O<n,,n,dp-1. Then since GP,=N,=N, we see that 

Since the representation of G, on G._ I is faithful, we have m, , m, 2 2. We 
will now show m,, m2 = 2. 

Suppose m, > 2. Let ~1 E r,. Write p = ua, + uaz. Then there exists some 
b, 0 d b < mM2 - 1 such that (m, - 1 - 2b) 4 (0, -u}. (To see this note that if 
m, - 1 - 26 = 0 then m2 is odd, hence 3 3.) 

Since r,, c Zal u Za, this implies 

I((r-- 1 n (Za, + (m2 - 1 - 2b) az)) + p) n r,( d 1 
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and so as m,>2 we may find two elements t,,z,eL,n(Za,+ 
(m,-1-2b)a,)suchthatzi+~~4T,fori=1,2.Sincem,-1-26#0,~l 
and TV are linearly independent. Then for i= 1,2, [G-r,,,, [G-r,-,, Cr.,]] 
E [G-,.-p, [G-I,,,, G, ,]] = (0). Since t,, z r are linearly independent this 
implies [G- ,, -~, G,, ,] ‘= (0). Since this holds for all p E r, and since Y, 
and Y, are simple, we have [G- r, G, ] = (0), contradicting G, # (0). Thus 
m, = 2 and similarly m, = 2. Since Yi acts faithfully on G-, this implies 
Y, E Y, z sI(2). 

Finally, suppose the action of G, on G, is not faithful. Then 
[Y;, G,] = (0) for i = 1 or 2 and so rI E Za, or fr s Za,, say, without loss 
ofgenerality, r,zZa,. Then L,+r,cZa,Ifra, so (r-,+r,)nr,=0 
and so [G-r, G,] = (0). This contradicts the hypothesis that G, # (0). 
Hence G, acts faithfully on G,, so the lemma is proved. i 

This completes the proof of Proposition 8.1 .l. 1 

9. DETERMINATION OF ALL SEMISIMPLES IN WHICH EVERY 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL TORUS IS MAXIMAL AND STANDARD 

9.1. We now complete our analysis of cases (g) and (h) in the 
conclusion of Theorem 4.1.1. From this analysis we obtain: 

THEOREM 9.1.1. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p > I. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted semisimple Lie algebra over F. 
Let T be a two-dimensional torus of A. Assume that all two-dimensional tori 
in A are maximal and standard. Let 3A(T) = T+ I, where I is the nil radical 
of 3A(T). Then one of the following occurs: 

(a) S, + S,C_ A c (Der S,)(l)+ (Der S,)“‘, where S,, Sz are distinct 
ideals in A and each is isomorphic to one of sI(2), W( 1 : 1 ), H(2 : 1 )(‘). 

(b) S@B,GAED~~(S@B,), n>O, and TG (DerS)@B,forsome 
simple S. In this case S is one of 41(2), W( 1 : l), H(2 : l)‘*‘. 

(c) SC A G Der S with dim(Sn T) = 1 for some simple S. In this 
case S = H(2 : l)‘*’ and we may assume (replacing A by @A, @ E 
Aut(Der(H(2: 1)“‘)) ifnecessary) H(2:1)‘2)+Fx,D,~A~Der(H(2:1)‘2’). 

(d) S@B,cAcDer(S@B,), Tz(S@B,), and n>O for some 
simple S. In this case S= H(2 : 1 : G(y))“) and 3ssB.(T)~Z. 

(e) SC A E Der S, TG S, and dim(A/(S + I)) = 2 for some simple S. 
In this case S= H(2 : 1 : Q(y))“‘. 

(f) SC A G Der S, T G S, and Tn (S + I) is one-dimensional and 
restricted for some simple S. In this case S is one of W( 1 : 2) H(2, (2, 1 ))‘*I, 
H(2:l :A). 
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(g) S s A E Der S, T c S, and T n (S + Z) is one-dimensional and non- 
restrictedfor some simple S. In this case S is one of W( 1 : Z), H(2 : (2, 1 ))(2), 
H(2:l :A). 

(h) SC A s Der S and A = S + I for some simple S. Consequently 
A =S is one of the following simple algebras: A,, C,, Gz, W(2 : l), 
S(3 : I)“‘, H(4 : l)“‘, K(3 : 1). 

9.2. Before we can prove Theorem 9.1.1 we need to accumulate 
some information about the algebras S(3 : 1 : @) and H(4 : 1 : @). 

LEMMA 9.2.1. Let U = S(3 : 1 : @). Assume that U(‘) contains no tori of 
dimension greater than two. Then U z S(3 : 1). 

Proof We may assume, by [Wil80], that @ is either the identity, Q(l), 
or @(YU 1). 

If Q=@(l) then U”’ contains E= D, +x7- ‘xzD,. Since EP= -x,D, 
and since xi D, -x2 D,, xi D, -x3 Dj E U(‘) we have that Uc2’ contains the 
three-dimensional torus spanned by {xiDj 1 1 < i 6 3}, contradicting our 
hypothesis. Note that this calculation also shows that S(3 : 1 : @( 1)) is not 
restricted. 

Now consider 

Then Q = S(3 : 1 : ‘P) for some YE Aut W(3) and hence is isomorphic to 
S(3 : l), S(3 : 1 : @p(l)), or S(3 : 1 : @(y(l))). But Q contains a three-dimen- 
sional torus spanned by {(xi + 1) D; 1 i = 1,2, 3 } and so Q & S( 3 : 1 ), since 
(as S(3 : l)/S(3 : 1)“’ is nil) any torus in S(3 : 1) is contained in S(3 : 1)“’ 
and Theorem 1.3.1 (f) shows that all maximal tori in S(3 : 1)“) are two- 
dimensional. Since Q is clearly restricted we must have 
QzS(3 : 1 : @(y(l))), so S(3 : 1 : @(y(l))) contains a three-dimensional 
torus and the lemma is proved. I 

LEMMA 9.2.2. Let U = H(4 : 1 : a). Assume that U(” contains no tori of 
dimension greater than two. Then uC2’ G u. 

Proof Since H(4 : 1 )(2) G gr Uc2) c gr U(‘) E gr Der H(4 : 1 : @) z 
Der H(4 : 1) and Der H(4 : 1) = H(4 : l)“‘+ (Der H(4 : l)). (see [Cel70] 
for the computation of Der H(4 : l)), we have IFI(~) c U(‘) + (1!7(~))~. Now 
(U(‘)),, contains the restricted subalgebra (u’z’), n U, which contains a 
two-dimensional torus (as U,,= (Uc2’),+ U, and UO/U, % r+(4)). Thus as 
em, 

2 
contains no tori of dimension greater than two, (U(“),/ 
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((u(2,),n U,)r((U’2’)0+ U,)/U, is nil. But (Der H(4 : 1))0 = 
F(Cf= i x,D,) + H(4 : l), so (Der H(4 : l)),/H(4 : l),, is a torus and thus 
(Der U),/U, is a torus. Hence (u’2’)0 z U, and so v’2’~ Uc2) + 
( IY2’), E U, as required. 1 

LEMMA 9.2.3. Let U= H(4 : 1 : @). Assume that U”’ contains no tori of 
dimension greater than two. Then U E H(4 : 1). 

Proof: By Lemma 9.2.2 we have U”’ G U. Then H(4 : 1)‘2’ s gr U”’ c 
H(4 : 1) and so, by Lemma 8.3 of [Kac74] applied to the restricted Lie 
algebra U”) (and taking 4 E Aut W(4) such that @D = 4 D&’ for all 
DE W(4)), we may assume that dw = (1 + c,(x,x~)~ ‘) dx, A dx, + 
(1 + c~(x~x~)~ ‘) dx, A d,x,. Let S, denote U'2'n span{x~“‘x;‘3’D, I 
i = 1, 3, 0 < ct( 1 ), a(3) <p - 1) and S, denote lf2’ n span(x”;‘2)x;(4)Di 1 
i= 2,4, 0 6 a(2), a(4) bp - 1 It is clear that if ci # 0 then Si contains a 
subalgebra isomorphic to H(2 : 1 : 4(y))“’ and so (by Corollary 2.2.3(c)) 
contains a two-dimensional torus, while if c, = 0 then s, contains a sub- 
algebra isomorphic to H(2 : 1)‘2’ and so contains a one-dimensional torus. 
Since S, n S, = (0), [S,, S,] = (0), and Uc2’ contains no tori of dimension 
greater than two, we see that we must have c, = c2 = 0, so UE H(4 : 1). 1 

9.3. We are now ready to begin the proof of Theorem 9.1.1. In 
view of Theorem 4.1.1, it is only necessary to prove that if A satisfies (g) or 
(h) of Theorem 4.1.1 then it satisfies the same part of Theorem 9.1.1. In this 
section we will do this for algebras satisfying (h) of Theorem 4.1.1. 

Let A satisfy Theorem 4.1.1 (h). Let A, be a distinguished maximal sub- 
algebra of A containing the two-dimensional standard maximal torus T. 
Give A a corresponding filtration and let G = 1 Gi be the associated 
graded algebra. Assume that if U is any algebra satisfying Theorem 4.1.1 (h) 
and dim U<dimA, then Sg UrDer S, where S is one of A,, C2, G2, 
W(2 : l), S(3 : I)“‘, H(4 : l)‘“, K(3 : 1). 

If j(G,) # (0) then by Proposition 7.1.1 either 

G, = (0) (9.3.1) 

or 

Go z eI(2) + Fz, N(G) = 0, and Go acts faithfully on G,. (9.3.2) 

Also Z(G,) = (0) by Corollary 7.2.8 and so if (9.3.1) holds, we have Z= (0). 
But then A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 7.2.1 of [SW821 and so A 
is one of the algebras listed in Theorem 9.1.1. Thus if j(G,) # (0) we may 
assume that (9.3.2) holds. But then G satisfies the hypotheses of Kac’s 
theorem on graded algebras (Theorem 1.2.1) so G is either classical simple 
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or of Cartan type (and hence isomorphic to W(2 : 1) or K(3 : 1) since 
G, E 51(2) + Fz). Thus G must be simple and so A = S is simple. Then Kac’s 
recognition theorem for restricted simple Lie algebras of Cartan type (cf. 
Proposition 1.1.1 and Theorem 1.2.2) shows that A is classical, W(2 : l), or 
K(3 : 1). 

We may therefore assume that j(G,) = (0). Then by Proposition 8.1.1 
one of the following occurs: 

PC G, E Der Y for some simple Y and for every 
two-dimensional torus T, c G, we have T, c Y and 
Go= Y+Z,; (9.3.3) 

G,~51(2)@51(2), d(2)@ W(1 : I), or W(1 : l)@ 
W(1 : I) and G, = (0); (9.3.4) 

G, E 41(2) 0 51(2), N(G) = (0) and G, acts faithfully 
on G,. (9.3.5) 

If (9.3.4) holds then since Z(G,) = (0) and G, = (0) we have I= (0). Hence 
Theorem 7.2.1 of [SW821 applies and so A is one of the algebras listed in 
Theorem 9.1.1. If (9.3.5) holds then G satisfies the hypotheses of Kac’s 
theorem on graded algebras [Kac70] so G is either classical or of Cartan 
type. But there is no G of classical or Cartan type satisfying 
Go E sl(2)O sI(2). Thus (9.3.5) cannot occur. 

Suppose G, satisfies (9.3.3). Since dim G, < dim A the induction 
assumption implies that Y is one of the algebras listed in Theorem 9.1.1 (h), 
i.e., Y is classical or isomorphic to some W(2 : l), S(3 : l),,,, H(4 : l),,‘, 
K(3 : 1). But Y acts faithfully on G_ , and by Lemma 6.3.2, Ir-, 1 d 
p2 -p + 6. Since W(2 : 1) has no faithful restricted representations with 
fewer than p2-2 weights (by Corollary 4.11.2 of [BWSZ]) and F has no 
faithful restricted representations with fewer than p2 - 1 weights (by 
Lemma 6.51) if Y= S(3 : l)“‘, H(4 : l)“‘, or K(3 : 1) we see that G, must 
be classical. Also if G, = (0) we have I= (0) so A satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 7.1.1 of [SW821 and hence A is one of the algebras listed in 
Theorem 9.1.1. Therefore we are done unless 

G, is classical simple and G, # (0). (9.3.6) 

We claim that G, acts faithfully on G,. For if not (as G, is simple) we have 
G,=G,,o. But [G-,, G,] is a nonzero ideal in G, so G,= [G-,, G,]. 
Hence T c Go,o = CC,, G,l,= CGp,, G,,&= CC,,,, G,,,l =O, a con- 
tradiction. Then Kac’s theorem on graded algebras Theorem 1.2.1 
applies to G’/N(G), where G’ is the subalgebra of G generated by xi,, Gi. 
It follows that G’/N(G) is of classical or Cartan type. Since G, is classical 
simple (of rank two), G’/N(G) cannot be classical and so must satisfy 
S(3 : n)(“s G’/N(G) c S(3 : n) or H(4 : n),‘,s G’/N(G) s H(4 : n). Since A 
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is restricted so are G and G’ (by Lemma 1.19.1 of [BW82]). Thus n = 1, so 
S(3 : 1)“)~ G’/N(G) E S(3 : 1) or H(4 : l)(‘)~ G’/N(G)s H(4 : 1). In either 
case G’/N(G) acts on N(G)/[N(G), N(G)] and thus if N(G)#(O) we 
have that X (where X=S(3 : 1)“’ or H(4 : 1)“‘) acts faithfully 
on N(G)/[N(G), N(G)]. But then by Lemma 6.51 we see that 
N(G)/[N(G), N(G)] has bp2 - 1 weights. This contradicts the fact that the 
set of weights of N(G)/[N(G), N(G)] is contained in rP and ]r_ 1 < 
p2 -p + 6 by Lemma 6.3.2. Thus N(G) = (0) and so the hypotheses of Kac’s 
theorem on graded algebras apply to G. Thus either S(3 : 1)“’ c 
G~S(3:1)orH(4:1)“‘~GcH(4:1).IneithercaseweseethatA=A~, 
and ZP,nZ,=@. Since IsA, we have [Z,A]EA, and since 
ZP,nZ,=@ we have [Z,A]EA,. Thus Z&A, and so A=S+Z= 
S-t A,. Setting Sj= Sn Ai we see by Lemma 2.2 of [Wi176] that S, is a 
maximal subalgebra of S and S = S_ ,? S, 2 . . is a corresponding 
filtration. Moreover, S ,/SO g G 1, S,/S, r GO, S, /S, z G, so that S 
satisfies the hypotheses of the Recognition Theorem for algebras of Cartan 
type. Thus S= S(3 : n : @)(I) or H(4 : n : ~0)“‘. As dim S< dim G we must 
have n = 1. Thus S= S(3 : 1 : @)‘I) or H(4 : 1 : @)(‘I. By Lemmas 9.2.1 and 
9.2.3 we may assume @ = identity. Thus S is among the algebras listed in 
part (h) of Theorem 9.1.1. By the remark at the beginning of Section 5.8 we 
have S=A. 1 

9.4. We now complete our proof of Theorem 9.1.1 by showing that 
if A satisfies (g) of Theorem 4.1.1 then S is one of W( 1 : 2) H(2 : (2, 1 ))‘2’, 
H(2 : 1 : A). We prove this by showing that if A satisfies (g) of Theorem 
4.1.1 then A contains a two-dimensional torus T’ such that T’ n (S + I’) is 
restricted. 

LEMMA 9.4.1. Let U be a nonsolvable restricted Lie algebra in which 
every two-dimensional torus is maximal and standard. Assume that 
s(U) = Fz + N, where zp = z and N is nil. Then there exists a two-dimensional 
torus R’ E U with R’ n ( [V, V] + I’) nonzero and restricted. 

Proof: We may assume that U/(solv U) z sl(2). For by Theorem 3.1 .l, 
V/(solv V) is isomorphic to e1(2), W( 1 : I), or a subalgebra of N(2 : 1) con- 
taining H(2 : 1)‘2). Any of these algebras contains a restricted subalgebra 
isomorphic to d(2). Letting V denote the inverse image of this subalgebra 
in V, we see that V satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma and that 
V/(solv V) ~51(2). If the lemma is proved for V with V/(solv V) zst(2) 
then there exists R’ c V with R’n ([V, V] + I;) nonzero and restricted 
(where Z’” is the nil radical of 3 ,,(R’)). But then, as R’ n ([U, U] + Z’) 2 
R’ n ([V, P’] + I;), either R’ n ([V, U] + I’) = R’, which is restricted, or 
else R’ n ([V, V] + I’) = R’ n ( [ P’, V] + I;), which is restricted. 

From now on we assume V/(solv U) E 51(2). 
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Suppose A4 is a nonzero restricted nil ideal in U. Then U/M again 
satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma and the result follows by induction. 
Hence we may assume that U contains no nonzero nil ideals. 

Let R be any two-dimensional torus in U. Clearly z E R. Suppose that 
z E [U, U] + I. Since R maps onto a maximal torus of U/(solv U) E d(2) 
and since 51(2) is equal to its derived algebra, we have that R n ([I U, U] + 
(solv U)) @ solv U. Thus R n ([U, U] + Fz + I) & solv U. As we are 
assuming ZE [U, U]+Z, we have Rn([U, U] +I) G solv U. Thus 
R = R n ([U, U] + I) is restricted and we are done. Hence we may assume 
z$ [U, U] +z. 

Now since U/(solv U)r d(2) we have Zcsolv U. Let J= I+ 
z, z0 (solv U),. We claim that .Z is an ideal in U. Clearly it is enough 
to check that [U,, (solv U)-,] G Z for all roots c(. If not, we have 
z E [U,, (solv U) -.] + ZC [U, U] + Z, contradicting our assumption. If 
x E (solv U), then xp E 3 , so,v,,(R) = Fz + I. Thus (ad x)” = ad(xP) is nilpotent. 
By the Engel-Jacobson theorem J is nilpotent. 

Suppose J# (0). Then s(.Z)# (0) and (as solv U = J+ Fz) j(J) is a 
U/(solv U)-module. Let A4 be an irreducible U/(solv U)-submodule of j(J). 
Then M is a nonzero ideal of U so, by our assumption, M cannot be nil. 
Thus there exists XE M, for some c1 such that xp = z. Let R = Fr + Fz, 
where rp = r. Assume (replacing r by an element of Zr if necessary) that 
[r, x] = x. Let H denote the image of Y in U/(solv U) and A, B denote root 
vectors in U/(solv U) with respect to FH satisfying [A, B] = H. Let a, b E U 
be root vectors such that A = a + solv U, B= b + solv U. Let h = [a, b]. 
Then h=r+,uz+n, where PEFand nEZ. Let AEFsatisfy ~~-;1~--~=0. 
Then [a - I1[a, x], b-A[b,x]]=[a,b]-A[[u,b],x]=h-A[h,x]. 
Since Zs J and [J, x] = 0 we have [h, x] = rx = x. Thus [U, U] contains 
h-Ax. 

Write h-Ix = h’= hL.+ hk, where h’, is semisimple and h; is nilpotent. 
Then R’ = Fhj + Fz is a two-dimensional torus and R’ n ([U, U] + I’) con- 
tains hj. It is therefore enough to show that (h:)P= hi (for then 
R’ n ([U, U] + I’) is restricted), hence enough to show that (h’)P - h’ is nil. 
Now (h’)P = (h - 1~)~ = hP - lpxp + x s;, where is, is the coefficient of vi- ’ 
in (ad(vh - 2~))~~’ h = (ad(vh - Ax))~-* (Ax) = vpP21x. Thus (h’)P= hP- 
~+Pz--x and so (h’)P-h’=(rP+ppz+nP-A.Pz-Ax)-(r+pz+n-Ax)= 
rJ’-r+(pp-~p-p)z+nP+n=np+n~Z. Thus (h’)P-h’ is nil, as 
required. Thus if J# (0) the lemma holds, so we may assume that J= (0). 

If J= (0) we have j(U) = Fz and U/j(U)re1(2). Thus U has basis 
{u,b,r,z}, where Fz=j(U), zP=z, rp=r, [r,u]=2u, [r,b]= -26, and 
[a, b] = r + pz, p E F. If up # 0 we may assume (replacing a by a scalar mul- 
tiple if necessary) that up=z. Let 2~ F satisfy pp-Ap-p =O. Then 
[u,b+(A/2)r]=r+pz-Aa and (r+pz-Az)P=rP+ppzP-/lpz-~u= 
r + pz - ;lu. Thus R’ = F(r + pz - Au) + Fz is a two-dimensional torus in U 
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and r + pz - Aa E R’ n [U, U] so R’ n ([I U, U] + I) is nonzero and restric- 
ted. Hence we may assume UP = 0 and similarly we may assume that bP = 0. 
Then consider a + b = [r, a - b]/2 E [U, U]. Also, (a + b)P = ap + bP = 0 
mod[U, U]. On the other hand, the linear map 4: U+ eI(2) defined by 
q+(a) = (i A), 4(b)= (7 z), d(r) = (A y), d(z) =0 is a homomorphism of 
restricted Lie algebras with kernel Fz. Thus &(a + b)P - (a + b)) = 
((j A)J’ - (y A) = 0 so (a + b)P = a + b mod Fz. Thus (a + b)P = a + b + h, where 
h E Fz n [U, U] = (0). Thus (a + b)P = a + b. Setting R’ = F(u + 6) + Fz we 
have R’n ([U, U] + I’) is restricted. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 1 

Now suppose that A satisfies (g) of Theorem 4.1.1, that is, 
SE A s Der S, where S is simple, T c S, and Tn (S + I) is one-dimensional 
and nonrestricted. Since S is simple, so S= [S, S], we have that 
[S,, S,] Y$ I for some tl. If c(([S,, S,])= (0) then Tn (S+ I) = ker CI, 
which is restricted, contradicting our hypotheses. Hence S(‘) is not solvable. 
We may therefore apply Lemma 9.4.1 to U = T+ S’“’ G S to obtain a two- 
dimensional torus T’ G U such that T n ([U, U] + Z’) is nonzero and 
restricted. But [U, U] E S so T n (S + Z’) contains a nonzero restricted 
subalgebra. Since T’ is two-dimensional this implies that T’ n (S + I’) is 
restricted. Note that T’ c U c S. If T’ c S + Z then A = S + Z’, so A satisfies 
Theorem 4.1.1(h) and hence (by Section 9.3) satisfies Theorem 9.1.1(h). 
Thus S is restricted. But then as TE ,f? we have TG (S + I), contradicting 
our assumption that (g) of Theorem 4.1.1 holds. Thus we must have 
dim T’n (S+Z’)= 1. By (f) of Theorem 4.1.1, S is one of W(1 : 2), 
fw:GG 1)) 3 (2) H(2 : 1 . A). Thus (g) of Theorem 9.1.1 holds and the proof . 
of Theorem 9.1.1 is complete. 

10. ALL RENTS CAN BE MADE PROPER 

In this section we prove that if L is a restricted simple Lie algebra then L 
contains a torus T of maximal dimension such that all roots with respect to 
T are proper. We begin (Section 10.1) with some technical results about 
Cartan decompositions of the algebra H(2 : (2, 1))‘2’ analogous to the 
results of Section 5.8. (These results will also be used in Section 11.) In Sec- 
tion 10.2 we show that certain of the algebras of Theorem 9.1.1 cannot 
occur as sections of L. In Sections 10.3 and 10.4 we show that if T is an 
optimal torus (recall Definition 6.2.1) in L then T(L, T) = f,(L, T). 

10.1. We begin by investigating the Cartan decompositions of 
H(2 : (2, l))@‘. 

4X1.114.1-16 
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LEMMA 10.1.1. Let S=H(2 : (2, l)),*‘, ,!?GA EDer S, and T be a two- 
dimensional torus in A. Assume that A contains no tori of dimension >2. Let 
cr~d(A, T) and let t, be as in (58.1). Then: 

(a) Ift,$S then A[cr]zH(2: l)‘*‘. 
(b) If t, E S then A[a] = (0). 
(c) If t, E S, then xp E S, for all x E A,. 
(d) d(A, T) = d,(A, T) if and only if Tn S, # (0). 
(e) Zf a~d(A, T), a$d,(A, T), XEA,, and a.Ed,JA,e”(T)) then 

d(A, e”(T))=d.(A, e”(T)) (and so Id,(A, e’(T))1 > jd,(A, T)(). 
(f) If d(A, T)=A,(A, T) then T @ S and there exist PEA(T) and 

XE A, such that A[P] = (0) and xp is not nil. 

Proof: Write t for t,, so that A’“) = jA(t). 
Since S does contain a two-dimensional torus (Corollary 2.2.3(b)), the 

hypothesis that A contains no tori of dimension greater than two implies 
that A/S is nil. Hence TG S and so we may assume, without loss of 
generality, that A = S. 

Now suppose t = a(ad 07) mod S, where 0 #a E F. Let S,,, = 
{EES 1 [t, E] =E}. Then it is clear that gr S,,’ E j.J(ad Oi)P) = 
span({9(x”,+/Q) 10 d i, j 6 p - 1, (i,j) # (0, 0)) u {9(xp”‘)}). Thus 
js( (ad 0’)“) is a p*-dimensional subspace of H(2 : 1) containing H(2 : l),*’ 
and so dim S,,’ d p2 for all 1. Since S = Cf=d S,,, has dimension p3 - 2 we 
see that dim S,,‘=p* for some I and so gr S,,‘= js((ad 0’)“) for this 1. 
But then, since [S,,‘, S’41 ~scu+v, we see that gr S,,,‘? H(2 : I),*’ for 
all k. In particular, gr S,,‘? H(2 : l)‘*‘. Thus by [Kac74, Wi176], 
S,,‘? H(2 : 1 : @)‘*’ for some @ and so we have A[a] 2 H(2 : 1 : @)(*). 
Then by Theorem 3.1.1 we must have A[cl] 2 H(2 : l),*‘, proving (a). 

Now suppose t E S, t $ S,. Since tP = t this implies that (after applying a 
suitable automorphism) t E D, (mod W. Then g&At)) c 3dD2) = 
span({~(x’“‘) 1 1 <i<p2- 1) u {9(x”*)}). It is then clear that (js(t))o+Ft 
is a solvable ideal of codimension < 1 in js(t). Hence js(t) is solvable, so 
(b) holds in this case. 

Suppose t ES~. Then if i= (t + S,)E S,/S, E A(2) we see that ad i is a 
linear transformation of trace zero on the two-dimensional space S.. ,/S,. 
Since t +! S, (for S, is nil), ad i acts nontrivially on S _ ,/S, and hence 
js(t) c S, and so js(t) G Ft + S, is solvable. This proves (b) and (c) follows 
since So is restricted. 

Now S, n A’“’ is a subalgebra of codimension <3 in A(‘). Thus if CL is 
Hamiltonian (so t, 4 S), S, n A’“’ + FtX is a compositionally classical sub- 
algebra of codimension ~2 in ACab. By Lemma 5.3.6 it is the unique sub- 
algebra subalgebra with these properties. Thus, by Corollary 5.6.4, a 
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Hamiltonian root c( is proper if and only if TG S,, n A(‘) + Ft, or, 
equivalently, Tn S, # (0). Thus if Tn So # (0), every Hamiltonian root is 
proper. Since (by (a), (b)) there are no Witt roots we see that 
d(A, T) = A,(A, T). Conversely, if A(A, T) = A,(A, T) and there is some 
Hamiltonian root, then T n S, # (0) while if there is no Hamiltonian root 
then every t, E S, so TE S. But as T is restricted this implies TE FD, + S, 
so Tn So # (0). Thus (d) holds. 

If CI E A(A, T), a$ A,(A, T), then (by (a)-(c)) CL must be Hamiltonian, 
so a, is also Hamiltonian. Since a, is proper, S,n e”(T) # (0), so 
A(A, e.‘(T)) = A,(A, e;(T)). Thus (e) holds. 

Now assume that A(A, T) = A.(A, T) so Son T# (0). Since Son T is 
restricted there is some root j vanishing on S, n T. Write S, n T= FM. 
Then ad(u + S,) is a nonzero linear transformation of trace zero on S/S,, 
so js(u) E So. Since S,/S, z 542) and S, is nil this implies T @ S. Hence 
there is some v E T with up = v and u E a(ad D,)p mod S, a # 0. We have 
seen above that if S,,, = {E E S 1 [u, E] = E} then gr SC,, 2 H(2 : 1 )(2) for 
any I, in particular for I = b(v). Then u + S, E gr S,. Since u is not nil this 
shows that A, contains a nonnil element, proving (f). 1 

10.2. We now show that certain of the toral rank two semisimple 
algebras of Theorem 9.1.1 cannot occur as sections of a simple Lie algebra. 

If A is a semisimple restricted Lie algebra with maximal torus T and if 
SIE A(A, T), we define A(a) to be the subalgebra of A (in fact of A’“‘) 
generated by Cp= ,’ A,,. 

LEMMA 10.2.1. Let A be a restricted semisimple Lie algebra containing a 
torus T of maximal dimension. Assume that T is standard (so jA( T) = T+ I, 
where I is a nil s&algebra of jA( T)) and that dim T< 2. Assume,further that 
there exist a, /l E A( A, T) and x E A {a} n jA( T), such that U(X) = 0, /l(x) # 0, 
and x( CAB, A +I) # (0). Then: 

(a) dim T=2. 

(b) If M is u nonzero restricted ideal of A then TE M. 

(c) A is one of the algebras listed in (e)-(h) of Theorem 9.1.1. 

Furthermore, if x E A { ~11 n jA( T) then: 

(d) If M is a nonzero ideal of A then T G A4 + I. 

(e) A is one of the algehrus listed in Theorem 9.1.1 (h). 

Proof: Since a and b are linearly independent (as CI # 0 and a(x) = 0, 
p(x) # 0) we have dim Ta 2, so dim T= 2. Thus (a) holds. 

Now let M be a restricted ideal in A. If a(jJT)) = (0) then M, #A, 
(since a([AB, A-,,])#(O)). Therefore j?(jM(T))=(0) and so (since a,@ 
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are linearly independent) j,,,(T) G I. Then the EngellJacobson theorem 
implies that M is nil. Since A is semisimple this implies M= (0). Thus if 
M#(O) we have a(jM(T))#(0) so A{a}EM and hence XEM. This 
implies /I(j,,,,(T))#(O), so [A,,A-,]sM. But (as dim T=2) ja(T)= 
Fx + CAB, A +] + Z so A = M+ I. Since M is restricted, Lemma 1.8.2 shows 
that TGM. Thus (b) is proved. 

Observe that the algebras of (a)-(c) in Theorem 9.1.1 each contain a 
restricted ideal not containing T (S, in case (a), A n ((Der S) 0 B,) in case 
(b), Sin case (c)). If A is as in (d) then A,, A pa E SOB, so [AD, A ps] G 
jsBBB,(T) c Z, contradicting a( CAB, A pp]) # (0). Thus A cannot be one of 
the algebras of (a)-(d) in Theorem 9.1.1. This proves (c). 

Now suppose x E A {a} n j(T). If M is a nonzero ideal in A then A is a 
nonzero restricted ideal, so A = A + I. Then A (a}, [A 8, A pg] E M so 
Fx + [AD, A -,,I E A4 and hence A = M+ I. This proves (d). If A is one of 
the algebras of (e)(g) in Theorem 9.1 .l then S is a nonzero ideal with 
S+ Z#A. Thus A cannot be one of these algebras, so (e) holds. 1 

COROLLARY 10.2.2. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra and T be a 
torus of maximal dimension in L. Let a E A(L, T) and u E L{a} A jL( T). 
Assume that a(u) =0 and u$ I. Then there exists PE A(L, T) such that 
B(u)+% a([Lp.Lpl)f(0) and L[a,Pl is one of the algebras listed in 
(et(h) of Theorem 9.1.1. Furthermore, if UE L(a) njL(T) then L[a, /?I is 
listed in (h) of Theorem 9.1.1. 

Proof. Schue’s lemma (Lemma 1.12.1) shows that jJT)= 
c y(u)+0 CL,? L-J. S’ mce a(jJ T)) # (0), the required /I exists. Then apply- 
ing Lemma 10.2.1 to A = L[a, /?I (noting that the hypotheses on Yy,,, T are 
satisfied in view of Proposition 1.7.4 and replacing x by Y’,,p~) gives the 
result. 1 

LEMMA 10.2.3. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra and T be a torus 
of maximal dimension in L. Let c1 E A .(L, T), x, y E L,. Suppose that 
x, y E M, where A4 is a compositionally classical subalgebra of codimension 
~2 in L(‘), and that a( (ad x)“- ’ y) = 0. Then (ad x)“~ ’ y E I. 

Proof: Suppose (ad x)“-’ y$ I. Then applying Corollary 10.2.2 (with 
u = (ad x)“- ’ y) we see that for some /I we have that L[a, 81 = S, where S 
is classical, W(2 : l), S(3 : l)(l), H(4 : l)(l), or K(3 : 1). Furthermore, 
B( (ad( Y,,,x ))” ~ ’ ( Ya,B y)) # 0. This is clearly impossible if S is classical 
(for then Za n A(S, T) = { *a}). We claim that Y’,,sx, Y,, y E L[a, /?lO. If 
a is solvable or classical this follows from Lemma 5.8.2(d). If a is Witt or 
Hamiltonian we note that x, y E M, a compositionally classical subalgebra 
of codimension <2 in L (OL). Thus Y, gx, Yy, , y E Yu,,B(A4), a com- 
positionally classical subalgebra of codimension‘ <2 in L[a, j?]‘“‘. By 
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Lemma 5.8.2(f), (L[a, /I]‘“‘),, + Y,, solv L(” is a compositionally classical 
subalgebra of codimension 1 in L[a, /I] (a) if a is Witt and of codimension 2 
in L[a, /I]‘“’ if a is Hamiltonian. Then, by Lemma 5.3.6, YE,a~, 
Y, By E (L[a, B]‘“‘),, + Y,,, solv L(“. By Lemma 5.8.2(e), (L[a, j?]‘“‘)0 + 
YXIA solv L(“) c (L[a, ~]‘“‘),, + Ya,B T and since a is proper, Corollary 
5.8.2(g) shows that [ Y,,BT, (L[a, jI]‘“‘)O] c (L[a, /?]‘“‘)0. Thus YE,+, 
Y,,,,~E (L[a, B]“‘)O. This contradicts Lemma 5.8.5. 1 

COROLLARY 10.2.4. Let A be a restricted semisimple Lie algebra. 
Assume all two-dimensional tori in A are maximal and standard, Let T be a 
two-dimensional torus in A, aEA(A, T), x, YE A,, a((ad x)“~’ y) =O, and 
(adx)P-‘y$1. Let MGA (a) be a compositionally classical subalgebra of 
codimension ~2. Assume x, y E M. Then A cannot be a rank two section 
(with respect to a torus of maximal dimension) of a restricted simple Lie 
algebra. 

Proof If A were a rank two section of a restricted simple Lie algebra L, 
say A = Yy,& L, then (Lemma 1.7.2(b)) there would be a torus R of 
maximal dimension in A such that T = Yly,* R. Then we may extend a, B to 
elements of R* vanishing on R n ker Yy,6 so that A = Yy,,,L. Then Lemma 
10.2.3 gives the result. 1 

COROLLARY 10.2.5. Let A be a restricted semisimple Lie algebra 
satisfying S@ B, E A c Der(S@ B,), n > 0, A/(A n ((Der S)@ B,)) not nil, 
SE 542) W( 1 : 1 ), or H(2 : 1 )‘*‘. (That is, let A be one of the algebras of 
Theorem 9.1.1(b).) Assume A is a rank two section (with respect to a torus of 
maximal dimension) of a restricted simple Lie algebra. Then n < 2. 

Proof Since SO B, is a restricted ideal which is not nil, it contains an 
element h # 0 satisfying hP = h. Since (A + ((Der S) @ B,))/((Der S) @ B,) is 
not nil and [h, A] ES@ B,, we have that j,(h)/Fh is not nil. Thus jA(h) 
contains a torus of dimension 22. Since A is a rank two section of a 
restricted simple algebra, jA(h) contains no tori of dimension greater than 
2. Hence (by Theorem 3.1.1) ja(h)/(solv ja(h)) is (0), sI(2), I#‘(1 : 1) or 
contained between H(2 : 1)‘2’ and H(2: 1). Then (Lemma 5.3.6) jA(h) 
contains a unique compositionally classical subalgebra M of minimal 
codimension, dim&(h)/M) 6 2, and M contains a two-dimensional torus 
containing h. Furthermore, M is restricted. 

Let J= S@ (x1 B, + .. + x,B,). We claim that dim A/N,(J) = n. Since 
dimPer(SO W~ocr 

\ 
sBBn) (J)) = n it is clear that dim A/N,(J) <n. Now 

N,(J) stabilizes J”oP1 = S@xp- l . . . x,P- l. Since N,(J) is a restricted sub- 
algebra of A we see that if A =cf=, Fu,+N,(J) then the ideal of A 
generated by J’@ ~ ‘) is u(A)~“(~~“cJ”(~~“~‘(~-‘). If l<n this ideal is 
contained in J and hence is nil, contradicting the semisimplicity of A. Thus 
we must have 12 n so dim A/N,(J) = n. 
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Since A = 3A(h) + S@ B, this implies that 

n d dim(M/N,(J)) + dim&(h)/M). (10.2.1) 

If UE A write U’ for the image of u in Der(S@ B,)/((Der S)@ B,) z 
W(n : 1). 

Now N,(J) is a restricted Lie algebra containing the central torus Fh. 
Suppose that n > 2 and that Fh is not a maximal torus in N,,,,(J), so 

N,(J) contains a two-dimensional torus R = Fr + Fh, where r = rp. Then 
(10.2.1) shows that M # NM(J) and so we may find E E M, E 4 N,,,,(J) such 
that E is either a root vector (with respect to R) or an element of 3A(R). 
Then as r stabilizes J we may assume (Theorem 1.3.1(b)) that xi, . . . . x, are 
eigenvectors for r’, say r’xj = cjx,, where c,, . . . . c, E Z,. We may also write 
E = Cr=, a,D, mod N,(J) and may assume, without loss of generality, that 
a, = 1. Now [r, E] = bE (be Z,) so [r’, E’] = bE’. Thus [r’, E’] x, = 
r’E’xl - E’r’x, = -c, = b (mod(x, B, + ... + x,,B,)). Define IX E R* (ct = 0 is 
a possibility) by a(h) = 0, et(r) = b. Then E E A, and XT- ’ . h E A,. Clearly 
(ad E)Pp’ (xf-‘.h)- -h modJso(adE)P~‘(x~-‘.h)isnotnil.Ifb=O 
this contradicts the fact that R must be standard. If b # 0 this contradicts 
Corollary 10.2.4. Thus this case cannot occur. 

Now suppose n > 2 and Fh is a maximal torus in N,(J). Then M con- 
tains a two-dimensional torus R = Fr + Fh with r = rp and r $ N,(J). Sup- 
pose M # Fr + N,(J). Then there exists an element E E M, E 4 Fr + N,,,,(J) 
such that E is either a root vector (with respect to R) or an element of 
3A(R). By Theorem 1.3.1(a) we may assume r’= (x1 + l)D,. We may also 
write E = x;= i a,D, mod N,(J) and may assume (since E 4 Fr + N,(J)) 
that a2 = 1. Now [r, E] = bE for some be Z,. Define HER* (ct =0 is a 
possibility) by cl(h)=O, u(r)=b. Then EEA, and (x,+~)~xI;~‘.~EA.. 
Clearly (adE)pP’((x,+l)hxpP1.h)- -h modJ so (adE)PP1 ((~i+l)~ 
xf;- i .h) is not nil. If b =0 this contradicts the fact that R must be stan- 
dard. If b # 0 this contradicts Corollary 10.2.4. Thus this case cannot occur. 

Finally, suppose that n > 2, Fh is a maximal torus in N,(J), R = Fr + Fh 
is a two-dimensional torus in M with r = rp, and that M = Fr + N,(J). 
Thus dim M/N,(J) = 1 and so (recalling dim(ja(h)/M < 2) (10.2.1) shows 
that dim(sA(h)/M)= 2. By Lemma 1.11.1 this implies H(2 : l)(*‘s 3,,(h)/ 
solv(3,(h)) G H(2 : 1) and M/solv(3,(h)) = (3,(h)/solv(3,(h))),,. Therefore 
M/solv M 2 A(2). Since Fh is a maximal torus in the restricted subalgebra 
N,,,,(J) and h E 3(M), the Engel-Jacobson theorem shows that N,,,,(J) is 
nilpotent. Hence N,(J) + solv M is solvable. Since M is not solvable and 
dim M/N,,,(J) = 1 we see that N,(J) 2 solv M. Then N,(J)/solv M is a 
two-dimensional nilpotent subalgebra of el(2). Since sI(2) has no such sub- 
algebra, this case cannot occur and the proof is complete. 1 

10.3. We now assume that A is one of the algebras of Theorem 
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9.1.1 excluding case (b) or is one of the algebras of Corollary 10.25 We 
show that if A has an improper root relative to T, it is possible to switch to 
a torus with respect to which A has more proper roots. 

LEMMA 10.3.1. Let A be a ,finite-dimensional restricted semisimple Lie 
algebra over F. Assume that all tori of maximal dimension in A are two- 
dimensional and standard. Let T be a two-dimensional torus in A. If 
SOB, G A E Der(S@ B,), n > 0, and A/(A n ((Der S) @ B,)) is not nil (i.e., 
if A is one of the algebras of Theorem 9.1.1 (b)), assume that n < 2. Let 
MEA(T)-Ar(T) and XEA,. Assume ayEAp(e-i(T)). Then IAr(e’(T))I > 
IA.(T)I. 

Proof: Since A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 9.1.1 it is sufficient 
to prove the result for each of the algebras listed in cases (a)(h) of that 
theorem. 

Suppose A is one of the algebras listed in (a) of Theorem 9.1.1. Thus 
S, + S,c A c Der(S, + S,), where S,, S, are among 51(2), W(1 : I), 
H(2 : 1)‘2’. Thus S, and S, are nonnil restricted ideals and so Tn Si # (0) 
for i= 1, 2. Hence T=Ft, +Ft,, where t,E Si and tP = ti. Define cl; by 
c(;( t,) = 6, for i, j = 1,2. Then A(T) G Za, u Za,. We may assume, without 
loss of generality, that CI = IX~. Then x E A, G [t,, A] E S,, so E-‘(t2) = t, 
and [x, Ail21 c S, n S, = (0) for 1 <j< p - 1. Then by Proposition 1.9.3 
we have 4,z,,r = Aj12 for 16 j<p- 1. Since (~1~)~~ (t2)= (cI~).~ (E”t,)= 
a2(t2)--(a2(xP))al(f2)=a2(t2) we have (a,), (IIA~i12j,, A-,ja,,rl)= 
a2( CA,12, A pjfi2] ) for all j, 1 < j < p - 1. Thus (a,), is proper if and only if a2 
is proper, and the lemma holds in this case. 

Next suppose that A is one of the algebras listed in (b) of Theorem 9.1.1. 
Thus S@ B, E A E Der(S@ B,), n > 0, and A/(A n ((Der S) @ B,)) is 
not nil. Then T= Ft, + Ft,, where tf= t,, t$‘= t,, t, $ (Der S)@ B,, 
and t2E(S@B,,). Define ai for i=l,2 by ai(tl)=S,. Set J=S@ 
(x,B,+ ... +x,B,,). Assume that n<2. 

Suppose first that T & N,(J). Then by Theorem 1.3.1 (a) we may assume 
that t, =(x1 + 1) D, mod((Der S)@B,). Let fi be a root, /l$Za,. Then 
/I(t2)#0 and so A,~ES@B,,. Then (x,+l)‘.AB~Aa+,, and (since 
(~~+l)~=l) the map 8:A,-+Ag+or, defined by ~(u)=(x,+ l).u is a 
bijection. Then the linear map 0: A’“) + A(B+zl) defined by 0 I a,ll = 8’ is an 
isomorphism of Lie algebras fixing T. Thus /I is proper if and only if /? + a1 
is proper, and hence, for any ie Z, b is proper if and only if p + ia, is 
proper. 

NOW suppose a$Za,. By hypothesis a is improper, so by the above 
remark p is improper for every b 4 Za 1. Since a, ( T n (S @ B,)) = (0) we see 
by the Engel-Jacobson theorem that (S@ Bn)(al) is solvable. Hence A[a,] 
is a quotient of A/(S@ B,). Since x E S@ B,, E’ induces the identity map 
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on A/(S@ B,). Thus A [a,] z A[(cci),] by an isomorphism mapping !Yy,, T 

to ‘Y’WL T and so ‘x1 is proper if and only if (~li).~ is proper. Thus the lemma 
holds when a $ Zu i . 

If GI E Za, and /I is improper for some p +! Za,, then every root is 
improper so the lemma holds vacuously in this case. 

Thus we may assume that c1 E Zcc, and that fl is proper for every p 
Zff,. Let q, denote the homomorphism of restricted Lie algebras 
of (S@B,)‘“Z+‘“1’ into S obtained by composing the inclusion 
(SQB,)‘a*+ial’ESQB, and the isomorphism SE (SO B,)/J. Since 
(x,+l)k’.A k(zz+ial) =A k’12+‘i+ j)a,) we see that the images Of qo, . . . . ?yp- 1 

are all the same. Since SO B, = xi A ‘Q+~“) we see that S is the sum of the 
images of the qI. Hence each q, is surjective. Since every /I E Za i is proper it 
follows that the roots of S with respect to Fh, where h = t, + J, are all 
proper. Now let ‘I,! denote the homomorphism of restricted Lie algebras of 
(SQ B )“W),+i’&l 
(SQ Bn)“dr+i’,,)d 

into S obtained by composing the inclusion 
G S@ B, and the isomorphism S r (SO B,)/J. Since 

XE A,,‘and cc,(t,) =0 we have t,EP(T) and so e”(T) maps onto Fh. Since 
the roots of S with respect to Fh are proper and since the kernel of qj is a 
nil ideal, the roots of (SO BH)“z2)r+i”‘)r) are proper for every i. Thus fl, is 
proper for every B # Zcr i, hence for every root fi. This gives our result in 
this case. 

Now suppose that TG N,(J). Since n < 2 and (SO B,)“‘) is solvable we 
see that N,(J) n A’OL1) is a compositionally classical subalgebra of codimen- 
sion 6 2 in Acal). Then Corollary 5.6.4 shows that IX, is proper. Thus CI 4 Za, 
and so A.zS@B,. Hence XESOB, and so e”(T)GN,(J). Since p$Zcl, 
implies A, c S@ B, we see that Ap(A, T)=d.(T+S@B,, T) and 
similarly A,(A, e-‘(T)) = A,(e”(T) + SO B,, e’(T)). Let 4: N,(J) + Der S 
be the homomorphism of restricted Lie algebras defined by 

&u)(s) = [u, s] + JE SQ B,/Jz S 

for UE N,(J), SE S. Let U = ker 4 1 T. Suppose p(U) # (0). Then 
(S@Bn)B= [u, (S@B,),]zJ and so /IEA~(T+S@B,,, T). This implies 
M(U) = (0) and so p,(E”U) = /I(U). Thus b, E A.(e”( T) + SOB,,, ex( T)) 
whenever p(U) # (0). Then if U # (0) we see that IX, E A.(A, ex( T)) implies 
A,(A, ex( T)) = A(A, ex( T)) and so our result holds in this case. Thus we 
may assume U = (0) and so Der S contains a two-dimensional torus d(T). 
Thus H(2: 1)‘2’~@(T)+S~H(2: l), A.(A, T)=A.(q5(T)+S,&T)), and 
A,(A, ex( T)) = Ap(e4@‘& T) + S, e,@)d( T)). The result (in this case) now 
follows from Lemma 5.8.6. 

Now suppose that SC A E Der S, where S = H(2 : 1)‘2’, W( 1 : 2), 
H(2:l:@(y)) ) . “) H(2.1 : A), or W(2 : 1). Then AE W(2 : l), so any two- 
dimensional torus in A is equal to its centralizer. Thus Proposition 4.9 of 
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[Wi183] applies and gives the result. This shows that the result holds in 
cases (c) and (e) of Theorem 9.1.1 and in some situations in the remaining 
cases. 

Suppose that (d) of Theorem 9.1.1 holds. Thus S@ B,cA G 
Der(SO B,), A/(A n ((Der S) 0 B,)) is nil, and jsBs,( T) G I. Then any root 
with respect to T is proper and so the conclusion of the lemma is 
(vacuously) true in this case. 

Since the result clearly holds if A is classical (for then all roots with 
respect to any torus are proper), we are left only with the cases 
ScA~Ders, S=H(2: (2, 1))‘2’, and A=S(3: l)(l), H(4: l)(l), K(3 : 1). 
The first of these cases is covered by Lemma 10.1.1(e) and the rest by 
Corollary 5.8.4. 1 

10.4. We now prove the main result of Secton 10. Recall the 
definition (Definition 6.2.1) of an optimal torus. 

PROPOSITION 10.4.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F. Let T be an optimal torus in L. Then all roots with respect to 
T are proper. 

Proof. If not then there exist CY E A(T) - Ap( T) and XE L, such that 
x, E A.(e”( T)). Let X denote ZA, the subgroup of T* generated by A. Let 
- denote the equivalence relation on X defined by fi - y if and only if 
Za + Zp = Za + Zy. Let Y be a complete set of representatives of 
equivalence classes for - containing 0. Then it is clear that 

A,(L, T) = Ap(L(“), T) 

” p Y (0) (A p(L 
(a,p), T) - A,(L’“‘, T)) 

= A:WCa,, Y’, T) 

uB 
t 
2 (o) (A&Cay BIT yylx,I,T) -A AL’“‘, VI. 

We also have the corresponding expression for A,(L, ex( T)). Now 

IAAUal, y’,T)I < lAALC~,l~ yV,r:ex(T))l 
by hypothesis. Furthermore, 

IAALCa, PI, yx,~T)-Ap(Ual, yu,T)l 

< IAALCa,, 8,1, pm,, 8r e?T)) - AAUa,l~ yv,.rex(T)N 

by Lemma 10.2.5 and Corollary 10.3.1. Therefore IA.(T)1 -C IA,(e”(T))1. 
This contradicts the optimality of T. Hence the proposition is proved. 1 
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11. SECTIONS OF A SIMPLE ALGEBRA 

In this section we will show that certain of the semisimple algebras listed 
in Theorem 9.1.1 cannot occur as a section L[a, /I], where L is a restricted 
simple Lie algebra over F. 

Throughout this section we will let L denote a finite-dimensional restric- 
ted simple Lie algebra over F and T denote an optimal torus in L. By 
Proposition 10.4.1 every root of L with respect to T is proper. 

11.1. We first need to accumulate some fairly detailed information 
about the Cartan decompositions of the algebras which occur in (e)(g) of 
Theorem 9.1 .l. These results are analogous to the results of Sections 5.8 
and 10.1. 

LEMMA 11.1 .l. Let S = W( 1 : 2), A = 3, and let T be a two-dimensional 
torus in A. Let CI E A(A, T) and let t, be as in (5.8.1). Then: 

(a) Ift,$S then A[a]z W(l : 1). 
(b) Ift,~SthenA[a]=(O)and~~~S~forallx~A, 
(c) T s& S. 
(d) If A(A, T) = A,(A, T) then there exists PEA(T) and XE A, such 

that AC/I] = (0), and xp is not nil. 

Proof: Write t for t,. 
Suppose t $ S. Then we must have t = a(ad D, )” + b(ad Dl) mod S, for 

some nonzero a, b E F. Let Q = span { x’“‘D, 1 j > p}. Clearly Q contains no 
eigenvectors for t. Since (ad t)” - (ad t) = 0 we have S= Cj’:,’ SC,,, where 
SC,,= {EE W(1 :2) 1 [t,E]=lE}. s ince SC,) n Q = (0) we have dim SC,, < p 
for all 1. Since dim S = p2 we have dim SC,, =p and S= SC,, + Q for all 1. 
Since Q = S’,- i this implies gr ScO, z W( 1 : 1). Then SC,,, contains a sub- 
algebra of codimension one and SC,, is simple (for if (0) #J is a proper 
ideal in St,,, then gr JE gr SC,, is a proper ideal in gr S,,,). Thus (by 
[Kac74] or [Wi176, Theorem 11) Sco,r W(l : 1). Thus (a) holds. 

Now suppose t E S. Then (after multiplication by a suitable integer) 
t = x, D, mod S, and so ss( t) E So. Since S, is solvable, 3.J t) is solvable. 
Since [S, S] G S this implies ss(t) is solvable. Hence A[cr] = (0). Further- 
more, A, G Sn ss(t) = ss(t) E S,. Since S, is a restricted subalgebra of S 
we see that if x E A, then xp E S,, proving (b). 

If Ts S then Tn So # (0) (as dim S/S, = 1). As dim S,/S, = 1 and S, is 
nil we have S,, = (Tn S,) + S,. Consequently S = T+ S, and [S, S,] s 
[T+ So, (Tn S,) + S,] 5 S,, contradicting the simplicity of S. Thus (c) 
holds. 

Since T & S and T is spanned by {t, ) y EA(T)} we see that there is 
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some y E d(T) such that t, $ S. By (a) we have that y is a Witt root. 
Therefore Lemma 5.3.6 shows that Acy’ contains a compositionally classical 
subalgebra of codimension 1 which contains every compositionally classical 
subalgebra of codimension 62. Therefore this subalgebra contains 
S, n A(?) and since y is proper, Corollary 5.6.4 shows that it also contains 
T. Thus Tn S, # (0) so Tn S, = Fr, where rp = r. Let BE d(A, T) satisfy 
j?(r)=0 and let XE A,. Since [r, x] =0 we have XE S,. If xp is nil then 
x E S, (for So/S, is a torus). But x E S, and [r, x] = 0 implies x E S, and (as 
T @ S) this implies x = 0. Thus for any 0 # x E A,j we have that xp is not 
nil. Since A[B] = (0) by (b), (d) is proved. 1 

LEMMA 11.1.2. Let S= H(2 : 1 : D(y))“‘, A = S, and T he a two-dimen- 
sional torus in A. Then: 

(a) ja(T)=T, TnS=(O), andA[cl]=(O)fareuerycrEA(T). 
(b) There exist some c1 E A( T) and x E A, such that x is not nil. 

Proof: By Corollary 1.3.2 we have jA( T) = T. We must have T ~,6 S, 
since otherwise Theorem 9.1.1(h) would contradict S= H(2 : 1 : D(y))‘]‘. 
Then (since S is not restricted) by Lemmas 4.6.4, 4.7.2, and 4.8.1 of 
[SW821 we see that A has p2 - 1 roots, each of multiplicity one. But 
dimS=p’-1 so TnS=(O) and S(“=Cp:l A,. If YESES, ady is 
nilpotent on S(‘), so by the Engel-Jacobson theorem S(‘) is nilpotent, 
hence solvable. Thus A[c(] = (0) proving (a). 

Finally, S= ClfO S,. Since S is not nilpotent, then Engel-Jacobson 
theorem implies that there is some CI E A(T) and some x E S, such that x is 
not nil. 1 

LEMMA 11.1.3. Let S= H(2 : 1 : A) and A= S. Let T he a two-dimen- 
sional torus in A. Assume that all roots with respect to T are proper. Then: 

(a) Tc A,. 
(b) If A’“’ ~4 A, then A[M] E W(1 : 1). Hence if A[a] z sI(2) or 

A[a]=(O) andxEA, then xp=O. 

Proof: As in the proof of the previous lemma, we have that jA( T) = T, 
that T @ S, and that A has p2 - 1 roots, each of multiplicity one. Now (by 
Theorem 1.3.1(c)) we may assume (replacing A by @A for some 
@EAut W(2: 1)) that T is one of span{(x,+l)D,, (x2+ l)D,}, 
wn{(x, + 1) D,, x2D2), span{x,D,, x,D,}. 

Suppose T=span((x, + l)D,, (x2+ l)D,j. Then as every root c1 is 
proper, Corollary 3.8 of [Wil83] shows that for any root c1 either 
A[cr] g (0) or A[E] r sl(2) and therefore A, c K,( W(2 : 1)) for at least 
p-3 values of i, ldi<p-1. Thus (O)#A,=K,(W(2:1)) for some i. 
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Then by Lemma 3.7(f) of [Wi183], A 3 K( W(2 : 1)) = CafO K,( W(2 : l)), 
a (p* - 1 )-dimensional T-invariant subalgebra of W(2 : 1). Thus 
A = T+ K( W(2 : 1)) so S = A(‘)E K( W(2 : 1)). This contradicts the fact 
that dim S=p*. Hence T= span((x, + 1) D1, (x2 + 1) Dz) is impossible 
and so T n A0 # (0). Therefore Tn A, contains an element t, satisfying 
tf = t, # (0). Suppose T @ A,. Then ad( t, + A 1) annihilates an element of 
A/AO, hence is a rank one transformation. We may therefore assume 
(replacing t, by @t, and A by @A for some @~Aut(H(2 : 1)) that 
t,=xID, or x,D, mod W(2: l)i. Then grjs(t,)=span{g(x,x;) 1 O<id 
p-l) if t,zxID, or span(~(x~x,)jO<i<p--lf if t=x,D,. In either 
case grjs(t,)g W(1 : 1) and so js(t,)r W(1 : 1). Then since all roots are 
proper we must have (Proposition 1.7 of [Wi183]) that Tn SE A, and so 
TE AO, contradicting our assumption. Therefore TE A, and (a) is proved. 
Our computation of A[cl] also shows if A’“’ If A,, then A[a] z W(1 : 1). 
Thus A[GI] z (0) or 51(2) implies A@‘E A,. But A, is a nil ideal in A, and 
A,/,4 1 z 51(2), so if x E A, we have xP = 0. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 1 

11.2. We now show that only certain of the algebras listed in 
Theorem 9.1.1 can occur as a rank two section of a restricted simple Lie 
algebra. 

LEMMA 11.2.1. Let M be one of the algebras listed in Theorem 
9.l.l(et(h). Let T be an optimal torus in M (so A(M, T)=A.(M, T)) and 
A(M, T) c Za + Z/l. Suppose M[cl] = (0) and that, for some x E M,, xp is 
not nil. Then yeA(M, T) and y(xP)#O imply that a([M,, MA,])= (0). 

Proof. If M is classical then M[cl] = (0) implies M, = (0). Thus M 
cannot be classical. Corollary 58.3 shows that M cannot be one of the 
nonclassical algebras of Theorem 9.1.1 (h). Thus we may assume SC M G 
Der S, where S is one of W(l : 2), H(2 : (2, 1))‘2’, H(2 : 1 : Q(y))“! 
H(2:l.A). 

If S = H(2 : 1 : A) then by Proposition 2.1.8(c) we have M = S. But then 
Lemma 11.1.3 shows S= H(2 : 1 : A) is impossible. 

If S=H(2 : (2, 1))“) then by (d) and (f) of Lemma 10.1.1, TnS= Tn 
S,#(O). If M[a] = (0) then t,ES (where t, is as in (58.1)) by Lemma 
10.1.1(a). Thus a(Tn S)=(O) and so, as S,, is restricted (Lemma 2.1.7), 
a(&T)) = (0). Thus a( [M,, M-,1) = (0) for all y and our result holds. 

If S= W(1 : 2) then, as s= Der S (cf. [Wil7la, Lemma 4]), we have 
M = S. Hence Lemma 11.1.1 shows that since M[a) = (0) we have xp E So. 
Since xp is not nil, xp q! S1 and so (as dim S,/S, = 1) So = Fxp + S,. But 
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cr(xp) =0 (by Lemma 1.81) and S, is nil, so ~1(3~&T))= (0). But we have 
3s( T) = 3s0( T), for otherwise [S, S,] = [3s( T) + So, Fxp + S,] c So, con- 
tradicting the simplicity of S. Thus U( [M,, M-,I) = (0) for all y and our 
result holds. 

Finally, if S= H(2 : 1 : Q(y)) (‘) then S= Der S and so M = S. Then 
Lemma 11.1.2 shows that 3M(T)n S= (0) for all y. Hence our result holds 
in this case as well. 1 

COROLLARY 11.2.2. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra and T be an 
optimal torus in L. Let tl E A(L, T). If L[a] = (0) and x E L, then xp is nil. 

Proof. If not then (as cr(xp)=O by Lemma 1.8.1) Corollary 10.2.2 (with 
u=xP) implies there exists ~EA(L, T) such that /?(u)#O, 
a( [L,, Lpp]) # (0) and L[a, /3] is one of the algebras listed in Theorem 
9.1.1(e)-(h). Lemma 11.2.1 shows that this is impossible. 1 

COROLLARY 11.2.3. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra. Let T 
be an optimal torus in L and c(, j E A(L, T). Let A = L[cr, /?I and 
y E A(A, ‘P’,,J T)). Suppose A[y] = (0) and XE A,. Then xp is nil. 

Proof We may assume (replacing ~1, /I by different generators for 
Zcc + Z/l if necessary) that y is the element of ul,,( T)* induced by M. Then 
A[y] = (0) implies L[R] = (0), so by Corollary 11.2.2, yp is nil for all 
y E L,. Since Y’,,: L’“.p’ -+ A is a surjective homomorphism of restricted 
Lie algebras, our result follows. 1 

PROPOSITION 11.2.4. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra over F. Let 
T be an optimal torus in L. Let CI, BE A(L, T). Let A = L[c(, 81. Then one of 
the following occurs: 

(a) S, + S2 s A G (Der SI)(‘) + (Der Sz)(‘), where S,, S, are distinct 
ideals in A and each is isomorphic to one of sI(2), W( 1 : 1 ), H(2 : 1)‘2’. 

(b) S@B,cAGDer(S@B,), n= 1 or 2, !P,,(T) ~6 (DerS)@B,, S 
is one of sI(2), W(l : l), H(2: 1)‘2’, and S@(x,B,+ ... +x,B,) is 
invariant under ad Y,,,(T). 

(c) H(2 : 1)‘2’+ Fx,D, ~AzDer(H(2 : 1)‘2’). 
(d) A=S, where S=H(2: 1 : A). 

(e) A = S, where S is one of the following simple algebras: A,, C,, 
G2, I+‘(2 : 1), S(3 : l)“‘, H(4 : I)“‘, K(3 : 1). 

Proof We know that A is listed in Theorem 9.1.1. If A is listed in (a), 
(c), or (h) of that theorem, then it is also listed here (in (a), (c), or (e)). 
Suppose A is listed in (d) of Theorem 9.1.1. Then, since 3sB BJ !P,J T)) is 
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nil and S@ B, is not nilpotent, the Engel-Jacobson theorem shows that for 
some y E d(A, Y,,(T)) and some x E A,, xp is not nil. Furthermore, since 
CA,, &J~3ScxJBB.(~~,,(~)) we have A[y] = (0). This contradicts 
Corollary 11.2.3. 

Next suppose SG A c Der S. If S = I+‘( 1 : 2) then (as S = Der S) we have 
A = S and Lemma 11.1 .l (d) and Corollary 11.2.3 give a contradiction. 

If S=H(2 : (2, 1))(2) then Lemma 10.1.1(f) and Corollary 11.2.3 give a 
contradiction. 

If S= H(2 : 1 : Q(Y))(~) then Lemma 11.1.2(b) and Corollary 11.2.3 give a 
contradiction. 

It remains to show that if A is one of the algebras of Theorem 9.1.1(b) 
then A satisfies (b) of the proposition. Since n 6 2 by Corollary 10.2.5, 
we need only show that SO (xi B, + ... +x, B,) is invariant under 
ad Ye,,(T). If not we may find t,, t, E Y,,(T) satisfying tf = t,, t{ = t,, 
ti$(DerS)@B,, and t,ES@B,. By Theorem 1.3.1(a) we may assume 
that t, =(x1 + 1) D, mod(Der S)@ B,. We may assume, replacing (~1, /3> 
by another base for Za + Z/l if necessary, that a(tl) #O and a(t,) =O. 
Then ((x, + l).t2)P= t,. Furthermore, (x, + 1) . t, E solv(A’“‘). Choose 
u E L, n (solv L’“‘) such that Yv, B u = (x1 + 1) . t,. Then up is not nil. Then 
by Corollary 10.2.2 we may find y E d(T) so that y(vp) #O, 
(r([L,, L-,1) # (0), and L[a, y] is one of the algebras in parts (e)-(h) of 
Theorem 9.1 .l. Now as y(u”) # 0 and v E solv(L’“‘), we have 
solv(L[a, y]‘“‘) # (0), which implies that L[cr, y] cannot be classical. But 
Corollary 5.8.3 shows L[cr, y] cannot be any of the nonclassical algebras of 
Theorem 9.1.1(h). Furthermore, if L[G(, y] g H(2 : 1 : A) then (as every root 
multiplicity is one in H(2 : 1 : A)) solv(L[a, ~1’“‘) #O implies L[u] r (0) or 
sI(2). Hence Lemma 11.1.3 shows L[c(, y] & H(2 : 1 : A). But we have 
already shown that none of the other algebras of Theorem 9.1.1(e)-(g) can 
occur as L[a, yJ. Thus S@ (x, B, + . . + x,B,) must be invariant under 
ad Yv,,,(T). This completes the proof of the proposition. 1 

LEMMA 11.2.5. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra ouer F. Let 
T be an optimal torus in L. Assume that S@ B, G L[a, p] c Der(SO B,), 
where n > 0, Y,,,(T) @ S@ B,, S = 51(2), W( 1 : 1 ), or H( 2 : 1 )(2) and 
S@(x, B,+ ... +x,B,) is invariant under ad Y&T). Let t,, t2E T 
satisfy ty= t,, t$= t,, yYor,B(T)=Span{y~,,~(ti) I i= 1, 2}, yA,,(t,)~SOB,, 
Y&t,)+ SOB,. Rename the roots so that cc(t,) =O. Then L[a] is non- 
classical (hence L[cc] z W(l : 1) or L[u] E H(2 : 1)). Furthermore, zfL[cr10 
denotes the usual subalgebra of derivations of degree 3 0 in L[a] and (L’“‘), 
denotes the inverse image of L[cr10 in L(“), then 5’0 (x, B, + +x, B,) is 
invariant under ad Y’,,p( (L’“‘),). 

Proof Since L[cr, p] is semisimple, S@ (x, B, + ... + x,B,) is not 
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invariant under ad Y’,,p(L’“‘). Thus we may assume (renaming the roots if 
necessary) that there is some x E L, u 3J T) such that ad Y,,(x) does not 
stabilize S@ (xi B, + ... +x,B,). Without loss of generality we may 
assume that Y&x) = D, modulo the stabilizer of SO (xi B, + . . . + x, B,). 
If x E 3L( T) then we have x, t, E 3LCa,B, ( Y,,,dTjj and CYu,,(x)9 x1 ~~1 = 
[D,,x,.t,]=r,modSO(x,B,+ ... +x,B,). Thus [YV,,,(x),x,.t,] is 
not nil, contradicting the fact that T (being a maximal torus in a simple Lie 
algebra) is standard. Thus we must have x E L,. This implies XT- ’ . t, E 
L[a, y]Ensolv(L[a, y]‘“‘). LetyEL,nsolv(L’“‘)satisfy Y’,,B(y)=x~~’ .t,. 
Then Y&(adxjPp’ y) = -YU,,(t,) mod S @ (x,B, + ... + x,B,) so 
(ad x)“- ‘y is not nil. It follows from Corollary 10.2.2 that there is 
some y such that y((ad x)“~’ y)#O and L[a, r] is one of the algebras of 
Theorem 9.1.1 (h), necessarily one of the nonclassical algebras (since 
(ad Yv,,(x)jp~’ #Oj. By Lemma 58.5 this implies that L[a, 71, & 
L[a, ~1~ and hence L[a] is nonclassical by Lemma 5.8.2(d) and YE(x) does 
not belong to the subalgebra A[alo by Lemma 5.8.2(f). 1 

11.3. We now study the situation in which every L[a] 2 (0) or 
sl( 2). 

LEMMA 11.3.1. Let L he a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F. Let T be an optimal torus in L. Assume that L[a] r (0) or 
542) for all a. Then every L[a, /I] is classical semisimple. 

Proof. If L[a, fl] has toral rank <2 then it is also L[y] for some 
y E Za + Zj? and hence is classical semisimple by hypothesis. Thus we may 
assume that L[a, /I] is one of the algebras listed in Proposition 11.2.4. If 
L[a, /I] is listed in Proposition 11.2.4(a) then L[a, /3] 2 S, + S,, where S,, 
S, are restricted simple. Renaming the roots if necessary, we have 
L[a] 1 S, and L[b] 1 S,. Hence S, z S, z 41(2) so L[a, fi] = 51(2)@ sl(2) 
is classical semisimple. 

By Lemma 11.2.5, L[a, fi] is not one of the algebras of Proposition 
11.2.4(b). 

Suppose L[a, fi] is one of the algebras of Proposition 11.2.4(c). Then by 
Theorem 1.18.4 of [BW82] we may assume Yu,,,( T) contains u = x1 D, or 
v=(x,+l)D,. As 3H~Z:1~(~)=span{~(x,x~)~Odidp-1}~W(1:1) 
and 3H(Z:1J(0)=span{~((x, + 1)x;) 1 Odi<p- l}~ W(l : 1) we see that 
L[a, fi] cannot be one of the algebras of Proposition 11.2.4(c). 

By Lemma 11.1.3(b), L[a, B] cannot be the algebra of Proposition 
11.2.4(d). 

If A is one of the nonclassical algebras of Proposition 11.2.4(e) and 
A’“’ g A, then A[a] is nonclassical by Lemma 5.8.2(d). Thus the lemma is 
proved. 1 
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COROLLARY 11.3.2. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F. Let T be an optimal torus in L. Assume L[cr] 2 (0) or 41(2) 
for all CC. Then L is classical. 

Proof This follows from Lemma 11.3.1 and Proposition 7.1 of 
[Wi183]. 1 

12. CONCLUSION 

In this section we let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F. If L is nonclassical we will construct a maximal subalgebra 
L, such that the hypotheses of the Recognition Theorem (Theorem 1.2.2) 
are satisfied by the pair (L, L,). Hence we have that L is of Cartan type 
and the classification of the finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie algebras 
over F (Theorem 12.51) is complete. 

The key idea in our proof is the definition (Section 12.1) for a restricted 
Lie algebra A containing a torus T of maximal dimension such that all 
roots with respect to T are proper of a certain subspace Q(A) = Q(A, T). In 
case A = L is simple we will use the results of Section 11 to show (Sec- 
tion 12.2) that Q(L) is a subalgebra, that Q(L) = L implies L is classical, 
and that Q(L) is a very “large” (see Lemma 12.2.3 for the precise 
statement) subalgebra of L. Assuming L is nonclassical we then (Section 
12.3) let L,,z Q(L) be a maximal subalgebra of L. We construct a 
corresponding filtration and the associated graded algebra G as usual. It 
follows (Section 12.3) from Lemma 12.2.3 that G/,‘)/3(G/,‘)) is classical 
semisimple and that the graded algebra G satisfies (1.2.3). Section 12.4 is 
devoted to showing that Gb’)/3(G$,‘)) cannot have more than one summand. 
This involves some detailed computations in CT= -* G;. When this is done 
we see (Section 12.5) that L satisfies the hypotheses of the Recognition 
Theorem and so prove the main theorem (Theorem 12.51). 

12.1. We begin by establishing a property of proper roots. 

LEMMA 12.1.1. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra and T be a torus of 
maximal dimension in A. Assume that T is standard in A. Let c( E A,(A, T). 
Then A(“’ contains a unique compositionally classical subalgebra of maximal 
dimension and this subalgebra contains T. 

Proof If ~1 is solvable or classical, then A(“) is compositionally classical 
and the required subalgebra is A itself. If LX is Witt or Hamiltonian, Lemma 
5.3.6 and Corollary 5.6.4 give the result. 1 

DEFINITION 12.1.2. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra and T be a torus of 
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maximal dimension in A. Assume that T is standard in A. Let CI E A,(A, T). 
Define UC”‘= U’“‘(A, T) to be the unique compositionally classical sub- 
algebra of A (a) of maximal dimension given by Lemma 12.1.1. 

LEMMA 12.1.3. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra and T be a torus of 
maximal dimension in A. Assume that T is standard in A. Let a E A,(A, T). 
Then : 

(a) UC”’ 2 aA( T). 

(b) dim A’“‘/U’*’ = 
if a is solvable or classical; 
if ci is Witt; 
if a is Hamiltonian. 

(c) If a is Witt then there is some iE Zp* such that 
dim Aj,/( IEJ(‘))~~ = Bi,]. 

(d) If E is Hamiltonian then there is some iE ZJf such that 
dim A,/( UC”‘),, = 6, j + 6 pi, j. 

Proof. Since s01v(A’“~) E U’“’ (for U”’ + solv(A’“‘) is compositionally 
classical) we may assume that solv(A’“‘) = (0). If c( is solvable or classical 
then ACa) = UCa) and there is nothing to prove. If a is Witt (respectively, 
Hamiltonian) it follows from the proof of Lemma 5.3.6 that 
U’“’ = W( 1 : 1 ), (respectively, A”’ n H(2 : 1 ),,). Since T E UC”‘, Theorem 
1.3.1 shows that we may assume T is spanned by xi D, (respectively, 
x1 D, -x,D,). Direct computation shows that ad x,D, has the single 
eigenvalue - 1 on A’“‘/U’“’ (respectively, ad(x, D, -x,D,) has the two 
eigenvalues + 1 on A’a’/U’“‘), proving the lemma. 1 

DEFINITION 12.1.4. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra and T be a torus 
of maximal dimension in A. Assume that T is standard and that every 
root with respect to A is proper. Define Q(A) = Q(A, T) to be 
c ac ,-(A, n U’%4 0 

LEMMA 12.1.5. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra and T be a torus of 
maximal dimension in A. Assume that T is standard and that every root with 
respect to T is proper. Let a, BE A(A, T). Then: 

(a) Q(A, T) n A’“‘= Q(A”38’, T) n A’“‘; 

(b) If XEA, then XE Q(A, T), if and onZy if Y&x)E 
Q(AC% PI, Y&J). 

Proof: Definition 12.1.4 implies that Q(A, T) n A”’ = U’“‘( A, T) = 
U(“)(A(“), T). Since (A(“-fl))(“) = A(‘), part (a) holds. By Lemma 12.1.3, 
dim A@)/U@)(A, T) = dim A[a, j?]‘“‘/Uca’(A[a, /I], Y&T)). Let V= 
K$(U%4Cto 81, ~,,dT))). Th en dim A’*‘/U’“‘(A, T) = dim A’“‘/V and, 

481.114!1-17 
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since ker Y’,,, = solv(A’“~“‘) is solvable, V . is compositionally classical. Thus 
dim V=dim U”‘(A, T) and so, by Lemma 12.1.1, V= U”‘(A, T). This 
proves (b). 1 

12.2. From now on we will assume that L is a finite-dimensional 
restricted simple Lie algebra over F. Recall (Definition 6.2.1 and 
Proposition 10.4.1) that if T is an optimal torus in L then T is of maximal 
dimension in L, T is standard, and all roots with respect to T are proper. 

PROPOSITION 12.2.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F and T be an optimal torus in L. If Q(L, T) = L then L is a 
classical simple Lie algebra. 

Proof: By Definition 12.1.4, if Q(L, T) = L then L(“’ is compositionally 
classical and so L[cl] = (0) or sI(2) for every a. Then Corollary 11.3.2 gives 
the result. 1 

DEFINITION 12.2.2. Let A be a restricted Lie algebra and T be a torus of 
maximal dimension in A. Assume that T is standard and that every root 
with respect to T is proper. Let D = SZ(A, T) = {cr~d(A, T) 1 A, # 
Q(A, T),}. We say that the pair (A, T) is amenable if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

Q(A, T) is a subalgebra of A. 

If ~1 ER(A, T) and b E d(A, T) then l!S(A, T) n (tl+ Z/l)/ 
d 3 and (ad A8)’ A G Q(A, T). 

If c(, 8, a+/?~fi(A, T) and if Al+a= [A,, A,]+ 
QM T)a+p then ACE, 81 rK(3 : l), CAB, Q(A, T),-,] + 

(12.2.1) 

(12.2.2) 

QM %=&and C4+B1 Q(A, T)L,l+QV, T),=A.. (12.23) 

LEMMA 12.2.3. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F and T’ be an optimal torus in L. Then (L, T’) is amenable. 

Proof In view of Lemma 12.1.5(b) it is sufficient to prove that 
(L[p, v], Yp,,( T)) is amenable for every pair of roots p, v E d(L, T). Thus, 
writing A = L[p, v], T= Yfl,,(r) we must show that (A, T) is amenable 
for every A which can occur as an L[p, v]. 

If dim Td 1 then A =Acy) for some y. Then Q(A, T)=Q(A, T)n 
Acy)= UC?) is a subalgebra of A (Definition 12.1.2) so (12.2.1) holds. Also 
dim ,4/Q(.4, T) = dim A/Ucy’ < 2. This clearly implies (12.2.2) and (12.2.3). 

Thus we may assume that dim T= 2 and hence that A is one of the 
algebras listed in the conclusion of Proposition 11.2.4. We will consider 
each of the cases in the conclusion of that theorem. 

Suppose A is one of the algebras of Proposition 11.2.4(a). Thus 
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S, + Sz G A G Der(S, + S,), where S, , S, are distinct ideals and are among 
d(2), W( 1 : l), H(2 : 1)‘2’. Let Jj be the restricted ideal generated by Si. 
Then by the Engel-Jacobson theorem, Tn Ji # (0) for i= 1,2. Let 
O#t;~TnJ~satisfy tp=ti. Then T=Ft,+Ft,. Define &i,a2 by ui(tj)=6,-. 
Since [tl, S,] + [t2, S,] E S, n S, = (0) we have S, + sA( T) = A’ag) for 
i = 1, 2. Thus A, = (0) unless y E Zu, u Zu,. This clearly implies (12.2.2) 
and (12.2.3). For (12.2.1) we must show that Q(A, T)= Q(,4, T)‘““+ 
Q(A, T)‘Z2) is a subalgebra. Since Q(,4, T) ‘a1) is a subalgebra for i= 1, 2 it is 
sufficient to show that [Q(A, T),,,, Q(A, R),,,] c Q(,4, T) whenever U, 
u E Z. If ua, = 0 or vu2 = 0 then as jA( 7’) c_ Q(A, T)‘“z’ for i = 1, 2 the result 
holds. If ucl,, 0~1~ # 0 then [Q(A, T),,,, Q(A, T)J G [S,, S,] = (0). Thus 
(12.2.1) holds and (A, T) is amenable. 

Next suppose A is one of the algebras of Proposition 11.2.4(b). Thus 
S@BH~AcDer(S@B,), where n= 1 or 2, T s?i SOB,, S=51(2), 
W( 1 : 1 ), or H(2 : 1 )‘2) and SO (xi B, + . . . + x, B,) is invariant under T. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 11.2.5, if t,, t,E T satisfy t;= t;, T= Ft, + Ft,, 
t,ESOB,, t2$S@ B, and if the roots x1, c(~ are defined by ai(ti)=6,,, 
then S@(x,B,+ ... +x,B,) is invariant under ad(Q(A, T)~LI’“~‘) (and, 
since .4”“~S@B,+3~(7’), S@(x,B,+ ... +x,B,) is invariant under 
ad(Q(A T) n A”‘))). 

Suppose SZ 41(2). Let M= (Q(A, T) n ACaz)) + S@ B,. Then M is com- 
positionally classical and M= Q(,4, T). Thus (12.2.1) holds and (in view of 
Lemma 12.1.3) 1 {y 1 A, # Q(,4, T).,}l ~2, which implies (12.2.2) and 
(12.2.3) hold, so (A, T) is amenable. 

Suppose S z W( 1 : 1). Then ad t, induces a derivation of (SOB,,)/ 
(S@(x,B,+ ... +x,B,))rSr W(1 : 1). Since [t,, t2]=0, since all 
derivations of W( 1 : 1) are inner, and since any maximal torus in 
W( 1 : 1) is equal to its centralizer, we may (replacing t, by some element 
of t,+Zt,) assume that [t2,S@B,]sS@(x,B,+ ... +x,B,). This 
implies A”‘GS@(.X,B,,+ ... +x,B,) whenever y$Zu,uZu,. Thus 
{Y I A, Z Q(A T),} c Za, u Za,, which implies that (12.2.2) and (12.2.3) 
hold. Furthermore, Q(,4, T) = (Q(,4, T) n A’*“)+ (Q(A, T) n A’“*‘) + 
SO(x,B,+ ... +x,B,), which is a subalgebra (recall that 
SO (x, B,, + . . . + x, B,) is invariant under ad(Q(A, T) n A’““) for i = 1,2). 
Thus (12.2.1) holds and so (A, T) is amenable. 

Now suppose S z H(2 : 1) ‘*I Then t, and t, induce a torus of dimension . 
<2 acting on (S@B,)/(S@(x,B,+ ... +x,B,))rSrH(2: I)‘*‘. We 
may therefore assume that ad t, induces the derivation l(ad(x, D, + x,D,)) 
for some 1~ Z and that ad t, induces the derivation ad(x,D, -x,D,). It is 
immediate that Q(A, T) 2 A, unless z E Zu,, 5 = c(i - lu,, or t = -txi -ICC,. 
Thus Q(A, T)=(Q(A, T)n~I’“~‘)+d4, where M=(H(2: l)‘*)),@l +S@ 
(xi B, + ... + x,B,). Now (H(2 : 1)‘2)), is a subalgebra of H(2 : 1)‘2) (so M 
is a subalgebra of A) and is invariant under every derivation of H(2 : 1)‘2) 
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which commutes with ad(x,D, -x,D,) (by Proposition 2.1.8(vii)). Now if 
x E Q(A, T) n Acaz) we have that ad x stabilizes SO (x,B, + . . . +x,B,) 
and so induces a derivation of H(2 : 1 )‘*’ g (S @ B,)/( S@ (x1 B, + . . . + 
x,B,)). Since [x, t,] = 0 this derivation commutes with ad(x,D, -x,D,) 
and so stabilizes (H(2 : 1 )‘2’)0. Thus ad x stabilizes M. Hence (12.2.1) 
holds. Also 52 E { +mcl,, +a, - Zq} so (12.2.2) holds. Finally, ~1, p, a + 
j?EsZ forces {a,/?}={* a1 -la,}. Thus [A,, AD] c (SO B,)‘**‘G Q(A, T) 
so CA,, ApI + QM T) .+g~Q(A, T)a+8. Since a+BeQ implies A,+,# 
QM T),+F we see that [A,, AB] + Q(A, T), + p = A, + B is impossible. Thus 
(12.2.3) holds and (A, T) is amenable. 

Next suppose A is one of the algebras listed in Proposition 11.2.4(c). 
Thus H(2: ~)‘*‘+Fx,D~cAcD~~(H(~: l)‘*‘). By Theorem 1.18.4 of 
[SW821 we may assume T is one of Fx,D, +Fx,D,, t;(x,+ l)D, + 
Fx2D2, F(x, + 1) D, + F(x2 + 1) D,. Since all roots with respect to T are 
proper, T= Fx, D, + Fx, D,. Then if A, = A n (Der(H(2 : 1)‘2’))0 we have 
A, is compositionally classical and dim A/A,, < 2. But D, and D, are root 
vectors for independent roots and D,, D, $ Q(A, T) (since {9(x;x2) I 
0 < i Q p - 1) and {9(x,x:) IO d i < p - 1 } span subalgebras of 
H(2 : 1p isomorphic to W( 1 : 1)). Thus dim A/Q(A, T) 2 2. Hence 
dim A/Q(A, T)=2 and Q(A, T)= A,. Thus (12.2.1)-(12.2.3) hold and 
(A, T) is amenable. 

Next suppose A is the algebra of Proposition 11.2.4(d), i.e., suppose that 
A z H(2 : 1 : A). Then Lemma 11.1.3(a) shows TE H(2 : 1 : A),. Since 
H(2 : 1 : A)0 is compositionally classical, Lemma 11.1.3(b) shows that 
Q(H(2 : 1 : A), T) = H(2 : 1 : A),. Since H(2 : 1 : A)0 is a subalgebra of 
codimension two in H(2 : 1 : A), (12.2.1 t(12.2.3) hold and hence (A, T) is 
amenable. 

Finally, suppose that A is one of the algebras listed in Proposition 
11.2.4(e). Then A is classical or isomorphic to one of W(2 : 1 ), S(3 : l)(l), 
H(4:1), . . (‘) K(3 . 1) If A is classical then A = Q(A, T), while if A is non- 
classical then Tc A, by Corollary 5.8.2(h). It is then immediate that 
Q(A, T)= A, (= (X(m: l)(*)),, where A=X(m: l)‘*‘). Thus (12.2.1) holds 
and explicit computation of the Cartan decomposition for each type shows 
that (12.2.2)-( 12.2.3) hold. 1 

12.3. We continue to assume that L is a finite-dimensional restric- 
ted simple Lie algebra over F and that T is an optimal torus in L. 

Suppose L is nonclassical. Then by Proposition 12.2.1 and Lemma 
12.2.3, Q(L, T) is a proper subalgebra of L. Let L, be a maximal sub- 
algebra of L containing Q(L, T). Note that L, is restricted by Corollary 
1.1.2 of [BW82]. Let Lz ... ~L-l~L,~L,~ ... be a corresponding 
filtration and G = C Gi be the associated graded algebra. We will now 
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derive some results on the structure of G. Recall (Section 6.1) that 
Gi=Cyer, Gi,y. 

LEMMA 12.3,1. Gt )/j( Gf )) is a direct sum of classical simple algebras. 

Proof Since Go acts faithfully on G _ I and since dim G _ 1,1 = 1 for all 
AE~-, (by Lemma12.1.3) we have I(G,)=(O). If XEG~,,, ~EG~,-~, 
[x, y] #O and y([x, y]) = 0 then by Lemma 1.14.1 of [SW821 we see that 
(ad x)~G ~~, + (ad y)‘G-, # (0), contradicting (12.2.2) (which holds by 
Lemma 12.2.3). Hence, setting J, = {x E G,, 1 [x, G,, Pg] = (0)}, we see that 
if G,, #J, then there exist X+~E G,, +B such that j?([xs, xeB])=2. Set - 
h, = [x/J, x -a]. By (12.2.2) the eigenvalues of ad h, on G-i are contained 
in (0, f 1) and so the eigenvalues of ad h, on G, are contained in 
{ 0, &- 1, + 2). Then (applying [Jac58] to the Fx, + Fx-, + FhB-submodule 
xiGo,iB of G,) we see that dimG,,,8=1. Suppose [G,,r,Jr] @ JP+?. 
Then the Jacobi identity shows G,, # J, and hB+r E Fh,. Since the eigen- 
values of ad h, and of ad h,, y on G-i are contained in { 0, + 1) we see 
that h B+y = +h,. Now ha+?= -h, implies y(hp) = (/?+ y)(hp)- 
B(h,)= -4 which is impossible. Thus hS+y = h, so Y(hs)= (/3+ y)(h,)- 
/l(hB)=O. Then ifiEr-,, A(h,)= 1 we have (adx,,+,)(ad xP8) GP,,,# (0). 
This implies 1+ y E K, and (A+ Y)(hs) = 1. Iterating gives A+ jy G r-, , 
contradicting (12.2.2). Thus [G,,, Jy] z J,, y, so C J, is a nil ideal in G,. 
As Go acts irreducibly on G _ I this implies J, = (0) for all y. 

It is now clear that G&‘)/j(G6’)) satisfies the hypotheses of Block’s 
classification theorem [Blo66], giving the result. 1 

COROLLARY 12.3.2. L, = Q(L, T). 

Proof: Since L, is a nilpotent ideal in L,, the lemma shows that L, is 
compositionally classical. Thus for every a E d(L, T) we have that L, n LCa) 
is compositionally classical. Since L, n L’“’ 2 Q(L, T) n LCa) = U”‘(A, T) 
(by Definition 12.1.4) the maximality of U’“‘(A, T) implies L, n L’“‘= 
Q(L, T) n L’“’ for all CI so L, = Q(L, T). 1 

LEMMA 12.3.3. If ilgr-, then every exist v,EG-,,,, w-~EG,,~~ such 
that A([vl, wpA])=2. Thus Fv,+Fw~,+F[v,, w-,]r~I(2), 

Proof: As i E rP ,, A is Witt or Hamiltonian. Suppose A is Witt. Then 
L[ll] s W( 1 : l), L’“‘n LO 2 solv L’“‘, and L(“) n L,/solv L’“‘z W( 1 : l)O. 
Thus there exist X~E L,, x2$ L,, and yPle L-, n L, such that 
A([x,, yP,])#O. Now either y-,EL,, in which case we are done (taking 
Us =x~ + LO, wPi. = y-, + L2), or else G,,-, # (0). But by Lemma 12.3.1, if 
Go,, # (0) then G,,A + Go,- j. + CG,,,, G,,-,] z sl(2). Then L’“‘n L, is not 
solvable, contradicting the fact that L(“)n L,/solv L(“) is isomorphic to the 
solvable algebra W( 1 : l),. Thus the lemma holds if 1 is Witt. Now suppose 
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that 1 is Hamiltonian. Then H(2 : 1)‘“) z L[n] s H(2 : l), L(“) n L, z 
solv L’“‘, and L(‘) n L,/solv L(‘) 2 (H(2 : 1)(2)),. Thus there exist x2 EL,, 
xl$L,, and y-,eL-lnL, such that A([x,, yPJ) ~0. Again it is 
sufficient to show that yP’ E L,. If not G,,-, # (0). But as L(‘) n 
L,/solv L’“’ z (H(2 : I)‘*‘), we have G,,k,l # (0). As G&‘)/3(G&‘)) is a direct 
sum of classical algebras, this is impossible. Hence the lemma holds if A is 
Hamiltonian. 1 

LEMMA 12.3.4. G-, = (0). 

Proof. If not, since G-3= CC_,, G-,I, we can find UEG-~,~, VEG-~,~ 
such that O#[U,U]EG~~,.+~. Write u=x+L-,, u=y+L,, where 
XEL,, yeLB. Thenx$L-,, y#L,,, and [x,y]$L-,. Thus L,#Q(L, T)Y 
for y = c(, B, c1+ /I, and so by (12.2.3) (which applies to the pair (L, T) since 
(L, T) is amenable by Lemma 12.2.3) we have [LB, Q(L, T), ~ a] + 
Q(L, T), = L,. Thus L, c [LB, L,] + L,. But as dim(Lg/LBn L,) < 1 (by 
Lemma 12.1.3) and yELBnLp,, y$LO, we have L,GL-,. Thus L,s 
[La, L,] + L, E [LPI, L,] + L, c L ~, , a contradiction. 1 

LEMMA 12.3.5. N(G) = (0). 

Proof If N(G) # (0) then as N(G) s G P2 = [G _, , G ~ I ] (using Lemma 
12.3.4) and as dim G-2,A^ = 1 for all IE~-~ (by Lemma 12.1.3), there exist 
some CI, BEE, with (O)# CC-,,,, G,,,] and [CC-,,,, G-,JI, G,l= (0). 
Let UEL,+~ satisfy L,+,=Fu+L,+,nL-,. Then we must 
have [u, L,] EL,. By (12.2.3) (which holds for the pair (L, T) by 
Lemma 12.2.3) we have CL,,,, Lppn L,] + L,n LO= L,. Now 
dim -L+BI(-L+~ n LO)< 1 (by Lemma 12.1.3) and dim La+B/(La+BnL-l) 
B1soLg+BnL -, s L,. Thus CL,,,, L-~,nL,]+L,nL,=[u,LppnL,] 
+L,nL,=L,. Since L,#L,nL, (as a~r-i) and [u, L,]EL, we must 
have LpBn L, sf L,. Now (12.2.3) shows that L[GL, b] z K(3 : 1) and 
hence L,= Q(L, T)Y for all y~Za+Z/l, y #cl, p, cc+p. Note that this 
implies that /? is a Witt root. Since L-, n L, $2 L, we have G,, -B # (0). 
Then by Lemma 12.3.1, L’“’ n L, is not solvable. But fi is a Witt root and 
so LCD’ n L, is solvable, a contradiction. Hence N(G) = (0). i 

LEMMA 12.3.6. G, acts faithfully on G, 

Proof. By Lemma 12.3.3, r, 2 -CL. Since G, acts faithfully on GP1, 
this implies that T acts faithfully on G,. Since any nonzero ideal of G, has 
nonzero intersection with T, the result follows. m 

12.4. We will now show that it is impossible for G&‘)/J(G~)) to have 
more than one summand. 
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LEMMA 12.4.1. G, = Gr) + T and 3(Gt)) E 3(G,). 

Proof: As each GP,, is one-dimensional we have that Z(G,), the nil 
radical of 3c,,( T), annihilates GP I . But G, acts faithfully on G _ I so 
Z(G,) = (0) and hence 3,-+,(T) = T. Thus G, = G&l)+ T. Now if GP ,,j, # (0) 
then U(Gb’)) G-, ). is a nonzero Go-submodule of G _, hence is equal to 
G -1. Thus 3( Ghi)i) acts as scalars on G ~ 17 so 3(W)) c 3(G,) I . 1 

LEMMA 12.4.2. Suppose G&‘)/3(Gf)) has more than one summand. 
Then Gf)= J, + J2, where J,, J2 are ideals of G,, J, n J, z 3(G,) and 
CJ, 3 J,l = (0). 

Proof: If G&‘)/3(G$,i)) has more than one summand we may write 
G$,’ )/3(Gb’)) = I, 0 Z,, where each of I, and I, is a nonzero sum of classical 
simple algebras. Since Zj’) = Ii for i = 1, 2 we see that I, and I, are invariant 
under any derivation of Gt)/3(Gf)). Since G, acts on G&‘)/&Gb’)) by 
derivations, we see that if Jj is the inverse image of Zi in GA’) then J, is an 
ideal in G,. Clearly G, (I)= J, + J2 and J1 n J, E 3(G,). If [J1, J2] # (0) then 
some I,,, # (0), I,,-, # (0). But I, is a direct sum of classical simple 
algebras so PC Czl,a, I,, + 1) # 0. This implies I,, PB c I,, a contradiction. 1 

LEMMA 12.4.3. Zf G pz # (0) then Gr’/3(Gf)) has no more than one 
summand. 

Proof Suppose G-, # (0). Then by (12.2.3) (which holds for (L, T) 
by Lemma 12.2.3) there exist AE~ -, and FEZ, such that 
CG-,,i, G-1 a+~ ] # (0) (so that c1+ 22 E K,). Now suppose /? E Z,,. Since 
G$,r)/3(Gb1)) is a direct sum of classical simple algebras we can find 
g+sEG,,+B such that /?([ga,gPB])=2. Write h,= [ga,gPa]. Then since 
(ad gs)’ G_, = (ad gs)’ G-, = (0) (by (12.2.2) and Corollary 12.3.2) we see 
that $h,) E { - 1, 0, 1 } for all r E K. In particular, I(h,) E { - 1, 0, 1 } and 
(a + 22)(h,) E { - 1, 0, l}. Suppose a(hp) = 0. Then (CI + 2A)(h,) = 21(hB)E 
(-l,O,l}n{-2,0,2}. Th us a(hs)=O implies A(h,) =O. Now either 
J,,, = (0) or J2,z= (0) (for otherwise I,,, # (0), I,,, #O, and, as 
dCZ,.x, I,,-,I) z (0) since I, is a sum of classical simple algebras, we have 
I,,, s I,, a contradiction). Hence we may assume that J,,, = (0). Now 
suppose that J,,, # (0). Then h, E J, so a(h,) = 0 and hence A(h,) = 0. Thus 
J$l) annihilates G_ , i,. Since J (I) is an ideal in Go and the action of G, on 
G-, is faithful and irreducible: this is impossible. Hence G m2 = (0). 1 

LEMMA 12.4.4. Zf G-, = (0) then Gb”/3(Gb”) has no more than one 
summand. 

Proof Suppose G&“/&G&‘)) has more than one summand. Let J, and J, 
be as in Lemma 12.4.2. 
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Let 1 E K r. Suppose G, = (0). Then if v~, wei. are as in Lemma 12.3.3 
we see that if pcd(L,T) then p([vI,w-A])~{-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3}. 
But 1 E r-, implies II is a Witt or Hamiltonian root and so nA E d(L, T) 
for all 12, ldn<p-1. As p > 7 this implies G, # (0). Thus 
[G-r, [G-,, [GP,,G3]]] is a nonzero ideal in G, which therefore 
contains a nonzero element of T. Hence we may find A, 11, v E E,, 
v~.EG-,,~, v,,~G~r+,, v,EG~,,~, and K~~~~,,EG~,~~,~~,+, such that 
L-vi.9 cv,, CU”? u-1-p-v I]] # 0. Then there exists some v, E G ~ ,,r such that 
oz [u,, [Vi, cv,, CL ~~~~~,~“1111= [VA, C&Y CUP? cu,,, ~~,~,~~“I111 = 
CV,, Cur7 [VA, CV,, ~-~~,~vllll = Cuv3 Cur9 CUA~ Cup9 u~~.~~~vllll (as 
G-,=(O)). Then we have that G,,+,#(O), GO,,P,#(0), G,,+.#(O). 
Thus if r, = {g # 0 I Ji,, # (0)) we have r-2, T-p, T-VErQJrQJ (0). 
Hence (interchanging I*, p, v if necessary) we may assume T - 2, 
T-pErrJ,U (0) for i= 1 or 2. Now write u-~~,~= [v,, u~,~,~,,] so that 
O#[v,, [o,,u-~.~,]]. Then we may find some cc#i, aEr_, such that 
cv,, cv2.9 cv,, u-i-p ]]]#O. For if not, E=ad([v,, [v,,~,~,,]]) is a 
rank one transformation of G-, with E* # 0. Then Lemma 2 of [Wi171 b] 
gives G, E gl(G ~ I ), contradicting our assumption that Gr)/j( Gr ‘) has 
more than one summand. Since O# [v,, [v,, [v,, ~~~~,I11 = 
Cv29 Cva7 Cup9 u-i-p I]] (as G-,=(O)), G,,, ~l#(0). Similarly, Go,lPP# 
(0). Assume (interchanging J, and J, if necessary) that Jl,cr~j, # (0). 

Note that if AEK,, bETo, V,EG ~1.1, ggEG,,,(, and [ga, UJ #O, then 
thereexistsgP/,EGo,Ps such that [gPa, [g,,, vi.]] #O. To see this takeg-, 
so that p( [gs, gPs]) = 2 (which is possible as Gr)/j(G6’)) is a direct sum of 
classical simple algebras). Then (as (ad ga)’ G ~, = (0)) [ gg, vl] # 0 implies 
N&l7 c/J)= - 1 and [gPa, vi,] =O. Thus v,? = ccs/3, sppl, 021 = 
-[gPa, [gp, o,]], giving the result. 

Now we have [g, >, vi.] # 0. Since J$‘) is a nonzero ideal of G, we 
have [ga, o,] #O for SOme gaEJ2,B. Thus OZ Cgp, Cc,+>., Cg+i, on111 
and so (as CJ,, J21 = (0)) Cg,-i, o,+~I +O for VA+BEG-LI.+B. 
Thus 0 # [v;.+p, [v,, [up, ~~~.~plll = Cum, CVA+P, Cup, UpippIII SO 
mB= [ui+p, Cv,, upi~-,ll EJ2.p is a nonzero root vector. Since J\‘) is a 
nonzero ideal of G,, we have [g,, v,] #O for some grEJ,,?. Thus 
;o; [y Cms, Cms, ~,I11 and so (as CJ,, JJ= (0)) Cq, v,+~I #O 

a+y~G-,,x+i,. Thus O# CV~+~, CV~+~, Cup, ~~~-,I11 so OZ 
vi +p? u-i.-p 

[E::$, cv 
I]. We now have that Go,o,Pp# (0) (for 0 # 

u plpJ1l), J,,f (O), Go,xpu+pZ (0) (for O# Cue, CV~.+B, 
cv,~b,l~~=c~p> cv;.+p> cu,, u-i.-jl 111)~ J,,,+(O), and Go,z-,+D+,#(0) 
(for O# Cuafyr CV,+~, ~~~,~.ll). Now if Go,,, Go,,+ Go,e+6Z(0) 
(where 0, q5, B+q5#0) then [G,,,, Go,4]=Go,o+, by Lemma 11.4.1 
of [Se1671 (which applies since G&‘)/j(Gb’)) is classical semisimple). 
Therefore if GO,@, Ji,), Go.@+4 # (0) we have Ji.0, Ji,e+) Z (0). We can 
therefore conclude that J2,aP,c # (0), J,,, mP+B # (0), J,,a-,,+B # (0), and 
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JL-p+fi+y Z(0). Thus a-p+p=O and so we have J,,.-,#(O), 
Jz,M~~=JJ,,~/I#(0). But we also have that r-1, r-p~Z~,u (0) for i= 1 
or 2 and thus I - p vanishes on T n J, or on T n J2. Since a- A vanishes 
on Tn J, and c( - p vanishes on Tn J, , this implies that a - A= 0 or 
r - ,U = 0, contradicting 1, p E Z-,. 1 

LEMMA 12.45 GA,, is a restricted ideal in G,. 

Proof If x E Go,cl, a #O, then (ad x)’ GP, = (0) (by (12.2.2) and 
Lemma 12.2.3). Thus (ad x)” = ad(xP) annihilates G ~, and so xp = 0. Also 
Tn Gt, is spanned by elements of the form [x, y], where x E Go,,, 
YEG~,-~~, a(Cx,yl)=2 ( since G6’,/j(Gr,) is a sum of classical simple 
algebras). For such x and y, since (ad x)’ G ~, = (ad y)’ G ~, = (0) we have 
that the eigenvalues of ad[x, y] on G_, are contained in ( - 1, 0, 1). Thus 
on G_. ,, ad[x, y] = (ad[x, ~1)~ = ad[x, yip and so [x, yip = [x, y]. Thus 
Tn GA,, is restricted and hence Gg’, is. 1 

LEMMA 12.4.6. Let k E N. Up to isomorphism there is only one structure 
of restricted Lie algebra on gI(pk) which extends the natural restricted Lie 
algebra structure of el(pk) and there is only one structure of restricted Lie 
algebra on pgl(pk) + Fz which extends the restricted Lie algebra structure of 
psl(pk) + Fz (a direct sum of restricted ideals where psl(pk) has the natural 
restricted Lie algebra structure and zp = z). 

Proof Let E,, denote the usual matrix unit in gl(pk). Then 
(ad E,,)P- (ad E,,) annihilates gl(pk) and so if XHX[~~ is any pth power 
map on gI(pk) we have ElfI - E,, = al, where a E F and Z denotes the iden- 
tity matrix. Let b satisfy bP - b - a = 0. Then (E,, - bZ)[P’ - (E,, - 61) = 0. 
Thus the linear map c$: gI(pk) + gl(pk) defined by 4 ( s,,pk, = identity and 
$(E,, ) = E,, - bZ is an isomorphism of restricted Lie algebras from gl(pk) 
with the natural restricted Lie algebra structure to gl(pk) with the pth 
power map x H xcp3. 

Similarly, let E,, denote the image of E,, in pgI(pk). Then 
(ad E,,)P- (ad E,,) annihilates pgI(pk) + Fz and so if XHX[~~ is any pth 
power map on pgl(pk) + Fz then E[pl - E,, = az, where a E F. Let b satisfy 
bP-b-a==. Then (E,,-bz)CP1-(E,,-bz)=O. Thus the linear map 
4: pgI( pk) + Fz -+ pgl( pk) + Fz defined by q5 I Ps,Cpk, + I;z = identity and 
&E,,) = Z?,, - bz is an isomorphism of restricted Lie algebras from 
pgI(pk) + Fz (direct sum of restricted ideals with natural pth power struc- 
ture on pgl(pk) and zp =z) to pgl(pk) + Fz with the pth power map 
XHXCP’. 1 

COROLLARY 12.4.7. The restricted Lie algebra G, has one of the 
following structures: 
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(i) G,= Fz, 

(ii) G, is isomorphic to a classical simple Lie algebra, 

(iii) G, g el(pk), pgI(pk), or gl(pk) for some k E N, 

(iv) G, z J@ Fz (a direct sum of restricted Lie algebras), where z is 
central and J is classical simple or pgI(pk) for some k E N. 

Proof: By Lemmas 12.4.3 and 12.4.4, Gf’/j(G6”) has at most one sum- 
mand. If Gj,“/j(G&“) = (0) then, as Go = G&l’+ T and j(G&“) s j(G,) s T, we 
have G, c T so G, = j(G,). Thus as G, acts faithfully and irreducibly on 
G-, we see that (i) holds. Thus we may assume that Gb”/j(Gj,“) has one 
summand, i.e., that it is a classical simple Lie algebra. 

Suppose j(G,) = (0). Then j(G&“) = (0) and GA” is classical simple. 
Then G, E Der Gf ‘. By [Blo62, Lemma 7.11, Der GA” = GA” unless 
Gh”r psI(pk), k E N, and Der(psl(pk)) = pgl(pk). Thus (ii) or (iii) holds. 

Next suppose that j(G&“) # (0). Then Gr’ is a nonsplit central extension 
of the classical simple Lie algebra G&l’/j(G&i’). By [Blo68, Theorem 3.11 
this implies G&“/j(G6”) g psl(pk) and Gy’z sl(pk). Thus G, E Der(sl(pk)) 
and so G, E gI(pk) or sI(pk). By Lemma 12.4.6 this is an isomorphism of 
restricted Lie algebras. Thus (iii) holds. 

Finally, suppose that j(G,) # (0) and j(Gb”) = (0). Thus Gf’ is classical 
simple and Go 2 G&l’ @ Fz a direct sum of restricted ideals by Lemma 
12.4.5. Thus Go s Der G&l’+ Fz. If Gr’ is not of the form psI(pk) then by 
[Blo62, Lemma 7.11, G&l’ = Der GA” so G, is listed in (iv). If Gf ’ z psI(pk) 
then G, = psI(pk) + Fz or pgI(pk) + Fz. In the latter case, Lemma 12.4.6 
shows that this is a direct sum of restricted ideals. Thus (iv) again holds 
and the lemma is proved. 1 

12.5. We now state and prove the main theorem of the paper. 

THEOREM 12.5.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F, an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 7. Then L is 
either classical simple or an algebra of Cartan type. 

Proof: Let T be an optimal torus in L. By Proposition 10.4.1, all roots 
with respect to T are proper. By Proposition 12.2.1 we may assume 
L # Q(L, T). Let L, be a maximal subalgebra containing Q(L, T) (indeed, 
L,=Q(L, T) by Corollary 12.3.2), Lz ... ~L_,2L,~L,~ ... be a 
corresponding filtration, and G be the associated graded algebra. By Lem- 
mas 12.3.5 and 12.3.6, N(G) = (0) and the action of G, on G, is faithful. 
Thus the graded Lie algebra G is transitive. By Corollary 12.4.7 we see that 
G, is a direct sum of restricted ideals each of which is abelian, classical 
simple, or isomorphic to el(pk), pgI(pk), or gl(pk). Thus the hypotheses of 
the Recognition Theorem (Theorem 1.2.2) are satisfied and that theorem 
gives our result. i 
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